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Abstract

To provide seamless Internet services, most public build-
ings, including coffee shops, airports, and libraries, tem-
porary personal computers are offered to users for net-
work access. This has led to a potential risk that the
secret information of the user may be leaked out once
these temporary computers have been affected by Tro-
jans. Generally, the service provider checks the authority
of a user according to a series of authentication proce-
dure. While a user enters the verification token into the
public computers, an attacker may apply a key-logger to
steal the password or personal information. In this ar-
ticle, we have first introduced the visual secret sharing
technique with arbitrary-angle stacking to design an aux-
iliary authorization protocol. According to the stacked
one-time password, users can have the access to network
services without keying any secret information into the
public computers. Moreover, the efficiency of AAVSS is
favorable to resource-constrained mobile device.

Keywords: Auxiliary Authorization; Keylogger; Nearest-
Neighbor Interpolation; VSS

1 Introduction

As the Internet brings convenience for the whole world,
human beings now can purchase clothes online, chat on-
line, organize conference online, watch the pay-TV, and
enjoy other online products expediently. Corresponding
to this trend and due to the heavy work burden on people
in the modern society, it is in great need that people can
access to various services or products just through the
Internet without having to go out personally.

In recent decades, various kinds of network services are
offered via the Internet. People expect that they are able
to obtain the services everywhere and anytime. Thus, the
verification mechanisms are necessary for confirming leg-

ibility of both service provider and user. Among those
mechanisms, the password authentication [2–6, 9, 11–13]
is an easy way to achieve this purpose. In such environ-
ment, a new user has to provide a pair of identity and
password to the service provider in the registration. The
server then keeps the secret information in the database
once it has accepted the joining request. After that, the
server maintains the service access according to the com-
parison between the received authentication token and the
recorded one in the database.

Nevertheless, researchers have pointed out that this
simple mechanism might suffer from the stolen verifier
attack. Besides, it requires a large amount of memory to
maintain the password table and corresponding informa-
tion. Hereafter, the smart card has been introduced in the
design of authentication mechanisms to solve this security
problem and mitigate the storage consumption. Personal
information and authentication token are kept in the card
instead of the server database for validity proof. Hence,
the risk of stolen verifier attack could be eliminated.

Subsequently, there have many attacks based on the
information retrieved from the smart card. According to
the extracted token, intruders can further mount mali-
cious attacks, such as forgery attack and impersonation
attack. In addition, two-factor authentication schemes
have been designed for enhancing the entropy of verifi-
cation token, in which the difficulty in compromising the
system could be highly reinforced. Aside from a smart
card, people adopt the fingerprint as the other factor for
personal information protection. The sampling process of
fingerprint, however, is a tough problem in the implemen-
tation. It is due to the high sensitivity of cryptographic
function.

Actually, the validity is not the only essential re-
quirement that these authentication mechanisms have to
achieve. Many new challenges including anonymity, un-
traceability, efficiency, and resistance to recent attacks,
have come out in designing a novel authentication mech-
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Table 1: VSS stacking

s1 s2 s1 ∨ s2
� � �
� � �
� � �
� � �

anism. Among them, a common situation is seldom con-
sidered in the field of authentication mechanism. That is,
people often need to login a network system via a public
computer or some other persons laptops. In this case, it
is hard to guarantee that the login information could be
well-protected. An attacker can install a key-logger pro-
gram into a public computer; Thus, recording the identity
and password of a login user [7, 11]. Once people cannot
get rid of this temporary switch situation, how to pre-
vent a personal secret from being intercepted or recorded
must be firmly concerned in developing an authentication
system.

In this article, we aim to propose an auxiliary authority
mechanism based on the visual secret sharing (VSS) tech-
nique [8,10], in which a user can use the mobile phone to
switch a service to a temporary computer instead of enter-
ing any personal secret. For simplicity, the abbreviation of
the new mechanism is defined as AAVSS. More precisely,
a user can login the network systems with personal com-
puter by a pre-defined authentication scheme. Whenever
the personal computer is inaccessible, the user can employ
the smartphone to obtain the one-time token (OTP) to
have the access [3]. In AAVSS, the nearest-neighbor inter-
polation (NNI) is integrated into the VSS to achieve the
arbitrary-angle stacking, while a smartphone is applied
to record the base of VSS [1, 15]. According to Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union (ITU) statistics in 2015,
there are more than 7.085 billion smartphone subscribers
around the world [14]. The adoption of smart phone does
make sense while being integrated into an authentication
mechanism. Moreover, the computing ability of a smart
phone is much higher than that of a smart card. This
device can share parts of computation for verification. In
particular, the property of arbitrary-angle stacking of VSS
is difficult to complete; thus, it is the main challenge in
developing AAVSS.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Related
works are introduced in Section 2, followed by the de-
tails of AAVSS in Section 3. The performance analysis is
explained in Section 4. We make conclusions in Section 5.

2 Related Works

In the following, we introduce the concept of VSS and
NNI. The VSS is used to embed OTP content into shares.
Hereafter, a legal user can figure out OTP by stacking
shares on the base kept in the smartphone. As to the
NNI, it is adopted to achieve the arbitrary-angle stacking.

Table 2: The stacking principle of Lin et al.’s scheme

GS1 GS0
2 GS120

2 GS240
2 SP1 SP2 SP3
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2.1 Visual Secret Sharing

The VSS technique is first proposed by Naor and
Shamir [10]. It distributes the pixel of a secret image
SP to two transparent shares TS1 and TS2. S1 and S2

denote the corresponding position pixels of TS1 and TS2.
The stacking operation is the OR boolean operation (∨),
as shown in Table 1. People cannot learn anything useful
information of SP from only one share. By stacking those
two transparencies, the content of SP can be revealed.

In 2014, Lin et al. have extended this idea to develop
a multi-secret VSS mechanism based on random grid [8],
in which the secrets can be shown by specific angle stack-
ing. Given three secret images SP1, SP2, and SP3, they
randomly generate a grid base GS1 and three temporary
shares GS0

2 , GS120
2 , GS240

2 according to the principle in
Table 2. Note that Lin et al. apply the exclusive-or op-
eration to stack shares instead of OR function. How to
construct those shares depends on two rules:

1) If the pixel of secret image is white, the pixel at the
corresponding position of share must be the same as
that of GS1.

2) If the pixel of secret image is black, the pixel at the
corresponding position of share must be the opposite
one of GS1.

Hereafter, a user who collects base GS1 and share GS2

is able to reveal SP1. Rotating GS2 by 120◦, the user
further extracts SP2. Finally, the user can figure out SP3

by rotating GS2 by 240◦.

2.2 Nearest-Neighbor Interpolation

The NNI is a technique used to adjust the scale of im-
age or to rotate an image [1, 15]. In AAVSS, we apply it
to re-define the pixel coordinates of share after rotating.
Suppose that the new pixel coordinate is (x’, y’), as il-
lustrated in Figure 1. Due to the rotation operation, the
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Figure 1: The new coordinate (x′, y′) of pixel after rotat-
ing

values of (x’, y’) might not be integers. Note that (x1,
y1) and (x2, y2) are the neighbor coordinates with inte-
ger appearance. Thus, we can use NNI to transfer these
values into integers for fulfilling the image format. We
first calculate the difference between (x’, y’) and neigh-
bors based on Equation (1). Subsequently, the new coor-
dinate is modified as (x”, y”) according to Equation (2)
and Equation (3). The function R(u) is used to check the
nearest coordinate of (x’, y’), and u is the parameter for
distance judgment.{

λ = x′ − x1, x1 ≤ x′ ≤ x2
µ = y′ − y1, y1 ≤ y′ ≤ y2

}
(1)

{
x′′ = R(−λ)x1 +R(1− λ)x2
y′′ = R(−µ)y1 +R(1− µ)y2

}
(2)

R(u) =

{
1 if − 0.5 ≤ u ≤ 0.5
0 otherwise

}
(3)

Figure 2 is an example illustrating how to decide the
new coordinate. Black dots of Figure 2(a) are the original
coordinates, while white ones are the rotated positions.
Suppose (x′, y′) = (2.7, 1.4) in Figure 2(b). (x1, y1),
(x1, y2), (x2, y1) and (x2, y2) are (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 1),
and (3, 2), respectively. Thus, we can have (x′′, y′′) = (3,
1) according to the above equations.

3 The Details of AAVSS

In this section, we describe the details of the auxiliary
authority mechanism, including the setup phase, trans-
ference phase, and VSS share generation phase. In the
first phase, we explain the environment setup and es-
sential assumptions. The authority transference protocol
is introduced in the second phase. How to achieve the
arbitrary-angle stacking is presented in the final phase.

3.1 Setup Phase

There are four roles in AAVSS, MU (Mobile User), AS
(App Server), PC (Public personal Computer), and S
(Service provider). MU is a mobile subscriber with an

Figure 2: Example of coordinate re-definition

intelligent cellular phone containing a secret base S1. S1

is shared between AS and MU. AS is an App server which
is responsible for generating VSS base and share. MU has
to register at AS and installs an App connecting to AS.
S is a server offering a specific service over the Internet.
AS and S have shared a secure channel, while MU is a
registered user of S and possesses a pair of identity and
password. PC is the so called non-personal computer.
Notations used in the article are defined in Table 3.

3.2 Transference Phase

Once MU switches to a PC, MU can obtain an OTP token
to access network service instead of entering a real pass-
word according to the following procedure. The flowchart
of the transference phase is illustrated in Figure 3.

Step 1. MU starts the App and sends a request to AS,
including IDMU , IDs, and RS.

Step 2. AS generates a four-digit secret number FS and
sends it to S along with IDMU via a pre-shared se-
cure channel. Note that FS is an OTP for this pro-
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Figure 3: Transference flowchart

Table 3: Notations used in AAVSS

IDs The identity of service provider S
IDMU/PWMU The identity/password of MU for S
RS A random seed for generating four

rotation angles(R1, R2, R3,R4)
FS A four-digit secret number,

FS = P1P2P3P4

S1 The base of MU

tocol run. AS then figures out four rotation angles
(R1, R2, R3, R4) according to the received RS. With
these four angles, AS employs the procedure of sub-
section 3.3.2 to construct four temporary shares S2a,
S2b, S2c, and S2d containing P1, P2, P3, and P4, re-
spectively.

Step 3. AS returns S2 = S2d to MU.

Step 4. MU applies RS to obtain (R1, R2, R3, R4) and
then stacks S2 on S1. Rotating S2 with R4, P4 could
be generated. Keeping on rotating R3, R2, and R1

sequentially, MU could have P3, P2, and P1. MU
keys in IDMU and FS= (P1, P2, P3, P4) into the
web page on PC.

Step 5. S checks if (IDMU , FS) is the same as the one
sent from AS. If they are correct, S accepts the re-
quest; otherwise, the connection is terminated.

3.3 VSS Share Generation Phase

Here we explain how to achieve the arbitrary-angle VSS
stacking. As we use the concept of strongbox to lay out
the OTP content, all the shares and base are in the shape
of circle. The secret base S1 kept in MU and AS is con-
structed in subsection 3.3.1, while the share S2 is gener-
ated in subsection 3.3.2. All pixels are divided into eight
types of 3 × 3 block, as shown in Table 4. Note that P1,
P2, P3, and P4 are displayed in four pictures, and the con-
tent of these four pictures are located separately. If the
stacked result of a block contains four white pixels, it is
regarded as the white pixel of an OTP digit. In case that
the stacked results of a block possesses nine black pixels,
it is considered as the black pixel of an OTP digit.

Table 4: Block types

Table 5: Stacking rules
(a) Stacking rules of white blocks (b) Stacking rules of black blocks

3.3.1 The Generation of S1

Once AS received and accepted the registration of MU, it
randomly selects blocks from Table 4 to generate a secret
base S1, as displayed in Table 6(a). S1 is sent to MU and
is kept in its database related to IDMU .

3.3.2 The Generation of S2

The S2 consists the blocks from Table 4 according to the
rules of Table 5. For a white pixel of an OTP digit,
AAVSS generates a block of share corresponding to the
position of S1 based on Table 5(a) such that the stacked
result (S1 ∨ S2) could be white. As to a black pixel of an
OTP digit, AAVSS picks a block of share corresponding
to the position of S1 based on Table 5(b) such that the
stacked result (S1 ∨ S2) could be black.

In the following, we describe how to generate four tem-
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Figure 4: The procedure of generating four shares

porary shares to achieve arbitrary-angle stacking. The
procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.

Step 1. P1P2P3P4. AAVSS random picks up four
digits(P1, P2, P3, P4) as the OTP of this section.

Step 2. S2a. AAVSS refers to the block positions of S1

and P1 to generate corresponding block of the first
share. For a white pixel of P1, AAVSS randomly se-
lects a block of Table 4 for the corresponding position
in the share. As to a black pixel of P2, it picks the
opposite block of S1 for the corresponding position
in the share. According to NNI, it rotates this share
by the angle (−R1) to form S2a.

Step 3. S2b. AAVSS refers to the block positions of S1

and P2 to generate corresponding block of the second
share. Note that we only consider the black pixel of
P2, P3, and P4 to avoid pixel interference problem.
For a black pixel of P2, AAVSS selects the opposite
block of S1 and replaces the corresponding block of
S2a with this one. According to NNI, it rotates this
share by the angle (−R2) to form S2b.

Step 4. S2c. AAVSS refers to the block positions of S1

and P3 to generate corresponding blocks of the third
share. For a black pixel of P3, AAVSS chooses the
opposite block of S1 and replaces the corresponding
block of S2b with this one. According to NNI, it
rotates this share by the angle (−R3) to form S2c.

Step 5. S2d. AAVSS refers to the block positions of S1

and P4 to generate corresponding block of the last
share. For a black pixel of P4, AAVSS finds the oppo-
site block of S1 and replaces the corresponding block
of S2c with this one. According to NNI, it rotates
this share by the angle (−R4) to form S2d.

Step 6. S2 = S2d, as shown in Table 6(b).

3.4 Performance Analysis

To prove the practicability of AAVSS, we have simulated
the system to examine the performance. In particular,
the sizes of base and share are set to be 128 × 128 pixel,
192 × 192 pixel, 256 × 256 pixel, 384 × 384 pixel, and
512× 512 pixel, which are suitable for the mobile device.
We use desktop to simulate the AS. CPU used for the
server is AMD FX-6300 Six-Core 3.5GHz with 8GB RAM.

Table 6: S1 and S2

(a) S1 (b) S2

Table 7: Secret digits of an OTP

P1 P2 P3 P4

The operating system is Window 7 with 64bit. The used
program language is Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 C++.
The examination includes the recognition of stacked re-
sults and the generation efficiency of base and share. We
first generated ten OTP’s (i.e., FS’s) which contain four
digits (P1, P2, P3, P4). Each four-digit number is spread
on four pictures, as shown in Table 7.

For each base size, we have generated a base S1 accord-
ing to Table 4. The results are displayed in Table 8. For
each base, we have generated two sets of (S2a, S2b, S2c,
S2d) according to two sets of (P1, P2, P3, P4) and two
sets of rotation angle (R1, R2, R3, R4). The outcomes
are illustrated in Table 9. Undoubtedly, nothing could
be revealed. The details of rotation angles and stacked
outcomes are listed in Table 10. Here is an example to
illustrate how to reveal the OTP in the first row of Ta-
ble 10. Given the set of rotation angle (139◦, 192◦, 85◦,
301◦), we first stacked S2 on S1 and rotated S2 by 301◦.
Then we obtained a recognizable digit 4. We kept on ro-
tating S2 by 85◦ to have digit 9, by 192◦ to reveal digit 2,
and by 139◦ to extract digit 3. Note that 3294 is the
OTP for this protocol run. It is clear that all the opera-
tions could lay out a recognizable digit from the human
vision perception. Thus, the arbitrary-angle stacking is
confirmed in AAVSS.

To highlight the contribution of AAVSS, we also in-
spected the efficiency for constructing base and shares.

Table 8: S1 with different size (Pixel)

128× 128 192× 192 256× 256 384× 384 512× 512
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Table 9: S2 with different size (Pixels)

Size S2a S2b S2c S2d

128× 128

192× 192

256× 256

384× 384

512× 512

For each size of test image, we performed the system two
thousand times to gather the statistics. Two thousands
random seeds are generated to produce two thousand sets
of rotation angles. Similarly, two thousand sets of secret
numbers (OTPs) are embedded into corresponding shares.
The average time each step is shown in Table 11.

The generation of base S1 is quick as it is constructed
randomly according to the blocks of Table 4. The time for
producing the first temporary share S2a is longer since we
need to consider the black and white pixels of the secret
digits. By contrast, the time for creating S2b, S2c, and
S2d is shorter as only the black pixels of secret digit are
referred to.

In Table 11, S2 displays the time for completing a share
that will be transferred over the Internet. Namely, it is
the time summation of generating those four temporary
shares. We have selected five sizes of test image, which
are suitable for smartphone appearance. Actually, it is
easy for people to recognize the content of stacked result,

Table 10: Stacked results
Size S1 ∨ S2a S1 ∨ S2b S1 ∨ S2c S1 ∨ S2d

128× 128

R1 = 139◦, P1 = 3 R1 = 192◦, P2 = 2 R3 = 85◦, P3 = 9 R4 = 301◦, P4 = 4

R1 = 134◦, P1 = 0 R2 = 179◦, P2 = 3 R3 = 13◦, P3 = 7 R4 = 131◦, P4 = 9

192× 192

R1 = 303◦, P1 = 7 R2 = 114◦, P2 = 6 R3 = 173◦, P3 = 4 R4 = 221◦, P4 = 9

R1 = 246◦, P1 = 5 R2 = 191◦, P2 = 0 R3 = 148◦, P3 = 1 R4 = 65◦, P4 = 8

256× 256

R1 = 333◦, P1 = 3 R2 = 299◦, P2 = 9 R3 = 294◦, P3 = 4 R4 = 346◦, P4 = 5

R1 = 282◦, P1 = 2 R2 = 321◦, P2 = 1 R3 = 187◦, P3 = 7 R4 = 126◦, P4 = 0

384× 384

R1 = 156◦, P1 = 3 R2 = 194◦, P2 = 5 R3 = 90◦, P3 = 2 R4 = 257◦, P4 = 8

R1 = 34◦, P1 = 1 R2 = 96◦, P2 = 4 R3 = 25◦, P3 = 9 R4 = 207◦, P4 = 7

512× 512

R1 = 316◦, P1 = 5 R2 = 279◦, P2 = 8 R3 = 33◦, P3 = 7 R4 = 114◦, P4 = 2

R1 = 40◦, P1 = 1 R2 = 54◦, P2 = 2 R3 = 254◦, P3 = 9 R4 = 46◦, P4 = 6
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Table 11: Time for generating base and shares

Time (ms)
Size (Pixel) S1 S2a S2b S2c S2d S2

128× 128 12 51 50 49 49 199
192× 192 24 107 99 99 99 404
256× 256 39 182 166 165 166 679
384× 384 83 388 344 345 344 1421
512× 512 142 673 600 601 600 2474

(a) S1

(b) S2

Figure 5: The fold-line graphs of base and shares

as shown in Table 10, no matter what kinds of size we
selected. Taking the size of 256 × 256 for instance, the
average time for creating a share for MU is only 679 ms,
which is acceptable in integrating a mobile phone as the
second factor of authentication. Again, we have provided
the fold-line graphs of efficiency under different sizes in
Figure 5. They can help to make sense of the practicabil-
ity of AAVSS in playing an auxiliary authority procedure.

3.5 Conclusions

In this article, we first used VSS technique with arbitrary-
angle to develop an auxiliary procedure for preventing
real password from being recorded in a public computer.
In particular, NNI is adopted to achieve the arbitrary-
angle stacking, which can be considered as a strongbox.
The security of the applied VSS can be referred to that
of [8]. With limited time and trial constraints, AAVSS can
effectively produce an OTP to protect secret information
when the personal computer is inaccessible.
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Abstract

With the popularity of the Internet and smart phones, e-
commerce based on the Internet has rapidly developed by
relying on its particular merits. However, the openness
of the Internet makes payment security and privacy pro-
tection become the key of e-commerce development. This
study gave a brief introduction of both traditional and im-
proved Business to Customer (B2C) e-commerce and pre-
formed the analogue simulation on shift left long (SLL)
security protocol based on double encryption algorithm
and traditional encryption algorithm under different sizes
of data. The result showed that the double encryption
algorithm could has lower complexity for encrypting and
decrypting data, enabling to shorten the time of the en-
cryption and decryption of the data; in terms of security,
the decryption integrity of the data that was encrypted by
double encryption algorithm was lower, and was basically
garbled without logic. Thus, the security is guaranteed.
In conclusion, the third-party privacy server in the im-
proved B2C model can effectively guarantee the payment
and privacy security of consumers.

Keywords: Business To Customer; Double Encryption Al-
gorithm; E-Commerce; Payment Security

1 Introduction

With the popularity of the Internet, e-commerce, which
is different from traditional commerce, has gradually de-
veloped. With the help of the Internet, e-commerce can
initiate business transactions anytime and anywhere, and
no physical cash is needed in this process [1]. However, for
business operation, whether traditional or electronic, the
most important thing is the protection of information [2],
including transaction fund and personal information of
both buyers and sellers [5, 15].

Traditional business [18,21] is based on the real world,
and in a state of ”face to face”, the buyer and the seller

can completely rely on the only biological characteristic
to confirm the information’s reality and safety, but buyers
and sellers of the electronic commerce with the virtual
Internet cannot meet directly, so security protocol is used
to ensure information security certification [6]. Studies
on the e-commerce security are as follows. Yi et al. [14]
brought up a formal analysis method to verify quantum
cryptography electronic payment protocol security. The
results showed that the agreement was not satisfactory
because of the logical flaws. After improving and using
formal analysis to verify again, it could be found out that
defects were made up for. Mandal [16] put forward a kind
of electronic payment system based on authentication key
exchange protocol.

This case introduced an effective owner tracking mech-
anism to identify the malicious customers. At the same
time, the automatic validation of the Internet security
protocols and applications simulated the security of the
scheme to prove that its replay and man-in-the-middle
attack were safe. Mlke et al. [8] suggested to use a kind
of privacy protection e-commerce protocol (PPEP) which
would decouple or unlock online trade and consumer iden-
tity to provide anonymity for online shoppers in the e-
commerce websites. What’s more, they also brought up a
PPEP plan which enabled merchants to perform customer
management without disclosing the identity of customers
to merchants. This study briefly introduced the tradi-
tional Business to Customer (B2C) and the improved B2C
e-commerce model and simulated shift left long (SLL) se-
curity protocol based on double encryption algorithm and
traditional encryption algorithm under different sizes of
data.

2 Traditional B2C Model E-
Commerce

As shown in Figure 1, the fundamental frame structure
of traditional B2C mode [4, 20] consisted of the third-
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party payment platform, buyer browser, seller website and
logistics platform [12]. The execution flow of traditional
B2C mode transaction protocol [7, 11] is shown by the
ordinal arrow in Figure 1.

1) The buyer looks through goods in the seller website
through the browser;

2) The seller provide goods information for buyers in
the websites;

3) After logging in the website, buyer places an order
for the goods and chooses the third-party payment
platform to pay;

4) After receiving the payment order, the seller submits
it to the third party platform;

5) The buyer confirms the payment transfer operation
of the order in the third-party platform;

6) The third-party platform feed back the payment pro-
cessing results to both the seller and the buyer;

7) The seller issues and processes orders and submits
processing information to the third-party platform;

8) The buyer confirms the receipt of goods on the third
party platform after he has received the goods satis-
factorily;

9) The third-party platform transfers the buyer’s pay-
ment to the seller’s account.

Figure 1: The traditional B2C mode model

Traditional B2C model adopts the third-party payment
platform to ensuring the payment security, however, it
still has some disadvantages in the physical application [3,
17]:

1) The seller is eager to deliver the goods after receiving
the order without confirming the payment informa-
tion of the buyer;

2) After the seller issues the goods, the buyer cancels the
order due to malice or unexpected factors, resulting
in the seller’s property and goods being empty;

3) Because of the logistics platform, the seller delivers
the goods, but the buyer who is ”received” has not
actually received the goods;

4) The order information of the buyer can be found on
all three platforms in the circulation process, increas-
ing the risk of privacy disclosure.

3 Improved B2C Mode E-
Commerce

As shown in Figure 2, to solve the four shortcomings of the
traditional mode mentioned above, the traditional B2C
trade mode was expanded by third-party privacy server [9]
and logistics platform, and the original functions of mod-
ules remain unchanged.

The execution flow of improved B2C mode transaction
protocol is shown by the ordinal arrow in Figure 2 [13]:

1) The buyer browses the goods on the seller’s website
through the browser;

2) The seller provides the buyer with the commodity
information on the website;

3) The buyer registers the address and other privacy in-
formation in the third-party privacy server, and ob-
tains the corresponding ID serial number;

4) The third-party privacy server transfers the order to
the seller;

5) The seller transfers the received order information to
the third-party payment platform, where the privacy
information in the order is replaced by the ID serial
number obtained before;

6) Payment platform transfers the results of feedback to
buyer and seller;

7) The seller delivers goods according to the order;

8) The logistics platform informs the buyer that the
goods are received;

9) The logistics platform notifies the buyer’s received
information to the third-party privacy server;

10) Attending logistics platform can’t learn the buyer’s
private information.
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Figure 2: The improved B2C mode model

4 Double Encryption Algorithm

In the traditional B2C e-commerce model, the data in-
teraction between modules is through Hyper Text Trans-
fer Protocol (HTTP), but the data transferred by HTTP
protocol transmission in general is the plaintext which
has no encryption process. When conducting e-commerce
transactions, data transferred is extremely easy to be in-
tercepted or faked by a third party, meanwhile, the both
sides of transmitting and receiving information can’t con-
firm identity of each other. In the improved B2C e-
commerce model, third-party privacy server and logistics
platform are added. The third-party privacy server pro-
vides the whole model with Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
security agent protocol based on double encryption algo-
rithm [22]. SSL protocol can provide secure communica-
tion privacy protection for both sides of data transmis-
sion.

As shown in Figure 3, the third-party privacy server
will judge the data type after receiving it from the buyer’s
browser, and if it is PI, the flag bit of SSL will be flag1=0,
flag2=0; then the public key of the payment gateway in
the SSL protocol is used to encrypt the PI, and obtain
the payment encryption package CPI, which is then filled
into the actual data recorded in the SSL protocol. If it
is an order information OI, it is populated directly into
the actual data in the SSL record; after obtaining the
actual data recorded by SSL, the Hash function algorithm
is applied to perform summary calculation on the actual
data, the sequence generated by the sequence generator
and the encryption key of PI. The obtained summary data
was MAC data. The SSL record generated in the first
few steps shall be encrypted by applying the symmetric
key [10,19] in the SSL protocol negotiated by both parties
to generate the transmission ciphertext Crecord-SSL.

The double encryption algorithm mentioned above is

Figure 3: Double encryption algorithm flow
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applied in the third-party privacy server to obtain the ci-
phertext Crecord-SSL of payment information and order
information, and then transmitted to the server of the
seller’s website. After receiving ciphertext Crecord-SSL,
the server performs symmetric decryption according to
the negotiated symmetric key, then checks the integrity
of SSL record data, and judges whether the record data
is order information or payment information according
to the flag bit. If it is the order information, the server
will extract the information and put it into storage for
processing. In the case of payment information, the pay-
ment encryption package CPI will be transmitted to the
third-party payment platform, and the public key of the
payment gateway is used to decrypt it and wait for the
payment result. If successful, the logistics platform is in-
formed to deliver the goods.

5 Simulation Experiment

5.1 Experiment Environment

The experiments in this study were performed on a lab
server with server configuration of Windows 7 system, I7
processor, and 16 Gbytes of memory. The coding of SSL
security protocol based on double encryption algorithm
and SSL security protocol based on double encryption al-
gorithm was implemented using C++.

5.2 Experiment Methods

Data packets with different sizes of order information and
payment information were set, and data packets were
encrypted and decrypted through SSL security protocol
based on double encryption algorithm and SSL security
protocol based on double encryption algorithm. The ex-
periment was repeated 100 times and the average of the
total time required to encrypt and decrypt the data pack-
ets under both algorithms was counted.

Similarly, data packets with different sizes of order in-
formation and payment information were set, and the
data packets were encrypted respectively through SSL se-
curity protocol based on double encryption algorithm and
SSL security protocol based on double encryption algo-
rithm. Then the encrypted data packets were informally
decrypted to simulate the situation where the orders and
payment information were stolen, meanwhile, the maxi-
mum decryption time was set as 60 min to prevent the
decryption time from being too long. The cracked cipher-
text was compared with the original text to obtain the
decryption integrity.

5.3 Experiment Results

5.4 Time Complexity

As shown in Figure 4, for a data packet of 1 M, the total
time required for encryption and decryption by the tra-
ditional encryption algorithm was 78.7 ms, and the total

time of the double encryption algorithm was 31.2 ms; for a
data packet of 10 M, the traditional encryption algorithm
required 600.3 ms, and double encryption algorithm re-
quired 245.1 ms; for a data packet of 20 M, the traditional
encryption algorithm needed 1181.5 ms, the double en-
cryption algorithm needed 487.2 ms; for a data packet of
30 M, the traditional encryption algorithm needed 1765.9
ms, the double encryption algorithm needed 695.3 ms;
for a data packet of 40 M, the traditional encryption al-
gorithm required 2377.5 ms, and the double encryption
algorithm required 1103.2 ms. It could be seen that no
matter which algorithm was, as the data to be encrypted
increased, the total time required for encryption and de-
cryption increased, and the difference of the required time
between the two algorithms became increasingly obvious
starting from 10 M, and the time required by the double
encryption algorithm was significantly smaller than that
of the traditional algorithm. It showed that the double
encryption algorithm had lower time complexity and bet-
ter performance.

Figure 4: Total time of encryption and decryption of dif-
ferent sizes of data by different algorithms

5.5 Security Analysis

As shown in Figure 5, after 60 minutes of decryption,
the integrity of the traditional encrypted data packet of 1
M was 10.2%, and the integrity of the double encrypted
data packet was 8.1%; the integrity of the traditional en-
crypted data packet of 10 M was 8.2%, and the integrity
of the double-encrypted data packet was 5.3%; the in-
tegrity of the traditional encrypted data packet of 20 M
was 5.1%, and the integrity of the double-encrypted data
packet was 3.2%; the integrity of the traditional encrypted
data packet of 30 M was 2.2%, and the integrity of the
double-encrypted data packet was 0.8%; the integrity of
the traditional encrypted data packet of 40 M was 0.9%,
and the integrity of the double encrypted data packet was
0.2%. It could be seen that with the increasing of the en-
crypted data packet, the integrity of the decrypted data
was significantly reduced. After the data packet of 1 M
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was decrypted for 60 minutes, it could be seen that there
were several logical characters. In the situation of the
data packet of 20 M, only a few logic characters were
available. In the situation of the data packet of 40 M, the
decrypted data was basically garbled. Both algorithms
could prevent decrypting to a certain extent, and the de-
crypted data which was encrypted by double encryption
algorithm had lower complexity and higher safety.

Figure 5: Security of encryption of different sizes of data
by two algorithms

6 Conclusion

This article simply introduced the traditional B2C and
improved B2C of e-commerce model. The improved elec-
tronic business model of B2C compared with the tradi-
tional one increased two modules as a third party pri-
vacy and logistics platform. Third party privacy server
used SSL security protocol based on double encryption
algorithm to improve the payment security and privacy
protection of e-commerce. Then, the performance of SLL
security protocol based on double encryption algorithm
and traditional encryption algorithm in encrypting data
of different sizes was simulated. The result was that the
total time required for encryption and decryption of both
algorithms increased with the increase of encrypted data.

The double encryption algorithm had less time com-
plexity and less total time for decryption and encryption,
and was more suitable for private information exchange
of e-commerce. It was found that the data packet with
larger size had significantly reduced decryption complex-
ity after 60 min decryption of the data packet encrypted
by the two encryption algorithms. Both algorithms could
prevent decrypting to some extent, and the data that was
encrypted by the double encryption algorithm had lower
decryption integrity and higher security. To sum up, the
added third-party privacy server based on double encryp-
tion algorithm in the improved B2C e-commerce mode
can ensure the security of payment and privacy.
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Abstract

With the growth of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented
Reality (AR) in technologies such as artificial intelligence,
wireless, 5G, big data, massive compute, industrial 4.0
and virtual stores. This paper improved the secure mech-
anism which existed some shortcomings. In order to ac-
complish the decentralized environment access control, it
also proposed another new mechanism to achieve the re-
quirements on the nonspecific internet. Besides, consider-
ing the security on storing and controlling and the use of
administrative privileges of the VR and ARclouds is nec-
essary. With the new mechanism, the problems such as
mobile security or acting calculation which derived from
VR and AR could be solved. This new research achieves a
better circumstance. Developer staff’s responsibility can
be allocated; the systems can be compatibly integrated;
on the other hand, the users’ privacy of personal informa-
tion can be strictly protected.

Keywords: Augmented Reality; Database System; Mobile
Security; Privacy; Virtual Reality

1 Introduction

For the VR/AR data in the Internet standardization
needs and standards system, research data security stan-
dards. Development of general requirements such as gen-
eral requirements, architecture, testing and evaluation;
development of common standards such as Internet and
digital interconnection interface, logo resolution, data in-
ternet platform and security.The updating of VR/AR sys-
tem and the insurance system, specifications of the De-
veloper codes and information have several major prob-
lems. The consistency of the coding system and the data
exchange format are not uniform and the expression abil-
ity in the VR/AR information system is quite lacking,

etc. Under development of applicable VR/AR informa-
tion, standards and practical application in the market,
VR/AR information system needs to face the problem.

According to the number of VR/AR users, network
size and other indicators, VR/AR user data security has
become on of the the world’s largest issue [6, 15].VR/AR
information system equips a data system that is called
VR/AR database system. Database is a set of related
data collection, and the operation of the database must
rely on the Database Management System, DBMS, to op-
erate [5]. The database system is a program that controls
the classification of the database and the access to the
data [12]. According to the VR/AR information system,
the transmitting of VR/AR information or related infor-
mation, will inevitably use the network. Based on the
problems of user’s privacy, the developer enterprise’s in-
ternal and external networks must be comprehensively
planned. User’s demand is divided into the following
points: response, availability, quality, adaptability, secu-
rity, affordability, expected growth. However, the safety
of electronic VR/AR information has also become an im-
portant issue, especially for the user’s access rights and in
different time-range norms. We attempt to utilize math-
ematical methods to go through the data encryption and
decryption which can strictly protect user’s VR/AR in-
formation [1, 7].

DBMS can be divided into three types – hierarchical,
network, relational [2]. The application of this informa-
tion management system is widely used for relational pur-
poses; however, due to the system used in developer en-
terprises rely on each other, the system will reject those
people who attempt to get access to the user’s informa-
tion.

The feature of blockchain technologies may bring us
more reliable and convenient services [9]. In a traditional
public-key encryption, the sender has to authenticate that
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the invoked public key is the legitimate public key for the
intended receiver [10].Therefore, in this paper, we pro-
pose an integrated hierarchical access mechanism and the
characteristics of the database system. By storing the
decryption key in the Lagrange interpolation polynomial
method, the VR/AR confidential information and users’
privacy can be effectively protected [8]. A lot of related
works have been proposed to solve access control prob-
lems [3, 4, 11,13,14].

2 Proposed Work

2.1 VR/AR Database Integration of
VR/AR Systems

VR/AR systems contain a lot of information in the
database, such as VR/AR records. As a result, VR/AR
hardware and software communication are regulated. Due
to different systems and equipments in different compa-
nies, leads to various incompatibilities between VR/AR
devices and platforms. The Application Programming In-
terface standard describes how the VR/AR application or
game engine renders its content and receives the data. If
both of these core elements are standardized across all
VR/AR hardware and software products, there will be
an explosion in industry adoption and innovation.DBMS
is mainly responsible for processing all data storage and
retrieval operations. It can also modify data integration,
data consistency check rules, controlling single or multi
user’s authorization, and data protection, etc. These are
one part of the operation of the VR/AR system. For
those people who intent to obtain information or even re-
veal other user’s information, the system will cause com-
patibility obstacles to make the hackers unsuccessfully re-
trieve the user’s information.

In order to make the system manager more convenient
access to user information, we seek for access keys to se-
cure confidential files while considering the safety issues in
the transmission process. Therefore, this research method
through the public encryption system and Lagrange inter-
polation of VR/AR data encryption protection, through
the key authentication management center issued legal
authority user decryption key, allowing users to access to
the decryption key secret documents, strict management
of the user data.

2.2 An Improved Access Scheme

Our goal is to construct the key allowing a server to ac-
cess a particular document. We generalize the decryp-
tion polynomial FDKj

(x) subject to the following crite-
rion (Table 1).

FDKj (x) =

 DKj , if server Si has permission
to access j document

C, Otherwise
(1)

for C 6= DKj .

We aim to enhance the security over the decryption
key to avoid potential exploration of information revealed
by a third party.

2.3 Key Production

The decryption key can be generated through the follow-
ing steps.

Step 1: Select large prime numbers p and q in random
as the roots of finite field GF (p). Number g and p
remain public.

Step 2: Each confidential document will use non-
repetitive decryption key DKj , j = 1, 2, · · · , n with
n denoting the number of documents.

Step 3: Choose non-repetitive secret key Ki, i =
1, 2, · · · ,m, where m is the number of servers which
are about to visit confidential documents.

Step 4: The mobile agent owner uses a set of interpola-
tion polynomial at with IDj represents the number
of DKj . If DKi ≤ Si, Si has permission to get the
decryption key DKj . We construct FDKj (x) as be-
low.

FDKj
(x) = x + DKj − [

∑
DKj≤Si

xij lij(x)

+
∏

DKj≤Si

a(lij(x))R], (2)

where lij(x) is the Lagrange interpolation polynomial
formulated as:

lij =

m∏
t=1,t6=i

(
x− x1j

xij − x1j
) · · · ( x− xi−1,j

xij − xi−1,j
)(

x− xi+1,j

xij − xi+1,j
)

· · · ( x− xmj

xij − xmj
) (3)

We have Hash Function noted as:

a(lij(x)) =

{
lij(x)− 1, if lij(x) = 1
1, Otherwise

(4)

and R stands as a random real number.

2.4 Key Derivation

The decryption polynomial FDKj
(x) will derivate the

decryption key through access permission from section
above.

1) Server Si providing a decription key DKj for which
the far-end server will be able to access the j docu-
ment.

2) Server Si substitutes its secret key Ki and decryp-
tion key IDj for the public decryption polynomial
equation FDKj

(x) to get DKj . This access can be
carried through the following derivation.
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Table 1: Parameters for generating the decryption process

Symbols Definition

CA The key authentication management center
Si Server (System User)
IDt Number of confidential documents
Ki The private key corresponding to each legitimate user
DKt Corresponds to the IDt‘s decryption key

FDKt
(xi, t) Public decryption polynomial for retrieving decryption key

If DKi ≤ Si, the secret key Ki provides xij and the
Lagrange interpolation polynomial turns to be

lij(xij) =

m∏
t=1,t6=i

(
x− xtj

xij − xtj
) = 1 (5)

while the same xij we have lij(xij) = 0, for i′ 6= i or
j′ 6= j. This gives us the Hash Function as shown below:

a(lij(xij)) =

{
lij(xij)− 1, for i, j
1, for i′ 6= i or j′ 6= j.

(6)

Thus, we have Equation (7):∏
DKj≤Si

a(lij(xij) = 1 · · · 1[lij(xij)− 1]1 · · · 1

= 0. (7)∑
DKj≤Si

xij lij(xij) = xij . (8)

Finally we put Equations (7), (8) into decryption polyno-
mial in order to get decryption key DKj :

FDKj (xij) = xij + DKij − xij = DKj . (9)

If lij 6= 0, 1, then we have

FDKj
(x) = x + DKj − [

∑
DKj≤Si

xij lij(x) + R]

Which means it would not be the desired decryption key
DKj either.

Figure 1: Access control architecture diagram for mobile
agents

3 Example

According to the hypothetical hierarchical scheme (Fig-
ure 1), we assume that server S6 has permission to access
document 5 and 6. We demonstrate how the decryption
process works to give the access key to the server. Suppose
that we want to provide the decryption key to document
1, 3, 6 for server S6, we have the following calculation
shown below if S6 uses input key x66.

l16(x66) = (
x66 − x26

x16 − x26
)(
x66 − x36

x16 − x36
)(
x66 − x46

x16 − x46
)

(
x66 − x56

x16 − x56
)(
x66 − x66

x16 − x66
) = 0 (10)

l36(x66) = (
x66 − x16

x36 − x16
)(
x66 − x26

x36 − x36
)(
x66 − x46

x36 − x46
)

(
x66 − x56

x36 − x56
)(
x66 − x66

x36 − x66
) = 0 (11)

l66(x66) = (
x66 − x16

x66 − x16
)(
x66 − x26

x66 − x26
)(
x66 − x36

x66 − x36
)

(
x66 − x46

x66 − x46
)(
x66 − x56

x66 − x56
) = 1. (12)

We also obtain values of Hash Function with
(l16(x66)) = 1, a(l36(x66)) = 1, a(l66(x66)) = 0 since
Lagrange interpolation polynomials have been evaluated
from Equations (10), (11), (12). Therefore, we can
retrieve decryption key through decryption polynomial
shown below:

FDK6
(x66) = x66 + DK6 − [x66 + 0] = DK6. (13)

For the case that the server S6 uses a input key such as
x∗ 6= x66 or x∗ 6= any linear combination of key x11, x22,
x33, · · · and so on, then we have:

l16(x∗) = (
x∗ − x26

x16 − x26
)(

x∗ − x36

x16 − x36
)(

x∗ − x46

x16 − x46
) (14)

(
x∗ − x56

x16 − x56
)(

x∗ − x66

x16 − x66
) = c1, c1 6= 0, 1

l36(x∗) = (
x∗ − x16

x36 − x16
)(

x∗ − x26

x36 − x36
)(

x∗ − x46

x36 − x46
) (15)

(
x∗ − x56

x36 − x56
)(

x∗ − x66

x36 − x66
) = c2, c2 6= 0, 1

l66(x∗) = (
x∗ − x16

x66 − x16
)(

x∗ − x26

x66 − x26
)(

x∗ − x36

x66 − x36
) (16)

(
x∗ − x46

x66 − x46
)(

x∗ − x56

x66 − x56
) = c3, c3 6= 0, 1.
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Then we get the decryption equation shown below:

FDK6
(x∗) = x∗ + DK6 − [x∗(c1 + c2 + c3 + R)]

6= DK6. (17)

Which means the server fails to get the decryption key,
that is, the confidential documents have been protected
from illegal attempts.

Other failure case could be the one that we suppose the
server S6 uses input key x56, then we calculate Lagrange
interpolation first , the results shown below:

l16(x56) = (
x56 − x26

x16 − x26
)(
x56 − x36

x16 − x36
)(
x56 − x46

x16 − x46
)

(
x56 − x56

x16 − x56
)(
x56 − x66

x16 − x66
) = 0 (18)

l36(x56) = (
x56 − x16

x36 − x16
)(
x56 − x26

x36 − x36
)(
x56 − x46

x36 − x46
)

(
x56 − x56

x36 − x56
)(
x56 − x66

x36 − x66
) = 0 (19)

l66(x56) = (
x56 − x16

x66 − x16
)(
x56 − x26

x66 − x26
)(
x56 − x36

x66 − x36
)

(
x56 − x46

x66 − x46
)(
x56 − x56

x66 − x56
) = 0. (20)

Hence, we have decryption polynomial equation calcu-
lated below:

FDK6
(x56) = x56 + DK6 − (x56 × 0 + R) 6= DK6. (21)

Eventually, we know that the server uses the wrong input
key x56, which causes the decryption polynomial FDKj

(x)
to generate the false decryption key that can’t open the
confidential documents at all.

4 Analysis of Security

We would discuss from the viewpoint of attackers to com-
promise the proposed scheme to confirm the method is se-
cure. The attackerssteals from outside.They hacks valu-
able information in order to accumulate money. This sit-
uation could result in the divulgence of confidential infor-
mation and damages. Accordingly, this becomes a serious
issue in the process of security analyses. Regarding ex-
ternal attack, attackers with the knowledge of public pa-
rameters are not able to obtain any decryption key DKt

and, consequently, they are not able to obtain any confi-
dential file. If the external attackers wish to extract the
secret key SKi from the interpolation function parame-
ters xij = IDj ||gSKi(modp), then they have to solve the
Discrete logarithm problem; which is known to be com-
putationally infeasible since p is a large prime.

The reversed attack is defined as the user with lower
authority intends to access the higher level. If a user suc-
cessfully carries out a reversed attack on a user who has
higher authority, then the attacker could illegally obtain
the secret key to access to the confidential documents.
After hacking the information successfully, the attackers
may tend to sell it which would result in loss to the orga-
nization. It is thus important to prevent reversed attack.

5 Conclusions

The biggest challenge for VR/AR development is the se-
curity of privacy user data. This paper introduces Virtual
Integrated VR/AR-information Systems. This concept
is used to achieve dependence and provide a safe envi-
ronment for enterprise institutes to exchange information
online based on user’s right management mechanism to
access the confidential documents, that manager can effi-
ciently achieve the user’s complete VR/AR information.
However, there is a risk of data transfer. Theft or tam-
pering of data on the Internet so that the user or server
permission to add a hierarchical access control, to ensure
that patients in the premise of data confidentiality and
safety, effective and safe for authorized manager to use,
not has been authorized users, to ensure user privacy will
not be violated.
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Abstract

The safe and comfortable location based services are re-
quired for users in the internet of vehicles, at the same
time, the privacy and confidential requirements are indis-
pensable. Enciphering merely user′s information cannot
guarantee the safety of user′s privacy, and the query it-
self may leak the user′s location information and identity
one. Aimed at the problem of privacy security in location
based service under the internet of vehicles environment,
in this paper, through analysis of LBS privacy security
technology, in the V2I system of internet of vehicles, com-
bining K area with fake names anonymous technology, a
kind of improved PPA-IOV privacy protection algorithm
is formed. Experimental verification indicated that the
algorithm performs a higher anonymous success rate for
users in the car network environment and reduced the av-
erage anonymous space, thus the service quality of user′s
query is improved.

Keywords: Anonymous Success Rate; Internet of Vehi-
cles; Location Based Services; Privacy Protection

1 Introduction

With the popularization of cars and ownership increased
significantly nowadays, the road conditions become more
and more complex and the safety of road situation is not
optimistic as well. When users in the internet of vehicles
enjoy the great convenience provided by location based
services (LBS), their own identity information is involved
inevitably. Location coordinates and the contents queried
of user privacy information are exposed to the network.
Location based service is the main basis for the server to
process the service request. The more accurate the loca-
tion information provided by the user, the more accurate
the service information returned to their after the server
query processing. However, the query service request that

contains the exact location information is recorded in the
location server, which will undoubtedly open the door to
malicious attackers to steal the user′s location privacy and
query privacy. If the location server is not trusted or the
communication process that between the user and the lo-
cation server is unsafe, the user′s location information or
query content may be stolen or disguised by the malicious
attacker. The attacker deduces the user′s trajectories and
status according to obtain the user′s location information,
or from the user query content to infer the user to travel
to the destination and so on, which will bring serious pri-
vacy threats to user [6].

In recent years, a variety of user’s location privacy pro-
tection scheme has been proposed. Zhang et al. [16] pre-
sented a personalized LBS (P,L,K) anonymous model
based on sensitivity, and on this basis, formed the privacy
protection query anonymous algorithm under the use of
mesh division and pseudonym users. By searching for the
user′s neighborhood space iteratively, the purpose of pro-
tecting the privacy of the query was achieved. Li et al. [13]
proposed a mobile-cloud framework, which is an active ap-
proach to eradicate the data over-collection. By putting
all users′ data into a cloud, the security of users′ data can
be greatly improved. Che et al. [4] put forwarded a lo-
cation anonymity algorithm based on P2P and dynamic
grids. The grid is used to divide the space provided by
the LBS service provider, and dynamically adjust its size
of the space according to the user′s required anonymity
and the number of users.

Arain et al. [1] proposed Dynamic Pseudonym based
multiple mix zone (DPMM) technique by analyzing lim-
itations of existing methods related to location privacy
with mix zones, such as RPCLP, EPCS and MODP, which
ensures the highest level of accuracy and privacy, and ad-
dresses the issues related with existing location privacy
protection techniques. Han et al. [7] analyzed the loca-
tion K-anonymity technique, which requires that when
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an user sends a LBS request, its location information is
undistinguishable from other location information of at
least k− 1 users, which can effectively resist query track-
ing. Jin et al. [8] improved the positional K-anonymity
algorithm based on a quad-tree-like scan using a bottom-
up approach. Based on the Casper model, this method
after scanning the information of the lowest-level grid,
and choose to iterate upwards cells to improve spatial
resolution if it satisfies the minimum anonymity require-
ments. Some progresses have been made in the solution
to privacy protection, but there is still a problem that the
contradiction between the effect of privacy protection and
the accuracy of the processing results is difficult to bal-
ance. Importantly, there are relatively few researches on
privacy protection methods specific to the environment of
internet of vehicles.

Considering the shortcomings of the above researches,
we propose a Privacy Preservation Algorithm-Internet
of Vehicles (PPA-IOV) correspondingly. By the PPA-
IOV method, privacy information can be well protected.
Through the analysis of service structure of LBS and lo-
cation privacy protection technology in internet of vehi-
cles [12], the PPA-IOV is improved immensely by mean of
combining K anonymous area and pseudonym technique
in P2P network structure. The simulation experiments
indicate that the PPA-IOV can get a better success rate
and improves the accuracy of the service by reducing the
anonymous area without exposing the exact location of
the user comparing with the SCAPGID [5] algorithm and
P2P-IS-CA-HL [4] algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
related location privacy protection technology of the al-
gorithm and design of PPA-IOV in internet of vehicles
are introduced in Section 2. The key Steps of the algo-
rithm and the realization process in detail are introduced
in Section 3. The detection performance of the proposed
algorithm are analyzed and compared through two sets of
simulation experiments in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
the solutions.

2 Privacy Protection Algorithm -
Internet of Vehicles (PPA-IOV)

2.1 Related Location Privacy Protection
Technology

In LBS, the most widely used privacy protection model is
the location K-anonymous model [15]. The basic idea is
that the location of the mobile user is satisfied the loca-
tion k-anonymity when a mobile user′s location cannot be
distinguished from the location of other k-1 mobile users.
There are three basic techniques for implementing loca-
tion k-anonymity: Dummy location, spatial cloaking, and
spatial-temporal cloaking [9].

1) Dummy location.

Generally speaking, publishing location pseudonym

information is putting the false location of service
request instead of the real location. As shown in the
Figure 1, the small rectangle represents the user ob-
ject in the LBS. The black dot indicates the location
information of the user. The hollow dot indicates the
user’s false location submitted to the location server.
One of the important advantages of pseudonym tech-
nology is that users can generate dummies on their
own without the need for any other communication
protocol components. When using the pseudonym
technology, the attacker does not know where the
users real position is. Therefore, the farther the dis-
tance between true and false positions is, the higher
the security factor is, but the worse the service qual-
ity is. It is possible to obtain the correct query result
if the user object provides a false position for L1 in-
stead of L2 in Figure 1, but it is also easier to expose
the actual position of L1 than L2.

2) Spatial cloaking.

The main idea of this approach is to replace the
user’s precise location information with a spatial hid-
ing area that requires the location of the user and at
least other k-1 users. For example, the real position
of a user is u, and the idea of space clocking is to
expand this point into a hidden range A, as shown in
the dotted ellipse area in the Figure 2, use the hidden
area A instead of the user′s location u, and to ensure
that the probability of user occurrence on each loca-
tion in the area is the same. So that the attacker can
only know that the user is in the hidden area, but
cannot tell the user’s exact location. The size of the
hidden area is proportional to the degree of privacy
protection and inversely proportional to the quality
of the service.

Figure 1: Diagram of the dummy location

3) Spatial-temporal cloaking.

The basic idea of spatial-temporal cloaking is to delay
the response time when constructing a hidden area
of space, with a temporal and spatial hidden area
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Figure 2: Diagram of the spatial cloaking

instead of the user′s precise location, which also con-
tains the location of the user and at least other k-1
users. As a result of the delay in response time, so
during this time, there will be more users and more
queries. The greater the density of users, the smaller
the hidden area is, and thereby improved the degree
of privacy protection and the quality of service. How-
ever, apart from the shortcomings of spatial clocking,
spatial-temporal cloaking technology also increases
service response time.

2.2 PPA-IOV Design

In the V2I communication system of the internet of ve-
hicles, vehicle nodes can communicate with the roadside
unit (RSU) directly by using the P2P structure. The
P2P structure [10] can not only use the knowledge of
other nodes in the network and enrich the anonymous
technology diversity when compared with the indepen-
dent structure, but also eliminate the need for third-party
anonymous server, to avoid the risk of information disclo-
sure by attacked server when compared with the central
structure. The RSU plays a certification and supervisory
role in nodes within its coverage. In the environment of
the internet of vehicles, the vehicle nodes are constantly
changing and the formation of anonymous groups is trans-
formed and updated in real time. The P2P structure relies
on the collaboration of terminal users to achieve privacy
protection. The nodes of the structure can communicate
with each other through peer-to-peer network and estab-
lish a real-time assistance relationship. The security of
a service model based on P2P structure depends on the
selection of the anonymous areas. The privacy protection
algorithm PPA-IOV proposed in this paper is described
as follows:

1) The vehicle requests the identity authentication for
RSU to obtain the node identity, and records it as
Vi. The corresponding pseudonym node is generated
by the pseudonym generation algorithm, denoted it
as Vpi. The value of i is in the range of 1 to n, and

n represents the number of vehicles passing through
the RSU. Each vehicle node corresponds to only one
corresponding vehicle pseudonym node.

2) The terminal nodes carry out peer-to-peer communi-
cation with the neighboring vehicle nodes (Vi or Vpi)
through the ad-hoc network.

3) A certain node Vi within the signal coverage of an
RSU actively forms an anonymous group with other
nodes. A node can appear within multiple anony-
mous groups.

4) Set a fixed value K, when the number of nodes within
the anonymous group reaches the K value, no new
nodes will be added. Otherwise, then return to 3).

5) The K-anonymous region of the RSU is denoted as
Rj , where j is in the range of 1 to m, and m repre-
sents the number of anonymous areas within an RSU,
Rj including the K nodes in the anonymous region,
Rj={V1, Vp1, V2, Vp3, . . . , VK}.

6) Anonymous area Rj randomly selects a user as an
agent to send the query to the RSU. The RSU re-
ceives a query from the entire anonymous area, and
returns the reply to the entire anonymous area when
the RSU responds the query result.

The model of the privacy protection algorithm is shown
in Figure 3 below:

Figure 3: The model of the privacy protection algorithm

Take the Figure 3 for example, Vi (i=1, 2, 3, 4) repre-
sents the vehicle node, Vpi represents the corresponding
pseudonym node, and Ri represents the K anonymous
area within the RSU. From the figure, both node V3 and
Vp3 are in the R1 area, but also in the R2 area. At the
same time, V2 in the R1 area, but there can be no Vp2.
In general, while the anonymous region Rj is formed, the
elements in the Rj (j=1,2) region have both real vehi-
cle nodes and fake position nodes, but the real nodes Vi
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and the corresponding pseudonym nodes Vpi not must
appear simultaneously in the Rj region. The algorithm
ensures that the generated pseudonym nodes are at the
same level as the real node. When the RSU returns the
service response information, the node issuing the request
information takes the initiative to obtain the response in-
formation, and the other nodes ignore it. Since the K-
anonymous area sends out the request information as a
whole, it is not easy for eavesdroppers to discern sends the
service request accurate identification of the vehicle. At
the same time, the use of the method can also effectively
solve the difficult problem of the formation of anonymous
group of vehicle nodes .

3 The Key Steps of the PPA-IOV
Algorithm

3.1 Pseudonymous Generation Algo-
rithm

In the privacy protection algorithm proposed in this pa-
per, after obtaining the RSU authentication, the user gen-
erates a fake location node (dummy). And the two mes-
sage nodes can send and receive the information normally
and form an anonymous area together with the neighbor
nodes, then send the message to the RSU. After receiv-
ing the service reply message sent back from the cloud
server, the RSU broadcasts the response information to
the anonymous area. The requesting user only needs to
take the initiative to extract the necessary information.
In this way, even if the RSU roadside unit stores a set of
position data, it cannot distinguish the real position data
from them.

As the road navigation service, the user must send the
location data continuously in the LBS service of the In-
ternet of Vehicles. Generally speaking, each object dis-
tance that can be moved is limited within a fixed time.
If the dummy is randomly generated, the difference be-
tween the real location data and the fake position of the
dummy node can be easily detected by the observer. In
this case, the location anonymity is reduced. In order to
avoid this situation, the dummy must not be completely
different from the real location data. For this purpose,
we first propose the following pseudonymous generation
algorithm to double the pretender for real location data.
First add the following assumptions:

a) All users generate the same number of virtual objects.
Namely, each vehicle user generates only one virtual
node.

b) In addition to location data, the user does not send
other personal information.

c) The location data of the user in the process of gener-
ating the pseudonym node remains the same.

d) The user location information remains the same within
the unit time. Over a period of time, it automatically
re-authenticate and generates a pseudonym node.

The pseudo-code of the pseudonymous generation al-
gorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the
position of the dummy depends on the location coordi-
nates of the real vehicle nodes at the last moment.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of pseudonymous generation
algorithm

Input: Positions of entities at t− 1, m, n
Output: Positions of pseudonymous at t
1: Define a dummy structure {
2: double x; // x coordinate
3: double y; // y coordinate
4: double t; // time
5: }
6: Assignment entity[] to the Input
7: for i = 1; i < n; i + + do
8: // rand(x,y): generate a random number between

x and y
9: dummie[i].x ← rand(entity[i].x-m, entity[i].x+m);

10: dummie[i].y ← rand(entity[i].y-m, entity[i].y+m);
11: dummie[i].t ← (entity[i].t)+1;
12: end for
13: Output the contents of the dummies[]

Figure 4: The model of the pseudonym generation algo-
rithm

Set the basic information of the vehicle node:
I={ID,(x, y),t-1}, where ID represents the node iden-
tification of the real vehicle, (x, y) represents the position
coordinates of the vehicle, and t represents the current
time. After the pseudonym generation algorithm, the tar-
get user generates a user whose basic information is I ′=
{ID, random (x, y), t}, where I and I ′ exist in the car
network system at the same time, to realize the protec-
tion of double nodes of user’s identities. The pseudonym
generation algorithm model is shown in Figure 4 .
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3.2 K-anonymous Area Generation Algo-
rithm

As mentioned in Section 2.1 above, the most widely
used privacy protection model in LBS is the location K-
anonymity model. The K-anonymous location privacy
protection technology that based on the generalized per-
formances better in terms of accuracy and practicability,
is a commonly used location privacy protection technol-
ogy. In the process of K anonymity, Nearest Neighbor
Clock [3] is the most classic anonymous area formation
algorithm. As shown in Figure 5 (a), where user A per-
forms an LBS query with an anonymous degree of 3, and
the two nearest neighbors of user A are user B and user C.
The anonymous area of user A is a rectangular area indi-
cated by a dotted line in the figure. And the two nearest
neighbors of user B are user C and user D, and the anony-
mous area of user B is the rectangular area indicated by
the dotted line in the Figure 5 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The nearest neighbors of anonymous area; (a)
The nearest neighbors of anonymous area A; (b) The near-
est neighbors of anonymous area B

The construction of anonymous areas is directly related
to the accuracy of service search. If the anonymous area
is too large, the service quality will be reduced. If the
anonymous area is too small, the location of the user will
be exposed. Associating the special trajectory of vehicle
operation in the internet of vehicles, under normal cir-
cumstances, it only travels on a fixed road. The path of
the vehicle is limited, and the area of the vehicle node is
also limited.

The regular circular or rectangle anonymous area is

not applicable under the environment of the internet of
vehicles. Due to the fact that only one-way or two-way
road systems are commonly used to drive vehicles on spe-
cific road sections, if the anonymous area is simply con-
structed in a circular shape, it will cause nearly half the
invalid anonymous space in the anonymous area when the
requesting node is located on the side of the road, thus
causing the inaccuracy of the return of the query result.
In addition, the vehicle road construction is not a reg-
ular pattern owing to the complex and changeable road
terrain, but as the road condition changes constantly. So
it is necessary to adopt an irregular anonymous area se-
lection method to meet the needs of the anonymous area
construction demand. For this reason, a K-anonymous
area study based on boundary irregular polygons [14] is
developed.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of K-anonymous area gener-
ation algorithm

1: Input Amin, Amax, K
2: // Step 1: Peer search step
3: List ← {∅}
4: U broadcast a request to the peers Vi

5: for i = 1; i < k; i + + do
6: check ts of the vi node
7: if ts ≥ t−∆t then
8: list ← list t {the received location information

of node }
9: else

10: abandon the node
11: end if
12: end for
13: // Step 2: Cloaked Area step
14: T ← the point that x-coordinates is the largest and

smallest or the y-coordinates is the largest and small-
est in List

15: A ← a minimum bounding irregular polygons of all
users in T

16: S ← the acreage of the area A
17: if node is in the anonymous area A then
18: List2 ← {the location information of node}
19: List ← List - List2
20: end if
21: while List = {∅} do
22: Calculate the acreage S of A
23: end while
24: if S < Amin then
25: recruit new nodes, and execute lines 6 to 23 to en-

sure that A satisfies the minimum area privacy re-
quirement

26: else
27: if S > Amax then
28: re-execute the Algorithm 2
29: end if
30: end if
31: Return A

When a user needs to query a specific service nearby,
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the required anonymous requirements are first identified:
the minimum area of anonymous area (Amin), the maxi-
mum anonymous area (Amax), and the anonymity degree
(K). As the vehicle node is constantly moving, the longer
the peer position information is the user cached, the lower
the information timeliness of the nodes, the greater the
offset of the position of the vehicle node, and the lower
the accurate of the hidden area, so parameters ∆t be used
to control the obsolescence of the node caching informa-
tion. And it also represents the life of the vehicle identity
beacon. When ts ≥ t −∆t, the user node information is
valid, where ts is the point in time when the node caches
location information and t represents the occurrence time
of the query. Otherwise the requesting vehicles will au-
tomatically access to the RSU to obtain new identity au-
thentication.

The generation of K anonymous areas in the PPA-IOV
algorithm is described as follows.

Input: Set the service query to Q, Q ={ID, (x, y), v,
M , t), where ID represents the node identify of the
requesting vehicle, (x, y) represents the current posi-
tion coordinates of the vehicle, and v represents the
current velocity of the vehicle, M represents the con-
tent of query, and t represents the occurrence time of
the event.

Output: Generate an irregular polygonal area that is not
less than K nodes.

1) The user U first builds an anonymous area with the
help of nearest neighbor anonymous algorithm to re-
cruit neighbors. U checks the freshness of the nearest
neighbor node cache information in turn. If the node
within the last peer search time, that is ts ≥ t−∆t,
the user U requests its neighbor to return its list and
the size of the ts. If the neighbor peer cache time in-
formation is too old, that is ts ≤ t−∆t, U will discard
the node information. Through multiple operations,
a result set List={(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xk, yk)},
with K node location coordinates that satisfies the
K anonymity degrees is obtained.

2) Join all the points with the x-coordinates is the
largest and smallest or the y-coordinates is the
largest and smallest in the List set into the set T .
Such as T ={(xmin, ya), (xmax, yb) (xc, ymin)(xd,
ymax), · · · }. The anonymous area made up of the
points in the T set is recorded as A.

3) The x-coordinates is the largest and smallest or the
y-coordinates is the largest and smallest of all points
outside the A region are added to set T , and the
anonymous region of the points in the T is recorded
as a new anonymous region A. Repeatedly executed
3) until all nodes in List are included in the A.

4) After completing the above steps, the regions formed
in T are irregular polygonal regions with K nodes.

5) Calculate the acreage S of the polygon anonymous
area A by dividing polygons into multiple triangles.
Set the vertices in T to be arranged in counter clock-
wise order of a1, a2, · · · , am. The coordinates of the
vertices are in turn(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xm, ym),
and the acreage of the anonymous area is:

S =
1

2

( ∣∣∣∣x1 y1
x2 y2

∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣x2 y2
x3 y3

∣∣∣∣ + · · ·+∣∣∣∣xm−1 ym−1
xm ym

∣∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣∣xm ym
x1 y1

∣∣∣∣ ). (1)

6) If S<Amin, then add new neighbor nodes into the
set List and re-execute Step 2) to Step 5) until S ≥
Amin. If S > Amax, then anonymous failure.

The pseudo-code of the K-anonymous area generation
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

After the K anonymous area is obtained, a user is ran-
domly selected from the anonymous area as an agent for
sending the query to the RSU. The RSU receives a query
from the entire anonymous area and returns the reply to
the entire anonymous area. Assume that the K anony-
mous area does not change during the time of the server
returning the query result.

The K anonymous area generation algorithm makes
the requesting user distribute evenly in the anonymous
area, and realizes the probability that the requesting node
is attacked at 1/K. Compared with the circular anony-
mous area, the problem of the requesting user is located
in the anonymous center, and the probability of attack is
far greater than 1/K is well solved. In fact, in the case of
the same number of nodes, the area of the irregular poly-
gon based on the boundary is also smaller than the area
of the anonymous area based on the circle or rectangle.

Figure 6 shows the idea of K anonymous area adjust-
ment. The boundary point in List is found to join the
set T firstly (the boundary point is the maximum or min-
imum point of the x or y in the List set), in Figure (a),
which constitutes a ring anonymous area. The anony-
mous area A contains A={1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15, 17,
20, 21}, Aoutside={7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 18, 19, 22}. The
boundary point {8, 11, 7, 22} is found again outside the
anonymous area A to join the set T in Figure (b), so the
boundary set T and the anonymous region A are respec-
tively: T={1, 11, 8, 6, 7, 17, 21, 22}, A={1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22}, at
this time only two nodes {18,19}outside the anonymous
area A . Then node 19 is incorporated into the T set, and
the resulting anonymous area A contains all the nodes in
the List. So far, the irregular K- anonymous region is
formed, as shown in Figure (c).

4 Algorithm Implementation

In order to verify the effect of the algorithm, the experi-
ment is carried out on the platform of processor Intel (R)
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Table 1: The experimental configuration parameters of this paper

module category parameters value

traffic scene

The number of lanes 6
The length of Road /m 1500
The width of Lane /m 3.5
The speed of the node /(m/s) 10
The number of user nodes 100,200,300,400,500

network communication

The acreage of minimum anonymous area (Amin/m
2) 12500

The acreage of maximum anonymous area (Amax/m
2) 25000

The time for caching record lose efficacy(∆t /s) 10
The value of K 50,60,70,80,90,100

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: K anonymous regional adjustment

Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU E7500 3.0GHz with 4.0GB mem-
ory. First, the vehicle movement model is generated by
simulation of urban mobility (SUMO) [2], because only
the privacy security protection of nodes in the running
process is discussed, so the setting of this paper exper-
iment scenario is simple and only simulates a crossroad
to a total of 6 straight lanes in two-way road. Supposing
that a RSU signal is covered within 1500m∗1500m, and
the number of nodes with different density is set up in the
road to generate experimental scenes. Then the trace file
generated in SUMO is connected to the network simula-
tor NS-2 [11]. NS-2 reads the trace file to generate the
vehicle node data. For better the result observation, the
observation time was set at 200ms.

Algorithm SCAPGID divides the plane by the gird,
and through the dynamic expansion of the grid and the
user in the same grid to complete the location anonymous.
In the P2P-IS-CA-HL Algorithm, the nodes in the anony-
mous area can share information and the anonymous
area center can be adjusted. On each group of experi-
ments, we were compared PPA-IOV with the SCAPGID
and P2P-IS-CA-HL Algorithm varies in algorithm anony-
mous success rate and anonymous area size with the num-
ber of users changed within [100, 500] and the degree
of anonymity changed within [50,100] respectively. The
anonymous success rate indicates that the anonymity ca-
pacity of the privacy protection algorithm for the user’s
query request. While the smaller the anonymous area,
the more accurate the quality of the query result obtained
from the server.

The experimental process is divided into two parts:
traffic scene and network communication. The table 1
shows the experimental configuration parameters.

Figure 7 shows the anonymous success rate and anony-
mous regions with the number of nodes changes respec-
tively. It can be seen from the Figure (a) that the al-
gorithm anonymous success rate of the three algorithms
increases with the increasing of the number of nodes. Be-
cause the more nodes, the more assisted neighbor nodes
in the anonymous area with the same large area, resulting
in an increase in the anonymous success rate. The rea-
son for the anonymous success rate in the PPA-IOV al-
gorithm is relatively higher than that the SCAPGID and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: The anonymous success rate and anonymous
area size varies with the number of user nodes. (a)The
anonymous success rate varies with the number of user
nodes. (b)The anonymous area size varies with the num-
ber of user nodes.

P2P-IS-CA-HL algorithm is that the pseudonym nodes
in the PPA-IOV algorithm play a role and the number
of nodes per unit area is larger. The Figure (b) shows
that the anonymous area acreage of the three algorithms
decreases as the number of users increases. In the case
of fewer users, the algorithm needs to meet the degree
of anonymity by enlarging the anonymous area. The
SCAPGID and P2P-IS-CA-HL algorithm restrict the ex-
pansion way of the anonymous area by the idea of grid
amplification and information sharing respectively, then
causes the anonymous area to be far larger than the way
that the PPA-IOV algorithm only expands the anony-
mous area through its own nodes. When the number of
users reaches a certain degree and the nodes in the small-
est anonymous area have already satisfied the degree of

anonymity, then the anonymity area gradually stabilizes
in the smallest anonymous area. Similarly, the pseudony-
mous node in the PPA-IOV algorithm makes the number
of nodes in the entire environment higher than the other
two algorithms, so it is easier to meet the anonymity in
the case of a small number of users.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: The anonymous success rate and the anonymous
acreage under different k anonymity changes; (a)The
anonymous success rate under different k anonymity
changes; (b)The anonymous acreage under different k
anonymity changes

Figure 8 depicts the variation of the anonymous success
rate and the area of the anonymous area under different
K anonymity levels respectively. The number of nodes
at this time is set to 200. The graph displayed that the
PPA-IOV algorithm increases the anonymous success rate
as the increase of K anonymous, while the SCAPGID and
P2P-IS-CA-HL algorithm showed an upward trend. This
is because when the degree of anonymity increases, users
need to recruit more neighbors help to collect enough peer
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position information to fuzz its location, and these two al-
gorithms are more likely to encounter network partition-
ing problem due to their own region amplification manner.
Network partitioning problem is the number of users re-
siding in the network partition is less than the required
anonymous level K. Comparing to the SCAPGID and
P2P-IS-CA-HL algorithm, the advantage of the PPA-IOV
algorithm is the generation of pseudonym nodes and be-
comes the effective nodes in the anonymity area, which
making the number of nodes in the whole experimental
environment higher than them. Therefore, the area of
anonymous acreage increases is very small with the K
anonymity increasingly. While the SCAPGID and P2P-
IS-CA-HL algorithm needs to accumulate the gird and
share area of the anonymous regions to expand the anony-
mous area so that the number of nodes within it satisfies
with K anonymity, which requires a larger area of anony-
mous area.

Furthermore, the above experiments indicated that the
size of anonymous areas is not only related to the degree
of anonymity K but also to the size of the smallest anony-
mous area. When the value of K is small, the decisive fac-
tor is the smallest anonymous region for the anonymous
area. At this point, the higher node density in the region,
the more nodes contained, and the greater the anonymous
success rate. When the K value is larger, the nodes in the
smallest anonymous area do not satisfy k anonymity, then
anonymous areas spread out until the K nodes to meet, so
the anonymous area formed in the environment of small
node density is larger, and the success rate of anonymity
increases.

5 Conclusions

This article around the theme of the terminal vehicle node
privacy protection under the V2I system in the internet of
vehicles, briefly describes three major privacy protection
technologies at present. Then the privacy protection algo-
rithm PPA-IOV by combining the characteristics of P2P
structure is put forward. The content of the formation
of pseudonyms and K anonymous areas in the algorithm
are mainly introduced. Two groups of experiments via
changing the number of user nodes and K anonymous
respectively are performed, and the PPA-IOV algorithm
is compared with the original algorithm SCAPGID and
P2P-IS-CA-HL algorithm. The results showed that the
algorithm proposed in this paper increases node density
in the environment due to the application of pseudonym
nodes, which improved the algorithm anonymous success
rate. Furthermore the algorithm for getting the smaller
anonymous space area and improve the quality of the
query service.
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Abstract

In modern digital era, all organizations are completely
dependent on Computers and related devices. For that
reason, it is mandatory for the organization to manage
computer security in order to run smoothly. This pa-
per discusses a case study of Seiyun Community Col-
lege (SYNCC) for managing computer security, analyz-
ing the risk and threat to the organization’s computer
system. This case study is performed using the data col-
lection method from the archives. The findings show that
SYNCC is lacking in computer system security behind
ISO 31000:2009 standard which leads to failure in running
the organisation. Finally, from the analysis, it is recom-
mended that SYNCC develop a security plan to cover all
the aspects of the information and communication tech-
nology. Educating the users is also needed in order to
implement the security policy.

Keywords: Analyzing Risk; Analyzing Threat; Enterprise
Risk; ISO 31000:2009; Risk management

1 Introduction

Higher educational Institutes are currently faced with a
great demand for human, technological, and environmen-
tal resources, among others, that must be harmoniously
related so that they can provide and optimise the differ-
ent services. These services include communication over
long distances, thereby reducing geographical limits, the
storage of vital and large amounts of user information,
the provision of support to users and a number of func-
tions that can be provided with the interrelation of these
resources. Also the growth of educational Institutes has
increased the risks that are implicitly due to changes or
updates that are generated by this growth. For this rea-

son, those Institutes must be prepared to face these risks
and to generate a support guide for Institutes to use.

An increasing number of higher educational Institutes
are beginning to worry about this issue and they are ask-
ing how this can be implemented it and what costs can be
incurred. Companies that are now entering the world of
business are the ones that are most exposed since their
ignorance of the subject leads to greater vulnerability.
Before starting to function in an orderly manner, com-
panies may have absorbed losses generated by some risk
not taken into account or not controlled, so the guide will
be based on the standard ISO 31000 that is fully defined
for Risk management [12].

Seiyun Community College (SYNCC) is a govern-
mental College in Yemen that is established in 2003.
Presently, the College has five departments that are lo-
cated in geographically separated buildings. Communica-
tion between these buildings is based entirely on Internet
Protocol (IP) network. National and International com-
munications, on the other hand, are heavily dependent on
Internet services. The Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) center provides services to the College.
Prominent among the services it provides access to the In-
ternet, Email services, staff and student information sys-
tems, and ICT Capacity Building Training (CBT). ICT
center also operates wireless and fibre networks for intra
campus connectivity. ICT vision of the College is to have
Information Technology equipment for the entire commu-
nity of the SYNCC and electronic classrooms and other
equipment for educational delivery. The ICT mission of
the College is to provide access to information and knowl-
edge to the SYNCC community and beyond as a way to
improve Teaching, Learning, Research and Community
Services for its stakeholders.

There are a number of risk management standards and
frameworks have been developed by countries and na-
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tional standards bodies. Some of such standards and
frameworks are: CoCo (Criteria of Control) standard
which was developed by the Canadian Institute of Char-
tered Accountants in 1995, IRM (Institute of Risk Man-
agement) is one of the best-established and most widely
used risk management standards was produced by the
IRM in 2002 in co-operation with AIRMIC and Alarm,
BS 31100 is published by British Standards Institution in
2008, COSO ERM is framework produced by the Com-
mittee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Com-
mittee in 2004. COSO ERM framework (2004) contains
all of the elements of the earlier Internal Control version
COSO (1992), Turnbull is framework produced by the
UK’s Financial Reporting Council in 2005. The standard
that had the widest recognition was the Australian Stan-
dard AS 4360 (2004). AS 4360 was withdrawn in 2009 in
favour of ISO 31000. The latest addition to the available
standards is the international standard ISO 31000:2009
which was published in 2009. Although some standards
are better recognized than others, organizations should
select the approach that is most relevant to their partic-
ular circumstances. [7].

ISO 31000:2009 [10] is an international standard pub-
lished in 2009 that provides a generic approach to risk
management, establishes minimum principles required for
effective management, proposing an integrated framework
from the definition of strategies, planning, administration,
information and communication, policies, values and cul-
ture. In this way, risk management is systematic, trans-
parent and credible in any scope and context. Although
it is a standard, it is not the objective of the standard to
establish a uniform implementation scheme in organiza-
tions, their design and implementation will vary according
to the particularities (objective, context, structure, opera-
tions, functions, processes, products, services, assets, etc.)
of each entity.

ISO 31000:2009 is used as a methodology to harmo-
nize the risk management process, and in the current or
future models that the organization has, it is necessary to
consider that this standard is not used as a basis for certi-
fication. Its implementation is established with a system-
atic application of policies, procedures and practices to
the activities of communicating, consulting, establishing
the context, identifying, analyzing, evaluating, treating,
monitoring and reviewing the risks [5]. The success of the
model depends on the adequate structuring of the frame-
work providing the foundations and criteria that will be
embedded in the different levels of the organization. The
framework allows management of risks to be aligned with
a process adjusted to the context of the organization, and
allows the assurance of timely communication that is used
for decision-making and the allocation of responsibilities.
Figure 1 shows the interrelation of the different compo-
nents of the framework in an iterative way. It should be
noted that this framework does not prescribe the manage-
ment system of an organization but facilitates the integra-
tion of risk management with the entire administrative
system, emphasizing that the process must be initiated

Figure 1: ISO 31000:2009 risk management framework
and process [10]

in the top management of the company, showing its com-
mitment and issuing Guidelines for risk management [8].
Once the principles are known, its framework to be fol-
lowed by the organization in this risk management model
shows the third pillar of the ”Risk Management Process”,
which is shown in greater detail in ISO 31010: 2009 [9].

This study relies heavily on the literature and research
in the context of risk management. Since ISO 31000 was
initially published in November 2009 only a few academic
research articles about standards have been published.
Purdy [21], Shortreed [23], Leitch [15] and Aven [1] were
among the first to examine the new research framework.
While Purdy and Shortreed examined different aspects of
the new standard in a positive tone, Leitch and Aven were
very critical of the terminological and functional defects
of the new standard. Health emergency management in
mass gatherings and the applicability of ISO 31000 was
examined by Hills [17] and examples of real-life mass gath-
erings with the Asia Pacific region were examined in the
context of ISO 31000 which is of little value in the present
study.

With the exception of study publications by profes-
sional organizations, such as PwC or Aon, risk manage-
ment has been the focus of very little academic research
thus far. Review of risk management related articles in
academic journals and working papers has indicated that
academic research on risk management is largely descrip-
tive. In addition, findings of previous studies have been
inconsistent. In [11] risk management consultancies and
professional organizations have developed risk maturity
models to investigate the performance of risk manage-
ment. Models generally include a series of performance
criteria which intend to measure how well the audited or-
ganization is performing in its risk management.

The contribution of this case study is that no scien-
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tific studies on ISO 31000:2009 have been yet published
in Yemen. Therefore, this present study is the first one to
venture into that area. In addition, educational Institutes
save time and find a clear and precise document and stu-
dents will be able to obtain information more easily on
the norms. This does not suggest that further research
be discontinued, since as mentioned above, technology is
an area that remains constantly changing and not being
updated is considered as risk.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the Analysis and Discussion. The
Recommendations and Critical Reviews are given in Sec-
tion 3. Finally, Section 4 draws the Conclusions.

2 Analysis and Discussion

For the development of the risk analysis within SYNCC,
the standardization (ISO) 31000:2009 methodology was
selected because it requires the participation of people
who are directly involved in the operation of the criti-
cal information assets. Standardization is done in order
to minimize risks and provide a higher quality service to
its students by fully protecting its largest asset, which is
the information on the aspects of reliability, integrity and
availability, as each client makes strategic decisions [25].

The organizational, technological, and analysis aspects
of an information security risk evaluation are comple-
mented by ISO31000: 2009 risk management process. ISO
31000: 2009 is organized around these steps (illustrated
in Figure 1), enabling organizational personnel to assem-
ble a comprehensive picture of the information security
needs.

SYNCC College’s risk management process is consis-
tent with the activities identified within the framework
of IS0 31000:2009 method. To establish risk management
process a reference was made to ISO 31000:2009. The
process described below is based on ISO 31000:2009.

2.1 Communication and Consultation

The objectives at this step are to develop an effec-
tive communication process that serves as a basis for
decision-making and for implementing the action plans
required [10] in addition to identifying the College’s In-
formation and Communication Technology (ICT) assets
such as information, hardware, human resources and the
provision of policies and procedures to protect them.

2.1.1 Security Organization

This structured management framework directly monitors
and controls the implementation of information security
in SYNCC as shown in Figure 2. In this organization, the
Director of Management Information Systems (Director-
MIS) is the Chief information officer, followed by head of
various units such as head of Datacenter, head of Corpo-
rate Information System (Head CIS) and head of Training
and Development (Head T&D). Each individual unit has

Figure 2: Security structure in SYNCC

a number of staff called ’admin’ that handles information
system responsibility.

As can be seen from the diagram of Security Struc-
ture in SYNCC (Figure 2) each unit and admin handles
some information system equipment and data that pos-
sesses security challenges. The College management is
looking into the Director-MIS for the College information
systems while head of units and admin are responsible for
their individual units and services respectively. Reporting
and implementation of security decisions starts from the
admin to Director-MIS.

2.1.2 Human Resources

The SYNCC College has no centralized and well-
documented security policy regarding employees, stu-
dents, contractors, and part-time staff, but individual
units have their own (Library and students affairs) regis-
tration/clearance policy where one will be asked to tender
College belongings in his position before he is finally given
clearance. In addition, the College has asked its new staff
to sign or write an acceptance letter based on what has
been stated in the appointment letter. The same thing
applies to contractors, but here the College asked them
to sign an agreement form that describes how the project
will be executed, as well as penalties for failures. SYNCC
does not conduct any security awareness training for its
staff during and after recruitment. In addition, the Col-
lege has no security policy for staff or contractors exiting
SYNCC College to tender any access rights or equipment
besides the one mentioned above.

2.1.3 Assets

Asset in information systems refers to anything from data,
device, to other components of the environment that sup-
port information-related activities. In general, assets refer
to hardware (e.g. servers, Desktop, laptops and switches),
software (e.g. mission critical applications and support
systems) and confidential information [19]. SYNCC have
many assets (Network or systems) requiring protection as
the following:

• Desktops: 208 PC (170 PC in student access rooms,
10 in the library, and 28 shared among staff in various
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Table 1: Internal and external factors in SYNCC

Internal Fac-
tors

Description External Fac-
tors

Description

Incident plat-
form

Software designed for inci-
dent management.

Suppliers Third parties that provide support
services in the process and that al-
low the fulfilment of the objectives
of the same.

Staff employ-
ees

They work in the help desk
area in their different posi-
tions.

Customers Are the people requesting the ser-
vice.

Resources Computer and communica-
tion equipment.

Economy Influences the process due to the
demand of potential customers and
capital for investment in research
and acquisition of new technolo-
gies.

Procedures Refers to the procedures es-
tablished in SYNCC area
and which are endorsed by
the quality area.

New technol-
ogy

Refers to the hardware and soft-
ware update.

offices).

• Laptops: 23 (Dean, Deputy Deans, Head of Depart-
ments and Principal Officers).

• Printers: 34 (Dean, Head of Departments and Prin-
cipal Officers).

• Servers: 5 (4 running Ubuntu Linux and 1 run-
ning Centos hosting services such as web applica-
tions, Drupal, Internet connection, e-mail, and stu-
dent record databases).

• Switches: 36 (48 port Cisco & Juniper switches to
provide connection on the campus).

• Router : 6 (50% from 3800 Cisco Router and 50%
from 7200 Cisco router).

• Firewall : 2 (2 SRX650 Juniper firewall).

• Power systems: 128 KVA diesel generator and
250KVA inverter.

The servers within the Datacenter are linked using
Cat6 cable, various buildings of the College are linked
using fiber optic cable and the computers in access
rooms are linked using Cat6 cables. The remainder are
linked by an 802.11g wireless network with an access port.

Although SYNCC has firewall configured at border of
the Internet to protect the publicly accessible servers, the
security control mechanisms implemented at SYNCC are
not sufficient. Below are some of the security vulnerabil-
ities of SYNCC:

• Virus protection: Not present on any computer ex-
cept the one that runs either free version or pirated,
not up-to-date; generally, most users are aware of
viruses but are a bit unsure about what they could
do to prevent them.

• Spam-filtering software: Many users are complaining
about spam, but no protection is in place.

• Updates: All Microsoft Windows systems including
productivity tools are not up-to-date because they
are pirated copies.

• Laptop computers: None of the laptop computers
have security locks, stickers and engraving.

• Wireless networking : The wireless network is open to
people who have wireless access capability to browse
on the network.

• Web browsing : SYNCC does not have a policy on ac-
ceptable use, and no one is taking any security mea-
sures.

• Backups: SYNCC back up data on the server to an
external USB hard disk drive; the backed-up data
and the machines are located in same room which is
unsatisfactory.

Besides the above-mentioned assets, SYNCC also have
the following:

• Records of contracts with suppliers and vendors.

• E-mail database and archive of past e-mail messages.

• Request forms of various items.
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• Documents of legal records stored in various filing
cabinets.

• Financial records.

• Operations.

Operations refer to functions, procedures and methods
of doing things within the College. In the College staff
only follow the responsibilities and functions assigned to
them by their officer. There is no authentic documented
way of handling duties and responsibilities except that
staff operate within the ambit of their functions and what
they can do to assist the system. Contractors use the bill
of quantities given to them when bidding for contract and
later sign agreement document prepared by the College.

2.2 Establish Context

In this section, the organization articulates its objectives
and defines internal and external criteria and evaluation
factors to consider in risk management [6]. In other words,
it is the set of circumstances that surround and condition
risk management both internally and externally [24]. The
internal context is the internal environment in which the
College seeks to achieve its objectives and it establishes
the mission, vision and objectives of SYNCC College, the
policies that are implemented, the culture of the college,
its structure, strategy, and everything that affects the in-
ternal operation of the same. The external context estab-
lishes the current rules that apply to the college accord-
ing to its economic activity, public policies, demography,
trade, technology, and everything that has a relationship
with the college from an external environment and that
affects its operation [3]. For this case study, the internal
and external factors of SYNCC are shown in Table 1.

2.2.1 System Acquisition

This is basically IT driven and refers to the way the sys-
tem is developed, its life circle, security assessment, and
vulnerability tests [13]. Due to the lack of technical com-
petency, not all of these were followed when deploying a
system. SYNCC regularly updates Linux O/S and ser-
vices such as nginx, mysql, and drupal, but does not have
any documented plan for handling lost passwords and ac-
cess rights.

2.2.2 Internal Standards and Regulation

These are sets of code of practice and rules for security in
computing [20]. At SYNCC, although they follow some
standards, they are not documented and binding. The
following are some of the standards they use.

• Password standard : must be a minimum of six char-
acters, which includes a combination of upper, lower
and special characters.

• E-mail user standard : The user must be a member
of the College community, recommended by his HOD
and the user ID must include his/her name.

• Operating systems standard : They use Ubuntu Linux
on the server side.

• Application standard : Mostly application that runs
on Linux platform.

• Non-access of porn materials: As a standard,
SYNCC have content filtering engine at the gateway.

• Vendors: a vendor must register in Yemen, pay taxes,
and be certified by the College tender board.

2.2.3 Incident Management

This capacity is needed to respond to security incidents,
including forensic investigations, remedial actions to mit-
igate, and escalate the incidents to the next level [20].
In the event of a security breach, a staff on duty will be
contacted. The staff attending to user’s requests such as
hardware maintenance, software installation and connec-
tivity issues. During serious incidents such as virus in-
fections, equipment or Internet failure, staff on duty and
another staff will help in solving the problem. Staff mon-
itor the servers and firewall regularly to make sure that
no breaches have occurred.

2.2.4 Business Continuity Plan

The main objective of business continuity management is
to neutralize interruptions to business activities, to safe-
guard critical business processes from the consequences of
major failures of information systems, and to ensure their
quick recovery [26]. In SYNCC the following measures
have been implemented to allow ICT business activities
to cope with failures:

• They keep a backup of important information on dif-
ferent media types.

• Installed and configured multiple servers as backup.

• Multiple environmental control devices.

• Power backup such as uninterruptible power supplies
(UPS) and Diesel generator.

• Maintain and upgrade staff skill regularly as well as
recruiting more staff to avoid losing key staff.

2.3 Risk Assessment

Risk assessment involves the identification of risks fol-
lowed by their evaluation or ranking. It is important
to have a template for recording appropriate information
about each risk. The evaluation is subject to the results
obtained in the execution of the management since all the
companies have characteristics that make them different.
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2.3.1 Identify Risks

The risk is the possibility that an event occurs that will
have an impact on the achievement of the objectives. Risk
is measured in terms of impact and likelihood [4]. Identi-
fication is the most important step for risk management
since the risk that is not identified at this point will not be
taken into account in the subsequent analysis and there-
fore will not be evaluated. According to Renn [22], to
identify the risk it is necessary to have an adequate tool
or technique defined by each entity or person according
to its criteria. In addition, the people who execute this
activity must have the appropriate knowledge about the
process to be evaluated. All risks must be taken into ac-
count which means that both those with applied controls
and those who do not have to be listed should be listed.

In SYCC, the potential risks are identified using two
techniques. The first one is what-if analysis technique in
which simple questions and scenarios are assumed to see
if they can help to identify new risks and see what plans
they need or already have in place to manage with these
events. The second technique that is used to identify the
potential risks is the automated scanning tools.

2.3.2 Risk Analysis and Evaluation

The objectives at this step are to separate the minor
risks from major ones. This process includes identifying
threats to information or information systems, determin-
ing the likelihood of occurrence of the threat, and iden-
tifying system vulnerabilities that could be exploited by
the threat [16].

The potential risks encountered at SYNCC can break
down into the following nine main categories:

• Epileptic nature of electricity supply.

• Harsh weather conditions. Very hot during the sum-
mer and cold winter.

• Possibility of prolonged downtime due to foreseen or
unforeseen circumstances such as political issues and
equipment failure.

• Continuous rise in software and support costs due to
increase in both demand and complexities.

• Misuse of login details by staff and users.

• Lack of adequate skills to manage and implement sys-
tems.

• Lack of computer security policies.

• Experienced staff leaving for higher paying jobs.

• Threats against physical security for Crimes, Rob-
beries, and Terrorism.

In SYNCC, they believe that these risk categories,
and accordingly the risks included, can be rated as high,
medium and low. Table 2 shows risk categories and their
ranks.

Table 2: Risk assessment

Threat Rate
Epileptic Power supply 2
Harsh weather 1
Equipment downtime 1
Rise of software and support 1
Cyber-criminal activities 2
Misuse of login details 2
Lack of adequate skills 2
Lack computer security policies 2
Experience staff leaving for high
payment

2

Threats against physical security 2

2.3.3 Assets Management and Valuations

The definition of the risk profile allows comparing the re-
sults of its rating with the criteria defined to establish the
degree of exposure of the process to risks [6]. In this way,
it is possible to distinguish between acceptable, moderate
or unacceptable risks and to set the priorities of the ac-
tions required for their treatment. Here, they manage the
most important assets in the following ways:

Identification: They identify their hardware assets
based on location and usage.

Location: Here they locate equipment based on usage
e.g., core network equipment, servers, and server soft-
ware are in the datacenter; access devices located in
the departments and units.

Responsible person: This depends on the location and
usage e.g. Datacenter staff are responsible for data-
center holdings while personal/official access devices
are to be the responsibility of the person using them.
Network section staff are responsible for network ac-
cess devices such as wired and wireless.

Protection: They deploy many measures to protect the
assets such as power backup, physical security, access
control, permissions.

In SYNCC, based on the value of the assets their cor-
responding importance: 5-critical, 4-very important,
3-important, and 2-good are given as shown in Table
3.

2.3.4 Treat the Risks

Once the risk has been fully identified, it is necessary to
carry out its treatment [18]. Therefore, it is important
to establish all the possible actions to mitigate the risk.
These actions must be realizable and be effective in terms
of mitigating the risk, and include:

• Defining new strategies.

• Plans for improvement.
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Table 3: Asset management and valuation

Asset Category Location Owner Rate
Student information system Information Datacenter Datacenter 5
Web sites Information Datacenter Datacenter 3
e-mail messages Information Datacenter Datacenter 3
Backup data Information Datacenter Datacenter 4
Bind DNS Application Datacenter Datacenter 4
Nginx Application Datacenter Datacenter 4
Apache Application Datacenter Datacenter 4
Drupal Application Datacenter Datacenter 4
Servers Hardware Datacenter Datacenter 4
Border routers Hardware Datacenter Datacenter 3
Firewall Hardware Datacenter Datacenter 3

Table 4: Risk management

Asset Value Risk Recovery cost Priority Mitigating
risk

Student information sys-
tem

5 High High High Avoid or limit

Web sites 3 Low Low Low Accept
e-mail messages 3 Medium Low Medium Limit
Backup data 4 Medium Low Medium Limit
Bind DNS 4 High Low High Avoid or limit
Nginx 4 High Low High Avoid or limit
Apache 4 High Low High Avoid or limit
Zimbra 3 Medium Medium Medium Limit
Drupal 4 High Low High Limit
Server hardware 4 Low Low Low Accept
Border routers 3 Medium Low Medium Limit
Firewall 3 Low Low Low Accept
Access switches 2 Low Low Low Accept
Environmental condi-
tions

3 Low Low Low Accept

Power backup 3 Low Low Low Accept
Developers 3 Medium Medium Medium Limit
Sys/Network admin 3 Medium Medium Medium Limit

• Physical readjustments.

• Process optimization.

• Others.

In addition, the objectives at this step are to develop
and implement a management plan to mitigate identified
risks. In addition, the process of taking actions to elimi-
nate or reduce the probability of confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of valued information assets being com-
promised to an acceptable limit [14].

There are three steps to risk mitigation: identify op-
tions, choose options, and implement options [2]. In
SYNCC College, the risk is mitigated as follows:

• Accept the risk : When both the value of an asset and
the risk are low, the risk is considered acceptable.

• Limit the risk : When the risk of an asset is high
and can not be transferred, consider limiting it. This
is done by updating systems, alternative power and
restarting the system.

• Avoid the risk : Risk is avoided by either building an
alternative system or by shutting down the system.
Table 4 shows the summary of the risk mitigation
process in SYNCC College.

2.4 Monitoring and Review

A regular process of review is performed to: identify new
risks when they just arise, monitor existing risks and iden-
tify any changes that may influence the implemented risk
controls, ensure that the existing risk controls are working
effectively, and transfer the information on risks fully to
appropriate parties. This allows the College to anticipate
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and respond in advance to events that would otherwise
cause damage to the College.

3 Recommendation and Critical
Review

The overall discussion above analyzes how they manage
computer security in SYNCC, Yemen. SYNCC started
with assessing the ICT infrastructures and threats and
finally identify risks and mitigate them. It is not clear
whether the processes used by the College to categorize
assets, threats and mitigation are correct since there are
no formal documents that guides the staff in managing
computer security. In addition, the staffs have no formal
training in managing computer security as they depend
only on residual knowledge. The methodology used in
managing computer security does not conform to the min-
imum acceptable standard. The threats and risks identi-
fied were just very few and do not conform to each other.
Many mitigations measures were not properly taken to
contain risk posed by the threats. In general, SYNCC
has to take into account the following recommendation in
order to improve this security:

1) Develop computer security plan for SYNCC to cover
all aspect of ICT and enforce the plan. The ICT
staff can request the management to buy-in by mak-
ing them believe in the benefits of securing the Col-
lege information system. In addition, ICT staff can
demonstrate the ROI (Return on Investment) when
such policy is implemented.

2) Develop and implement acceptable policy such as
password, email, internet access, backup and logins
to secure server.

3) Risk assessment must not be based on assets val-
ues only, but on the likelihood of vulnerabilities and
their impact to the system. Since all the assets have
their inherent vulnerabilities, after the identification
of vulnerabilities and their likelihood and impact, it
is possible to identify the risk and suggest the ade-
quate security controls to be implemented.

4) Educate users (i.e., employee and students) on com-
puter security such as password, importance of se-
curity, safe browsing, virus prevention and updating
operating systems.

5) SYNCC should use to secure data on IEEE 802.11
networks. For example, MAC address filter, WEP
(Wireless Equivalent Privacy), WPA (Wi-Fi Pro-
tected Access), IEEE 802.11i (encapsulation of ex-
tensible authentication protocol) and IEEE 802.1X.
In addition, they must apply function for protected
from risks and threats as shown in Table 5.

6) There are new features SYNCC should use to save
college assets. Like Gateway with VPN, Cosign in-
tegration in gateway, Bluesocket gateway, 802.1x,

Table 5: Security function

Function Property
Firewall Blocks or permits traffic from each

user based on their role.

Redirection Monitors web traffic from unregis-
tered users and redirects them to
the gateway’s server.

Web Server Presents user with login web page.

AuthenticationAuthenticates using servers such
as Active Directory, LDAP or RA-
DIUS.

Role Based
Access
Control

Registered users are assigned a
role. Roles
can control access based on IP ad-
dress, network, protocol, time and
location.

QOS
Server

Bandwidth per user can be limited
by role.

VPN
Server

A Virtual Private Network pro-
tects the privacy of all traffic from
a user with encryption.

Checkpoint gateway and Radius Server with Uniq-
name and Passwords.

7) Encrypted Access for Students, Faculty and Staff of
SYNCC: All students, faculty, and staff will be re-
quired to encrypt their traffic on the wireless network
by use of a VPN client on their computers.

8) Information is an asset of great value to the Col-
lege and as such must be protected. That is why in
the implementation of information security should be
sought. Safeguarding the accuracy and completeness
of stored or transmitted information, the content of
which should remain unchanged unless modified by
authorized personnel.

9) SYNCC has some security risks, Table 6 describes
these risks and how to overcome them.

4 Conclusion

Information system in SYNCC College has over time been
expanded and updated, its components changed, and its
software applications replaced or updated with newer ver-
sions. In addition, many personnel were hired and no se-
curity policies were implemented. These changes meant
that new risks will surface and risks previously mitigated
by some means may again become a concern. Thus, the
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Table 6: Security risks

Assets How to Protect
Student information sys-
tem, Web sites and e-mail
messages system

Implementation of information security should be sought, Safeguarding the accuracy
and completeness of stored or transmitted information, the content of which should
remain unchanged unless modified by authorized personnel.

Backup data Having saved in a remote location keeps it safe in case anything goes badly wrong
with your computer.

Bind DNS By ASA, PIX, and FWSM firewalls, Cisco Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) and
Cisco IOS NetFlow feature.

Nginx Having configuring SSL, restricting access by IP and performing a security audit

Apache Having keep up to date, protect from Denial of Service (DoS) attacks , permissions
on ServerRoot directories and Watching Your Logs

Zimbra Firewall and use login username and password with htaccess.

Drupal The Drupal has database abstraction layer provides placeholder mechanisms to pre-
vent SQL Injection vulnerabilities.

need for well-organized computer security management is
clear. To help keep the cost down, the risk assessment
should occur whenever an information asset is classified,
purchased or a new project is developed. A security re-
view is often helpful. For SYNCC to derive the benefits
of computer security management, it must first develop
and implement security policy covering all aspects of In-
formation and Communication Technology components.
By studying risk management, SYNCC should develop a
computer security plan, implement acceptable policy and
educate users on computer security.
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Abstract

Certificateless cryptosystem can overcome the costly cer-
tificate management in the traditional public key cryp-
tosystem, and meanwhile it does not have the private
key escrow problem in the identity-based cryptosystem.
Proxy signature can allow a proxy signer authorized by
an original signer to sign messages on behalf of the latter.
In this paper, we show that a recently proposed certifi-
cateless proxy signature scheme in the standard model is
vulnerable to the public key replacement attack. Through
this kind of attack, a malicious original signer or proxy
signer can forge a valid proxy signature. We analyse the
reasons for the success of the attack and point out the
flaw in the proof of the original scheme.

Keywords: Bilinear Pairing; Certificateless Proxy Signa-
ture; Public Key Replacement Attack; Standard Model

1 Introduction

Certificateless cryptosystem [17] can simplify the costly
certificate management in the traditional public key cryp-
tosystem, and meanwhile to eliminate the private key es-
crow problem in the identity-based cryptosystem [16]. It
has attracted a lot of attention since its introduction.

Proxy signature allows an original signer to delegate
his/her signing power to a proxy signer [4,8–12,14,18,23,
24]. Then the latter can sign messages on behalf of the
former when the former is absent. It has been widely used
in practice since its introduction.

By combining the certificateless cryptosystem and
proxy signature, Li et al. [15] proposed the first certifi-
cateless proxy signature scheme by using bilinear pair-
ings in 2005. But unfortunately, Yap et al. [25] pointed
out that Li et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the public
key replacement attack in 2007. In the same year, Lu et
al. [19] and Choi et al. [3] further gave an improvement
to Li et al.’s scheme, respectively. However, neither of
them gave the security proof of their schemes. In the
aspects of provably secure certificateless proxy signature

schemes, Chen et al. [2] gave a security model of certifi-
cateless proxy signature for the first time and a concrete
provably secure scheme in 2009. Later, many provably se-
cure certificateless proxy signature schemes [7,13,22] were
proposed.

Considering the random oracle model [6] and the stan-
dard model [21], Canetti et al. [1] showed that security in
the random oracle model cannot guarantee the security
in the real world. Thus, it is very important to work out
schemes that are secure in the standard model. Eslami et
al. [5] took the first step in this respect. They proposed
a certificateless proxy signature scheme in the standard
model for the first time in 2012. But unfortunately, Lu et
al. [20] pointed out that Eslami et al.’s scheme is vulner-
able to the public key replacement attack and malicious
KGC (Key Generation Center) attack in 2016. Lu et al.
further proposed a new scheme and proved their scheme
to be secure under the Squ-CDH assumption in the stan-
dard model. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, only
the above two certificateless proxy signature schemes have
been proposed in the standard model till now. In this
paper, we point out that Lu et al.’s scheme is still inse-
cure. We give two public key replacement attacks to their
scheme. We analyse the reasons for the success of this
kind of attack and point out the flaw in the proof of the
original scheme. Thus, designing a provably secure cer-
tificateless proxy signature scheme in the standard model
is still an open problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we review Lu et al.’s scheme. In Section 3, we
give two public key replacement attacks to their scheme.
Then we analyse the reasons for the success of the attack
and point out the flaw in the proof of the original scheme.
We conclude the paper in Section 4.

2 Lu et al.’s Scheme

Setup: Given a security parameter 1k, the KGC chooses
two cyclic groups G1 and G2 of prime order q, a ran-
dom generator g of G1, a bilinear map e : G1×G1 →
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G2 and three hash functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n,
H1, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q . He/she randomly selects
α ∈ Z∗q and g2, u

′, u1, · · · , un, v0, v1,m0,m1 ∈ G1,
and sets g1 = gα. He/she defines a function:

Fu(id) = u′
n∏
j=1

u
ij
j , where id = i1i2 · · · in is a bit

string. Let Q ∈ G1, and he/she also defines another
function f(Q). If the x-coordinate of Q is odd, then
f(Q) = 1; else f(Q) = 0. The public parameters are

Params = {G1, G2, e, q, g1, g2, u
′, u1, · · · , un, v0, v1,

m0,m1, H0, H1, H2, Fu, f},

and the master private key is msk = gα1 .

Partial-Private-Key-Gen: Given a user U ’s identity
IDU , the KGC randomly selects rU ∈ Z∗q , and com-
putes the user’s partial private key as

pskU = (pskU,1, pskU,2) = (gα1 · Fu(idU )rU , grU ),

where idU = H0(IDU ).

Set-Secret-Value: The user U randomly selects xU ∈
Z∗q as his/her secret value.

Set-Public-Key: The user U computes his/her public
key as

PKU = (PKU,1, PKU,2, PKU,3)

= (gxU
1 , g

1/xU

2 , e(g1, g1)x
2
U ).

The public key can be verified by checking the fol-
lowing equations:

e(PKU,1, PKU,2) = e(g1, g2) and e(PKU,1, PKU,1)

= PKU,3.

Set-Private-Key: The user U randomly selects r′U ∈
Z∗q , and computes his/her private key as

SKU = (SKU,1, SKU,2)

= (psk
x2
U

U,1 · Fu(idU )r
′
U , psk

x2
U

U,2 · g
r′U ),

where idU = H0(IDU ).

Delegation-Gen: The original signer O produces a war-
rant mw. Then he/she randomly selects s ∈ Z∗q and
computes the delegation as

DCOP = (DCOP,1, DCOP,2, DCOP,3)

= (gs, SKO,2, SKO,1 · (PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s),

where

λ = f(DCOP,2),

γ = H1(DCOP,1, DCOP,2, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ).

Delegation-Verify: The proxy signer P computes

idO = H0(IDO),

λ = f(DCOP,2)

and

γ = H1(DCOP,1, DCOP,2, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ),

and checks whether

e(DCOP,3, g) = e(PKO,1, PKO,1) ·
e(Fu(idO), DCOP,2) ·
e(PKγ

O,2 · vλ, DCOP,1)

holds. If it does, he/she accepts the delegation. Oth-
erwise, the proxy signer asks the original signer to
produce the delegation again.

Proxy-Sign: Let M ∈ {0, 1}∗. The proxy signer P ran-
domly selects s′, t ∈ Z∗q , and computes the proxy
signature as

σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5)

= (gt, SKP,2, DCOP,1 · gs
′
, DCOP,2, DCOP,3 ·

(PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s

′
· SKP,1 · (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t),

where

λ = f(σ4),

γ = H1(DCOP,1, σ4, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ),

µ = f(σ2)

and

η = H2(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, IDO, PKO, IDP , PKP ,M,mµ).

Proxy-Verify: Given a proxy signature

σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5)

on (M,mw), a verifier first checks whether m is suit-
able for the warrant mw. If it does, he/she computes

idO = H0(IDO),

idP = H0(IDP ),

λ = f(σ4),

γ = H1(DCOP,1, σ4, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ),

µ = f(σ2)

and

η = H2(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, IDO, PKO, IDP , PKP ,M,mµ),

and checks whether the following equation holds:

e(σ5, g) = PKO,3 · PKP,3 · e(Fu(idO), σ4) · e(PKγ
O,2 ·

vλ, σ3) · e(Fu(idP ), σ2) · e(PKη
P,2 ·mµ, σ1).

If it does, he/she accepts the proxy signature.
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Note: There is a clerical error in Lu et al.’s scheme.
In order to verify the proxy signature, the verifier
must know the value of DCOP,1 to compute γ =
H1(DCOP,1, σ4, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ) correctly. Thus,
the proxy signer must transmit it with the proxy sig-
nature, which makes the proxy signature longer than
the original scheme. In fact, we can replace DCOP,1
with σ3 in the computation of γ, and the length of
proxy signature will not be added.

3 The Weakness of Lu et al.’s
Scheme

In this section, we will show that Lu et al.’s scheme is
vulnerable to the public key replacement attack of Type-
I adversary. Then we point out the flaw in Lu et al.’s
security proof. The formal definition and security model
of certificateless proxy signature can be found in Lu et
al.’s paper.

3.1 Public Key Replacement Attack

1) A malicious original signer O can forge a valid proxy
signature without the private key of the proxy signer
P .

According to the game of Definition 2 in Lu et al.’s
paper, in the Queries stage, the malicious original
signer O first randomly chooses x′P ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes

PK ′P = (PK ′P,1, PK
′
P,2, PK

′
P,3)

= (g
x′
P

1 , g
1/x′

P
2 , e(g1, g1)(x

′
P )2).

Subsequently, he/she makes a ReplacePublicKey ora-
cle query to replace the public key of the proxy signer
P with the new value PK ′P . In the Forgery stage,
he/she randomly chooses t, s, s′, rP ∈ Z∗q , an arbi-
trary message M and a warrant mw. Then he/she
computes

σ1 = gt, σ2 = grP , σ3 = gs+s
′
, σ4 = psk

x2
O+(x′

P )2

O,2 ,

λ = f(σ4),

µ = f(σ2),

γ = H1(gs, σ4, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ),

η = H2(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, IDO, PKO, IDP ,

PK ′P ,M,mµ),

idP = H0(IDP ),

idO = H0(IDO),

σ5 = (pskO,1)x
2
O · (pskO,1)(x

′
P )2 · (PKγ

O,2 · vλ)s+s
′
·

Fu(idP )rP · ((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t.

It can be verified that σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5) is a

valid proxy signature.

e(σ5, g)

= e((pskO,1)x
2
O · (pskO,1)(x

′
P )2 · (PKγ

O,2 · vλ)s+s
′

·Fu(idP )rP · ((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= e((pskO,1)x
2
O , g) · e((pskO,1)(x

′
P )2 , g) ·

e((PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
, g) · e(Fu(idP )rP , g)

·e(((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= e((gα1 · Fu(idO)rO )x
2
O , g) ·

e((gα1 · Fu(idO)rO )(x
′
P )2 , g)

·e((PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
, g) ·

e(Fu(idP )rP , g) · e(((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= PKO,3 · PK ′P,3 · e(Fu(idO), grO(x2
O+(x′

P )2)) ·

e((PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
, g) ·

e(Fu(idP )rP , g) · e(((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= PKO,3 · PK ′P,3 · e(Fu(idO), psk
(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

O,2 ) ·

e((PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
, g) ·

e(Fu(idP )rP , g) · e(((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= PKO,3 · PK ′P,3 · e(Fu(idO), σ4) ·
e(PKγ

O,2 · vλ, σ3) · e(Fu(idP ), σ2) ·
e((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ), σ1).

Therefore, the malicious original signer O wins the
game with probability 1.

2) A malicious proxy signer P can forge a valid proxy
signature without the authorization of the original
signer O.

According to the game of Definition 2 in Lu et al.’s
paper, in the Queries stage, the malicious proxy
signer P first randomly chooses x′O ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes

PK ′O = (PK ′O,1, PK
′
O,2, PK

′
O,3)

= (g
x′
O

1 , g
1/x′

O
2 , e(g1, g1)(x

′
O)2).

Subsequently, he/she makes a ReplacePublicKey or-
acle query to replace the public key of the original
signer O with the new value PK ′O. In the Forgery
stage, he/she randomly chooses t, s, s′, rO ∈ Z∗q , an
arbitrary message M and a warrant mw. Then
he/she computes

σ1 = gt, σ2 = psk
(x′

O)2+x2
P

P,2 , σ3 = gs+s
′
, σ4 = grO ,

λ = f(σ4),

µ = f(σ2),

γ = H1(gs, σ4, IDO, PK
′
O,mw, vλ),

η = H2(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, IDO, PK
′
O, IDP ,

PKP ,M,mµ),
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idP = H0(IDP ),

idO = H0(IDO),

σ5 = (pskP,1)(x
′
O)2 · (pskP,1)x

2
P

·((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ)s+s
′

·Fu(idO)rO · (PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t.

It can be verified that σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5) is a
valid proxy signature.

e(σ5, g)

= e((pskP,1)(x
′
O)2 · (pskP,1)x

2
P · ((PK ′O,2)γ

·vλ)s+s
′
· Fu(idO)rO · (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= e((pskP,1)(x
′
O)2 , g) · e((pskP,1)x

2
P , g)

·e(((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ)s+s
′
, g)

·e(Fu(idO)rO , g) · e((PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= e((gα1 · Fu(idP )rP )(x
′
O)2 , g)

·e((gα1 · Fu(idP )rP )x
2
P , g) · e(((PK ′O,2)γ

·vλ)s+s
′
, g) · e(Fu(idO)rO , g)

·e((PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= PK ′O,3 · PKP,3 · e(Fu(idP ), grP ((x′
O)2+x2

P ))

·e(((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ)s+s
′
, g) · e(Fu(idO)rO , g)

·e((PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= PK ′O,3 · PKP,3 · e(Fu(idP ), psk
((x′

O)2+x2
P )

P,2 )

·e(((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ)s+s
′
, g) · e(Fu(idO)rO , g)

·e((PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= PK ′O,3 · PKP,3 · e(Fu(idP ), σ2)

·e((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ, σ3) · e(Fu(idO), σ4)

·e(PKη
P,2 ·mµ, σ1).

Therefore, the malicious proxy signer P wins the
game with probability 1.

3.2 The Flaw in Lu et al.’s Security Proof

First, let’s see the σ5 in a proxy signature.

σ5 = DCOP,3 · (PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s

′
· SKP,1 · (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t

= SKO,1 · SKP,1 · (PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
· (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t

= g
α(x2

O+x2
P )

1 · Fu(idO)(rOx
2
O+r′O) · Fu(idP )(rP x

2
P+r′P )

·(PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
· (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t.

To the original signer O, all the ephemeral variables can
be randomly chosen by himself/herself. Therefore, only
the master private key gα1 and the proxy signer’s secret
value xP are unknown to him/her. In addition, σ1, σ2,
σ3 and σ4 can also be computed by himself/herself by
randomly choosing all the ephemeral variables. Therefore,
to forge a proxy signature, he/she just needs to know

g
α(x2

O+x2
P )

1 and the proxy signer’s secret value xP .

Through public key replacement attack, O can choose
x′P as the secret value of proxy signer P . Therefore,

he/she just needs to compute g
α(x2

O+x2
P )

1 to forge a proxy
signature.

Holding the partial private key pskO,1, he/she can com-
pute

(pskO,1)x
2
O · (pskO,1)(x

′
P )2

= g
α(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

1 · Fu(idO)rO(x2
O+(x′

P )2),

which includes the g
α(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

1 . Therefore, computing
σ5 now becomes very simple and he/she can compute

σ5 = (pskO,1)x
2
O · (pskO,1)(x

′
P )2 · (PKγ

O,2 ·

vλ)s+s
′
· Fu(idP )rP · ((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t

= g
α(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

1 · Fu(idO)rO(x2
O+(x′

P )2)

·(PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
· Fu(idP )rP · ((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t

by randomly choosing t, s, s′, rP ∈ Z∗q .
By setting

σ2 = grP

σ4 = psk
(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

O,2

= g
rO(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

1 .

The original signer O can forge a valid proxy signature
successfully.

Now, let’s look at the proof of Theorem 1 in Lu et al.’s
scheme. In Case 2 and Case 3 of the Forgery stage, Lu et
al. proved that if a malicious original signer can output
a forgery of a valid proxy signature, Challenger will solve
the Squ-CDH problem with a non-negligible advantage.

Note that there is a condition when the above Theorem
holds − during the forging of a proxy signature, there
must be an unknown part (which is generally a private
key) in computing the forged proxy signature. While in
our attack, all parts are known to the original signer O in
forging a valid proxy signature. Therefore the condition
is not held, the proof is certainly wrong.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we give two public key replacement at-
tacks to a recently proposed certificateless proxy signa-
ture scheme in the standard model. Then we analyze the
reasons for the success of the attack and point out the
flaw in the proof of the original scheme. Therefore, de-
signing a provably secure certificateless proxy signature
scheme in the standard model is still an open problem.
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Abstract

In this paper we present an identity (ID) based dynamic
authenticated group key agreement protocol. Our proto-
col satisfies all the required security attributes and also
provide forward and backward confidentiality. The se-
curity of our protocol is based on the bilinear Diffie-
Hellman(DH) assumption. We extend Lee et al. ID based
authenticated key agreement protocol from two party to
a group of users by using bilinear pairing.

Keywords: Backward Confidentiality; Bilinear Pairing;
Dynamic; Forward Confidentiality; Group Key Agreement
Protocol

1 Introduction

The most striking development in the history of cryptog-
raphy was happened in 1976, when Diffie et al. [12] pro-
posed their revolutionary concept of two party key agree-
ment protocol whose security was based on the discrete
logarithm problem. But this protocol was not suitable
for group of users. Then in 1982, Ingemarsson et al. [16]
proposed the first group key exchange protocol, but both
of these schemes were vulnerable to the man in the mid-
dle attack because they did not authenticate the involved
parties.

A key agreement protocol is said to provide key au-
thentication, if each entity involved in the exchange is
assured that no other entity can learn the shared secret
key. A key agreement protocol which provides such a
property is called an authenticated key agreement proto-
col (AKE) [21].

An authentication protocol allows a sender to send
messages to a receiver through an insecure communica-
tion channel in such a way that the receiver can be con-
vinced that the messages are indeed coming from the in-
tended sender and them messages have not been modified

by any adversary sitting in the middle of the communica-
tion channel. In short the aim of this type of protocols is
to establish an authenticated link from the sender to the
receiver. Authentication is a term which is used in a very
broad sense. It is a service related to identification [21].

In 1984, Shamir [26] suggested the concept of Identity
based cryptosystems where user’s identities(such as email
address, phone numbers, office location etc.), could be
used as the public keys. Since then many identity based
key agreement protocols [6, 11, 27, 29, 30, 34] have been
proposed.

In the history of key agreement, a major breakthrough
was happened, in 2000 when Joux [17] introduced his sim-
ple and elegant single round tripartite non-identibased
key agreement protocol which makes use of bilinear pair-
ing on elliptic curves. This was the first positive applica-
tion of pairings in cryptography [13].

In 2001, Bohen et al. [3] proposed, a first identity based
encryption scheme using weil pairing. Since then many
ID based cryptographic scheme using pairing have been
proposed in cryptography and is currently an area of very
active research [13].

1.1 Literature Review

Based on weil and Tate pairing techniques, Smart [30] in
2002, Chen et al. [6] in 2003, Scott [27] in 2002, Shim [29]
in 2003, Cullagh [11] in 2004, Lee et al. [20] in 2005 de-
signed identity based and authenticated two party key
agreement protocols. Cheng et al. [8] pointed out that
Chen et al. [6] protocol is not secure against unknown
key share attack. The protocol of Scott [27] is not secure
against man in the middle attack. Sun et al. [33] showed
that the protocol of Shim [29] is insecure against key com-
promise impersonation attack or man-in-the-middle at-
tack. Also Choo [10] showed that protocol of Cullagh et
al. [11] is insecure against key revealing attacks.

Since the protocol of Joux [17] was a unauthenticated
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key agreement for three party using pairing on elliptic
curve. So later in 2002, Nalla et al. [23], proposed an
authenticated tripartite ID-based key agreement scheme.
But this scheme of Nalla et al. [23] was soon cryptan-
alyzed by chen [5] and Shim [28]. Then again in 2002,
Zhang et al. [37], gave an ID- based one round authenti-
cated three party key agreement protocol the authentic-
ity of which is assured by the Id base signature scheme of
Hess [15]. Another direction of research on key agreement
is to generalize the two party key agreement to multi party
setting and consider the dynamic scenario where partic-
ipants may join or leave a multi-cast group at any given
time.

1.2 Group Key Agreement

A group key agreement is a protocol allows a group of
users to exchange information over public and insecure
network to agree upon a common secret key which a
group session key can be derived. As, the increased pop-
ularity of group oriented applications, such as e-learning,
e-conference, video-conferencing etc, the design of an ef-
ficient authenticated group key agreement protocol has
recently received much attention in the current research
literature.

In 1995, Burmester et al. [4] gave a much more efficient
two round key agreement protocol in multiparty setting.
In 1996, Steiner et al. [31] gave a group key agreement
protocol based on the natural extension of the DH key
agreement protocol. Later, in 1998, Steiner et al. [32] gave
a new approach to group key agreement. They studied the
problem of key agreement in dynamic peer groups(DPG).

Also, Bresson et al. [2] formalized the first security
model for group key agreement protocol extending the
group key agreement between two or three parties [25].
Then in 2002, Nalla et al. [22] extends the ID based two
party single round authenticated protocol of Smart [30] to
multiparty ID-based key agreement in a tree based set-
ting [14]. Later, in 2003, Barua et al. [1], extend the
basic three party protocol of Joux [17] to multiparty set-
ting by giving a ternary tree based unauthenticated key
agreement protocol. Another group key agreement pro-
tocol which is a bilinear version of BD [4] protocol, was
proposed by Choi et al. [9], in 2004. Later in 2005, a dy-
namic group key agreement protocol with two constant
round was propose by Dutta et al. [14].

Many attempts have been performed to extend the
Diffie et al. [12] two party protocol and the Joux [17]
protocol for three party to n−participants that means to
a group key exchange. Also we seen that in the current
research literature of key agreement many ID based dy-
namic group key agreement schemes [7, 19, 35] by using
bilinear pairing have been proposed.

Above we have summerized two and three party iden-
tity based key agreement protocols employing pairing op-
erations. Many protocols of this type were proposed [11,
22,27,30,37] analyzed and some broken [5,10,28,29,33]. In
this paper we focus on the Lee et al. [20] two party authen-

ticated key agreement protocol and extend this two party
protocol into a dynamic ID based authenticated group
key agreement(DAGKA) using bilinear pairing.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly describe the notations, defini-
tions, preliminary concepts and properties i.e. bilinear
maps, computational problems, efficiency criteria and se-
curity attributes that we used later in the paper.

2.1 Bilinear Maps

Let G1 be an additive group of prime order l and G2

be a multiplicative group of the same order l. We assume
discrete log problems in G1 and G2 are hard. We consider
a pairing map e : G1 ×G1 → G2 satisfying the following
properties [20].

Bilinearity. e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)abfor all P,Q ∈ G1, and
for all a, b ∈ Z∗l .

Non-degeneracy. The map does not send all pairs in
G1×G1 to the identity in G2. Observe that since G1

and G2 are groups of prime order this implies that if
P is a generator of G1, then e(P, P ) is a generator of
G2.

Computability. Given P,Q ∈ G1, e(P,Q) can be effi-
ciently computable.

A bilinear map satisfying the three properties above
is said to be an admissible bilinear map. We note that
the Weil and Tate pairings associated with supersingular
elliptic curves or abelian varieties can be modified to cre-
ate such bilinear maps. We consider G1 to be an additive
abelian group defined on elliptic curves.

We consider an admissible bilinear map
e : G1 × G1 → G2 defined as above. Let P be a
generator of G1.

Bilinear Diffie Hellman Problem (BDHP):
The BDH problem in < G1, G2, e > is as follows. Given
P, aP, bP, cP ∈ G1, compute e(P, P )abc ∈ G2 where a, b, c
are randomly chosen from Z∗l . An algorithm is said to
solve the BDH problem with an advantage of ε if

Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP ) = e(P, P )abc] ≥ ε

where the probability is over the random choice of a, b, c ∈
Z∗l , the random choice of P ∈ G∗1, and the random bits of
A. We assume that BDHP is hard, in other words, there
is no polynomial time algorithm to solve BDHP with non-
negligible probability.

2.2 Security Attributes

Now we give the desirable security attributes of the key
agreement protocols:
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Known-key security. Each run of the protocol should
result in a unique secret session key. The compromise
of one session key should not com- promise other ses-
sion keys.

Perfect Forward secrecy. If long-term private keys of
all entities are compromised, the secrecy of previously
established session keys should not be affected.

Key compromise impersonation. The compromise
of an entity A’s long- term private key will allow an
adversary to impersonate A, but it should not be
able the adversary to impersonate other entities to
A.

Unknown-key share. An entity A ends up believing
she shares a key with B and although this is in fact
the case, B mistakenly believes the key is instead
shared with an entity E 6= A.

Message confidentiality is one of the most important
feature in secure group communication. Message confi-
dentiality ensures that the sender confidential data which
can be read only by an authorized and intended receiver.
Specially in DGKA protocols message confidentiality is
achieved mainly by the following two components [19]:

Forward confidentiality. While a group user leaves
from the current group, he should not be able to cal-
culate the new session key.

Backward confidentiality. While a new user joins into
the current group, he should not be able to calculate
the previous session key.

3 Lee et al.’s ID Based Key
Agreement

In this section, we will introduce Lee et al.’s [20] two party
ID based key agreement.

Initialization. Let G1 and G2 be two groups of prime or-
der l, where G1 is an additive group and G2 is a mul-
tiplicative group. The discrete logarithm problems
(DLP) in both G1 and G2 are assumed to be hard.
Let P be a generator of G1, and H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗l be
a cryptographic hash function. The key generation
center (KGC) chooses a random number s ∈ Z∗l and
set Ppub = sP . The center publishes system param-
eters Params =< G1, G2, l, e, P, Ppub, H > and keep
s as the master key, which is known only by itself.

In addition to the system initialization, KGC per-
forms the following private key issuing process.

Private key extraction. Let A and B be the two enti-
ties who are going to agree to some session keys. The
identities of A and B are IDA and IDB , respectively.
Their public keys and private keys are as follows: A′s
public key is PA = H(IDA) and the private key is

SA = sPA. B′s public key is PB = H(IDB) and
the private key is SB = sPB . The pairs (PID,SID)
for A and B serve as their static public/private key
pairs.

Suppose two users A and B want to share a com-
mon secret. A and B have static private keys SA

= sPA and SB = sPB obtained from KGC. Let
kdf : G2 × G1 × G1 → {0, 1}∗ be a key derivation
function which can be readily found in a number of
standard documents. A and B generate ephemeral
private keys a and b, respectively. The corresponding
ephemeral public keys are (VA,WA) and (VB ,WB)
where VA = aPB , WA = aSA, VB = bPA, WB = bSB .
These are the data flow between A and B.

A ⇒ B : (VA,WA);

B ⇒ A : (VB ,WB).

User A computes kA = e(aPA + VB ,WB)a. User
B computes kB = e(bPB + VA,WA)b. Then
the shared common secret between A and B
is K = kdf(kA, PA, PB) = kdf(kB , PA, PB) =
kdf(e(PA, PB)(a+b)abs, PA, PB).

4 Proposed Protocol

Let U0 = {U1, U2, · · · , Un} be the initial set of partici-
pants that want to generate a common key. Where Un is
the group leader. And

ID0 = IDu1
‖ IDu2

‖ ...... ‖ IDun
.

4.1 Setup

Let G1 and G2 be two groups of prime order l where G1

is an additive group and G2 is a multiplicative group.
The DLP in both G1 and G2 are assumed to be hard.
Let P be a generator of G1 and H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗l
be a cryptographic hash function. The user Un ran-
domly picks a value s ∈ Z∗l and keeps s as master
private key. The user Un computes the master public
key Ppub = sP and publishes the system parameters.
param = {G1, G2, l, e, P, Ppub, H}.

Private Key Extraction. For a given user U with
identity string ID, the user Un computes the public
key PKID = QID = H(ID) and distributes the
corresponding static private key SKID = sQID

to the user via a secure channel. Thus user U ′s
public/private key pair is defined as PKID/SKID.

Round 1.

Step 1: The group leader Un:

1.1 chooses his ephemeral private keys an ←R

Zn.;

1.2 ephemeral public keys are (Vn,Wn)sends:
where Vn = anPpub and Wn = anSKUn ;
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1.3 broadcast in the group:
Un →: ({U1, U2, · · · , Un−1}, Vn,Wn).

Step 2: User U1 :

2.1 chooses his ephemeral private keys a1 ←R

Zn;

2.2 computes K1 = sQU1 + a1 and M1 =
h1(U1, ...., Un−1, a1);

2.3 also ephemeral public keys are (V1,W1) :
where V1 = a1Ppub and W1 = a1SKU1

;

2.4 sends a request:

U1 → Un : (U1,K1,M1, V1,W1).

Step 3: The user Un :

3.1 computes a1 = K1 − sQU1
;

3.2 checks if M1 = h1(U1, ...., Un−1, a1);
if the equality does not hold, he quits;

3.3 broadcasts:
Un →∗: (V1,W1).

Step 4: Each User Ui, i = 2, ..., n− 1:

4.1 chooses his ephemeral private keys ai ←R

Zn;

4.2 computes Ki = sQUi + ai and Mi =
h1(U1, ...., Un−1, ai);

4.3 ephemeral public keys are (Vi,Wi)sends:
where Vi = aiPpub and Wi = aiSKui

;

4.4 sends

Ui → Un : (Ui,Ki,Mi, Vi,Wi).

Step 5: The User Un:i = 2, · · · , n− 1:

5.1 computes ai = Ki − sQUi
;

5.2 checks if Mi = h1(U1, ...., Un−1, ai);
if atleast one equality does not hold, he
quits;

5.3 broadcasts:
Un →: (Vi,Wi).

Round 2.

User U1 computes

K1 = e((V2 × V3 × · · · × Vn)Ppub,

(W2 ×W3 × · · · ×Wn)SKU1
)a1 .

User U2 computes

K2 = e((V1 × V3 × · · · × Vn)Ppub,

(W1 ×W3 × · · · ×Wn)SKU2)a2 .

...

User Un−1 computes

Kn−1 = e((V1 × · · · × Vn−2 × Vn)Ppub,

(W1 × · · · ×Wn−2 ×Wn)SKUn−1
)an−1 .

Key Computation. Each user Ui, i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1.
Let kdf : G2 × G1 ×G1 × · · · ×G1︸ ︷︷ ︸

ntimes

→ {0, 1}∗

be a key derivation function which can be readily
found in a number of standard documents. Thus the
shared common group session key,

K = kdf(K1, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(K2, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

...

= kdf(K(n−1), QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
).

For user U1,

K = kdf(K1, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((V2 × V3 × · · · × Vn)Ppub,

(W2 ×W3 × · · · ×Wn)SKU1
)a1 , QU1

,

QU2
, · · · , QUn

)

= kdf(e((a2Ppub × a3Ppub × · · · × anPpub)Ppub,

(a2sQU2
× a3sQU3

× · · · × ansQUn
)sQU1

)a1 ,

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((a2 × a3 × · · · × an)Pn
pub,

(a2 × a3 × · · · × an)sn

(QU1
×QU2

×QU3
× · · · ×QUn

))a1 ,

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((sP )n, (QU1
× · · · ×QUn

)sn)(a1×a2×···×an),

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e(Pn, (QU1
× ...×QUn

))s
n(a1×a2×···×an),

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

For user U2,

K = kdf(K2, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((V1 × V3 × · · · × Vn)Ppub,

(W1 ×W3 × · · · ×Wn)SKU2
)a2 ,

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((a1Ppub × a3Ppub × · · · × anPpub)Ppub,

(a1sQU1
× a3sQU3

× · · · × ansQUn
)sQU2

)a2 ,

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((a1 × a3 × · · · × an)Pn
pub,

(a1 × a3 × · · · × an)sn

(QU1
×QU2

×QU3
×, ...×QUn

))a2 ,

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((sP )n, (QU1
× · · ·

×QUn
)sn)(a1×a2×···×an),

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e(Pn, (QU1
× · · ·

×QUn
))s

n(a1×a2×···×an),

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
).
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For user Un−1,

K = kdf(Kn−1, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((V1 × · · · × Vn−2 × Vn)Ppub,

(W1 × · · · ×Wn−2 ×Wn)SKUn−1
)an−1 ,

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((a1Ppub × · · · × an−2Ppub

×anPpub)Ppub,

(a1sQU1
× · · · × an−2sQUn−2

×ansQUn
)sQUn−1

)an−1 ,

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((a1 × · · · × an−2 × an)Pn
pub,

(a1 × · · · × an−2 × an)sn

(QU1
×QU2

× · · · ×QUn
))an−1 ,

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e((sP )n, (QU1
× · · ·

×QUn
)sn)(a1×a2×···×an),

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
)

= kdf(e(Pn, (QU1
× cdots

×QUn
))s

n(a1×a2×···×an),

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn
).

User n can compute the session key directly.

4.2 Join Algorithm

Let Un+1, Un+2, · · · , Un+m be the set of users who will
join the initial group U0 , Uj = U1, · · · , Un+m.

IDj = IDU1‖ · · · ‖IDUn+m .

As in the above protocol the user Un is the group leader
of this new group Uj also. When a new user joins the
group it register itself to the group leader Un by sending
its identity IDUn+i

. Then the join algorithm is executed
in the following way:

Private Key Extraction. For each new registered user
Un+i the group leader Un computes the public key
PKUn+i = QUn+i = H(Un+i) and distributes the
corresponding static private key SKUn+i = sQUn+i

to the new joined users via a secure channel.

Round 1.

Step 1: The group leader Un broadcasts in the
group:

Un →: ({U1, · · · , Un−1, Un+1, · · · , Un+m}, Vi,Wi),

where i = 1, 2, ..., n.

Step 2: Each user Un+i, i = 1, ...,m

2.1 Choose his ephemeral private keys
an+i ←R Zn;

2.2 Computes Kn+i = sQUn+i +an+i and
Mn+i = h1(U1, · · · , Un−1, Un+1, · · · , Un+m,
an+i);

2.3 Computes Vn+i = an+iPpub and Wn+i =
an+iSKUn+i;

2.4 Sends: Un+i → Un: (Un+i, Kn+i, Mn+i,
Vn+i, Wn+i).

Step 3: The User Un: i = i, ....,m

3.1 Computes an+i = Kn+i − sQUn+i;

3.2 Checks if Mn+i = h1(U1, · · · , Un−1,
Un+1,· · · , Un+m, an+i);
if atleast one equality does not hold, he
quits;

3.3 Broadcasts:
Un →: (U1, · · · , Un−1, Un+1, · · · , Un+m,
Vn+i,Wn+i).

Round 2.

User U1 computes K1 = e((V2 × V3 × · · · ×
Vn+m)Ppub, (W2 ×W3 × · · · ×Wn+m)SKU1

)a1

...

User Un−1 computes Kn−1 = e((V1 × · · · × Vn−2 ×
Vn×· · ·×Vn+m)Ppub, (W1×· · ·×Wn−2×Wn×
· · · ×Wn+m)SKUn−1

)an−1 .

User Un+1 computes Kn+1 = e((V1 × · · · × Vn ×
Vn+2×· · ·×Vn+m)Ppub, (W1×· · ·×Wn×Wn+2×
· · · ×Wn+m)SKUn+1

)an+1

...

User Un+m computes Kn+m = e((V1 × V2 ×
· · · × Vn+m−1)Ppub, (W1 × W2 × · · · ×
Wn+m−1)SKUn+m

)an+m .

Key Computation. Each user Ui, i = 1, 2, ..., n + m −
1. Let kdf : G2 × G1 ×G1 × · · · ×G1︸ ︷︷ ︸

(n+m)times

→

{0, 1}∗ be a key derivation function which can be
readily found in a number of standard documents.
Thus the shared common group session key,

K = kdf(K1, QU1
, QU2

, ..., QUn+m
)

= kdf(Kn−1, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn+m
)

= kdf(Kn+1, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn+m
)

...

= kdf(Kn+m, QU1
, QU2

, ..., QUn+m
).
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For user U1,

K = kdf(K1, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn+m
)

= kdf(e((V2 × V3 × · · · × Vn+m)Ppub,

(W2 ×W3 × · · · ×Wn+m)SKU1
)a1 ,

QU1
, · · · , QUn+m

)

= kdf(e((a2Ppub × a3Ppub × · · ·
×an+mPpub)Ppub, (a2sQU2

× a3sQU3
× · · ·

×an+msQUn+m
)sQU1

)a1 , QU1
, · · · , QUn+m

)

= kdf(e((a2 × a3 × · · · × an+m)Pn+m
pub ,

(a2 × a3 × · · · × an+m)sn+mQU1
×QU2

×
· · · ×QUn+m

))a1 , QU1
, · · · , QUn+m

)

= kdf(e((sP )n+m, (QU1
× · · ·

×QUn+m
)sn+m)(a1×a2×···×an+m),

QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn+m
)

= kdf(e(Pn+m, (QU1
× · · ·

×QUn+m))s
n+m(a1×a2×···×an+m),

QU1 , QU2 , · · · , QUn+m).

For user Un−1,

K = kdf(Kn−1, QU1 , QU2 , · · · , QUn+m)

= kdf(e((V1 × · · · × Vn−2 × Vn ×
· · · × Vn+m)Ppub, (W1 × · · · ×Wn−2 ×Wn

× · · · ×Wn+m)SKUn−1)an−1 , QU1 ,

· · · , QUn+m)

= kdf(e((a1Ppub × · · · × an−2Ppub × anPpub

× · · · × an+mPpub)Ppub, (a1sQU1 × · · ·
×an−2sQUn−2 × ansQUn × · · ·
×an+msQUn+m)sQUn−1)an−1 , QU1 ,

· · · , QUn+m)

= kdf(e((a1 × · · · × an−2 × an × · · ·
×an+m)Pn+m

pub , (a1 × · · · × an−2 × an × · · ·
×an+m)sn+m(QU1 × · · · ×QUn−2 ×QUn ×
· · · ×QUn+m)QUn−1)an−1 , QU1 , · · · , QUn+m)

= kdf(e((sP )n+m, (QU1 × · · · ×QUn−2 ×QUn ×
· · · ×QUn+m)sn+mQUn−1)a1×a2×···×an+m ,

QU1 , · · · , QUn+m)

= kdf(e(Pn+m, (QU1 × · · ·
×QUn+m

))s
n+m(a1×a2×···×an+m), QU1

, · · · ,
QUn+m

).

For user Un+1,

K = kdf(Kn+1, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn+m
)

= kdf(e((V1 × · · · × Vn × Vn+2 · · ·
×Vn+m)Ppub, (W1 × · · · ×Wn ×Wn+2 × · · ·
×Wn+m)SKUn+1

)an+1 , QU1
, · · · , QUn+m

)

= kdf(e((a1Ppub × · · · × anPpub × an+2Ppub × · · ·
×an+mPpub)Ppub, (a1sQU1 × · · · × ansQUn

×an+2sQUn+2 × · · · × an+msQUn+m)sQUn+1)an+1 ,

QU1 , · · · , QUn+m)

= kdf(e((a1 × · · · × an × an+2 × · · · × an+m)Pn+m
pub ,

(a1 × · · · × an × an+2 × · · · × an+m)sn+m(QU1

× · · · ×QUn ×QUn+2 × · · · ×QUn+m)QUn+1)an+1 ,

QU1 , · · · , QUn+m)

= kdf(e((sP )n+m, (QU1 × · · · ×QUn ×QUn+2 ×
· · · ×QUn+m)sn+mQUn+1)a1×a2×···×an+m , QU1 ,

· · · , QUn+m)

= kdf(e(Pn+m, (QU1 × · · ·
×QUn+m

))s
n+m(a1×a2×···×an+m), QU1

,

· · · , QUn+m
).

For userUn+m,

K = kdf(Kn+m, QU1
, QU2

, · · · , QUn+m
)

= kdf(e((V1 × V2 × · · · × Vn+m−1)Ppub, (W1

×W2 × · · · ×Wn+m−1)SKUn+m
)an+m ,

QU1
, · · · , QUn+m

)

= kdf(e((a1Ppub × a2Ppub × · · · × an+m−1Ppub)Ppub,

(a1sQU1
× a2sQU2

× · · ·
×an+m−1sQUn+m−1

)sQUn+m
)an+m ,

QU1
, · · · , QUn+m

)

= kdf(e((a1 × a2 × · · · × an+m−1)Pn+m
pub ,

(a1 × a2 × · · · × an+m−1)sn+m(QU1
×QU2

× · · · ×QUn+m
))an+m , QU1

, · · · , QUn+m
)

= kdf(e((sP )n+m, (QU1
×QU2

× · · ·
×QUn+m

)sn+m)a1×a2×···×an+m , QU1
, · · · , QUn+m

)

= kdf(e(Pn+m, (QU1
× · · ·

×QUn+m))s
n+m(a1×a2×···×an+m), QU1 ,

· · · , QUn+m).

4.3 Leave Algorithm

Without loss of generality, we assume that Uv−1 =
{U1, U2, · · · , Un} is the current group that L =
{U1, · · · , Um} is the set of leaving users. Then

Uv = {Um+1, · · · , Um+n, Un}
IDv = IDUm+1‖ · · · ‖IDUm+n‖IDUm

.

Then the leave algorithm is executed in the following way.

Round 1:

Step 1: The group leader Un broadcasts in the
group:

Un →: ({Um+1, · · · , Um+n, Un}).

Step 2: Each user Um+i, i = 1, ..., n
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2.1 Choose his ephemeral private keys
am+i ←R Zn;

2.2 Computes Km+i = sQUm+i + am+i and

Mm+i = h1(Um+1, · · · , Um+n, am+i);

2.3 Computes Vm+i = am+iPpub and Wm+i =
am+iSKUm+i;

2.4 Sends:

Um+i → Un : (Um+i,Km+i,Mm+i, Vm+i,Wm+i).

Step 3: The User Un: i = i, ...., n

3.1 Computes am+i = Km+i − sQUm+i;

3.2 Checks if Mm+i = h1(Um+1, · · · , Um+n,
am+i); if atleast one equality does not hold,
he quits;

3.3 Broadcasts: Un →: ({Um+1, · · · , Um+n},
Vm+i, Wm+i).

Round 2:

User Um+1 computes Km+1 = e((Vm+2 × · · · ×
Vm+n × Vn)Ppub, (Wm+2 × · · · × Wm+n ×
Wn)SKUm+1

)am+1

...

User Um+n computes Km+n = e((Vm+1 × · · · ×
Vm+n−1 × Vn)Ppub, (Wm+1 × · · · × Wm+n−1 ×
Wn)SKUm+n

)am+n

Key Computation: Each user Um+i, i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Let kdf : G2 × G1 ×G1 × · · · ×G1︸ ︷︷ ︸

(m+n+1)times

→

{0, 1}∗ be a key derivation function which can be
readily found in a number of standard documents.
Thus the shared common group session key,

K = kdf(Km+1, QUm+1 , ..., QUm+n , QUn)

...

= kdf(K(m+n), QUm+1
, ..., QUm+n

, QUn
).

For user Um+1,

K = kdf(Km+1, QUm+1 , ..., QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e((Vm+2 × · · · × Vm+n × Vn)Ppub,

(Wm+2 × · · · ×Wm+n ×Wn)SKUm+1)am+1 ,

QUm+1 , · · · , QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e((am+2Ppub × · · · × am+nPpub

×anPpub)Ppub, (am+2sQUm+2 × · · ·
×am+nsQUm+n × ansQUn)sQUm+1)am+1 ,

QUm+1 , · · · , QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e((am+2 × · · · × am+n × an)Pm+n+1
pub ,

(am+2 × · · · × am+n × an)sm+n+1(QUm+1

× · · · ×QUm+n ×QUn))am+1 , QUm+1 , · · · ,
QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e((sP )m+n+1, (QUm+1 × · · · ×QUm+n

×QUn
)sm+n+1)am+1×···×am+n×an , QUm+1

, · · · ,
QUm+n

, QUn
)

= kdf(e(Pm+n+1, (QUm+1
× ...×QUm+n

×QUn
))s

m+n+1(am+1×···×am+n×an), QUm+1
, · · · ,

QUm+n
, QUn

).

For user Um+n,

K = kdf(Km+n, QUm+1 , ..., QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e((Vm+1 × · · · × Vm+n−1 × Vn)Ppub,

(Wm+1 × · · · ×Wm+n−1 ×Wn)SKUm+n)am+n ,

QUm+1 , · · · , QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e((am+1Ppub × · · · × am+n−1Ppub

×anPpub)Ppub, (am+1sQUm+1 × · · ·
×am+n−1sQUm+n−1 × ansQUn)sQUm+n)am+n ,

QUm+1 , · · · , QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e((am+1 × · · · × am+n−1 × an)Pm+n+1
pub ,

(am+1 × · · · × am+n−1 × an)sm+n+1(QUm+1

× · · · ×QUm+n ×QUn))am+n , QUm+1 , · · · ,
QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e((sP )m+n+1, (QUm+1 × · · · ×QUm+n

×QUn)sm+n+1)am+1×···×am+n×an , QUm+1 ,

· · · , QUm+n , QUn)

= kdf(e(Pm+n+1, (QUm+1 × · · · ×QUm+n

×QUn
))s

m+n+1(am+1×···×am+n×an),

QUm+1
, · · · , QUm+n

, QUn
).

User n can compute the session key directly.

5 Security Analysis

5.1 Known Key Security

From the randomness of a′is in our proposed group key
agreement protocol, the session keys in different key
agreements are independent of each other. The knowledge
of the previous session keys does not help an adversary to
derive any future session key. Hence our proposed group
key agreement protocol provides known key security.

5.2 Forward Secrecy

Even if a long term private key SKID(= sQID) of our
proposed group key agreement is compromised , the data
protected with the previous session key K is still secure
because the derivation of K requires the knowledge of
previous random values a′is. Therefore our group key
agreement protocol has the property of (perfect) forward
secrecy.

5.3 Trivial Attack

An attacker may directly try to compute the group
key K from the transmitted message [Ui → Un :
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(Ui, {U1,Ki,Mi, Vi,Wi), i = 1, ...., n− 1] but due to diffi-
culties of the DLP and onewayness of hash function the
trivial attack is not possible in the proposed protocol.

5.4 Key Compromise Impersonation

Suppose that an adversary who know’s user U ′1s long term
private key SQU1

and want to masquerade with the group
leader Un. Then first he chooses a random value a

′

1 ∈R Zn

and calculate
K1 = sQU1

+ a
′

1

but to verify the correspondence of his guessed random
value a

′

1. He has to compute

M1 = h1(U1, U2, · · · , Un−1, a1)

which is impossible since he requires the value of a1 which
is the ephemeral private key of the user U1. Hence Un will
found this un-equality. So this type of attacks are also not
possible.

5.5 Unknown Key Share

In our proposed GKA protocol consider the special case
(i.e.for n = 2), the shared secret S1,2 = S2,1 =

kdf(e(P 2, (QU1
× QU2

))s
2(a1×a2)

), between U1 and U2 in-
volves both members long term private and public keys.
This ensures that only U1 and U2 who own the cor-
responding long-term private keys can obtain the same
group key and can compute valid key confirmations. Any
other entity cannot obtain the same group key. It is im-
possible that U1 ends up believing that she/he shares a
key with U2 and although this is in fact the case, while
U2 mistakenly believes that the key is instead shared with
another entity E.

5.6 Message Confidentiality

In our proposed scheme the size of shared common group
session key is totally depends on the number of users in
the current group and their ephemeral private keys. So
when a group user want to leave or a new user want to
join the group the session key size is obviously change.
Also in our proposed scheme in join or leave algorithm the
joining and leaving members can not know the number of
participant in previous or subsequent group and they also
don’t know their private keys .

Hence the joining member can not compute previous
session keys and leaving member can not compute the
subsequent session keys .

6 Comparison

We now compare our protocol with another dynamic
group key agreement protocols [18, 19, 35]. We will use
the following notations.

1) Round: The total number of rounds.

2) Mul: The total number of scalar multiplications and
modular multiplication .

3) Msize: The maximum number of messages sent by
per user.

4) P/E: The total number of pairing computations and
modular exponentiations.

Table 1: Setup algorithm -A set of users U[1,...,n]

Protocol Round M size Mul P/E
[18] O(n) O(n2) 0 O(n2)
[35] 2 O(n) O(n2) O(n2)
[19] 1 O(n2) O(n2) O(n)

Ours 2 O(5n) O(3n) O(n)

We observe from Table 1, in our protocol the message
size is O(5n) which is linear as compare to [18] and [19].
Similarly, the total number of scalar multiplication is of
quadratic order i.e. O(n2) in [35] and [19]. But in our
proposed scheme Mul is O(3n) which is again linear. Also
in [18] and [35] the pairing computation P/E is again
quadratic in order.

We observe from Table 2 the total number of users is
(n+m). So in our proposed scheme M size is O(5(n+m)),
total number of scalar multiplication is O(3(n+m)) and
the pairing computation is O(n). Hence in join algorithm
of our proposed scheme all cases are liner in order as com-
pare to other recent protocols [18,19,35].

In Table 3 of leave algorithm the size of the resulting
set of users is (n−m). The total number of scalar multi-
plication in [35], [19] and pairing computation in [35] is of
quadratic order O(n−m)2. But in this table, we see that
in case of our proposed scheme the M size, total number
of scalar multiplication and P/E all are linear in order.

7 Conclusion

With the increasing need of authenticated and secure
communication, ID based two round DAGKA protocol is
presented here, which resist to all the known attacks. Our
protocol also provides forward and backward confidential-
ity which is the important feature in case of dynamic key
agreements. In the last we have given the comparison of
our protocol with other recent dynamic group key agree-
ment protocols.
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Abstract

With the emerging of new types of network forms, ser-
vices and cloud computation, the situation has trans-
formed from one party to many parties at least one of
both communication ends, that is “one-to-many,” “many-
to-one,” and “many-to-many” situations. Most of the ex-
isting fully homomorphic encryption schemes only allow
one party to encrypt the plaintext and another party to
decrypt the ciphertext without the decryption keys. This
form of cryptography loses efficiency under the demands
of “one-to-many,” “many-to-one,” and “many-to-many”
scenarios. In this paper, we combine the fully homomor-
phic encryption with proxy re-encryption to propose the
fully homomorphic proxy re-encryption scheme which can
be applied to “many-to-one” scenario, that is the fully ho-
momorphic proxy re-encryption scheme allows one party
to compute arbitrary functions over encrypted data for
many parties without the decryption keys. Finally, IND-
CPA, KP-CPA and master secret security proof of our
proposal are given.

Keywords: FHPRE; Key Privacy; Many-to-One; STP-
Binary-LWE

1 Introduction

Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE), which is an extension of
public key encryption, was introduced by Bleumer et
al. at Eurocrypt 1998 [4]. A PRE scheme allows proxy
(semi trusted) to transform a ciphertext for Alice (del-

egator) into a ciphertext for Bob (delegatee) without
knowing the message. The interesting property makes
PRE more applicable in many scenarios, such as en-
crypted email forwarding [4], vehicular ad hoc network,
outsourced filtering of encrypted spam , the distributed
file system [3, 9]. Fully-homomorphic encryption (FHE)
marks another milestone in the history of modern cryp-
tography. A FHE scheme allows one party to compute
arbitrary functions over encrypted data for another party
without the decryption key. FHE has many applications
in cloud computation, such as private queries to a search
engine, searching on encrypted data [8, 10,14].

The existing FHE schemes are mostly in the form of
“one-to-one” deployment situations. With the emerging
of new types of network forms, services and cloud compu-
tation, the situation has transformed from one party to
many parties at least one of both communication ends,
that is “one-to-many,” “many-to-one,” and “many-to-
many” situations. It’s interesting to combine the concept
of FHE and PRE to construct a fully homomorphic proxy
re-encryption (FHPRE), which allows one party to com-
pute arbitrary functions over encrypted data for many
parties without the decryption keys, satisfying the many-
to-one situation. The application of FHPRE in the cloud
computation can see [13,21,24].

Xagawa [22] constructed the first bidirectional PRE
scheme based on lattices, which is CPA secure. Aono et
al. [1] proposed a unidirectional key-private PRE (KP-
PRE) scheme based on lattices, which is CPA secure.
A unidirectional scheme permits user Alice to delegate
to user Bob, without permitting Alice to decrypt user
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Bob’s ciphertexts. A unidirectional proxy re-encryption
is said to be key privacy if any adversary cannot dis-
tinguish a real re-encryption key from a random re-
encryption key even if the adversary is allowed to access
to the re-encryption key oracle and the re-encryption or-
acle which re-encrypts input ciphertexts by using the real
re-encryption key [2, 18]. Ateniese et al. [3] introduced
master secret security as another security requirement for
unidirectional PRE based on lattices. Master secret secu-
rity demands that it is hard for the coalition of the proxy
and Bob to compute Alice’s secret key.

Singh et al. [20] showed [1,22] is not secure under mas-
ter secret security model and constructed a unidirectional
multi-use PRE which is secure under master secret secu-
rity model. Nishimak et al. [18] proposed two unidirec-
tional KP-PRE schemes from LWE assumptions, which
are CPA secure. Jiang et al. [11] constructed a multi-
use unidirectional PRE scheme based on lattices, which
is CPA secure and master secret secure. Kirshanova et
al. [12] proposed a unidirectional proxy re-encryption
scheme based on LWE problem and showed it is CCA-1
secure in the selective model. Zhang et al. [23] proposed
Unidirectional IBPRE scheme from lattice for cloud com-
putation, which is CPA secure.

Recently, FHE from learning with errors (LWE) as-
sumption has attracted many attentions due to their
average-case to worst-case equivalence and their conjec-
tured resistance to quantum attacks [19]. The efficiency
of FHE is one of the most concerned problems. A number
of techniques are proposed and used to improve the effi-
ciency of FHE, such as re-linearization technique, dimen-
sion modulus reduction technique [5], modulus switching
technique [6]. In 2012, Brakerski [7] constructed a scale-
invariant fully homomorphic encryption scheme, whose
noise only grows linearly with every multiplication (before
refreshing). Ma et al. [15] proved that STP-binary-LWE is
hard when LWE is hard, and modified the scale-invariant
fully homomorphic encryption scheme [7] based on STP-
Binary-LWE so that it is more efficient. Furthermore,
Ma et al. [15] can encrypt several messages at a time and
achieve a balance between security and efficiency in the
hierarchical encryption systems.

Unfortunately, all of the above FHE schemes are not
applicable to the many-to-one situation. Zhong et al. [24]
constructed a “many-to-one” homomorphic encryption
scheme based on approximate GCD problem, which is
not lattice-based scheme. The essence of the scheme [24]
is a PRE scheme, and needs the trusted third party to
distribute the key. Ma et al. [16,17] constructed a homo-
morphic proxy re-encryption scheme based on LWE which
can only encrypt one message at a time.

In this paper, we construct a unidirectional FHPRE
scheme from lattices which can be used in the “many-to-
one” situation and only needs semi trusted third party.
The FHPRE can encrypt two messages at a time. At last,
we prove that our FHPRE is indistinguishable against
chosen-plaintext attacks, and key privacy secure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 is preliminaries. Section 3 describes the constructed
FHPRE scheme and proves the security of FHPRE. At
last, the conclusion will be given in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

All scalars, column vectors and matrices will be denoted
in the form of plain (e.g. x), bold lowercase (e.g. ~x)
and uppercase (e.g. X), respectively. For a real number
x (x ≥ 0), dxe, bxc, bxe denoted rounding up or down,
rounding to the nearest integer. We denote η = dlog qe,
[x]q = x mod q, Zq = (− q2 ,

q
2 ]∩Z, [k] = {1, 2, · · · , k}. The

li norm of a vector ~v is denoted by ||~v||i. k-dimensional
identity matrix is denoted by Ik. Inner product, tensor
product and semitensor product are denoted by < ~v, ~u >
, P ⊗Q,Pr×kl nQl×t = (P (Q⊗ Ik))r×kt, respectively.

[X|Y ] ∈ Zm×(n+l)
q is the concatenation of the columns

of X ∈ Zm×nq , Y ∈ Zm×lq . [X;Y ] ∈ Z(n+l)×m
q is the con-

catenation of the rows of X ∈ Zn×mq , Y ∈ Zl×mq . We set

BD
(
~xT
)

=
(
~uT1 | · · · |~uTη

)
∈ {0, 1}nη;

P2 (~x) =
(
1, 2, · · · , 2η−1

)T ⊗ ~x
=

(
1~x; 2~x; · · · ; 2η−1~x

)T ∈ Znηq ,

where ~x ∈ Znq , ~xT =
η∑
k=1

2k−1~uTk . When A is a matrix,

let P2(A), BD(A) be the matrix formed by applying the
operation to each column of A.

Concerning a probability distribution D, we record it
as ~x← D, which means that ~x is sampled according to D.
So for a set S, we record it as y ← S, which means that
y is sampled uniformly from S. Two random variables X
and Y are said to be statistically (and computationally)
indistinguishable, denoted by X≈sY (X≈cY ).

2.2 STP − Binary − LWEn,q,χk and Key
Switching

Ma et al. [15] proved that STP-binary-LWE is hard and
showed the Key Switching functions by semitensor prod-
uct.

Theorem 1. ( [15]) For an integer q = q(n) ≥ 2
and a distribution χ on Zq, an integer dimension n =

n
′
log(logn

′
) ∈ Z+, where n

′
is the dimension of LWE

problem. The STP−Binary−LWEn,q,χk problem, which
is to distinguish the following two distributions: In the
first distribution, one samples (~a; b1, · · · , bk) uniformly
from Zn+k

q . In the second distribution, one first draws

~s ← Zn/k2 and then samples (~a, b1, · · · , bk) ∈ Zn+k
q by in-

dependently sampling ~a← Znq , ei ← χ, i ∈ [k], and setting

(b1, · · · , bk) = ~aT n ~s+ (e1, · · · , ek), is hard.

In the following, we can without loss of generality let
that k = 2. We show the Key Switching functions which
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can switch ciphertexts under S into ciphertexts under
(1;~t). Let q be an integer and χ be a distribution over Z.

• SwitchKeyGenq(S,~t): Input S ∈ Zns×2, ~t ∈ Z
nt
2 ,

As:t ← Zn̂s×nt
q and X ← χn̂s×2, where n̂s = ns ·

dlogqe. Output Ps:t = [Bs:t|| − As:t] ∈ Zn̂s×(nt+2)
q ,

where Bs:t := [As:t n ~t+Xs:t + PowersOf2q(S)]q ∈
Zn̂s×2
q .

• SwitchKeyq(Ps:t, ~cs): Input Ps:t and ciphertext
~cs under S. Output ciphertext ~ct := [PTs:t ·
BitDecompq(~cs)]q under (1;~t).

Lemma 1. ( [15]) (correctness). Let S ∈ Zns×2,~t ∈
Znt/2 and ~cs ∈ Zns

q be any vectors. Let Ps:t ←
SwitchKeyGenq(S,~t) and set ~ct ← SwitchKeyq(Ps:t, ~cs).
Then

~cs
T n S = ~ct n (1;~t)−BitDecompq(~cs)TXs:t(modq).

Lemma 2. ( [15]) (security). Let S ∈ Zns×2 be
any vector, ~t ← Znt/2, Ps:t ← SwitchKeyGen(S, ~t),
then P is computationally indistinguishable from uniform

overZn̂s×(nt+2)
q , assuming STP-Binary-DLWEn,q,χk .

2.3 Syntax of FHPRE and Security
Model

The FHPRE compromises FHE and PRE, the Syntax of
FHPRE is as follows.

Definition 1. (Unidirectional FHPRE Scheme)
A single-hop unidirectional FHPRE scheme consists of

the following 7 algorithms:

1) Setup(1k, 1L)→ pp: Given the security parameter k,
the upper bound on the maximal multiplicative depth
L ∈ N that the scheme can homomorphically evalu-
ate, output the public parameters pp.

2) Gen(pp, i, L) →
(
eki, dki, evki

)
: Given pp, L and a

user identity i, output an encryption/decryption key
pair

(
eki, dki

)
, eval keys evki = {evki

(l−1):l
}l∈[L], and

decryption keys dkil at level l of the circuit, l ∈ [L].

3) Enc(pp, eki, µ)→ ct: Given pp, eki and a message µ
, output a ciphertext cti0 at level 0 of the circuit.

4) Eval(pp, evki
(l−1):l

, ci
l−1,1

, ci
l−1,2

) → ci
l

: Given

pp, evki
(l−1):l

, and ciphertexts ci
l−1,1

, ci
l−1,2

at level l−1

of the circuit, output a ciphertext ci
l

at level l of the
circuit, l ∈ [L].

5) Dec
(
pp, dki, ctiL

)
→ µ: Given dki and ctiL at level L

of the circuit, output a plaintext µ or an error symbol
⊥.

6) Rekey
(
pp, dkil , ekj

)
→ rki→jl→0 : Given a decryption

key dkil of user i at level l of the circuit and ekj

of user j, output a re-encryption key rki→jl→0, l =
0, 1, · · · , L.

7) ReEnc
(
pp, rki→jl→0, ct

i
l

)
→ ctj0 : Given the re-

encryption key rki→jl→0 and ctil for the user i at level l

of the circuit, output a ciphertext ctj0 for the user j
at level 0 of the circuit.

Correctness: Three requirements are needed:

Dec
(
pp, dki

l
, ctil
)

= µ;

Dec
(
pp, dki, ctiL

)
= µ;

Dec
(
pp, dkj

l
, ReEnc

(
pp, rki→jl→0, ct

i
l

))
= µ,

where l ∈ [L]. Now we define the security model of an
FHPRE scheme.

Definition 2. (IND-CPA security) Let UniFH-
PRE=(Setup, Gen, Enc, Eval, Dec, ReKey, ReEnc)
be a single-hop, unidirectional PRE Scheme, k a security
parameter. Suppose that there exists a PPT algorithm
RandEnc which takes pp as input and outputs a random
ciphertext at output side. Let H = H(k) and C = C(k)
be polynomials of k, which stands for the number of
honest users and corrupted users, respectively. Consider
the following game, denoted by ExptIND−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k),
between challenger and adversary.

Initialization: Given security parameter k and coin b ∈
{0, 1}, run pp ← Setup(1k, 1L). Initialize CU ←
{H + 1, · · · , H + C}, which denote the set of cor-
rupted users. For i = 0, · · · , H + C, generate
key pairs

(
eki, dki, evki

)
← Gen

(
pp, 1i, 1L

)
. Run

the adversary on input pp, key pairs of corrupted
users

(
eki, dki, evki)

}
i=H+1,··· ,H+C , and public keys

of honest users
(
eki, evki)

}
i=0,··· ,H .

Learning Phase: For ∀l ∈ [L]∪{0}, the adversary could
issue queries to the following oracles in any order and
many times:

Oracle REKEY receives two indices i, j ∈
{0, 1, · · · , H + C}. If i = j then it returns ⊥;
if (i = 0) ∩ (j ∈ CU) then the oracle returns ⊥;
otherwise, returns rki→jl→0 ← Rekey

(
pp, dkil , ekj

)
.

Oracle REENC receives two indices i, j ∈
{0, 1, · · · , H+C} and ciphertext ctil. If i = j then re-
turns ⊥; if (i = 0)∩ (j ∈ CU) then the oracle returns
⊥; otherwise, it queries (i, j) to REKEY, obtains

rki→jl→0, and returns ctj0 ← ReEnc
(
pp, rki→jl→0, ct

i
l

)
.

Oracle CHALLENGE, which can be queried only
once, receives µ. If (b = 0), it returns ct ←
RandEnc(pp). If (b = 1), it returns ct ←
Enc(pp, ek0, µ).

Eventually. The adversary halts after it and outputs
its decision b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

Finalization: Output 1 if b′ = b. Otherwise, output 0.
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We define the advantage of the adversary as

AdvInd−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k)

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Pr
[
ExptInd−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k)→ 1 |b = 1

]
−Pr

[
ExptInd−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k)→ 1 |b = 0

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣
We say that UniFHPRE is IND-CPA secure if

AdvInd−CPAA,UnFHiPRE (·) is negligible for every PPT adversary.

Definition 3. (KP-CPA security) Let UniFH-
PRE=(Setup, Gen, Enc, Eval, Dec, ReKey, ReEnc)
be a single-hop, unidirectional FHPRE Scheme, k a
security parameter. Suppose that there exists a PPT
algorithm RandRekey which takes pp as input and
outputs a random re-encryption key rk. Let H = H(k)
and C = C(k) be polynomials of k, which stands for
the number of honest users and corrupted users, re-
spectively. Consider the following game, denoted by
ExptKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k), between challenger and adversary.

Initialization: Given security parameter k and coin b ∈
{0, 1}, run pp ← Setup

(
1k, 1L

)
. Initialize T ← φ

which is a table containing the re-encryption keys and
shared among oracles. For i = −1, 0, · · · , H+C, gen-
erate key pairs

(
eki, dki, evki

)
← Gen

(
pp, 1i, 1L

)
.

Run adversary with pp, the public keys and eval keys
of honest users {(eki, evki)}i=0,··· ,H , the key pairs of
corrupted users {(eki, dki, evki)}i=H+1,··· ,H+C .

Learning Phase: For ∀l ∈ L, adversary could issue
queries to the following oracles in any order and
many times except for the constraint in oracle CHAL-
LENGE.

Oracle REKEY receives two indices i, j ∈
{−1, 0, · · · , H + C}. If i = j then it returns
⊥; if (i, j) = (0,−1), then it returns ⊥; if
there already exists the re-encryption key from
user i at level l of the circuit to user j, i.e.(
i, l, j, rki→jl→0

)
∈ T , then it returns rki→jl→0, otherwise,

it generates rki→jl→0 ← Rekey
(
pp, dkil , ekj

)
, updates

T ← T ∪
{(
i, l, j, rki→jl→0

)}
, and returns rki→jl→0.

Oracle REENC receives two indices i, j ∈
{−1, 0, · · · , H + C} and a ciphertext ctil. if
i = j then it returns ⊥; if there exists no
re-encryption key rki→jl→0 in the table T, it gen-

erates rki→jl→0 ← Rekey
(
pp, dkil , ek

j
)
, and updates

T ← T ∪
{(
i, j, rki→jl→0

)}
, it finally returns

ctj0 ← ReEnc
(
pp, rki→jl→0, ct

i
l

)
.

Oracle CHALLENGE can be queried only once.
On the query, the oracle searches the table T for(
0, l,−1, rk0→−1

l→0

)
, if such key does not exist, it gen-

erates rk0→−1
l→0 ← ReKey

(
pp, dk0

l , ek
−1
)

and updates

T ← T∪
{(

0, l,−1, rk0→−1
l→0

)}
. If b = 0 then it returns

a random re-encryption key rk ← FakeReKey (pp),
which is not contained in T. If b = 1, then it returns
the real re-encryption key rk0→−1

l→0 contained in T.

Eventually. Adversary halts after it outputs its deci-
sion b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

Finalization: Output 1 if b′ = b. Otherwise, output 0.

The advantage of Adversary is

AdvKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k)

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Pr
[
ExptKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k)→ 1 |b = 1

]
−Pr

[
ExptKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k)→ 1 |b = 0

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣
We say that UniFHPRE is KP-CPA secure if

AdvKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (·) is negligible for every polynomial-time
adversary.

3 Unidirectional FHPRE Scheme

In this section, we constructed a single-hop unidirectional
FHPRE scheme based on [15] and proved the scheme is
IND-CPA and KP-CPA security.

3.1 Our Construction

A single-hop unidirectional FHPRE scheme consists of the
following 7 algorithms.

1) Setup(1k, 1L): Sample A ← ZN×nq , where N
∆
=

(n + 2) · (logq + O(1)), n = n′log(logn′) ∈ Z+, n
′

is the dimension of LWE problem. Output pp =(
1k, 1n, q, χ, L,A

)
.

2) Gen(pp, i): Sample sil, t
i
l ← Zn/22 , l = 0, 1, · · · , L, and

compute Bi0 = [An ~si0 +Xi
0]q, where Xi

0 ← χN×2.

Let P i0 = [Bi0 ‖ −A] ∈ ZN×(n+2)
q . For ∀l ∈ [L], define

S̃i
l−1

= (α||β) ∈ Z(n+2)2dlogqe2×2
2 ,

where

α = BD((1;~si
l−1

)⊗ (1; 0))⊗BD((1;~si
l−1

)⊗ (1; 0)),

β = BD((1;~si
l−1

)⊗ (0; 1))⊗BD((1;~si
l−1

)⊗ (0; 1)),

and compute P i(l−1):l ← SwitchKeyGen(S̃i
l−1
, ~si

l−1
).

Output (
eki, dki

)
=

(
P i0, ~s

i
L

)
dkil = ~sil, l ∈ [L]

evki = {evki
(l−1):l

}l∈[L]

= {P i
(l−1):l

}l∈[L].

3) Enc(pp, eki = P i0, (m1,m2)): Compute

~ci0 =
[
P i0

T · ~r +
⌊q

2

⌋
~m
]
q
∈ Z(n+2)

q ,

where ~r ← {0, 1}N , ~m = (m1,m2, 0 · · · , 0)
T ∈

Z(n+2)
2 . Output cti0 = ~ci0.
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4) Eval(•): Suppose the homomorphic addition and
multiplication over GF(2) be enable to evaluate
depth L arithmetic circuits in a gate-by-gate man-
ner. For any i ∈ [L], a gate at level i of the circuit is
that the operand ciphertexts can be decrypted using
~si−1, and the output of the homomorphic operation
can be decrypted using ~si.

• Add(pp, evki
(l−1):l

, ci
l−1,1

, ci
l−1,2

): Input cipher-

texts ci
l−1,1

= ~cil−1,1, ci
l−1,2

= ~cil−1,2 under secret

key ~sil−1, and compute

~cil−1,add = P2(~cil−1,1+~cil−1,2)⊗P2(1, 1, 0, · · · , 0),

~cil,add ← Switchkey(P i(l−1):l,~c
i
l−1,add) ∈ Zn+2

q .

Output ci
add,l

= ~cil,add.

• Mult(pp, evki
(l−1):l

, ci
l−1,1

, ci
l−1,2

): Input cipher-

texts ci
l−1,1

= ~cil−1,1, c
i
l−1,2

= ~cil−1,2 under secret

key ~sil−1, and compute

~̃c
i

l−1,mult = b2
q

(P2(~c1)⊗ P2(~c2))e,

~cil,mult ← SwitchKey(P i(l−1):l, ~̃c
i

l−1,mult) ∈ Zn+2
q .

Output ci
mult,l

= ~cil,mult.

5) Dec
(
pp, dki = ~tiL, ct

i
L = ~ciL

)
: Input ciphertext ctiL

under secret key dki(= ~siL) and ~siL. Output

(m1,m2) =

[⌊
2 ·

[
cTL n (1;~sL)

]
q

q

⌉]
2

6) Rekey
(
pp, dkil−1 = ~sil−1, ekj = P j0

)
: Compute

M i→j
l→0 ∈ Z(n+2)dlog qe×(n+2)

q

← Ri→jl→0P
j
0 + P2

((
1;~sil

)
⊗ I2||0

)
N j

0 ∈ ZN×(n+2)
q ← Rj0P

j
0 ,

where 0 ∈ {0}(n+2)×n, Ri→jl→0 ∈ Z
(n+2)dlog qe×N
2 , Rj0 ∈

ZN×N2 . Output rki→jl→0 = (M i→j
l→0 , N

j
0 ).

7) ReEnc
(
pp, rki→jl→0 = (M i→j

l→0 , N
j
0 ), ctil = ~cil

)
: Output

ctj0 = ~cj0 = SwitchKeyq

(
M i→j
l→0 ,~c

i
l

)
+N j

0

T
~rj0,

where ~rj0 ∈ ZN2 .

We show the correctness of the FHPRE scheme below.

Lemma 3. ( [15]) Let ~s ∈ Zn/22 , ~c ∈ Zn+2
q be such that

~cT n (1, ~s) =
⌊
q
2

⌋
· (m1,m2) +X(modq), where m1,m2 ∈

{0, 1} and ||X||∞ ≤
⌊
q
2

⌋
/2. Then Dec(~c) = (m1,m2).

proposition 1. Let q, n, |χ| ≤ B,L be parameters for
FHPRE, and let ciphertexts ci

l
= ~cil and secret key ~sil be

such that

~cil
T n

(
1;~sil

)
=
⌊q

2

⌋
(m1,m2) +Xi

l (modq),

where m1,m2 ∈ {0, 1} and ||Xi
l ||∞ ≤ E <

⌊
q
2

⌋
/2. Define

~cj0 ← ReEnc
(
pp, rki→jl→0,~c

i
l

)
. Then

~cj0
T n

(
1;~sj0

)
=
⌊q

2

⌋
(m1,m2) +X(modq),

where ||X||∞ ≤ E +N(n+ 2) dlog qeB2 +N2B.

Proof. Suppose ~cil
T n

(
1;~sil

)
=
⌊
q
2

⌋
(m1,m2) +Xi

l (modq),

where |Xi
l ||∞ ≤ E <

⌊
q
2

⌋
/2. To decrypt the re-encrypted

ciphertext ctj0 = ~cj0 = SwitchKey
(
M i→j
l→0 ,~c

i
l

)
+ N j

0

T
~rj0

with
(

1;~sj0

)
, where ~rj0 ∈ ZN2 , M i→j

l→0 = Ri→jl→0Q
j
0 +

P2
((

1; sil
)
⊗ I2||0

)
, Ri→jl→0 ∈ Z(n+2)dlog qe×N

2 , N j
0 = Rj0Q

j
0,

Rj0 ∈ ZN×N2 , one computes

~cj0
T n

(
1;~sj0

)
= SwitchKey

(
M i→j
l→0 ,~c

i
l

)T
n
(

1;~sj0

)
+N j

0
T~rj0 n

(
1;~sj0

)
(modq)

= BD
(
~cil
)T
Ri→jl→0Q

j
0 n

(
1;~sj0

)
+BD

(
~cil
)T
P2
((

1;~sil
)
⊗ I2||0

)
n
(

1;~sj0

)
+~rj0

TRj0Q
j
0 n

(
1;~sj0

)
(modq)

=
⌊q

2

⌋
(m1,m2) +Xi

l +BD
(
~cil
)T
Ri→jl→0Y

j
0

+~rj0
TRj0Y

j
0 (modq).

Let X = Xi
l +BD

(
~cil
)T
Ri→jl→0Y

j
0 + ~rj0

T
Rj0Y

j
0 , we have∥∥∥Xi

l +BD
(
~cil
)T
Ri→jl→0Y

j
0 + ~rj0

T
Rj0Y

j
0

∥∥∥
∞

≤
∥∥Xi

l

∥∥
∞ +

∥∥∥BD(~cil)TRi→jl→0Y
j
0

∥∥∥
∞

+
∥∥∥~rj0TRj0Y j0 ∥∥∥∞

< E +N(n+ 2) dlog qeB2 +N2B.

Lemma 4. ( [15]) Let q, n, |χ| ≤ B,L be parameters for
FHPRE, and let (pk, evk, dk) ← Gen (1L, 1n). Let ~c1,~c2
be such that

~cT1 n (1, ~si−1) =
⌊q

2

⌋
(m1,m2) +X1(mod q),

~cT2 n (1, ~si−1) =
⌊q

2

⌋
(m
′

1,m
′

2) +X2(mod q),

with ||X1||∞, ||X2||∞ ≤ E ≤
⌊
q
2

⌋
/2. Define

~cadd ← HE.Addevk(~c1,~c2),
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~cmult ← HE.Multevk(~c1,~c2).

Then

~cTaddn(1, ~si) =
⌊q

2

⌋
[(m1+m

′

1,m2+m
′

2)]2+Xadd( mod q),

~cTmult n (1, ~si) =
⌊q

2

⌋
(m1m

′

1,m2m
′

2) +Xmult(mod q),

where ||Xadd||∞, ||Xmult||∞ ≤ O(n) ·max{E,nlog3q ·B}.

Theorem 2. ( [15]) The scheme HE with parameters
n, q, |χ| ≤ B,L for which q/B ≥ (O(n))L+O(1), is L-
homomorphic.

3.2 Security

We show the security of the FHPRE scheme in this section
which includes IND-CPA and KP-CPA security.

proposition 2. Under the STP −Binary − LWEn,q,χk

assumption, the FHPRE scheme is IND-CPA secure.

Proof. We consider the following games for b ∈ {0, 1}.

Gameb0: This is the real game ExptInd−CPA,IA,UniFHPRE (k) with

b. Suppose the target public key is ek0 = P 0
0 ,

where P 0
0 = [B0

0 ‖ −A], B0
0 = [An ~s0

0 +X0
0 ]q,

X0
0 ← χN×2. The other public keys of honest users

are
{
eki
}
i=1,··· ,H =

{
P i0
}
i=1,··· ,H , where P i0 = [Bi0 ‖

−A], Bi0 = [An ~si0 +X0]q, X
i
0 ← χN×2. The chal-

lenger computes the re-encryption key from user 0
at level l to user i ∈ [H] at level 0 of the circuit as
M0→i
l→0 ← R0→i

l→0P
i
0 +P2

((
1;~s0

l

)
⊗ I2||0

)
, N i

0 ← Ri0P
i
0,

where 0 ∈ {0}(n+2)×n, R0→i
l→0 ∈ Z(n+2)dlog qe×N

2 , Ri0 ∈
ZN×N2 . The challenger computes the target cipher-
text on query (m1,m2) as follows:

• If (b = 0), it returns ct← Zn+2
q .

• If (b = 1), it returns ct←
[
P 0

0
T · ~r +

⌊
q
2

⌋
~m
]
q
∈

Z(n+2)
q , where ~r ← {0, 1}N , ~m =

(m1,m2, 0 · · · , 0)
T ∈ Z(n+2)

2 .

The adversary finally outputs its guess b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

Gameb1: We replace P i0, P i
(l−1):l

with P i0
+ ← ZN×2

q ,

P i(l−1):l

+ ← Z(n+2)2dlogqe3×(n+2)
q for i ∈ [H]. The

challenger computes a re-encryption key from user 0
at level l to user i (i ∈ [H]) at level 0 of the circuit

by using s0
l and P i0

+
as Gameb0. The others are the

same as in Gameb0.

Since in the two games, the challenger does not re-

quire the secret ~si0, there is P i0≈cP i0
+

under the
STP − Binary − LWEn,q,χk assumption. It follows

from lemma 2, we have P 0
(l−1):l

≈cP 0
(l−1):l

+
. Further-

more, Gameb0≈cGameb1.

Gameb2: We replace M0→i
l→0 , N i

0 with M0→i
l→0

+ ←
Z(n+2)dlog qe×(n+2)
q , N i+

0 ← ZN×(n+2)
q . The others

are the same as in Gameb1.

It follows from the leftover hash lemma, we

have M0→i
l→0≈sM0→i

l→0
+

and N i
0≈sN i+

0 . Furthermore,

Gameb1≈sGameb2.

Gameb3: We replace ctj0 ← ReEnc
(
pp, rki→jl→0, ct

i
l

)
with

ctj+0 ← Zn+2
q . The others are the same as in Gameb2.

It follows from the leftover hash lemma, we have
ctj+0 ≈sct

j
0. Furthermore,

Gameb2≈sGameb3

.

Finally, we have that Game0
3≈sGame1

3 from the leftover
hash lemma. Combining the above indistinguishability,
we have shown that Game0

0≈cGame1
0. This completes the

proof.

Theorem 3. Under the STP −Binary−LWEn,q,χk as-
sumption, the homomorphic PRE scheme is KP-CPA se-
cure.

Proof. We start with the original game with b = 1.

Game0: This is the game ExptKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k) with
b = 1. The challenger runs the adversary
with input pp, public keys

{
eki
}
i=0,··· ,H and

eval keys
{
evki

}
i=0,··· ,H for honest users and key

pairs
{
eki, dki

}
i=H+1,··· ,H+C ,

{
evki

}
i=H+1,··· ,H+C

for corrupted users. The challenger generates the
real re-encryption key M0→−1

l→0 ← R0→−1
l→0 P−1

0 +
P2
((

1;~s0
l

)
⊗ I2||0

)
, N−1

0 ← R−1
0 P−1

0 , where 0 ∈
{0}(n+2)×n, R0→−1

l→0 ∈ Z(n+2)dlog qe×N
2 , R−1

0 ∈ ZN×N2 .
On the re-encryption query (0, l, -1, ct = col ),
it re-encrypts the ciphertext with the real re-
encryption key, that is, it returns ct−1

0 = c−1
0 =

SwitchKey
(
M0→−1
l→0 ,~c0l

)
+ N−1

0

T
~r−1

0 , where ~r−1
0 ∈

ZN2 . We summarize the input and the answers to the
adversary as follows:

RealPK: P−1
0 ;

Challenge: M0→−1
l→0 , N−1

0 ;

Table: M0→−1
l→0 , N−1

0 ;

ReEnc: ct−1
0 = ~c−1

0 = SwitchKeyq
(
M0→−1
l→0 ,~c0l

)
+

N−1
0

T
~r−1

0 .

After the learning phase, the adversary outputs its
guess b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

Game1: The challenger replaces P−1
0 with P−1+

0 ←
ZN×(n+2)
q , and the re-encryption keys in challenge

and the table is constructed from P−1+
0 and ~s0

l . The
other parts are the same as Game0. The challenger
re-encrypts a given ciphertext with the re-encryption
key in the table. The challenger answers the queries
from user 0 at level l to user -1 at level 0 as follows:
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RealPK: P−1+
0 ;

Challenge: M0→−1
l→0 , N−1

0 ;

Table: M0→−1
l→0 , N−1

0 ;

ReEnc: ct−1
0 = ~c−1

0 = SwitchKeyq
(
M0→−1
l→0 ,~c0l

)
+

N−1
0

T
~r−1

0 .

It is easy to verify that P−1
0 ≈cP

−1+
0 under the

STP − Binary − LWEn,q,χk assumption, since we

do not need to know ~s−1
0 . Furthermore, we have

Game0≈cGame1 by the leftover hash lemma.

Game2: The challenger replaces M0→−1
l→0 , N−1

0 with

M0→−1+
l→0 ← Z(n+2)dlog qe×(n+2)

q , N−1+
0 ← Z

N×(n+2)
q .

The other parts are not changed from the previous
game: the challenger re-encrypts a given ciphertext
with the random re-encryption key in the table. The
challenger answers the queries from user 0 at level l
to user -1 at level 0 as follows:

RealPK: P−1+
0 ;

Challenge: M0→−1+
l→0 , N−1+

0 ;

Table: M0→−1+
l→0 , N−1+

0 ;

ReEnc: ct−1
0 = ~̃c

−1

0 = SwitchKeyq
(
M0→−1+
l→0 ,~c0l

)
+

N−1+
0

T
~r−1

0 .

It follows from the leftover hash lemma, we have
M0→−1
l→0 ≈sM0→−1+

l→0 and N−1
0 ≈sN

−1+
0 . Furthermore,

Game1≈sGame2.

Game3: If the query is (0,l -1, ct = ~c0l ), then it returns
~c−1+

0 ← Zn+2 . The other parts are not changed
from the previous game: The challenger answers the
queries from user 0 to -1 as follows: The challenger
answers the queries from user 0 at level l to user -1
at level 0 as follows:

RealPK: P−1+
0 ;

Challenge: M0→−1+
l→0 , N−1+

0 ;

Table: M0→−1+
l→0 , N−1+

0 ;

ReEnc: ct−1
0 = ~c−1+

0 .

It follows from the leftover hash lemma, we have

~c−1+
0 ≈s~̃c

−1

0 . Furthermore, Game2≈sGame3.

Game4: The challenger additionally generates an-
other random re-encryption key M0→−1++

l→0 ←
Z(n+2)dlog qe×(n+2)
q , N−1++

0 ← ZN×(n+2)
q and uses it

in the re-encryption oracle. The other parts are not
changed from the previous game: As a summary, the
challenger answers the queries from user 0 at level l
to user -1 at level 0 as follows:

RealPK: P−1+
0 ;

Challenge: M0→−1+
l→0 , N−1+

0 ;

Table: M0→−1++
l→0 , N−1++

0 ;

ReEnc:

ct−1
0 = ~c−1++

0

= SwitchKeqy
(
M0→−1++
l→0 ,~c0l

)
+N−1++

0

T
~r−1

0 .

We note that the adversary does not know the al-
ternative fake re-encryption key M0→−1++

l→0 , N−1++
0 ,

directly. Even if the adversary knows the alterna-
tive, it cannot distinguish the two games since the
re-encrypted ciphertext, which is almost uniformly
at random in the ciphertext space from the leftover
hash lemma. Hence, we have Game3≈sGame4.

Game5: We again modify the re-encryption key in the
table and the re-encryption oracle. The chal-
lenger additionally generates a fake re-encryption
key M0→−1∗

l→0 ← R0→−1∗
l→0 P−1+

0 + P2
((

1;~s0
l

)
⊗ I2||0

)
,

N−1∗
0 ← R−1∗

0 P−1+
0 , where 0 ∈ {0}(n+2)×n,

R0→−1∗
l→0 ∈ Z(n+2)dlog qe×N

2 , R−1∗
0 ∈ ZN×N2 In the re-

encryption oracle, the oracle uses the additional fake-
re-encryption key. The other parts are not changed
from the previous game: As a summary, the chal-
lenger answers the queries from user 0 at level l to
user -1 at level 0 as follows:

RealPK: P−1+
0 ;

Challenge: M0→−1+
l→0 , N−1+

0 ;

Table: M0→−1∗
l→0 , N−1∗

0 ;

ReEnc: ct−1
0 = ~c−1∗

0 SwitchKeyq
(
M0→−1∗
l→0 ,~c0l

)
+

N−1∗
0

T
~r−1

0 .

It follows from the leftover hash lemma, we have
M0→−1+
l→0 ≈sM0→−1∗

l→0 , N−1+
0 ≈sN−1∗

0 , ~c−1++
0 ≈s~c−1∗

0 .
Furthermore, Game4≈sGame5.

Game6: This is a final game. We replace the fake public
key P−1+

0 with the real public key P−1
0 . The other

parts are not changed from the previous game: As
a summary, the challenger answers the queries from
user 0 at level l to user -1 at level 0 as follows:

RealPK: P−1
0 ;

Challenge: M0→−1+
l→0 , N−1+

0 ;

Table: M0→−1∗
l→0 , N−1∗

0 ;

ReEnc: ct−1
0 = ~c−1∗

0 SwitchKeyq
(
M0→−1∗
l→0 ,~c0l

)
+

N−1∗
0

T
~r−1

0 .

Since M0→−1+
l→0 , N−1+

0 is distributed uni-
formly at random, this game is equivalent to
ExptKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k) with b = 0. It follows from the
STP − Binary − LWEn,q,χk assumption, we have

P−1
0 ≈cP

−1+
0 . Furthermore, Game5≈cGame6.

Above all, we know Game0≈cGame6, that
is ExptKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k) with b = 0 and

ExptKP−CPAA,UniFHPRE (k) with b = 1 are computation-
ally indistinguishable under STP −Binary−LWEn,q,χk

assumption. This completes the proof.
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3.3 Comparison

Compared with the homomorphic proxy re-encryption
scheme of Ma et al. [16, 17], our scheme can encrypt two
messages at a time under the same computation complex-
ity , and has the same security of IND-CPA and KP-CPA
under LWE. The comparison results in Table 1.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we adopt the scheme of Ma et al. to con-
struct a FHPRE scheme which allows one party to com-
pute arbitrary functions over encrypted data for many
parties without the decryption keys. That is, the FH-
PRE scheme satisfies the “many-to-one” situation. We
also prove that our FHPRE scheme is IND-CPA, KP-
CPA and master secret secure. We will be devoted to
improving the computation efficiency in our future work,
so as to make our FHPRE schemes more practical.
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Abstract

In recent years, with the rapid development of the In-
ternet, information can be transmitted more and more
rapidly, and the issue of confidentiality and security has
become increasingly important. Compared with tradi-
tional information verification methods, biometric identi-
fication is more secure and convenient. This study used
the MATLAB software to carry out the simulation of in-
formation verification performance of face recognition al-
gorithm based on Local Directional Pattern Algorithm
(LDP) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The
face image data were from ORL database. The results
showed that the increase of the training set samples could
raise the accuracy of security information verification of
the two algorithms and took less time, and under the same
number of training samples, the algorithm of face recogni-
tion based on PCA, compared with face recognition algo-
rithm based on LDP, had higher accuracy and less time
consuming. In conclusion, PCA-based face recognition
algorithm is more suitable for security information verifi-
cation.

Keywords: Face Recognition; Local Directional Pattern;
ORL Face Database; Principal Component Analysis

1 Introduction

After entering the 21st century, the Internet has been
widely used, and the speed of data transmission is getting
faster and faster. At the same time, the security of infor-
mation data [10] is becoming more and more serious. How
to ensure the identification and authentication in the pro-
cess of network communication has become an important
problem in the development of the Internet communica-
tion [27]. The essential principle of the identity authenti-
cation system [3, 12, 18] is to associate an identifier with
the identity of the user, which is identification feature
identity, in order to achieve the recognition of the identity
of the holder [13]. However, in traditional identification
systems, identifiers and holders are independent from each

other [4,6,14,25,27]. The system will recognize the holder
of the identifier as the correct person once confirming the
identifier and will not judge whether the person who holds
the identifier is the real owner [5, 24, 26, 28]. Therefore,
the new biometric recognition technologies [8, 15, 16] are
applied to the identity authentication system.

Biometric features mainly refer to voiceprint, finger-
print, face and so on. These features are unique to in-
dividuals. Using biometric features as identifiers in iden-
tity authentication systems can solve the disadvantages
of physical isolation between identifiers and holders in
traditional systems, which is because that biometric and
its holder is impossible to separate under normal circum-
stances. No additional account password is required for
biometric applications and the certification system will be
more convenient. Gilani [11] proposed a model-based 3D
face recognition algorithm, and tested the performance
of the algorithm with two large common 3D face data
sets. The results showed that the method could effec-
tively recognize face with posture and expression change,
and the comparison of single data set and composite data
set showed that the recognition accuracy decreased as the
size of the image library increased.

In order to achieve robust to illumination, posture and
facial expression change of unconstrained face recognition,
Ding et al. [7] proposed a new methods that extracted
“multiple layers of double direction patterns” from face
image, and the experimental results on Face Recogni-
tion Technology (FERET), CAS - pose, expression, ac-
cessories, and lighting (PEAL) - R1, Face Recognition
Grand Challenge 2.0 (FRGC 2.0) and Labeled Faces in
Wild (LFW) database showed that the method in face
recognition and face verification tasks were superior to
the most advanced local descriptor. In order to establish
the connection between Kinect and face recognition re-
search, Rui et al. [21] proposed the first publicly available
face database based on Kinect sensor, and used the stan-
dards of the proposed face recognition methods to bench-
mark the proposed database, and proved the performance
gain by fractional fusion when depth data was integrated
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with Red, Green, Blue (RGB) data. In this study, MAT-
LAB software was used to simulate the security infor-
mation verification performance of two face recognition
algorithms based on Local Directional Pattern Algorithm
(LDP) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

2 Face Detection, Recognition
and Matching

As shown in Figure 1, in the security information ver-
ification based on face recognition, first of all, the face
image of the registrant is collected through the camera,
and then face detection is carried out on the image to en-
sure that there is only face area in the image. Then, the
eigenvectors of the image are extracted by the recognition
algorithm. After that, information verification is carried
out. The camera is used to collect and verify images, and
then face detection is carried out on the verified images.
Meanwhile, the non-face area is removed. Then, the same
recognition algorithm is used to extract the eigenvectors
of the verified images and the classifier is applied to com-
pare the registered image and verify whether the eigen-
vectors of the image can be classified into one category.
If they can, the people in the two images will be judged
to be the same person, and pass the verification of infor-
mation, and if not, they will be determined as different
persons, and information validation will fail.

3 Face Recognition Algorithm
Based on LDP

LDP [23] can extract image features, the principle of
which is statistics of directional edge. X is a pixel in
the image and will be centered on the pixel gray value in
the field of 3 × 3 to have convolution with Kirsch tem-
plate N [1] to get the corresponding edge response |ni|,
and then edge response will be sorted according to the
gradient. The first K is denoted as code 1, and the rest
of the record is denoted as code 0. There are 8 types of
template N, including

N0 =

 −3 −3 5
−3 0 5
−3 −3 5


N1 =

 −3 5 5
−3 0 5
−3 −3 −3


N2 =

 5 5 5
−3 0 −3
−3 −3 −3


N3 =

 5 5 −3
5 0 −3
−3 −3 −3



N4 =

 5 −3 −3
5 0 −3
5 −3 −3


N5 =

 −3 −3 −3
5 0 −3
5 5 −3


N6 =

 −3 −3 −3
−3 0 −3
5 5 5


N7 =

 −3 −3 −3
−3 0 5
−3 5 5


The formula of LDP coding [2] is:

nk = kth(N)
N = |n0, n1, · · · , n7|
LDPk(r, c) =

∑7
i=0 bi(ni − nk)× 2i

bi(ni − nk) =

{
1 ni − nk ≥ 0
0 ni − nk < 0

}
 (1)

where nk is the edge response of Kth, N is Kirsch tem-
plate, LDPR(r, c) is the LDP code corresponding to cen-
ter point c, and r is the radius of the field which was set
as 3 in this study.

As shown in Figure 2, each pixel in the original face im-
age was converted into LDP code by combining 8 Kirsch
templates and Equation (1), and then the LDP coded
image of the face was constructed according to the LDP
code. After that, the LDP coded image was divided into
blocks of number a × b to extract histogram in each of
them. Finally, the histogram of the extracted block was
connected end to end to obtain the final eigenvector.

After obtaining the final eigenvector, the classifier was
required to classify the collected eigenvector to determine
whether the face image was the same face classification.
Moreover, different face recognition algorithms had differ-
ent vector classifiers, and the selection of classifier would
directly impact on the recognition effect.

In this study, LDP recognition algorithm adopted near-
est neighbor classifier [20] to classify eigenvectors, and
distance function was applied to calculate the contiguous
degree between samples. The formula of LDP recognition
algorithm is as follows:

dχ2(a, b) =
∑
n

a2n − 2anbn + b2n
an + bn

(2)

where a, b are LDP eigenvectors which are corresponding
to two face images respectively, and dχ2(a, b) is the chi-
square distance between the eigenvectors of two images.

4 Face Recognition Algorithm
Based on PCA

The basic principle of PCA [19] is to transform the orig-
inal random vector related to components into random
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Figure 1: Face detection, recognition and matching

Figure 2: The extraction process of facial features of LDP

vector unrelated to components by means of orthogonal
transformation, reduce the dimensionality of the trans-
formed multidimensional variable system, and then trans-
form the low-dimensional variable system into a one-
dimensional system through value function. PCA is a
statistical method of dimensionality reduction in mathe-
matics, which can greatly reduce the amount of calcula-
tion and improve the efficiency of calculation.

The extraction process of eigenvectors based on PCA
is as follows. First, it is necessary to calculate the mean
vector of all images in the training sample. The calcula-
tion formula of the mean vector of all images [29] is as
follows:

n =

∑Q
i=1Ai
Q

(3)

where n is the mean vector of all training sample images,
Q is the sum of training sample images, and Ai is the
original eigenvector of the ith training sample image.

Then, the original eigenvector mean value of the single
face image in the training sample is calculated, and the
calculation formula of the original eigenvector mean value
of the single face image is as follows:

ni =

∑L
j=1Aij

L
(4)

where ni is the average value of the original eigenvector
of the ith person’s face image, L is the number of training
samples of the ith person’s face image, and Aij is the orig-
inal eigenvector of the jth individual face image training
sample of the ith individual. Then the population disper-
sion matrix is calculated:{

Sb = BBT

P
B = [(n0 − n), (n1 − n), · · · , (nP−1 − n)]

}
(5)

where Sb is the total population scatter matrix, P is the
sum of people trained, and B is the matrix of the differ-

ence between the vector mean of single face image and
the vector mean of all training samples. Then the con-
struction matrix is calculated:

R = BTB∑t
i=1 δi/

∑P
i=1 δi ≥ θ

Ui = BNi√
δi

 (6)

where R is the construction matrix, δi is the eigenvalue of
the ith training sample, Vi is the orthonormalized eigen-
vector of the ith training sample, and Ui is the orthonor-
malized eigenvectors of Sb.

To sum up, the projection of the average eigenvector
of each person’s training sample in the eigensubspace is
Ci = WTm, where Ci is the feature subspace for each
person and WT is the dimension reduction matrix.

After the dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional
facial image eigenvectors by PCA, it is necessary to select
an appropriate classifier to classify the collected eigenvec-
tors. In this study, linear kernel function (SVM) classifier
was selected to recognize the eigenvectors.

Firstly, the training data set of some feature space
was selected, and then the optimization problem was con-
structed for the data set: the objective function was:

min[
∑M
i=1

∑M
j=1 αiαjyiyj(K(x,z)+

λij
C )

2 −
∑M
j=1 αj ]

λij =

{
1 i = j
0 i 6= j

}
 (7)

The condition was:{ ∑M
i=1 αiyi = 0

αi ≥ 0

}
(8)

where K(x, z) is kernel function, α is a parameter suitable
for C and λij is the parameter that determines whether
or not 1

C exists.
Finally, the decision function was constructed: b = yj(1− αj

C )−
∑M
i=1 αiyiK(x, z)

0 < αj < C

f(x) = sign(
∑N
i=1 αiyiK(x, z + b))

 (9)

where αj is a positive component of α and b is a parameter
involved in the decision.
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5 Simulation Experiment

5.1 Experimental Environment

The experiments in this study were carried out on a lab-
oratory server. The server configuration was Windows7
system, I7 processor and 16G memory. MATLAB soft-
ware [9] was used for algorithm programming.

5.2 Experimental Data

This study adopted the data set of ORL face database [22]
that contained 400 positive face images of people dis-
tributed in 40 folders which were corresponding to 40
people respectively. Each folder contained 10 positive face
images of the same person with different expressions, and
the image size was 112× 92 pixels.

5.3 Experimental Settings

The experimental procedure of this study is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Firstly, the data set was divided into training set
and test set. n face images were randomly selected from
the folder corresponding to each person as the training
set, and the rest as the test set. The selection of n was
one, three and five. Then, the training set was used to
train LDP recognition algorithm and PCA recognition al-
gorithm respectively for face recognition where block pa-
rameters of 7×7 were selected when LDP image histogram
was extracted from the LDP recognition algorithm. After
extracting LDP eigenvectors, the nearest neighbor classi-
fier was applied to classify features, so as to train LDP
recognition algorithm; in the PCA recognition algorithm,
the image was dimensionalized by PCA, the principal
components of the 20-dimensional vector were obtained,
and the SVM classifier classified them. The kernel func-
tion in the SVM was the linear kernel function. was set as
1, so as to train the PCA recognition algorithm. At last,
the face images in the test set were detected and classified
by two recognition algorithms respectively.

Figure 3: Experimental flow

When the face image in the test set was classified to the
corresponding person, it meant that it passed the security
information verification. The correct number of test set
of each person should be counted, and the accuracy of the
two recognition algorithms through the security informa-
tion verification should be calculated.

5.4 Experiment Results

As shown in Figure 4, when the number of training sets
was one face image per person, the accuracy of security

information verification of the LDP-based recognition al-
gorithm was 68.45%, and that of the PCA-based recogni-
tion algorithm was 70.12%. When the number of training
sets was three face images per person, the accuracy of the
LDP based recognition algorithm was 78.15%, and that of
the PCA-based recognition algorithm was 86.45%. When
the number of training sets was five face images per per-
son, the accuracy of the LDP based recognition algorithm
was 88.54%, and that of the PCA-based recognition algo-
rithm was 98.41%.

Figure 4: The accuracy rate of security information veri-
fication of the two algorithms

It could be seen from Figure 4 that with the increase
of the sample number of the training set, the accuracy
of the two recognition algorithms also increased. At the
same time, with the same number of training samples,
the accuracy of the PCA based recognition algorithm was
higher than that of the LDP-based recognition algorithm.

As shown in Table 1, when the number of training sam-
ples was one face image per person, the security informa-
tion verification of LDP algorithm took 366 ms, while
that of PCA algorithm took 354 ms. When the number
of training samples was three face images per person, the
security information verification of LDP algorithm took
329 ms, while that of PCA algorithm took 321 ms. When
the number of training samples was five face images per
person, the security information verification of LDP al-
gorithm took 315 ms, while that of PCA algorithm took
301ms. It could be seen that with the increase of training
samples, the time required by the two recognition algo-
rithms to verify the security information of the test set
also decreased. At the same time, under the same num-
ber of training samples, the PCA recognition algorithm
took less time.

6 Conclusion

This paper simply introduced face recognition algorithms
based on LDP and PCA, and the MATLAB software
information was used to simulate the security informa-
tion verification performance of two face recognition al-
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Table 1: Security information verification time of the two recognition algorithms

Training The time consumed by The time consumed by
sample size LDP algorithm/ms PCA algorithm/ms

1 366 354
3 329 321
5 315 301

gorithms, the two algorithms were trained by training
samples containing one face image per person, three face
images per person and five images per person, and then
the rest of the image was as a test set. When the training
samples were 1, 3 and 5 per person, the accuracy rate of
security information verification of LDP recognition algo-
rithm was 68.45%, 78.15% and 88.54%, respectively. The
accuracy rate of security information verification of PCA
recognition algorithm was 70.12%, 86.45% and 98.41%,
respectively. The accuracy of both algorithms increased
with the increase of training samples, and the accuracy of
PCA algorithm was higher. When the number of train-
ing samples was one, three and five per person, the secu-
rity information verification of LDP recognition algorithm
took 366 ms, 329 00 ms and 315 ms, while the security in-
formation verification of PCA recognition algorithm took
354 ms, 321 ms and 301 ms. The time of the two algo-
rithms decreased with the increase of training samples,
and the time of PCA algorithm was less.
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Abstract

Upgrading the conventional electrical grid to smart grid
offers more efficiency, resiliency, and reliability. Thus, the
smart grid adoption is essential in today’s modern coun-
tries and the information age. In smart grid, consumption
reports are gathered from smart meters and sent to the
control center and some control messages are sent vice
versa. These bidirectional communications are subject to
various security challenges. Because of the constrained
resources of smart meters, employing lightweight commu-
nication protocols is critical. For this purpose, recently,
scholars have proposed several lightweight communication
protocols. Nonetheless, most of these protocols are not
anonymous or fail to assuage the entire desired security
features. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an efficient
communication scheme that not only is anonymous, but
also can thwart the well-known attacks. Our actual hard-
ware performance analysis, which has been done on both
8-bit AVR and 32-bit ARM microcontrollers, confirms the
outperformance of the proposed scheme.

Keywords: ARM; AVR; Lightweight; Secure Communica-
tions; Smart Grid Security

1 Introduction

The legacy energy grid cannot fulfil the actual needs of to-
day’s modern countries and the information era [15, 20].
Hence, in near future, the adoption of smart grid (SG)
will become so critical as it promises to offer more effi-
ciency, resiliency, and reliability [2]. In SG, the smart
meters (SMs), which are some resource-constrained elec-
tronic measurement devices, gather the energy usage of
consumers and send them to the control center via some
intermediary gateways, such as neighborhood gateways
(NGs) [3]. The communications of SM s and NGs are bidi-
rectional and the NGs may also send some commands to
SM s [4]. As these two-way communications are suscep-

tible to several security threats, proposing secure com-
munication protocols is vital. Evidently, overlooking the
security concerns will hamper the wide adoption of SG.
The security needs to be fully considered from the very
beginning of usage reports collection by SM s up to their
reception at the control and power management center.
Further, the constrained resources of SM s in terms of
flash storage and computational capability should be fully
taken into consideration [4, 20].

The security challenges have taken much attention
from the academia [11,17,26], and same as other fields [9,
12–14, 16, 18, 23–25, 27], for SG, many scholars have pre-
sented key agreement schemes [2, 5, 6, 10, 21, 22, 29] and
secure communication protocols [4, 19, 20, 28]. Neverthe-
less, careful assessment of the related works shows that
the existing protocols cannot totally fulfil the desired se-
curity properties. As an example, most of the existing
communication schemes cannot provide the anonymity, a
feature that helps to better preserve the privacy of con-
sumers.

1.1 Related Work

In 2011, Fouda et al. [10] addressed the traffic analysis,
denial of service (DoS), DoS buffer overflow, spoofing, re-
configure, man in the middle, and replay attacks as the
security threats that exist in SG communications. Fur-
ther, they presented a lightweight message authentica-
tion protocol and indicated that their scheme can provide
semantic-secure shared key, mutual authentication, and
an encrypted channel for successive communications. In
2013, Li et al. [19] put forward an authenticated commu-
nication scheme called AC using the Merkle hash tree.
Although the presented scheme by Li et al. has a proper
level of performance, it requires lots of space for storing
the generated parameters. In addition, in [19], the au-
thors have indicated that their scheme can thwart the
replay, message injection, message analysis, and message
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modification attacks. Nonetheless, their scheme cannot
resist the pollution or DoS attack. In 2016, Liu et al. [20]
have proposed another lightweight authenticated commu-
nication protocol named LAC that has a better perfor-
mance than AC in terms of storage space, communica-
tion overhead, and computational cost. However, same
as AC, LAC fails to withstand the pollution attack and
needs lots of space for storing generated parameters. At
the same year, two other schemes have been proposed by
Mahmood et al. [21] and Uludag et al. [28]. Mahmood et
al. have mainly concentrated on the authentication and
key agreement and Uludag et al. have proposed a holistic
scheme consisting of both key establishment and data col-
lection. Quite recently, to remedy the challenges of Li et
al.’s scheme [19] and Liu et al.’s scheme [20], we have pro-
posed an ultra-lightweight scheme for communications of
SM s and NGs [4]. However, none of these schemes can
offer the anonymity. Therefore, in this paper, we try to
propose an anonymity-preserving protocol that can with-
stand the well-known attacks and has a proper level of
performance to be executed on the resource-constrained
SM s.

1.2 Motivation

First, as stated earlier, Li et al.’s [19] and Liu et al.’s [20]
schemes suffer from the pollution attack. Second, as men-
tioned in [4, 19], the next generation of SM s should be
able to send the consumption reports in one-minute or
less time intervals. In this case, the presented schemes by
Li et al. [19] and Liu et al. [20] would be impractical as
the required storage space will exceed the flash storage
of most popular low-cost microcontrollers. Third, most
of the existing communication protocols are not anony-
mous or fail to withstand the well-known attacks like the
SM memory modification attack. Fourth, more efficient
the presented communication protocol, more its suitabil-
ity to be performed on SM s. Finally yet significantly, the
ARM microcontrollers are one of the most cost-effective
and energy-efficient MCU s in the market and it will be
useful to test the performance of different cryptographic
operations on them in comparison to their counterparts in
AVR. These facts motivated us to propose a communica-
tion protocol that can assuage the mentioned necessities.

1.3 Contribution

The fourfold contribution of this paper is as follows.

• Presenting a communication scheme, which (a) is se-
cure against the well-known attacks, (b) provides the
anonymity, and (c) is much more efficient than sev-
eral recently published schemes.

• Presenting the details of shared key storage and re-
trieval both in the SM flash storage and the NG
database.

• Reducing the number of parameters need to be stored
in the SM flash storage to only two parameters.

WAN

CC

NAN

NG

NG

HAN

SM

Figure 1: The network model of SG

• Implementation of different cryptographic operations
on both 8-bit AVR and 32-bit ARM.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
The network model, attack model, and design objectives
are explained in Section 2. In Section 3, the proposed
anonymous communication scheme is delineated. In Sec-
tions 4 and 5, the descriptive security analysis and au-
tomatic formal verification of security using ProVerif are
presented, respectively. The efficiency analysis and ex-
perimental study are presented in Section 6. Finally, Sec-
tion 7 concludes this paper.

2 Models and Design Objectives

2.1 Network Model

The communication model of SG has been presented in
several papers [4,7,20]. As shown in Figure 1, a smart me-
tering communication system consists of SM s, which are
responsible for energy usage measurement and collection;
home area network (HAN), which is a network formed by
an SM and its controlling smart appliances, neighborhood
area network (NAN), which is composed of hundreds of
SM s and collects information from multiple HAN s; wide
area network (WAN), which is referred to as the backhaul
and carries metering data to the control center (CC); and
gateways, which gather energy consumption reports from
several HAN s. The focus of this paper is on the secure
bidirectional communications of SM s and NGs.

2.2 Attack Model

In this paper, we assume three kinds of adversary as fol-
lows.

1) The external adversary. The external adversary
ε can eavesdrop or alter the exchanging messages be-
tween SM s and NGs and can perform replay, DoS,
message injection, message modification, and mes-
sage analysis attacks.

2) The internal adversary. The internal adversary 
not only has the power of the external adversary, but
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also can gain access to the stored records of the NG
database.

3) The global adversary. The global adversary ϕ
not only has the power of the internal adversary, but
also can read the content of SM s flash storage.

2.3 Design Objectives

In this paper, we aim to propose a two-way anony-
mous communication scheme which can fulfil the following
goals.

1) Anonymity. The proposed communication protocol
should be designed such that an adversary cannot
distinguish the real identifier of SM s.

2) Near real-time authentication. Each SM must
be able to check that the received message has been
sent from the authorized NG and nobody has im-
personated NG. Similarly, NG must be able to check
that the received message has been sent from the in-
tended SM. Both of these actions should be done in
a short amount of time.

3) Confidentiality. The exchanging messages between
SM s and NGs must only be accessed by the intended
party. That is to say, except authorized SM s and
NGs, nobody else must be able to gain access to con-
fidential messages.

4) Message modification attack resistance. Both
SM s and NGs must be able to check whether or not
a received message has been altered by an adversary
during the transfer.

5) Message injection attack resistance. Both SM s
and NGs must be able to filter the fabricated mes-
sages that may be sent by an attacker.

6) DoS attack resistance. Both SM s and NGs must
be able to detect the modifications that make services
unavailable.

7) Message analysis attack resistance. The adver-
sary must not be able to recover the consumption re-
ports or control messages by just eavesdropping the
exchanging messages.

8) Replay attack resistance. Both SM s and NGs
must be able to verify that a valid message is not a
repeated one.

9) Insider attack resistance. In this paper, we as-
sume the insider as a person who can easily gain ac-
cess to the NG database and an insider attacker as
an adversary who is an insider. The proposed scheme
must be able to resist the attacks that may be per-
formed by an insider attacker.

10) SM memory modification attack resistance.
The protocol must be designed such that the stored
data in the flash memory of SM s be kept confidential
and even if an adversary alters them, the tampering
could be revealed so soon.

11) Low storage and computational costs. Due to
the constrained resources of SM s, the proposed pro-
tocol must be as lightweight as possible.

3 Proposed Lightweight Scheme

In this section, a complete description of the proposed
anonymous lightweight communication scheme is given.
Our scheme can be employed effectively for secure bidi-
rectional communications of SM s and NGs in SG. In our
scheme, each day, every 15 minutes, the ith SM, SMi,
measures consumption report Di

j , where j = 1, 2, . . . ,
96, and sends it to NG. Meanwhile, NG may send four
control messages CM i

k, where k = 1, 2, 3, 4, in order to
be performed by SMi. Here, same as the other related
schemes, we consider 15 minutes time intervals for con-
sumption reports collection. However, in the “efficiency
analysis and experimental study” section of this paper,
we will evaluate the schemes according to different time
intervals.

Our scheme is composed of three phases, namely “ini-
tialization,” “shared key generation and storage,” and
“secure message transmission.” In the following subsec-
tions, we elaborate each phase. The notations used in our
scheme together with their definitions have been listed in
Table 1.

Table 1: Notations and their definitions

Notation Definition
SMi ith smart meter
NG neighborhood gateway
IDi identifier of SMi

IDNG identifier of NG
mi secret key of SMi

s secret key of NG
KNG

i ,KSM
i shared key between NG and SMi

Di
j jth usage report of SMi

CM i
k kth control message for SMi

Ti jth timestamp of data collection
CTi current time of SMi

CTNG current time of NG
Enc symmetric encryption
Dec symmetric decryption

∆t predefined maximum transmission delay

3.1 Initialization

In this phase, for each SM, NG first generates a random
number ri, then, computes encrypted identifier EIDi as
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Equation (1), where Encs is the symmetric encryption
using the key s, s is the private key of NG, and IDi is the
identifier of SMi. Finally, NG sends the generated EIDi

to SM s through a reliable medium.

EIDi = Encs(IDi ‖ ri). (1)

3.2 Shared Key Generation and Storage

In this phase, SMi and NG share a key Ki by running
the proposed protocol in [2]. The following steps are done
after the shared key generation.

Step 1. NG first calculates HNG
i and ENG

i as Equa-
tions (2) and (3), next, it adds (IDi, E

NG
i , HNG

i )
record to its database. Here, KNG

i is the NG side
Ki.

HNG
i = h(KNG

i ‖ IDi), (2)

ENG
i = KNG

i ⊕ h(s). (3)

Step 2. SMi first computes ESM
i as Equation (4), where

KSM
i and mi are the SMi side Ki and SMi’s pri-

vate key, respectively. Afterwards, it stores ESM
i

and EIDi in its flash storage. It should be noted
that KNG

i and KSM
i are identical and we have named

them differently to make them distinguishable.

ESM
i = KSM

i ⊕ h(mi). (4)

Step 3. According to the security policies of system, the
shared key Ki can be updated by rerunning the pre-
sented protocol in [2].

3.3 Secure Message Transmission

In this phase, every 15 minutes, SMi sends usage report
Di

j to NG and meanwhile, NG may send 4 control mes-

sages CM i
k to SMi. The following steps are done in this

phase. An illustration of this phase is depicted in Figure
2.

1) SMi to NG message transmission

Step 1. SMi first retrieves ESM
i from its flash mem-

ory, then, computes KSM
i as Equation (5).

KSM
i = ESM

i ⊕ h(mi). (5)

Step 2. SMi computes verifier V i
j as Equation (6).

This verifier will be used by NG for checking the
message integrity, the SMi authentication, and
SMi memory modification attack check. Here,
Tj is the jth timestamp of data collection.

V i
j = h(Di

j ⊕ Tj ⊕ IDi). (6)

Step 3. SMi computes M i
j as Equation (7).

M i
j = EncKSM

i
(Di

j). (7)

 to  message transmission: =  ⨁ ℎ( ) = ℎ(  ⨁  ⨁ ) = ( ) 

 

| − | <? △  =  ⨁ ℎ( ) = ( ) ℎ( ∥ ∥ ) =?  

 

{ , , } 
( ∥ ) = ( ) =  ⨁ ℎ( ) ℎ( ∥ ) =?  = ( ) ℎ(  ⨁  ⨁ ) =?  
 

 to  message transmission:  =  ⨁ ℎ( ) ℎ( ∥ ) =?  = ℎ( ∥ ∥ ) = ( ) { , , , } 

Usage reports

Control messages

Figure 2: Secure message transmission phase of the pro-
posed scheme

Step 4. SMi sends {EIDi, M
i
j , V i

j } to NG. Here,
there is no need to send timestamp Tj since NG
can obtain an identical one. We refer readers
to [4] for the detailed discussion.

Step 5. Upon receiving the message {EIDi, M
i
j ,

V i
j }, NG first decrypts EIDi to achieve IDi.

Then, according to the obtained IDi, retrieves
HNG

i and ENG
i from its database. Finally,

achieves KNG
i as Equation (8) and checks

whether h(KNG
i ‖ IDi) = HNG

i holds to ensure
the integrity of IDi, E

NG
i , and HNG

i .

KNG
i = ENG

i ⊕ h(s). (8)

Step 6. NG obtains usage report Di
j as Equa-

tion (9).
Di

j = DecKNG
i

(M i
j). (9)

Step 7. Using its current time, NG first achieves
timestamp Tj , then checks whether h(Di

j ⊕ Tj ⊕
IDi) = V i

j holds or not in order to ensure
the message has been sent from the intended
SMi, the message has not been altered during
its transfer, the message is not a repeated one,
and the SMi memory has not been changed.

Step 8. NG compares Di
j with predefined format

and if it conforms, accepts Di
j from SMi.

2) NG to SMi message transmission
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Step 1. NG picks intended control message CM i
k

that is needed to be performed by SMi, where
k = 1,2,3,4.

Step 2. NG retrieves HNG
i and ENG

i corresponding
to IDi from its database and achieves KNG

i as
Equation (8).

Step 3. NG checks the equality of h(KNG
i ‖ IDi) =

HNG
i to ensure the integrity of IDi, E

NG
i , and

HNG
i .

Step 4. NG computes verifier V i
k as Equation (10)

that will be used by SMi for the message
integrity check, the NG authentication, and
SMi memory modification attack check. Here,
CTNG is the current time of NG.

V i
k = h(IDNG ‖CM i

k ‖CTNG) (10)

Step 5. NG computes M i
k as Equation (11) in order

to ensure that the control message CM i
k can

only be accessed by SMi.

M i
k = EncKNG

i
(CM i

k). (11)

Step 6. NG sends {IDNG, M i
k, V i

k , CTNG} to SMi.

Step 7. Upon receipt of the message, SMi checks
whether |CTi−CTNG| < ∆t holds or not to en-
sure that the received message is not a repeated
one. CTi is the current timestamp of SMi and
∆t is a predefined maximum transmission delay.

Step 8. SMi first retrieves ESM
i from its flash mem-

ory, then, computes KSM
i as Equation (5).

Step 9. SMi achieves control message CM i
k as

Equation (12).

CM i
k = DecKSM

i
(M i

k). (12)

Step 10. SMi checks the equality of Equation (10)
to ensure that the message has been sent from
the authentic NG, it has not been changed dur-
ing the transfer, and its memory has not been
altered.

Step 11. SMi checks the CM i
k format, then exe-

cutes it.

It is worth noting that to guarantee the strong
anonymity of SM s, NG needs to generate a new ran-
dom number and update the EIDi. The new gener-
ated EIDi can be sent to SM via a control message.

A feature-based comparison with similar recently-
published schemes is presented in Table 2.

4 Security Analysis

According to our objectives and attack model, in this
section, we present the security analysis of the pro-
posed scheme. We indicate that our scheme not only
can provide confidentiality and anonymity, but also
is secure against the

a. Message analysis;

b. Impersonation;

c. Modification;

d. Injection;

e. Replay;

f. DoS ;

g. Insider;

h. SM memory modification attacks.

The details are as follows.

4.1 Providing Confidentiality, Pre-
serving Anonymity, and Message Anal-
ysis Attack Resistance

In our scheme, an attacker A (either external, inter-
nal, or global), who is eavesdropping the communica-
tion channels, can get access to {EIDi, M

i
j , V i

j } and

{IDNG, M i
k, V i

k , CTNG} messages. In these mes-
sages, IDNG and CTNG are public parameters, V i

j

and V i
k are two hash outputs, and M i

j and M i
k are

two encrypted values using the shared key of SMi

and NG. Therefore, because of the one-way prop-
erty of hash function, A cannot achieve Di

j and CM i
k

from V i
j and V i

k . Moreover, having access to M i
j or

M i
k, he/she cannot extract or recover the consump-

tion reports Di
j and control messages CM i

k without

knowing the KSM
i or KNG

i . The KSM
i and KNG

i are
also kept secure using the secret keys of SMi and NG.
Hence, the proposed scheme provides confidentiality
and is secure against the message analysis attack.
In addition, since the EIDi is the encrypted value
of identifier, A cannot identify the identity of SM s
without knowing the private key of NG.

4.2 Impersonation, Modification, and
Injection Attacks Resistance

In the proposed scheme, when the SMi wants to send
its usage report Di

j , it first computes the h(Di
j⊕Tj⊕

IDi), and then sends {EIDi, M
i
j , V i

j } to NG. If the

adversary A, either external ε, internal , or global
ϕ, tries to impersonate SMi and send a forgery mes-
sage by altering M i

j , he/she will not be able to com-

pute the proper V i
j . Therefore, when NG checks the

equality of h(Di
j ⊕ Tj ⊕ IDi) = V i

j , it can detect any
tampering. By checking this equation, NG becomes
certain that the received message is from the real in-
tended SMi and nobody has modified the Di

j . Same
strategy is done when the NG sends a control mes-
sage to SMi. As soon as SMi checks the equivalence
of h(IDNG ‖CM i

k ‖CTNG) = V i
k , it not only ensures

that the message has not been altered during the
transfer, but also becomes sure that the message has
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Table 2: Features comparison

Scheme F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17

[20] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes
[21] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No
[10] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No
[28] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No No Yes No Yes
[19] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No No Yes No No No Yes

Proposed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

F1. Providing confidentiality F2. Near real-time authentication F3. Injection attack resistance F4. Analysis attack
resistance F5. Modification attack resistance F6. Replay attack resistance F7. DoS attack detection capability F8.
Providing anonymity F9. Considering SM memory modification attack resistance F10. Formal verification/proof
F11. Extensive hardware implementation on different suitable testbeds F12. Low communication overhead F13. Low
computational overhead F14. Being extremely lightweight F15. Presenting key agreement details F16. Presenting the
details of shared key storage and retrieval F17. Presenting details of usage reports transmission.

been sent from the authorized NG. With the same
reason, the scheme is secure against the message in-
jection/pollution attack.

4.3 Replay Attack Resistance

By the employment of Tj in the computation of V i
j ,

the messages from SM s to NG will be kept secure
against the replay attack. Further, for the messages
from NG to SM s, when a message is received by SM,
it first generates a fresh timestamp, then, compares
its generated timestamp with the received one. If
the elapsed time is shorter than predefined maximum
transmission delay, it will accept the message as a
non-repeated one. Hence, the proposed scheme can
properly withstand the replay attack.

4.4 DoS Attack Resistance

Since in the proposed scheme any tampering on (a)
exchanging messages, (b) SM flash memory, and (c)
NG database can be detected very soon, A can-
not perform DoS attack. For the exchanging mes-
sages or SM flash memory, the tampering is re-
vealed when equations h(Di

j ⊕ Tj ⊕ IDi) = V i
j and

h(IDNG ‖CM i
k ‖CTNG) = V i

k are checked. Addi-
tionally, as will be stated in the next part, if the inter-
nal adversary , who has access to the NG database,
changes even one field of a record, NG will be in-
formed very soon.

4.5 Insider Attack Resistance

In our proposed scheme, an insider adversary  can-
not access the confidential data nor can perform the
DoS attack. Since in the proposed scheme, the con-
fidential data are saved as encrypted, the insider at-
tacker  is not a privileged attacker. As a result,

he/she cannot perform any special attack by having
access to the NG database. Since in the NG database
only the encrypted form of Ki is saved,  cannot get
access to shared keys and if he/she tries to alter a
field of a record, the tampering will be detected as
soon as the equivalence of h(KNG

i ‖ IDi) = HNG
i is

checked.

4.6 Memory Modification Attack Re-
sistance

In the proposed scheme, since Ki is obfuscated using
the Exclusive-OR operation, it cannot be meaning-
fully modified without having the secret key of the
SM. Therefore, this scheme can withstand the SM
memory modification attack. As stated in part 4.4,
at the worst case scenario, the adversary ϕ who has
gained access to the SM memory, cannot even per-
form DoS attack.

5 Automatic Formal Verifica-
tion

In order to ensure that none of the usage reports or
control messages can be accessed by an adversary and
the impersonation or replay attack cannot take place,
we have used a well-known and popular automatic
protocol verifier called ProVerif [8]. Figure 3 shows
the obtained output from this tool.

The first two results are the results of two injec-
tive correspondence that assures SMi has really exe-
cuted the protocol with NG and vice versa and also
the received messages by each of these two entities
are fresh. Therefore, these two results prove the re-
sistance of the protocol against impersonation and
replay attacks. In the ProVerif, proving the reach-
ability properties is among the most basic capabili-
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Figure 3: The results of analysing the proposed protocol
using Proverif

ties that lets us to check whether a term can be ac-
cessed by an attacker or not. The last three results
are the results of such queries that indicate the at-
tacker cannot obtain Ki, CM

i
k, and Di

j . Therefore,
the achieved results prove the secrecy of shared keys,
control messages, and usage reports.

6 Efficiency Analysis and Ex-
perimental Study

In this section, we compare our proposed anonymous
lightweight communication protocol with the related
ones. Our comparative analysis shows better perfor-
mance in terms of

a. Storage;

b. Communication;

c. Computational costs.

In the following, we present the detailed discussion.

6.1 Storage Space

Since only Liu et al. [20] and Li et al. [19] have dis-
cussed the storage space, in this section, we compare
the proposed scheme with these two.

In Liu et al.’s scheme [20], SM needs to store rj , Rj ,
and Cj , where j = 1, 2, . . . , 96. The required storage
space for rj is 128×96 bits, the needed storage space
for Rj is 256×96 bits, and the required storage space
for Cj is 512 × 96 bits. Hence, the total required
storage space is 10.5 kB.

In Li et al.’s scheme [19], the SM needs to store rj ,
Cj , and APIj , where j = 1, 2, . . . , 128. Considering
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Figure 4: Storage space comparison for different time in-
tervals

the length of each random number to be 128 bits, the
storage space of rj is 128×128 bits, the storage space
of Cj = Encki

(rj ‖TSj) is 2×128×128 bits, and the
storage space of APIj , where each APIj contains
seven hash values, is 7 × 256 × 128 bits. Thus, the
total required storage space is 34 kB.

In comparison to the previous schemes, in our
scheme, the SM only needs to store ESM

i and EIDi.
Therefore, the required storage space is significantly
reduced to only 256 + 256 = 512 bits. Table 3 shows
the comparison. Further, the required storage space
for different time intervals of data collection, from 1
to 15 minutes, is illustrated in Figure 4.

Table 3: Storage space

[20] [19] Proposed
10.5 kB 34 kB 512 bits

6.2 Communication Cost

For Liu et al.’s scheme [20], the communication cost
includes the encrypted rNG which is 512 bits, 96
encrypted coefficients of the “f ” function that are
128 × 96 bits, the reports {IDi ‖ Cj ‖ Sj} that
are (128 × 96) + (512 × 96) + (256 × 96) bits, and
the control messages {IDNG ‖ M1

k ‖ M2
k} that are

(128 × 4) + (256 × 4) + (256 × 4) bits. Therefore,
the total communication cost is 12.375 kB.

For Li et al.’s scheme [19], the communication cost
includes the encrypted root node value which takes
256 bits and {Ui ‖ Cj ‖ Sj ‖ APIj} reports which
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Table 4: Daily Communication Cost

[20] [21] [10] [28] [19] Proposed
12.37 kB 7.81 kB 7.81 kB 8.12 kB 27.03 kB 7.81 kB

are sent from SM to NG. As a result, the total com-
munication cost is (256) + (128×96) + (2×128×96)
+ (128× 96) + (7× 256× 96) bits = 27.03125 kB.

For Uludag et al.’s scheme [28],
the communication cost includes
{IDj , SKE(KDCi

MDj
, T ‖PRODATA ‖HASH(DK,

PRODATA))} and {IDDCi , SKE(GKi, SIGN(PO
, COMD) ‖COMD)} messages. Therefore, the to-
tal communication cost is (128× 96) + (128× 96) +
(128× 96) + (256× 96) + (128× 4) + (1024× 4) +
(128× 4) bits = 8.125 kB.

For Mahmood et al.’s [21] and Fouda et
al.’s [10] schemes, the communication cost
includes {IDi, EKi

(Mi ‖Ti ‖HMACKi
)} and

{IDi, EKij
(Mi ‖ tif ‖HMACKij

(Mi))} messages
(and same command messages), respectively. As
a result, the total communication cost of both is
(128× 96) + (128× 96) + (128× 96) + (256× 96) +
(128 × 4) + (128 × 4) + (128 × 4) + (256 × 4) bits
= 7.8125 kB.

The communication cost of our scheme includes
the reports {EIDi, M

i
j , V i

j } that are (256 × 96)+
(128 × 96) + (256 × 96) bits and the control mes-
sages {IDNG, M i

k, V i
k , CTNG} which are (128 × 4)

+ (128 × 4) + (256 × 4) + (128 × 4) bits. Thus,
the total communication cost of our scheme is 7.8125
kB. Note that if M i

k contains the updated encrypted
identifier, its size will be increased to 256 bits. Ta-
ble 4 shows the communication cost comparison. In
addition, the communication cost for different time
intervals of data collection is illustrated in Figure 5.

6.3 Computational Cost

In this paper, in order to obtain the SM side com-
putational cost of our scheme and the related ones,
we have implemented different cryptographic opera-
tions on two testbeds. First is an AVR microcon-
troller called ATmega2560 which has 256 kB flash
memory, 8 kB SRAM, 4 kB EEPROM, and clock
speed of 16 MHz. Second is an ARM Cortex-M3
microcontroller called AT91SAM3X8E that has 512
kB flash memory, 96 kB SRAM, and clock speed of
84 MHz. The results have been achieved by utiliza-
tion of the cryptographic library of ArduinoLibs [1].
On AVR, The RSA signature verification takes 670
ms; for the AES -256 encryption/decryption, 228.96
µs are spent for setting the key, 46.88 µs for en-
crypting each byte, and 90.05 µs for decrypting each
byte; and for the hash operation, 43.89 µs are spent
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Figure 5: Communication cost comparison for different
time intervals

per byte. On ARM, The RSA signature verification
takes 34 ms; for the AES -256 encryption/decryption,
46.97 µs are spent for setting the key, 8.04 µs for en-
crypting each byte, and 14.73 µs for decrypting each
byte; and for the hash operation, 1.2 µs are spent
per byte. Table 5 shows the execution time of crypto-
graphic operations and Table 6 indicates the compar-
ative computational cost. In Table 6, Th, TH , TEnc,
TDec, TRnd, TPol, and TV er are the execution time of
one-way hash operation, HMAC operation, symmet-
ric encryption, symmetric decryption, random gen-
eration, polynomial generation, and RSA signature
verification, respectively. Moreover, Figures 6 and 7
depict the computational cost comparison for differ-
ent time intervals of data collection, from 1 to 15
minutes, on AVR and ARM, respectively.

7 Conclusion

Recently, a number of lightweight communication
schemes have been proposed to be employed in the
context of smart grid. Nevertheless, most of them
are not anonymous and some cannot resist the well-
known attacks like the pollution attack. Therefore,
in this paper, to remedy the existing challenges, we
have proposed an efficient anonymous communica-
tion protocol that can properly withstand the com-
mon attacks. Moreover, we have implemented the
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Table 5: Execution Time Cryptographic Operations on AVR and ARM

Operation ATmega2560 AT91SAM3X8E
AES-256 ECB Setting the Key 228.96 µs 46.97 µs

AES-256 ECB Encryption (16 Bytes) 750.08 µs 128.64 µs
AES-256 ECB Decryption (16 Bytes) 1440.8 µs 235.68 µs

SHA256 (16 Bytes) 702.24 µs 19.2 µs
HMAC KEY Setup 2836 µs 81 µs

Polynomial Generation 160 ms 10 ms
Random Generation 12 ms 80 µs

RSA Signature Verification 670 ms 34 ms
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Figure 6: Computational cost comparison for different
time intervals on AVR
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Figure 7: Computational cost comparison for different
time intervals on ARM

cryptographic operations on both AVR and ARM
and have compared our scheme with the related ones
based on the obtained results on these two hardware.
The achieved results indicate the superiority of the
proposed scheme in terms of storage, communication,
and computational costs. We hope that the presented
results of this paper be useful for future researches in
this field.
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Abstract

Group key is the basis for ensuring the security of blue-
tooth broadcast messages. Recently, aiming at establish-
ing group key among resource-constrained devices, Hsu et
al. and Piao et al. respectively proposed a group key
transfer protocol, but our analysis demonstrates that the
two protocols can neither satisfy the security requirements
of bluetooth. Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) is a
mapping relationship based on the physical characteristics
of a given device, which has a broad application prospect
in the field of information security. In this paper, we pro-
pose a PUF-based group key transfer protocol for blue-
tooth, which can establish the shared group key between
bluetooth master device and slave devices on the condi-
tion of slave devices not storing any secret parameters.
The proposed protocol not only resists the traditional at-
tacks such as eavesdropping, tampering and replaying,
but also protects the bluetooth devices from replication
attack. Compared with related protocols, this protocol
has a higher security and obviously decreases the compu-
tation, storage and communication overhead.

Keywords: Bluetooth; Group Key Transfer; Physical Un-
clonable Function; Replication attack; Traditional At-
tacks

1 Introduction

Bluetooth has become one of the main communication
ways of wireless sensors for the features of low cost, low
complexity and high reliability. Nowadays, bluetooth is
being used in smart home, medical care, indoor position-
ing and many other areas [6, 20, 26]. With the popu-
larization of its application, the security issues of blue-
tooth have attracted extensive attention and gradually
become the key factor constraining its development in the
high security requirements fields, such as finance and mil-
itary [14].

In the application of sensor networks, the basic commu-
nication topology of bluetooth is the piconet consisting of
a master and several slavers. Key agreement is a pivotal

step for secure information interaction among bluetooth
devices. The bluetooth specification [2] implements the
establishment of a point-to-point link key between the
master and slaver by defining the processes called pairing
and binding. However, the specification does not provide
a mechanism for establishing the group key. Adversaries
can attack the bluetooth broadcast channel by eavesdrop-
ping, tampering, replaying, etc. Besides, they are able to
capture the slaver, whose self-protection ability is poor,
then extract secret parameters from the slaver’s storage
medium and replicate malicious devices. Consequently,
for the purpose of ensuring the security of the data in the
broadcast channel, a lightweight cryptographic protocol
should be used to establish the group key shared by the
master with multiple slavers. And the protocol should
meet the link security requirements and protect the de-
vice from replication attack.

The traditional group key management protocols can
be divided into two categories: Centralized protocols and
distributed protocols. The centralized ones require a
device with strong computing and storage capabilities,
called KGC, to generate and distribute the group key,
while the distributed protocols don’t have an explicit
KGC and the group key is obtained by all group members
through negotiation. In the bluetooth piconet, the mas-
ter usually has abundant resources, while the slavers are
usually nodes with simple structure and limited resources.
Therefore, the centralized protocols are more suitable for
bluetooth and the master can act as KGC.

In recent years, many researchers have studied the
group key management in wireless sensor networks.
Harn et al. [9] pointed out that the traditional cen-
tralized protocols [7, 10, 18, 23] and distributed proto-
cols [3,5,13,15,28] have the problems like high computa-
tional complexity and the prolonged time delay of setting
up a group key, so they proposed a group key transfer
protocol based on (t, n) secret sharing scheme. In Harn’s
protocol, KGC generates the group key and broadcasts re-
lated secret information to group members. When receiv-
ing the secret information, each authorized member needs
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to calculate a t-degree interpolation polynomial to recover
the group key. But Nam et al. [21] proved that Harn’s pro-
tocol was unsecured. To improve Harn’s protocol, Liu et
al. [17] proposed a new protocol, which achieved the se-
curity at the cost of higher computation overhead. Based
on the secret sharing scheme and factoring assumption,
Hsu et al. [11] proposed an efficient group key transfer
protocol for WSNs, whose communication and computa-
tion overheads are less than those of Harn’s protocol, but
unfortunately, this protocol can’t achieve the claimed se-
curity for the reason that inside members can obtain the
secret key shared by another group member with KGC.
To fill the gap, Hsu et al. [12] improved their former
protocol [11] by using the hash function to ensure the
confidentiality of the key shared by group member and
KGC. However, in this protocol, the KGC needs to per-
form (t + 1) times hash function, where t is the number
of group members, so the computation overhead is too
high to be suitable for the resource-constrained bluetooth
devices. Piao et al. [24] employed a polynomial to im-
plement group key transfer. The protocol is lightweight
and simple, but it can be proved that this protocol can’t
guarantee the forward security and backward security of
the group key. In addition, the protocols above are all
establishing the group key on the basis of the secret key
shared by each group member with KGC, so each de-
vice needs to store such secret information in its memory.
However, [19, 25] pointed out this storage way can’t re-
sist the replication attack on the devices, especially for
the resource-constrained devices. By capturing one au-
thorized group member and extracting the point-to-point
key from its device memory, attackers can easily recover
all the group keys for communications the captured mem-
ber has participated in.

PUF [22] is a special mapping relationship between the
input challenges and the output responses. Similar with
using the unique features of human body like fingerprint,
iris and so on, the mapping is based on the intrinsic phys-
ical characteristics of the device, which can be expressed
as hardware fingerprint. With the features of unique-
ness, unclonability, unpredictability and lightweight [27],
PUF can be applied in authentication, key generation
and many other fields. Many researches [1, 4, 8, 16] have
probed the application of PUF in resource-constrained
devices and significantly improved the security of these
devices. However, the existing researches mainly focus on
key generation, device authentication and point-to-point
key agreement. Up to now, PUF has not been used for
establishing the group key.

In this paper, we propose a PUF-based bluetooth group
key transfer protocol that obviously decreases the re-
source overhead and improves the security. In our pro-
tocol, PUF is adopted to hide the information related
to group key and the resource-constrained slave devices
don’t need to store any secret parameters, which effec-
tively prevents the replication attack as well as traditional
link attacks. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
In the next section, we briefly review the related protocols

and then analyze their security weaknesses respectively.
In Section 3, we propose our PUF-based group key trans-
fer protocol for bluetooth. In Section 4, we analyze the
correctness and security of our protocol. Section 5 pro-
vides the performance evaluation of the proposed proto-
col. Concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2 Related Protocols and Their Se-
curity Analysis

2.1 Analysis of Hsu’s Protocol

Hsu et al. [11] proposed a group key transfer protocol
with low resource overhead, but we found that the proto-
col couldn’t resist the insider attack. This section firstly
reviews this protocol briefly, then gives the specific attack
method of the malicious inside members.

1) Protocol review: Hsu’s protocol consists of three
phases: KGC initialization, user registration, group
key generation and distribution. We only briefly in-
troduce the most important phase: Group key gen-
eration and distribution, the process is as follows.

Step1. The initiator sends a list of target group
members {1, · · · , t}to KGC, as a group key
transfer request.

Step2. When receiving the request, KGC broad-
casts the group list {1, · · · , t}.

Step3. Each participating member sends a random
number Ri(i = 1, · · · , t) to KGC.

Step4. KGC randomly selects a group key KG and a
random number R0. KGC also computes Ui =
(KG − Ki) mod m (i = 1, · · · , t) and authen-
tication code Auth, where Ki = (v(xi),

−→r ) =
R0 + R1xi + R2xi

2 + · · · + Rtxi
t and xi is the

secret parameter shared by the member i and
KGC. Then, KGC broadcasts {Auth,R0, Ui}
(i = 1, · · · , t).

Step5. Each participating member i, knowing the
xi, is able to compute Ki = (v(xi),

−→r ) and re-
cover the group key KG = (Ui + Ki) mod m.
Then the member i uses the authentication code
Auth to check the correctness of KG.

2) Feasible attack method: The malicious group mem-
ber eve can obtain the secret parameter shared by
the member target with KGC. The detailed attack
process is as follows.

As the initiator, eve firstly sends the group key trans-
fer request{eve, target} to KGC, then these three
parties, KGC, eve and target, execute the group key
transfer process above. During this process, eve can
get the parameter Utarget and have the ability to
compute Ktarget = KG1 − Utarget. Therefore, eve
obtains the Equation (1).

Ktarget = R0 + Revextarget + Rtargetx
2
target. (1)
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By repeating the above procedure, eve gets the fol-
lowing Equation (2).

K ′target = R′0 + R′evextarget + R′targetx
2
target. (2)

Using the public parameters {R0, R
′
0, Reve, R

′
eve,

Rtarget, R
′
target}, eve can recover the secret xtarget

by executing (1)×R′target − (2)×Rtarget, as shown
in Equation (3).

xtarget = [(Ktarget −R0)×R′target −
(K ′target −R′0)×Rtarget]/

(Reve ×R′target −R′eve ×Rtarget).

(3)

2.2 Analysis of Piao’s Protocol

Piao et al. [24] used the polynomial to implement the
secret distribution of group keys. The implementation
process is simple, but our analysis shows that the pro-
tocol can’t guarantee the forward security and backward
security of the group key.

1) Protocol review: Each group member i(i = 1, · · · , t)
firstly establishes the secret KEYi shared with KGC
by registering, and then performs the following steps.

Step 1. KGC randomly selects a group key KG and
generates the related polynomial P , as shown in
Equation (4).

P = (x−KEY1)(x−KEY2)...

(x−KEYt) + KG (4)

Then, KGC broadcasts the polynomial P to
group members {1, · · · , t}.

Step 2. When receiving the polynomial, group
memberi(i = 1, · · · , t)recovers the group key
KG by using the method shown in Equation (5).

KG = (x−KEY1)(x−KEY2) · · ·
(x−KEYt) + KG, where x = KEYi.

(5)

2) Forward security analysis: Before joining the group,
the node w can obtain the polynomialP1, as shown
in Equation (6), by monitoring the public channel.
The constant term of this polynomial is c1 = (−1)

t×
KEY1 × ...×KEYt + KG1.

P1 = (x−KEY1)(x−KEY2)...(x−KEYt)

+KG1, w /∈ {1, · · · , t}. (6)

After the node w becomes a group member, the poly-
nomial P2, as shown in Equation (7), can be obtained
during the group key distribution.

P2 = (x−KEY1)(x−KEY2)...(x−KEYt)

×(x−KEYw) + KG2. (7)

The constant term of P2 is c2 = (−1)
t+1 ×KEY1 ×

...×KEYt×KEYw +KG2. Using the secret KEYw,
group member w is able to recover the group key
KG2. And Equation (8) shows the method to get the
forward group keyKG1, which shouldn’t have been
known by node w.

KG1 = c1 +
c2 −KG2

KEYw
(8)

3) Backward security analysis: In the process of group
key distribution, group member i obtains the poly-
nomial P3, as shown in Equation (9).

P3 = (x−KEY1)(x−KEY2)...(x−KEYt)

+KG3, i ∈ {1, · · · , t}. (9)

The constant term of P3 is c3 = (−1)
t×KEY1× ...×

KEYt + KG3. And group member i uses KEYi to
recover the group key KG3.

After leaving the group, node i can get the poly-
nomial P4, as shown in Equation (10), by moni-
toring the channel. And its constant term is c4 =
(−1)

t−1 × KEY1 × ... × KEYi−1 × KEYi+1 × ...×
KEYt + KG4.

P4 = (x−KEY1)...(x−KEYi−1)

×(x−KEYi+1)...(x−KEYt)

+KG4. (10)

Utilizing the method shown in Equation (11), node i
can recover the backward group key KG4.

KG4 = c4 +
c3 −KG3

KEYi
(11)

From the above analysis, we can see that Piao’s protocol
can’t guarantee the forward and backward security of the
group key, so its security needs to be improved.

2.3 Analysis of Other Protocols

The existing group key transfer protocols all need to store
sensitive parameters in device memory: the protocols
based on symmetric cryptography need to save symmet-
ric key information, while the ones based on public key
cryptography need to save the device’s private key.

With a simple structure and limited resources, the
bluetooth slave device is usually difficult to achieve self-
protection. If attackers capture a slave device, they may
extract sensitive information, such as keys or algorithm
parameters, using the method shown in Figure 1. Utiliz-
ing these information, attackers can not only figure out
the group key to decrypt broadcast messages, but also
replicate a similar node to forge the identity of the le-
gal device and deliver false information, which poses a
tremendous threat to the security of the bluetooth.
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Figure 1: Group key establishment process

3 The Proposed Protocol

This section firstly gives the basic model of the bluetooth
network, according to which we propose the attack as-
sumptions. Then, the detailed process of the PUF-based
group key transfer protocol is introduced.

3.1 Network Model and Attack Assump-
tions

The participants of the proposed protocol include a blue-
tooth master device (Master) and multiple bluetooth
slave devices (Slavers). Playing the role of KGC, Mas-
ter, with strong computing, storage and self-protection
ability, is responsible for the generation and distribution
of group keys; while Slaver is usually an information gath-
ering node with a simple structure and limited resources,
which is vulnerable to replication attack for its poor self-
protection ability.

According to the characteristics of different devices, we
put forward the following attack assumptions.

1) Adversaries can not only attack the network by tra-
ditional manners, such as eavesdropping, tampering
and replaying, but also capture the bluetooth devices
in the open environment.

2) Once the Slaver is captured, adversaries can ob-
tain all the secret information in the device’s storage
medium by replication attack.

3) The Master has sufficient self-protection capability
to resist replication attack.

3.2 Protocol Details

The proposed group key transfer protocol consists of two
processes: initialization and group key establishment.
The initialization process accomplishes the selection of ba-
sic parameters and the registration of Slavers. In group
key establishment process, Master generates the group
key and distributes it to Slavers based on the PUF.

1) Initialization: The Master randomly chooses two se-
cure primes, p and q, and computes n = pq. Here,
n is made publicly known. Then, the Master ran-
domly selects C1, C2 ∈ Z∗n as the challenges of PUF.
All computations of the proposed protocol are per-
formed in Z∗n.

Each device is required to register to the Master
when joining the network. And this process is per-
formed in a secure manner, for example, it can be
achieved with the help of the network administra-
tor. For the device Slaveri, Master uses the PUF
of Slaveri to obtain the unique responsesRi,1 and
Ri,2, where Ri,1 = PUFi(C1) and Ri,2 = PUFi(C2).
Then, Master stores the tuple (i, Ri,1, Ri,2).

After the initialization process is completed, Slaveri
destroys its one-time PUF external interface for the
purpose that adversaries outside the device chip have
no access to challenge-response pairs of the PUF.

2) Group key establishment: The group key establish-
ment process contains five steps and the detailed de-
scription is as follows.

Step1. The initiator, init, sends the list of target
group members {1, 2, · · · , t}, init ∈ [1, t] to
Master, as a group key establishment request.

Step2. For each group member Slaveri, i =
1, · · · , t, Master randomly selects a secret pa-
rameter xi ∈ Z∗n. Then, Master broadcasts the
message{C1, C2, i, Ri,1 ⊕ xi}.

Step3. When receiving the message, Slaveri uses its
PUF to acquire the responses Ri,1 = PUFi(C1)
and Ri,2 = PUFi(C2), then figures out the se-
cret parameter xi. After that, Slaveri generates
a random number yi ∈ Z∗n and sends the mes-
sage {Ri,2 ⊕ yi} to Master.

Step4. Knowing the responseRi,2, Master is able to
recover the secret yi generated by each group
member. Master randomly selects the group
key KG ∈ Z∗n and constructs the t-degree equa-
tion a1x + a2x

2 + · · · + atx
t = KG, whose

roots are {k1, k2, · · · , kt} and ki = xi ⊕ rev(yi).
(Here, rev(yi) represents the reverse order of
the binary sequence yi and the method to get
the equation coefficients {a1, a2, · · · , at} is in-
troduced in Section 4.1.) Then, Master com-
putes the group key authentication code Auth =
H(a1||a2|| · · · ||at||KG) and broadcasts the mes-
sage {a1, a2, · · · , at, Auth}.

Step5. Knowing the secret parameters xi and yi,
Slaveri is able to figure out a equation root
ki = xi ⊕ rev(yi). And the group key
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KG can be recovered by computing KG =
f(ki), where f(x) = a1x + a2x

2 + · · · + atx
t.

Then, Slaveri checks the validity of KG by
computing H(a1||a2|| · · · ||at||KG) and compar-
ing whether the hash value is equal to Auth.
Figure 2 shows the process of group key es-
tablishment for a group whose members are
{SlaverA, SlaverB , SlaverC}.
After the communication is completed, each
group member deletes the group key and other
related parameters in the device. In other
words, Slavers in the open environment don’t
store any secret parameters.

4 Protocol Analysis

In this section, we analyze the correctness and security
of the proposed protocol respectively. Then, the secu-
rity comparison between this protocol and other related
protocols is listed.

4.1 Correctness Analysis

In our protocol, Master is required to figure out the
proper coefficients {a1, a2, · · · , at} in order to make the
roots of the equation a1x + a2x

2 + · · · + atx
t = KG be

{k1, k2, · · · , kt}, where ki = xi ⊕ rev(yi). It’s a key issue
to prove that no matter what the values of {k1, k2, · · · , kt}
are, the coefficients are surely existed, which is vital to the
correctness of the proposed protocol. The detailed proof
process is as follows.

By substituting {k1, k2, · · · , kt} into the equation a1x+
a2x

2 + · · · + atx
t = KG, we can obtain the linear equa-

tions, whose unknowns are {a1, a2, · · · , at}, as shown in
Equation (12).

k1a1 + k21a2 + · · ·+ kt1at = KG

k2a1 + k22a2 + · · ·+ kt2at = KG

· · ·
kta1 + k2t a2 + · · ·+ kttat = KG

(12)

The coefficient matrix of the linear equations is A, as
shown in Equation (13).

A =


k1 k21 · · · kt1
k2 k22 · · · kt2
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
kt k2t · · · ktt

 (13)

Through calculation, we can see that the determinant
of matrix A is |A| = (k1k2 · · · kt)

∏
1≤j<i≤n

(ki − kj). On

account that xi and yi are randomly generated and ki =
xi ⊕ rev(yi), it is reasonable to think that when i 6= j,
ki 6= kj and then |A| 6= 0. According to the Cramer Rule,
when |A| 6= 0, the linear Equation (12) has the unique
solution {a1, a2, · · · , at}.

For the reason that {k1, k2, · · · , kt} are the roots of the
equation a1x + a2x

2 + · · ·+ atx
t = KG, we can conclude

this equation is equivalent to Equation (14). And the

parameters {a1, a2, · · · , at} can be obtained by expanding
Equation (14).

at(x− k1)(x− k2) · · · (x− kt) = 0. (14)

When receiving the {a1, a2, · · · , at}, each group mem-
ber Slaverri is able to recover the group key KG = f(ki)
by substituting ki = xi⊕rev(yi) into the function f(x) =
a1x + a2x

2 + · · ·+ atx
t.

4.2 Security Analysis

The security of the proposed protocol depends on the
confidentiality of PUF’s challenge-response pairs (CRPs),
which can be guaranteed by the unclonability and unpre-
dictability of PUF. That is to say, the following security
conditions are true.

1) The unclonability of PUF: For a given PUF, it’s in-
feasible to construct a PUF’ by physical manners en-
abling PUF ′(c) = PUF (c) for any challenge signal
c.

2) The unpredictability of PUF: Given a CRPs set
L = {(ci, PUF (ci))|i = 1, 2, · · · l}, the probability to
predict the response PUF (cx) is negligible, where cx
is a random challenge signal and (cx, PUF (cx)) /∈ L.

Based on the above security conditions, we prove the se-
curity of the proposed protocol by the following two the-
orems.

Theorem 1. The proposed protocol can guarantee the
freshness, confidentiality, authentication, forward security
and backward security of the group key.

1) Key freshness. When receiving the group key estab-
lishment request from the initiator, Master randomly
selects the group key KG and secretly distributes
KG to group members by constructing the equation
a1x + a2x

2 + · · · + atx
t = KG. The roots of the

equation are {k1, k2, · · · , kt} and ki = xi ⊕ rev(yi),
where xi and yi are the random parameters selected
by Master and Slaveri respectively. Therefore, us-
ing random numbers as the fresh factor, the proposed
protocol can ensure the freshness of the group key.

2) Key confidentiality. In the process of group key
distribution, the parameters transmitted in the
public channel include {C1, C2, Ri,1 ⊕ xi, Ri,2 ⊕
yi, a1, a2, · · · , at, Auth}. Because of the unclonabil-
ity and unpredictability of PUF, the attacker can’t
figure out the corresponding response signals R1 and
R2 as well as the equation’s root ki = xi⊕rev(yi). In
addition, due to the one-way nature of the hash func-
tion, the attacker can’t obtain any secret information
from the authentication code Auth. For the function
f(x) = a1x+ a2x

2 + · · ·+ atx
t, it is impracticable to

calculate KG = f(ki) only by using the coefficients
{a1, a2, · · · , at}. In conclusion, the group key in the
protocol is confidential.
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Figure 2: Group key establishment process

3) Key authentication. Group members use the authen-
tication code Auth, which is the hash value of equa-
tion coefficients {a1, a2, · · · , at} and the group key
KG, to judge the validity of the group key. The at-
tackers outside the group can’t correctly forge the
authentication code for the freshness and confiden-
tiality of KG. Any group member, knowing the
group key, also can’t forge the authentication code
without being detected, for the reason that the co-
efficients {a1, a2, · · · , at} are related to the secrets
shared between each group member and Master.
Consequently, as long as the calculated hash value
H(a1||a2|| · · · ||at||KG) is equal to the received Auth,
group members can believe KG is generated by Mas-
ter.

4) Forward security and backward security. Since the
group key is randomly generated by Master and the
parameters of the equation are fresh, group keys gen-
erated at different times have nothing to do with each
other. Therefore, the unauthorized device can’t in-
fer other group keys through a group key. In other
words, the protocol can guarantee the forward secu-
rity and backward security of the group key.

Theorem 2. While resisting the attackers outside the
group, the proposed protocol provides protection against
the insider attack, which is initiated by the malicious in-
side group member.

Proof. According to Theorems 1, the attackers outside
the group can’t obtain the group key by eavesdropping
the bluetooth channel, so the protocol can resist the at-
tacks from malicious outside devices. Different from the

attackers outside the group, the malicious inside attackers
are authorized to know the group keys and their attack
attempt is to recover the CRPs of another member’ s
PUF.

In order to facilitate the representation, we assume that
the malicious device in the group is Slavereve and its
attack target is Slavertarget. Slavereve can obtain the
polynomial a1ktarget + a2k

2
target = KG (mod n), where

ktarget = xtarget ⊕ rev(ytarget), by sending the group key
establishment request {eve, target} to Master. And send-
ing the same request again, Slavereve will get a simi-
lar but different polynomial a1

′k′target + a2
′(k′target)

2
=

KG′ (mod n). Since all the parameters in the poly-
nomial are fresh, there is no correlation between the
polynomials. In other words, Slavereve can only get
the secret parameter ktarget by solving the polynomial
a1ktarget + a2k

2
target = KG (mod n). But Harn et al. [9]

pointed out that this is an intractable problem due to the
Factoring Assumption. For our protocol, even if Slavereve
has the ability to solve the factorization problem and fig-
ure out ktarget, he still obtains nothing about the CRPs
of Slavertarget, (C1, Rtarget,1) and (C2, Rtarget,2), since
ktarget = xtarget ⊕ rev(ytarget). Therefore, the proposed
protocol provides protection against the insider attack
while resisting the attackers outside the group.

For the reason that the bluetooth slave devices don’t
need to store any secret parameters and the PUF has
unclonability and unpredictability, the proposed proto-
col can not only resist the traditional attacks such as
eavesdropping, tampering and replaying, but also effec-
tively prevent the possible replication attack on the slave
devices. The security comparison between the proposed
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protocol and other related protocols is shown in Table 1.

5 Performance Evaluation
This section firstly analyzes the performance of the
proposed group key transfer protocol from three as-
pects, computation, communication and storage over-
head. Then, we compare our protocol with Liu’s pro-
tocol [17], which is more secure than other existing pro-
tocols. The proposed protocol consists of two processes:
initialization and group key establishment. This section
mainly analyzes the resource overhead of group key es-
tablishment process, since the former process only needs
to perform one time while the latter process performs as
long as Master has received the ”group key establishment
request”.

In the bluetooth network, the master device, Master,
usually has strong computation, communication and stor-
age capabilities, while the slave devices, Slavers, only pos-
sess limited resources. Therefore, it is more important to
consider reducing the resource overhead of the slave de-
vices when designing the protocol.

For the convenience of description, we assume that the
slave devices in the network are {1, 2, · · · ,m}, the group
members are {1, 2, · · · , t}(t ≤ m), the length of each pa-
rameter in Z∗n is |n| and the length of the hash is |H|.

5.1 Computation Overhead

We use TM , TI and TH , respectively, to represent the time
required to perform modular multiplication, modular in-
version and hash. Compared to TM , TI and TH , the time
required for other operations, such as modular addition
and subtraction, can be ignored [11].

In the proposed protocol, Master needs to perform 1
2×

t × (t + 1) times modular multiplication and one hash
operation, so its computation overhead is 1

2 × t× (t+1)×
TM+t×TH , while the computation overhead of Slavei(i =
1, 2, · · · , t) is (2t− 1)× TM + TH for performing (2t− 1)
times modular multiplication and one hash operation. In
the same way, we can get that, in Liu’s protocol, the
computation overhead of Master is t× (t+ 1)× t× (TM +
TI)+(t+1)×TH and the computation overhead of Slavei
is (t + 1)× t× (TM + TI) + 2× TH .

Table 2 shows the comparison of computation over-
head between the proposed protocol and Liu’s protocol. It
can be seen that the proposed protocol obviously reduces
the computation overhead of devices, include Master and
Slavers.

5.2 Communication Overhead

The communication overhead is measured using the
length of the messages sent by the device in group key
establishment process. In the proposed protocol, the com-
munication overheads of Master and Slavei(i = 1, 2, ..., t)
are approximately (2t + 2)|n|+ |H| and |n|, respectively.
In Liu’s protocol, Master ’s communication overhead is
about 2t|n|+ |H| and Slaveri’s is about |n|.

The communication overhead of each protocol is shown
in Table 3. The overall communication overhead of

the proposed protocol is almost equal to Liu’s proto-
col. And in the two protocols, the overheads of resource-
constrained devices, Slavers, are identical.

5.3 Storage Overhead

In the proposed protocol, Master needs to store the chal-
lenge signals of PUF, {C1, C2}, and the response signals of
Slavej(j = 1, 2, · · · ,m), {Rj,1, Rj,2}, while Slavers don’t
need to store any parameter. In other words, the storage
overhead of Master is about 2|n| + 2m|n| and Slaverj ’s
overhead is 0. In Liu’s protocol, Master ’s storage over-
head is 2m|n| and Slaverj ’s is 2|n|.

Compared with Liu’s protocol, the proposed protocol
significantly reduces the total storage overhead of the net-
work and the overheads of resource-constrained devices
are lower.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we analyze the security of the existing group
key transfer protocols when applied to the bluetooth net-
work and put forward several feasible attack methods re-
spectively. As a remedy, we have proposed a PUF-based
group key transfer protocol for bluetooth. The security of
the proposed protocol is based on the unclonability and
unpredictability of PUF. Compared with related proto-
cols, this protocol significantly reduces the resource over-
head of the device and its security is higher.
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Table 1: Security comparison

Scheme
Resisting
Outsider Attack

Resisting
Insider Attack

Resisting
Replication Attack

Forward
Security

Backward
Security

Harn’s protocol [9]
√

× ×
√ √

Liu’s protocol [17]
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Abstract

A new fast and secure elliptic curve scalar multiplica-
tion algorithm is presented. The method is to utilize the
front and back ratio coefficient of Pell Lucas sequences.
The outcome is a new addition chain: Pell Lucas Type
Chain(PLTC), and combines the mixed coordinates which
shortens the previous ones. The energy curve of PLTC
algorithm is unified, and can resist simple power attacks.
Based on theoretical assumption and simulation experi-
ments, it can be obtained that the new scalar multiplica-
tion by the PLTC method is 22.7 % faster than the golden
ratio addition chain.

Keywords: Golden Ratio Addition Chain; Pell Lucas Type
Chain; Scalar Multiplication; Simple Power Attacks

1 Introduction

Elliptic curve cryptography was proposed independently
by Koblitz [15] and Miller [18] in 1985. Compared with
RSA public key cryptography and EIGamal [14] public
cryptography, elliptic curve cryptography provides higher
security strength. For example, a 160-bit elliptic curve
public key could provide comparable security to a 1024-
bit RSA public key.

Hence, the elliptic curve cryptography suits the envi-
ronment when the storage is limited [5,23]. The dominant
operation in elliptic curve cryptography cryptographic
schemes is the scalar multiplication, which is represented
as kP=P+P+. . . +P, where P is a point given by the el-
liptic curve E and k is an integer, which plays the role
of secret key [3]. Scalar multiplication of any one point
on elliptic curves seems to be a simple addition, and yet,
in the underlying field, it involves so many of multiplica-
tions. It is of great significance to find out a new method
to make the chain shorter. The elliptic curve has different
computational efficiency under different coordinate sys-
tem. Select a suitable coordinate is critical for the scalar
multiplication optimization.

There are three main operations in the underlying

of the scalar multiplication: inverse, multiplication and
square. The inverse is most time-consuming. Except for
affine coordinate [21], coordinates which don’t need in-
verse operation. To increase the efficiency of operation,
the project coordinate [21] is often used. At the same
time the Jacobian coordinate and the five element Jaco-
bian coordinates are also used, which both proposed by
Chudnovsky. It is difficult to improve the efficiency of
operation by using only one coordinate [7]. But Cohen
proposed that converting between the coordinates is easy,
that is the characteristic of mixed coordinates [10,19].

The core of the security chip is Cryptography algo-
rithm. In the processing of information, there is a risk
of information leakage, such as power, electromagnetic
radiation, and running time. Attacker can collect and
analyze the leak information then launch offensive at-
tacks. In 1996, Kocher proposed the Side Channel At-
tacks (SCA) [20], it is divided into two categories: Simple
Power Analysis(SPA) [6] and Differential Power Analysis
(DPA) [4]. The simple power analysis is used to analyze
the energy consumed by a single password operation. Be-
cause different operations have different energy consump-
tion. For different energy consumption, an attacker can
infer the order [10]. There are usually two ways to resist
SPA attack. The first way is just using one kind algo-
rithm, such as Golden Ratio Addition Chain(GRAC) [12]
and the Montgomery Power Ladder [13]. The other way
is to use the regular rules in algorithm, such as Double-
and-add algorithm [17].

The paper presents a new 2P+Q algorithm using the
best Mixed coordinate, which based on properties of
the pell-lucas sequence and get the PLTC. The issue is
mainly addressed in five parts. Part 1 gives an intro-
duction to elliptic curve cryptography and the deriva-
tion of the pell-lucas sequence from the Lucas sequence.
Part 2 introduced the new addition chain—-Pell Lucas
Type Chain(PLTC). The application of PLTC in ellip-
tic curve cryptosystems is introduced in Part 3. Part 4
makes a comparison between the PLTC and the previous
algorithms under the same coordinate, at the same time,
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analyze the resist of SPA attack.

2 Background

This part explain Elliptic Curve Cryptography and Pell
Lucas sequence.

2.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptography

The elliptic curve E over the field K is defined by Weier-
strass equation.

E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6. (1)

Where a1, a2, a3, a4, a6 ∈ K and ∆ 6= 0, the ∆ is discrimi-
nant of E. When the characteristic of the field K is greater
than 3, the equation can be simplified to:

E : y2 = x3 + ax+ b. (2)

Where a, b ∈ K and, ∆ = 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0.
There are two infinite points on this curve:

P = (x1, y1),

Q = (x2, y2),

P +Q = (x3, y3).

• Point Addition (P 6= Q)

x3 = λ2 − x1 − x2,
y3 = λ(x1 − x3)− y1,

λ =
y2 − y1
x2 − x1

. (3)

• Point Doubling (P = Q)

x3 = λ2 − 2x1,

y3 = λ(x1 − x3)− y1,

λ =
3x21 + a

2y1
(4)

The computation of 2P+Q often in two methods, com-
pute 2P using the double point Equation (4), add Q using
Equation (3).

Equations (3) and (4) consist of multiplication, inverse
and square of large integer. The three methods are repre-
sented as M, I, S. Comparing with these three operations,
the calculation of integer addition and large integer mul-
tiplication can be ignored. S/M is equal to 0.8. The
I /M ratio is generally about 10 [10, 11]. The data show
that the inverse operation is the most time-consuming.
Under the affine coordinates, each cost time of 2P+Q is
1I +9M +2S,Ciet. But in [10], the realization of point ad-
dition and double point operation in other coordinates
does not need to compute the inverse operation. In this
paper, discussion of the complexity of algorithm is based
on the Mixed coordinate, the literature [1,9,10] state the
operation method under the Mixed coordinate [22].

2.2 Pell Lucas Sequence

The Lucas sequence is an important result of the study by
Lucas in the 19th century, now it has become an impor-
tant integer sequence in the Theory of Numbers. There
are some inseparable links between the Lucas sequence
and the Fibonacci sequence.

Definition 1. The Fibonacci sequence is defined as Fn =
Fn−1 + Fn−2(n ≥ 2), and F0 = 0, F1 = 1.

Definition 2. The Lucas sequence [2] is defined as
Ln+1 = Ln + Ln−1(n = 1, 2, · · · ) and L0 = 2, L1 = 1.
The general equation is

Ln = αn + αn(n ≥ 0)

α =

√
5 + 1

2

β =
1−
√

5

2

It can be seen that the Fibonacci sequence and Lucas
sequence are different in beginning, but the relationship
between the number is same.While the Lucas sequence is
consists of two linear, so there is another way to define
the Lucas sequence. Take the two integers P,Q to satisfy
the equation: ∆ = P 2 − 4Q > 0.

So we can get the equation: x2−Px+Q = 0, the roots
of equation are a, b, based on this, the Lucas sequence can
also be defined as

Un(P,Q) = (an − bn)/(a− b),
Vn(P,Q) = (an + bn). (5)

Where n ≥ 0, so we can get

U0(P,Q) = 0

U1(P,Q) = 1

V0(P,Q) = 2

V1(P,Q) = P.

If take (P,Q) = (1,−1) into Un suquence, we can get
the Fibonacci sequence:

{0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377 . . .}.

If take (P,Q) = (1,−1) into Vn sequence,we can get
the Lucas sequence:

{2, 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 18, 29, 47, 76, 123, 199, 322, 521, 843 . . .}.

When (P,Q) = (2,−1), the equation Vn(2,−1) is Pell-
Lucas sequence, which can be represented as follows:

{2, 2, 6, 14, 34, 82, 198, 418, 1154, 2786, 6726, . . .}.

At the same time, Un(2,−1) is Pell sequence:

{0, 1, 2, 5, 12, 29, 70, 169, 408, 985, 2378, 5741, . . .}.

The general term of Pell-Lucas and Pell sequence is
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(Pell-Lucas)

Vn = (an + bn)(a = 1−
√

2, b = 1 +
√

2),

lim
n→∞

Vn
Vn+1

= lim
n→∞

an − bn

an+1 − bn+1
≈ 0.414.

(6)

(Pell)

Un =
an − bn

a− b
(a = 1−

√
2, b = 1 +

√
2),

lim
n→∞

Un

Un+1
= lim

n→∞

(an − bn)(a− b)
(an+1 − bn+1)(a− b)

≈ 0.414.

(7)

It can be seen that both of Pell-Lucas or Pell sequence
satisfy the following properties:

Li+1 = Li−1 − 2Li(i = 1, . . . , n), (8)

Li = Li+1 × 0.414(i = 1, . . . , n). (9)

3 Pell Lucas Type Chain

Equations (8) and (9) can account for the Pell-Lucas and
Pell sequence, and both of the sequence satisfy Equa-
tions (8) and (9). But it’s easy to see that if one sequence
is corresponds to formula Li+1 = Li−1−2Li(i = 1, . . . , n),
it is only going to fit the formula Li = Li+1 × 0.414(i =
1, . . . , n) at the beginning. As the extended of sequence,
the ratios of front and back are deviates from 0.414. The
GRAC using GAP to determine the sequence of the gold
addition chain. But select the number of GAP is a new
major research problem. So we define a new sequence:
Pell Lucas Type Chain(PLTC).

Definition 3. The Pell Lucas Type Chain is a sequence
satisfy the formula Li+2 = Li−2Li+1(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and
Ln+1 > Ln > 0.

The PLTC can be applied to the scalar multiplication
of Elliptic curve and can greatly shorten the length of the
double-and-add chain.

PLTC is not a Standard Pell-Lucas sequence. PLTC
is just a chain roughly satisfies the properties of the Pell-
Lucas sequence. Applying this to the elliptic curve can
get Algorithm 1.

For the facilitation of the calculation,three sets e{},
s{} and y{}must be used in Algorithm 1. The calculation
begins with the integer number k. The first step is to
obtain an integer number close to k×0.414. Then we can
apply ui+1 = ui−1 − ui × 2(ui > 1, i = 1, . . . , l),base on
this, there will be two situations.

A: 0 < ui+1 < ui → ei = 1,

B: ui+1 ≥ uiorui+1 ≤ 0→ ei = 0.

u′i+1 = ui+1 → u′i+1 = si → ui+1 = 1
2ui,

if Mod(ui+1, 2) = 1→ {ei+1 = 1, y = 1};
if Mod(ui+1, 2) = 0→ {ei+1 = 1, y = 0}.

At the last step, the number is too small, so we have
two cases for the end of the reference. One is end of e=1,

Algorithm 1 Pell Lucas-Type Addition Chain

1: Input: A positive integer k
2: Output: e = {e1, e2, . . . , ei}

y = {y1, y2, . . . , yj}, s = {s1, s2, . . . , sj}
3: u0 ← k
4: e{}
5: u1 ← u0 × 0.414
6: u2 ← u0 − 2u1
7: e← e ∪ {1}
8: s{}
9: y{}

10: while ui > 1 do
11: ui+1 ← ui × 0.414
12: e← e ∪ {1}
13: u′i+2 ← ui − 2× ui−1
14: if 0 < u′i+2 < ui+1 then
15: e← e ∪ {1}
16: ui+2 ← u′i+2

17: end if
18: if u′i+2 ≥ ui+1oru

′
i+2 ≤ 0 then

19: e← e ∪ {0}
20: s← s ∪ {u′i+2}
21: ui+2 ← ui+1

2
22: if ui+1mod2 = 1 then
23: e← e ∪ {1}
24: y ← y ∪ {1}
25: end if
26: if ui+1mod2 = 0 then
27: e← e ∪ {1}
28: y ← y ∪ {0}
29: end if
30: end if
31: end while

another one is end of e=0. Each time we will get an s or
a y. We call these two end of methods are the S type end
mode and Y type end mode. Each situation is shown in
case Example 1 and Example 2.

From Example 1, we can get the three sets. But if it
use this data to restore the k, three sets must be reversed
and get the sets like :

e = {1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1},
s = {−1,−8, 2614},
y = {0, 1, 1}.

Using the same method of Example 1, from Example 2,
we can get the three sets:

e = {0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1},
s = {0, 11},
y = {0}.
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Example 1.k=131456, three sets:e{}, y{}, s{}
(Y type end mode)

u0 = k = 131456
e = 1 u1 = u0 × 0.414 = 54423
e = 1 u2 = u0 − 2u1 = 22610
e = 1 u3 = u1 − 2u2 = 9203
e = 1 u4 = u2 − 2u3 = 4204
e = 0 u5 = u3 − 2u4 = 795
u′6 = u4 − 2u5 = 2614, since2614 > u5,
set e = 0, s = s ∪ {u′6 = 2614}
since u6 = u5

2 , and u6mod2 = 1,
set e = 1, y = y ∪ {1}
e = 1 u6 = u5

2 = 397 · · · 1
e = 1 u7 = u6 × 0.414 = 164
e = 1 u8 = u6 − 2u7 = 69
e = 1 u9 = u7 − 2u8 = 26
e = 0 u10 = u8 − 2u9 = 17
u′11 = u9 − 2u10 = −8, since− 8 < 0,
set e = 0, s = s ∪ {u′11 = −8}
since u11 = u10

2 , and u11mod2 = 1,
set e = 1, y = y ∪ {1}
e = 1 u11 = u10

2 = 8 · · · 1
e = 1 u12 = u11 × 0.414 = 3
e = 1 u13 = u11 − 2u12 = 2
u′14 = u12 − 2u13 = −1, since− 1 < 0
set e = 0, s = s ∪ {u′14 = −1}
since u14 = u13

2 , and u14mod2 = 0,
set e = 1, y = y ∪ {0}
e = 1 u14 = u13

2 = 1 · · · 0
since u13 − 2u14 = 0, and 0 < 1
END

Example 2.k=175, three sets:e{}, y{}, s{}
(S type end mode)

u0 = k = 175
e = 1 u1 = u0 × 0.414 = 72
e = 1 u2 = u0 − 2u1 = 31
e = 0 u3 = u1 − 2u2 = 10
u′4 = u2 − 2u3 = 11, since11 > u3,
set e = 0, s = s ∪ {u′4 = 11}
since u4 = u3

2 , and u3mod2 = 0,
set e = 1, y = y ∪ {0}
e = 1 u4 = u3

2 = 5 · · · 0
e = 1 u5 = u4 × 0.414 = 2
e = 0 u6 = u4 − 2u5 = 1
u′7 = u5 − 2u6 = 0 < 1
set e = 0, s = s ∪ {u′7 = 0}
END

4 Application of PLTC to Elliptic
Curve Cryptosystem

In Algorithm 2, there are two assignment required for
each operation, T and T0 are intermediate values in the

algorithm, the cost time of assignment operation can be
ignored. the last value is not remembered when the as-
signment end at each time, so it has no effect on memory
space.

Algorithm 2 PLTC using to elliptic curve

1: Input: e = {e1, e2, . . . , en},y = {y1, y2, . . . , yi}, s =
{s1, s2, . . . , sj}

2: Output:kP
Main loop

3: i = 1
4: j = 1
5: n = 1
6: if en = 0 then
7: T ← P
8: P ← 2P + siP
9: T0 ← T

10: i+ +
11: n+ +
12: end if
13: if en = 1 and en+1 = 0 then
14: T ← P
15: P ← 2P + yjP
16: T0 ← T
17: j + +
18: n+ +
19: end if
20: if en = 1 and en+1 6= 0 then
21: T ← P
22: P ← 2P + T0P
23: T0 ← T
24: n+ +
25: end if
26: Q← P

Hence, the output is kP=Q. In Algorithm 2 operation,
no mater the bit is 1 or 0, each scalar multiplication has
one addition and one doubling. The two sets s and y
does not affect the rate of calculation. Because all of
their operations are contained in the operation of set e.
Set s and set y are the fixed sequences of PLTC. These
can be demonstrated in Example 3 and Example 4.

5 Discussion

5.1 Scalar Multiplication Analysis

Randomly selected 10000 of the large integers from 160
bits. Count the same chain length, According to the
statistics, up to the most were 116, 117 and 118 bits.
Choose the four times statistical results can obtain the
Table 1. Count the length of chains from 111 to 120 and
show in graph like Figure 1.

We can see from the Table 1 and Figure 1, 117 bit is
always the most. The distribution of chain length is in
accordance with the gaussian distribution. So the length
of PLTC-160 can be seen as 117.
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Example 3. e={1,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1}
s={-1,-8,2614}
y={0,1,1}

e1 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + y1P, T0 = T
(P = 2P )
e2 = 0, T = P, P = 2P + s1P = 3P, T0 = T
(P = 3P )
e3 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 8P, T0 = T
(P = 8P )
e4 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + y2P = 17P, T0 = T
(P = 17P )
e5 = 0, T = P, P = 2P + s2P = 26P, T0 = T
(P = 26P )
e6 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 69P, T0 = T
(P = 69P )
e7 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 164P, T0 = T
(P = 164P )
e8 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 397P, T0 = T
(P = 397P )
e9 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + y3P = 795P, T0 = T
(P = 795P )
e10 = 0, T = P, P = 2P + s3P = 4202P, T0 = T
(P = 4204P )
e11 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 9203P, T0 = T
(P = 9203P )
e12 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 22610P, T0 = T
(P = 22610P )
e13 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 54423P, T0 = T
(P = 54423P )
e14 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 131456P, T0 = T
(P = 131456P )
Q=131456P

Example 4. e={0,1,1,0,1,1}
s={0,11}
y={0}

e1 = 0, T = P, P = 2P + s1P, T0 = T
(P = 2P )
e2 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 5P, T0 = T
(P = 5P )
e3 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + y1P = 10P, T0 = T
(P = 10P )
e4 = 0, T = P, P = 2P + s2P = 31P, T0 = T
(P = 31P )
e5 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 26P, T0 = T
(P = 72P )
e6 = 1, T = P, P = 2P + T0P = 175P, T0 = T
(P = 175P )
Q=175P

We have five different kinds of coordinate systems (A,
P , J , Jc, Jm) [10] that we often used. Here we compare
the different cost of doubling and addition between dif-
ferent coordinate system. Both computation time of the
operation [17] shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 1: 116, 117, 118bit of PTLC

116bit 117bit 118bit
The first time 3198 3483 1586

The second time 1844 5391 1018
The third time 758 3963 3283
The forth time 1228 4049 3037

Figure 1: The number of 160-length change

Analyzing of the Table 2 and Table 3, we can obtained
that the point addition operation under the J coordinates
is the most time-saving operation, at the same time, the
point doubling operation under the Jc coordinate is the
most time-saving way. The resulting mixed coordinates
are shown in Table 4.

In Algorithm 2, the calculation has one addition and
one doubling each time. The length of addition is 1

2 l,
and the length of doubling is 1

2 l(l = 117). So we get the
following formula.

][m] = l(7[M] + 7[S]).

The cost time of PLTC can be calculated as 1474[m].
To effectively illustrate the advantages of PLTC algo-
rithm. we choose to compare the number with other al-
gorithms in the same coordinate and get Table 5.

From Table 5, we can see that under the same coordi-
nate, PLTC is 22.7% faster than the GRAC, 7.9%, 17.2%
and 29.9% faster than the 4-NAF, NAF and Double-and-
add. At the same time, the reduction of chain length is
considerable, and the results are shown in Table 6.

From Table 6, we can see the length of PLTC is
shorter than other kind of algorithms. Even under
the same length number with DFAC-160, PLTC-160 is
26.9%shorter than DFAC-160. Compared with other al-
gorithms, PLTC is more suitable for the environments
such as security chips and smart cards, which are more
demanding about memory space.
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Table 2: Doubling cost on different coordinates

doubling
operation costs

2A=J 2[M] + 4[S]
2A = Jm 3[M] + 4[S]
2Jm = J 3[M] + 4[S]
2A = Jc 3[M] + 5[S]

2Jm 4[M] + 4[S]
2Jm = Jc 4[M] + 5[S]

2J 4[M] + 6[S]
2Jc 5[M] + 6[S]
2P 7[M] + 5[S]

Table 3: Addition cost on different coordinates

addition
operation costs
P + P 12[M] + 2[S]
Jm + Jm 13[M] + 6[S]
J +A 8[M] + 3[S]

Jm +A = Jm 9[M] + 5[S]
Jm +A = J 8[M] + 3[S]
Jc + J = J 11[M] + 3[S]
Jc + Jc = Jm 11[M] + 4[S]
Jc + Jc = J 10[M] + 2[S]
Jc + Jc 11[M] + 3[S]

Jc +A = Jm 8[M] + 4[S]
Jc +A = Jc 8[M] + 3[S]
J +A = Jm 9[M] + 5[S]
A+A = Jm 5[M] + 4[S]
A+A = Jc 5[M] + 3[S]
J + J 12[M] + 4[S]

Jc + J = Jm 12[M] + 5[S]
Jm + Jc = Jm 12[M] + 5[S]

Table 4: Mixed coordinate

Addition Doubling
Operation A + A = Jc 2A=J

Cost 5[M ]+3[S ] 2[M ]+4[S ]

Table 5: Mixed coordinate

Algorithm Coordinate ][m]
Double-and-Add [17] Mixed 2104

NAF [16,17] Mixed 1780
4-NAF [17] Mixed 1600

GRAC-258 [12] Mixed 1907
PLTC-117 Mixed 1474

Table 6: The chain length for algorithms

Algorithm Chain Length
Fibonacci-add-add 358
Signed Fib-add-add 322

Window Fib-add-add 292
EAC-320 320

GRAC-258 258
DFAC-160 160
PLTC-160 117

Figure 2: The power waveform of e=0

5.2 Resist SPA Analysis

The key obtained by PLTC algorithm is composed of ”0”
and ”1”, The power consumption waveforms obtained in
both cases are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Because
the key is longer, randomly select 8 bits (1001 0001) used
for PLTC coding. The power consumption waveform of
a scalar multiplication in Figure 4, which collected from
the power consumption analysis platform.

We can see from the three figures, that each bit has
same waveform, no matter it’s ”0” or ”1”, both contains
one addition and one doubling, the waveform of power
is same when attacker see from outside.integrated into
Figure 4, it is very hard to distinguish the energy curve,
can’t know the exactly number of the channel, even select
a part of information. so it can resist against SPA.

6 Conclusion

This is the first study to combine Pell Lucas Type se-
quence with elliptic curve cryptography. With the ad-
vantages of the pell-Lucas sequence, we can improve the

Figure 3: The power waveform of e=1
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Figure 4: The power waveform of (1001 0001)

ratio between the numbers of the chain and the efficiency
significantly.

For further study, we need to address the problem, al-
though S has very little impact on the calculation and can
be ignored. It accounts for about 25 %of the total chain.
Therefore it will increase the burden of coding, decoding
and transmission and add operations for the analysis of
the password. the numbers in TABLE S can be bigger
when the main chain gets longer. If we could reduce the
storage space of, PLTC could be applied to elliptic curve
cryptosystems more efficiently where memory is involved,
such as smart card.
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Abstract

Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are consid-
ered the most common and often the most destructive
among all threats to network infrastructure. For the last
decade the number of DDoS attacks constantly grows.
They become more elaborate and sophisticated making
standard security techniques went out of date quickly. In
the review we collected, investigated and link together
data from academic publications and information secu-
rity reports provided by top companies in the field. We
marked out tendencies in evolution of DDoS attacks, char-
acterized protection systems, and summarized the last
achievements and future developments in application of
intellectual methods for network security.

Keywords: DDoS Attack; Intellectual Methods; Network
Protection; Network Security

1 Introduction

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is a type
of cyberattacks that aims to exhaust network resources
(server capacity, information channel bandwidth) causing
resource deny from providing access to legitimate system
users. It uses a number of compromised or vulnerable
hosts distributed in the Internet to create malicious traffic
and send it to a victim.

DDoS attacks are destructive for the network infras-
tructure and can very quickly disable a server or an entire
network. There are following aspects that determine the
effectiveness of DDoS attacks [5]:

• There is a large number of interdependencies in the
network architecture.

• The resources of network devices are limited.

• Compromised devices may participate in two or more
botnets belonging to different attackers and can be
used against several target servers or networks.

• Information and resources that can be used to pre-
vent impending attacks are under control of different
people.

• Simple and direct routing principles are commonly
used in the Internet infrastructure.

• There are inconsistencies in the architecture of dif-
ferent local networks. The speed difference between
network devices of the core and the boundary usually
occurs.

• Network management is often low-level.

• In general, the useful practice of sharing information
and technical resources has its drawbacks.

Any organization may become a target for DDoS at-
tacks, regardless of its size or business scope. Few years
ago most common victims for DDoS attacks were top
corporations with income highly dependent on network
resources: financial institutions, hosting companies and
providers of cloud services, major media outlets. Nowa-
days attacks may also affect small and medium-size en-
terprises in any sphere of business, from public health
institutions and social insurance to e-sport organizations.
From surveys involving all around the world organizations
from various spheres and with different outcome, it fol-
lows that most of the victims suffered financial losses up
to $255,000 per hour of an attack [41]. Records are break-
ing almost every quarter: the maximum duration of one
continuous attack is up to 277 hours and the maximum
number of attacks per day is 1497 attacks [24]. With
increase of average duration, volume and the number of
DDoS attacks targeted to a company cost of the damage
from DDoS attacks is growing day by day making protec-
tion systems much in demand.

Various organizations choose different tactics to pro-
tect their resources from DDoS attacks. Some assess their
risks as minimal and do not take any additional measures
believing that a correctly built network infrastructure can
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withstand most threats. However, the development of
DDoS as a service increases the chance for a company to
become a victim of DDoS attacks. There are no universal
means for countering DDoS attacks. In general there are
three basic approaches used to provide security measures:

1) Network infrastructure improvement with aim to in-
crease its stability and survivability;

2) Application of specialized hardware and software so-
lutions;

3) Resource protection as a service by top system inte-
grators. Each of the approaches has its advantages
and drawbacks and can be used both independently
and together (see more details in Section 3).

Taking into account the complexity of DDoS attacks, their
multiple vectoring, volume and constant modification,
only implementations that are able to adapt to changing
conditions will be able to successfully cope with them.
Therefore, the mathematical and algorithmic basis for
software and hardware solutions are intelligent methods of
data analysis. Over the last 10 years a number of research
works have been published in this field, suggesting to use
as a mathematical basis statistical, signature, heuristic
analysis, expert systems, queuing networks, multi-agent
systems, genetic and behavioral algorithms. However,
the major disadvantages of most solutions are the nar-
row specialization of the developed methods, as well as
determinacy of incoming traffic classification.

This work aims to bring a systematic view of re-
cent DDoS attacks developments, introduce main defence
strategies and highlight possible protection mechanisms
improvements. We have analysed data for the last year
from DDoS attacks reports provided by a number of com-
panies in the field and defined main trends and possible
further evolvement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we introduced social and economic aspects of DDoS
attacks, attacks classification and statistics of threats,
taking in consideration quarter and annual statistics that
is available in information security reports of top compa-
nies in the field. In Section 3 we paid attention to most
commonly used DDoS protection mechanisms for network
security and highlighted their advantages and drawbacks.
Section 4 is devoted to in-depth traffic analysis via appli-
cation of intellectual systems and sophisticated statistical
algorithms. Finally, we present the concluding remarks in
Section 5.

2 Main Tendencies in Develop-
ment of DDoS Attacks

2.1 Social and Economic Aspects of
DDoS Attacks

DDoS attacks evolve from demonstrative actions into a
prominent niche of the shadow market. It bears on unfair

competition (temporal blockage of the competitor, rep-
utational damage), fraud on electronic stock exchanges
and e-sports events, blackmailing and extortion with the
threat of an attack on company’s resources. In particular,
the DDoS for Ransom strategy keeps developing: demon-
strating a DDoS attack with a promise of continuing it
if the ransom is not paid. The business model explains
some DDoS attacks that might look like an attempt to set
a new record: attackers demonstrate their capabilities on
popular websites to frighten potential victims [23]. Apart
from the main goal of the intruder a DDoS attack can also
serve as a mask for hacking information resources, pen-
etrating a protected perimeter and stealing confidential
data or money.

Often DDoS attacks are used to draw attention and
even for revenge. A group of attackers conducted a pow-
erful DDoS attack on the site of famous American jour-
nalist Brian Krebs, who writes popular analytical articles
about information security and cybercriminals, — Kreb-
sOnSecurity.com. The attack was carried out in Septem-
ber 2016 and by that time became the largest of the
officially recorded: volume of malicious traffic reached
620 Gbit/s and the attack duration was almost 2 days.
Most of the traffic consisted of generic routing encapsula-
tion data packets, and the attack was carried out using a
botnet of hundreds of thousands of IP cameras and video
game consoles.

Originally, botnets based on infected computers were
used to implement DDoS attacks. Recently new technolo-
gies for infection and use of network devices appeared, and
botnets on the basis of “smart” things included in Inter-
net of Things (IoT) are being used more frequently. Es-
pecially, two record-breaking DDoS attacks on the French
hosting company OVH and the American DNS provider
Dyn were conducted with help of botnets based on IP
cameras, printers and other devices. There is informa-
tion about revealed vulnerabilities of a number of house-
hold appliances, for instance “smart” dishwashers Miele
and kitchen stoves AGA [8]. Usually such devices are
equipped with inexpensive samples of operating systems
with free software and no security support. Most devices
have a password and a login “by default”, so their hacking
is easy. At the same time, the variety of “smart” devices
is constantly expanding, and each of them can potentially
be used for illegal purposes. The issue is called in press
as the phenomenon of “microwave threat”.

According to forecasts of top IT companies, the propor-
tion of IoT devices will grow rapidly in the coming years
and exceed the number of other devices at 2020 [11]. It
is clear that the number of botnets created on the ba-
sis of weakly protected mobile devices and IoT elements
will grow as well. Major companies have started to pay
attention to security issues and are developing security
tools for their IoT devices. However market is overflowed
with cheap products (most of them are made in China)
without any protection systems. Meanwhile the number
of scumware samples for “smart” devices is constantly
growing creating huge basis for IoT botnets (see Figure
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Figure 1: The number of scumware samples for “smart”
devices is constantly growing

1, [35]).

Another trend is complication of DDoS attack mecha-
nisms. Intruders are using a few types of DDoS attacks in
a single act (multi-vector attack), combining vulnerabili-
ties of different network protocols. In this case, two areas
of implementation can be clearly identified. The first one
includes ineffective, but massive and easily self-upgrading
attacks based on finished products. The second one in-
cludes specialized developments that are created individ-
ually to attack a particular company, taking into account
its specific vulnerabilities and the architecture of its in-
formation system. The developments are much more ex-
pensive, but as a result they are more effective: in most
cases they bypass standard protection systems.

Meanwhile, the cost of conducting a DDoS attack is
significantly lower than the cost of protective actions. The
price for DDoS attacks is decreasing, and the number of
services is constantly growing. In 2017 a DDoS attack
with use of 1,000 workstations has a cost price about $7
per hour. A customer could order a one-hour DDoS attack
of this level on a special web-service for only $25 [32].

Based on a survey conducted among US and Cana-
dian companies in 2016, Incapsula came to a conclusion
that 45% of American and Canadian organizations were a
subject to attacks, 91% of them faced this threat at least
once a year. It also revealed that 43% of respondents have
lost credibility of clients, 51% recorded a decline in prof-
its, some companies informed about losses of intellectual
property (19%), personal data of customers (33%) or fi-
nancial information (26%). Incapsula analysts have also
estimated an approximate amount of financial losses of a
company (direct and indirect) [17]. There is still a con-
sistent trend for reputational costs to prevail over other
forms of financial losses. The Kaspersky Security annual
report in 2016 have shown results of the survey attended
by more than 4,000 companies around the world [1]. It fol-
lows from the survey that most companies estimate their
reputational costs as the most significant, while the re-
action time to the incident plays a critical role: a direct
dependence of the financial losses on reaction time of the
company have been revealed.

2.2 Classification of DDoS Attacks

In the last publications, including reviews and analytical
reports of top companies in the field of information secu-
rity, various classifications of DDoS attacks are given. At-
tacks can be distinguished by differences in functionality,
final action, use of protocols, and other characteristics.
One of the most complete classifications was proposed by
Mirkovich et al. [34], it takes into account the type of at-
tack, the degree of automation, the frequency of attack,
the type of impact, etc.

In general there are two types of DDoS attack mech-
anisms: direct and amplificated (reflected) attacks. Di-
rect attacks try to overload the information resource or
communication channel by directly sending a large num-
ber of packets to the target (packet flood). Amplification
attacks are based on another principle: attackers send
packets with small queries to vulnerable resources aimed
to get large size responses from them redirected to the
victim resource. Direct attacks are dependent on large
computational resources and require botnet of a proper
size to be used. In contrary amplification attacks are less
demanding in resources, however, searching for network
vulnerabilities and their correct usage is critical.

Companies specializing in information security use the
following classification of DDoS attacks [11,17,29,36]:

• HTTP flood. During HTTP flood attacks a great
amount of HTTP requests GET are sent on the 80th
port of a victim server. It leads to server overloading
and inability to handle other requests. Attacks of
this type can be aimed at failing the server, as well as
overflowing the network bandwidth. In recent years
significant complication of HTTP flood DDoS attacks
took place: requests can be dynamically self-modified
according to certain rules, queries might address not
the root of the website, but scripts, consuming a large
amount of resources, as well as they can simulate the
simplest actions of the user. It significantly impedes
HTTP flood attacks detection.

• SYN flood. The attacks employ features of the so-
called three-way handshake — the procedure that is
used to establish a connection between two nodes in
the network. Infected computers send multiple SYN
requests for connection, and at the same time ignore
response requests sent by the victim, thereby creat-
ing a queue of ”half-open” connections on the target
server.

• UDP flood. UDP flood attacks overflow the
communication channel by sending multiple UDP-
packets to the ports of various UDP services.

• TCP flood. The attacks are aimed at overwhelming
the session/connection tables. It makes legitimate
server requests rejected as well.

• ICMP flood. An ICMP flood attack appear to be a
simple and easy-to-implement method for bandwidth
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overflow through multiple sending of ICMP ECHO
requests (so-called “pings”). It is usually not very
effective, but it works well with resources that are
not prepared for DDoS attacks.

• DNS flood. DNS flood attacks exploit the vulner-
ability of DNS systems using UDP. The attacks are
based on sending multiple requests to the DNS server
overflowing the victim’s server with requests and con-
suming its resources.

• DNS amplification. During an attack the in-
truder’s DNS server sends requests in which the tar-
get computer is specified as the source address. Thus,
the DNS server of the victim suffers from a critical
situation.

• SSDP amplification. An SSDP amplification at-
tack uses a vulnerability of the SSDP protocol — the
feature that is intended to provide network clients
the capability to recognize various network services.
It initiates a dispatch for the UDP port 1900 by sub-
stituting the sender’s address in the SSDP protocol
request.

• NTP amplification. Attacks use the functionality
of the monlist request to the NTP server: a list of
the last 600 ntpd clients is returned on request. As
a result a small request with a fake IP address sends
a large UDP stream to the victim.

2.3 Statistics of Threats

Quite regularly (quarterly or annually) a number of top
companies in the field of information security publish
reports and analytical reviews with results of their re-
search [1, 18, 19, 22–25, 44]. Comparing reviews about
DDoS attacks by periods and countries we have defined
the following statistically significant dependencies and
trends:

1) China, South Korea and the United States are lead-
ing in the number of attacks, the number of targets
and command and control servers (see Table 1).

2) The number of DDoS attacks approximately doubles
every year.

3) The number of simple attacks at the application level
is reducing, it gives way to attacks at the level of
network protocols and mixed types. This increases
the number of multi-vector attacks at the application
level, taking into account the specificity of a particu-
lar organization resources. The number of vectors in
the attacks can reach 5 or more (see Figure 2).

4) There is an increasing demand on the DDoS as a ser-
vice, the most popular are attacks aimed at putting
pressure on the security service rather than causing
real harm to the company. The number of attacks
for blackmail is growing rapidly and exceeds at least
18% of the total.

Figure 2: Number of vectors in DDoS attacks for the
last two years. Percents of multivector attacks are given
on the top of bars. Data were taken from Incapsula re-
ports [18,19]

5) In the last two years there were a few peak attacks
with volume from 400 Gbit/s to 1200 Gbit/s. The
average volume of DDoS attacks to major informa-
tion resources is close to 100 Gbit/s.

6) The maximum duration of attacks is gradually in-
creasing with records of 291 hours of continuous at-
tack (IV quarter of 2016) and 277 hours (II quarter of
2017). However, the average time of attacks remains
at a fairly low level — about 3 hours. Short-term
attacks account for about 75% of all attacks.

7) A new approach called Pulse Wave technology has
been developed. It is capable of increasing the power
of a DDoS attack by use of vulnerabilities in hybrid
and cloud technologies. Pulse Wave technology im-
plies series of powerful but short duration attacks in
the small period of time.

8) Cybercriminals primarily create botnets on the basis
of Linux-devices included in the IoT — the share of
the networks increased reaching 75%.

9) Botnets participating in DDoS attacks become more
sophisticated. Some advanced bots are able to emu-
late browser behavior, for example, they are able to
store cookies and handle JavaScript. The share of
such bots reached 42% and tends to increase.

10) The number of attacks with encryption is growing.

11) In 2017 the most popular were SYN flood attacks,
they took up to 60% from the total. TCP flood DDoS
attacks became less frequent — the share of the at-
tacks decreased from 28% to 12%. Conversely there
is a growing demand for HTTP flood DDoS attacks
— the share of the attacks increased from 5% to 11%.

Based on the analysis of reports it can be stated that
the proportion of simple attacks (primitive to conduct)
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Table 1: Percents of targets and command and control servers for DDoS attacks in various countries for the period
from the IV quarter (Q4) of 2016 to the III quarter (Q3) of 2017

# Country
Targets / Attacking servers

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

1 China 71.6% / 77.0% 47.8% / 55.1% 47.4% / 58.1% 51.6% / 63.3%
2 USA 9.1% / 7.3% 13.8% / 11.4% 18.6% / 14.0% 17.3% / 13.0%
3 South Korea 9.4% / 7.0% 26.6% / 22.4% 16.4% / 14.2% 11.1% / 8.7%
4 Russia 1.7% / 1.8% 1.6% / 1.6% 1.3% / 1.2% 2.2% / 1.6%
5 United Kingdom 0.5% / 0.3% 1.1% / 0.8% 2.1% / 1.4% 2.0% / 1.4%
6 Hong Kong 1.2% / 0.8% 1.6% / 1.4% 1.0% / 2.4% 1.6% / 1.3%
7 Germany 0.6% / 0.8% 0.8% / 0.6% 0.9% / 0.5% 1.4% / 1.2%
8 Other 6.0% / 5.3% 6.9% / 6.8% 12.2% / 8.2% 12.8% / 9.6%

is reducing. The growth of DDoS attacks complexity
indicates that intruders are quick enough at identifying
vulnerabilities of network devices and network protocols,
they find new ways to exploit vulnerabilities for conduct-
ing multi-vector attacks and quickly master at apply-
ing new developing techniques (such as botnets based on
IoT). It makes it possible to set new records on maxi-
mum volume and duration of DDoS attacks. At the same
time, the absolute number of simple DDoS attacks does
not decrease, as in the global network there are constantly
appearing both special services and free tools for their or-
ganization. So ordering of simple DDoS attacks becomes
available for everyone who is interested in it.

3 Countermeasures for DDoS At-
tacks

Over the last decade several books and major research
works have been published on the subject. The book [2]
recommends actions that can be taken before, during and
after the attack. The author described the main steps
in preparation and conducting of DDoS attacks and dis-
cussed how to anticipate attacks and provide protection
for computers and networks, minimizing potential dev-
astating consequences. In [37] authors specially paid at-
tention to protection techniques applied in real time on
high speed packet transmission with wide channel width.
They described a set of possible options for managing web
services during the DDoS attack. In the monograph [40]
features of network protocols are considered from different
points of view, under different conditions of use, includ-
ing a large number of new scenarios. In [5] various types
of DDoS attacks and their implementation are consid-
ered, the main stages and mechanisms of creating botnets
are given. Particular attention is paid to the methods of
statistical analysis and machine learning used to detect
and prevent DDoS attacks. DDoS attacks and defences
in cloud infrastructure are described in the detailed sur-
vey [6].

Various classifications of DDoS attacks protection

mechanisms are used for assessment of performance and
applicability. They can consider a number of factors, how-
ever the most common classifications are based on time of
reaction, activity level, deployment location and coopera-
tion degree [33,42]. For example, by time of reaction pro-
tection mechanisms can be divided into preventive (can
prevent the fact of attack or significantly reduce its dam-
age), real-time (identify the type of attack and filter traf-
fic), and post factum (investigate the incident to improve
the means of protection). Classification by deployment lo-
cation includes protection mechanisms with outer, border
and inner location in the network infrastructure.

Here we follow the classification of DDoS protection
mechanisms based on “areas of responsibility”, in other
words we group approaches by party that takes responsi-
bility for applying countermeasures against DDoS attacks.
The classification includes:

• Protection at the level of information re-
sources management. System administrators of
an organization are responsible for countermeasures.
The effectiveness and reliability of protection are
fully determined by their professional level and net-
work infrastructure capabilities.

• Protection by specialized hardware and soft-
ware products. Responsibility lies with companies
developing hardware and software solutions, and in
this case, protection level can change only with pur-
chasing new equipment or updating software and it
is unlikely to be improved during the attack.

• Protection by involving security services. The
company that provides security services is responsi-
ble for countermeasures. Due to the company’s large
resources it can vary the protection level according
to the situation and use a wide range of protection
measures, for example, the channel capacity can be
increased with growing attack volume.

There is a brief description for each defence mechanism
below; the most prominent business and academia solu-
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tions are named. In Subsection 3.4 we discuss advantages
and disadvantages of the mechanisms in general.

3.1 Protection at the Level of Informa-
tion Resources Management

Protection at the level of information resources manage-
ment includes the analysis of resources demand and bot-
tleneck identification, carrying most of the traffic load in
normal network state. Taking into account peculiarities
of the server and/or network segment load it is possible
to determine potential attack vectors and provide addi-
tional network resources for a client, e.g. extension of the
communication channel bandwidth in advance, increase
of server resources, and allocation of resources between
several devices.

With the development of cloud technologies and host-
ing services usability, it is possible to conclude an agree-
ment on providing a client with the necessary amount of
resource depending on the load on the infrastructure. It
can be a reaction, both to a temporary increase in the
number of legitimate users, and to undesired malicious
requests. Many providers implement a bandwidth cap, a
restriction imposed on the transfer of data over the net-
work, and only a certain type of traffic can consume re-
sources over the time.

Rerouting is another solution that may be used by ISP
providers. Most commonly the “black hole” option is used
— after filtering malicious traffic is sent to a non-existent
interface, which, in effect, leads to its removal. As a result
server resources will not be overloaded, however, incoming
traffic will still overload the communication channel [14,
20].

In terms of network equipment, many routers allow
to configure access control lists (ACLs) to filter out un-
wanted traffic. The settings provide protection against
simple and known DDoS attacks, for example, from ICMP
flood attacks. Also, firewalls can be used as additional
barriers and confine external networks from internal ones.
However the direct protection from DDoS attacks is not
included in their functionality.

3.2 Protection by Specialized Hardware
and Software Products

Most specialized hardware and software solutions use the
concept of protection from DDoS attack “clean pipes”
developed by Cisco Systems. It includes the following
steps:

• Baseline Learning. Traffic profiling with learning
intrinsic traffic characteristics.

• Detection. Identification of attacks and anomalies.

• Diversion. Traffic redirection to the cleaning de-
vice.

• Mitigation. Filtering traffic to mitigate attacks.

• Injection. Entering traffic back into the network
and sending to the client.

Cisco Systems used the technology in their products im-
plemented as separate devices or modules.

The Cisco Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) module,
deployed on a subnet, is able to eliminate the threat of
DDoS attacks that occurs below the location of the sensor
device. The system recognizes different signatures of flood
attacks and then automatically implements countermea-
sures specified for them, such as resetting the connection,
dropping packets so that they do not reach the target,
modifying ACLs on the edge router or the switch next
to the affected zone. IPS can also establish a rationing
policy, i.e. limit the amount of data transferred per unit
of time on the edge router.

The Cisco Guard, the product for DDoS attacks pro-
tection, consists of two components: a traffic anomaly de-
tector (Cisco Traffic Anomaly Detector) and an anomaly
protection tool (Cisco Anomaly Guard). Both compo-
nents can be implemented as server applications, switch
modules or “older” series of Cisco routers (7XXX and
above). During the initial deployment, it is required to
train the system to capture normal traffic parameters.
Subsequently, the trained module is able to detect DDoS
attacks by protocols and functionality, and transmit in-
formation to the Cisco Anomaly Guard in order to take
further action. It should be noted that, although this so-
lution is still on the market, Cisco Systems has stopped
further development in this direction, relying on partner
companies, and does not support the products since 2014.

Arbor Networks, also actively supporting the “clean
pipes” concept, were developing their hardware and soft-
ware solutions in parallel with the analogues from Cisco
Systems. Due to withdraw of the main competitor from
the market Arbor Networks significantly expanded the
product line and took leading positions, both in develop-
ment and in the production of solutions for DDoS attacks
protection. Similarly to the Cisco Guard their products
consists of two main modules:

• Peakflow SP CP is a platform for collecting and ana-
lyzing routing information. It differs from Cisco De-
tector by a feature to control the sampling frequency
in analysis of information flows, which allows to use
Peakflow SP CP in telecom operators networks and
backbone channels.

• Peakflow SP TMS is a threat management system.
It suppresses DDoS attacks by a multistage filtering
procedure rest upon data received from Peakflow SP
CP. Preliminary training of the system is carried out
on the basis of statistical data prepared by the labo-
ratory of ASERT, a subsidiary of Arbor Networks.

The Radware offers a comprehensive protection solution
DefensePro — a device intended to deal with attacks in
real-time including overloading of the Internet channel,
attacks on authorization pages, CDN DDoS attacks and
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Figure 3: Principle scheme for the DDoS attack protec-
tion by involving security services

powerful attacks based on SSL. DefensePro uses a spe-
cially designed hardware platform based on OnDemand
Switch from Radware with support for network band-
widths up to 40 Gbit/s. It has two hardware components
built in:

1) The mechanism for massive DoS and DDoS attacks
defence, as well as bulk attacks without affecting the
legitimate traffic;

2) The mechanism aimed to accelerate the detection of
signatures.

The software of the APSolute Vision device offers central-
ized management, monitoring and reporting on numerous
DefensePro devices. The functions as intrusion detection,
network behavior analysis, protection from DDoS, protec-
tion against SSL attacks are implemented.

3.3 Protection by Involving Security Ser-
vices (SaaS Model)

SaaS model security services can be rendered only by
large companies with a branched network infrastructure.
Kaspersky Lab, one of the leaders in the market, offers
the Kaspersky DDoS Prevention — a protecting com-
plex against most types of DDoS attacks, that appears as
distributed in the Internet infrastructure of data-clearing
centers. The central element of the Kaspersky DDoS Pre-
vention is a sensor installed in the immediate vicinity of
the client’s information infrastructure. The sensor comes
as the software running on a standard x86 architecture
server with Ubuntu operating system, it performs traffic
analysis without redirecting/changing traffic and examin-
ing contents of packages. The statistics is then transferred
to the cloud infrastructure of the Kaspersky DDoS Pre-
vention, where customer-specific statistical “profiles” are
created based on the collected metadata. The profiles re-
flect information exchange patterns that are typical for
the client taking into account time and calendar fluctua-
tions. Later, during traffic analysis deviations of current
characteristics from the statistical profiles serve as indi-
cators of a possible attack.

The second element of the Kaspersky DDoS Preven-
tion is data-clearing centers connected to the largest In-

ternet highways, they are geographically distributed with
duplication of functionality in each region of presence.
The data-clearing centers are integrated into the cloud
infrastructure, however the traffic passing through them
remains within the original region. If an attack is de-
tected, the infrastructure allows to divide traffic over sev-
eral threads decreasing the attack volume and processing
each thread separately.

Another key mechanism of DDoS defence is traffic fil-
tering on the provider side. The provider does not only
provide an access to the Internet channel, but also filters
out “junk” traffic with help of the Kaspersky DDoS Pre-
vention, including traffic that is generated during most
flood DDoS attacks. This also makes it difficult to merge
DDoS flows into a single powerful attack and reduces the
load on data-clearing centers.

If during monitoring of the current traffic deviations
from the client‘s statistical profiles are observed, a warn-
ing signal is sent to the DDoS expert of Kaspersky Lab on
duty. In case the expert confirms the fact of the attack,
the client is notified and the malicious traffic is rerout-
ing to data-clearing centers. Next, the type of attack is
determined and type- and resource-specific clearing rules
are applied. Traffic comes to servers of data-clearing cen-
ters, where filtering by a set of characteristics is applied,
e.g., filtering by blacklisting IP addresses, geography, ac-
cording to statistical criteria or information from HTTP
headers. During filtering the sensor continues to analyze
client‘s incoming traffic and if signs of a DDoS attack
are still observed, the sensor reports this to data-clearing
centers, and the traffic become a subject to in-depth be-
havioral and signature filtering. Thus, especially complex
attacks such as HTTP flood can be detected and neutral-
ized during which the common actions of users on the site
are simulated.

When the attack is over, the traffic is again redirected
to the client’s servers. The Kaspersky DDoS Prevention
switches to the standby mode, and the client is provided
with detailed report on the incident including a descrip-
tion of the attack progress, diagrams illustrating traffic
dynamics, and geographical distribution of attack sources.
Another company in the field is the Qrator Labs. The fil-
tering nodes of Qrator Labs are connected to the channels
of the largest backbone Internet providers in the USA,
Russia, Western and Eastern Europe, and Southeast Asia.
The network infrastructure is designed for extreme loads,
and an attack on one of the resources should not affect
the performance of other resources.

The filtering nodes use the BGP anycast technology
to announce their IP addresses. If there is a need to
protect client subnets, the corresponding client prefixes
can be added to the BGP anycast. Traffic of clients con-
stantly, regardless of the presence/absence of an attack,
goes through the Qrator Labs network and is analyzed.
“Clean” traffic is redirected to the protected site. This
technology allows the filtration nodes to determine which
traffic profiles are typical for each resource, and in the
event of any deviations, respond immediately. All nodes
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of the Qrator Labs network work independently, and if
there is a failure of one of them, the traffic of the protected
site will not be lost. It will automatically be redirected
to the nearest filtering node.

3.4 Practical Aspects of Countermea-
sures Application

Companies choose defence strategies against DDoS at-
tacks depending on the criticality of protected resources,
available financial means, and company-specific security
policies. There is no universal tool suitable for every or-
ganization. For some cases it will be fair enough to find a
qualified stuff for information resources management and
entrust network attack protection on it. Later on with
business improvement or changes in security policies the
protection level can be enforced by more convenient so-
lutions. So, each of the proposed protection mechanisms
has its advantages associated with flexibility of use, cost
and quality of the staff, but also all of them have a number
of substantial shortcomings.

Choosing a solution based on the protection at the
level of information resources management one could ex-
perience its economic inexpediency, caused by spending
money on processing traffic including malicious requests.
In addition, legitimate and illegitimate traffic are treated
the same, so useful traffic can also be rejected by mistake.
Thus, protection by sustainable information resources
management allows only to “absorb” DDoS-attacks of low
intensity due to a well-designed infrastructure, but does
not provide any countermeasures to serious threats. For
example, if a DDoS attack is used as diversion for infor-
mation stealing, there will be no proper actions to prevent
data leaks.

Software and hardware solutions are less flexible than
other protection systems in some aspects. They are highly
dependent on updating and can easily become outdated
for newly developed attacks. During a DDoS attack soft-
ware and hardware products provide just few options to
control defence mechanisms and if they fail to negate the
attack there is no additional countermeasures. Also, for
some companies the price for software and hardware so-
lutions, their maintenance and updates is unaffordable.

Protection from DDoS involving security services
is only suitable for very large companies, including
providers. The efficiency of these solutions is achieved
through the redistribution of computing resources in-
volved in the overall system of protection. However there
is no assurance that applied clearing algorithms are ap-
propriate and optimal in each case.

4 In-depth Traffic Analysis and
Intellectual Systems

Algorithms for in-depth traffic analysis and intellec-
tual systems represent an advanced field of science and
technology, they are developed exponentially and bring

promising result for modern challenges in the network
security. The methods often serve as mathematical ba-
sis for solutions offered by major IT-companies in the
field. However they could be possibly used independently
for network traffic monitoring and network infrastructure
maintenance.

There are two distinct strategies for in-depth traf-
fic analysis: comparison of network traffic characteris-
tics with known templates of attacks (misuse detection
systems) and tracing of deviations from common sys-
tem states (anomaly detection systems). Currently, most
studies are aimed at developing anomaly detection meth-
ods. Attackers by all means try to complicate cyberat-
tacks detection and bypass security systems, for exam-
ple, by adding random packets in malicious traffic or us-
ing special algorithms for botnets exploitation. There-
fore, methods for misuse detection, and methods for
anomaly detection require sophisticated intellectual algo-
rithms. Both strategies are discussed in details below.

4.1 Misuse Detection Systems

For misuse detection it is required to determine some ab-
normal states of the network and describe their charac-
teristics. For each type of attacks a specific pattern, so-
called attack signature, is created taking into account the
basic parameters of the attack. Any state of the system
that does not match any of known patterns is considered
normal.

Misuse detection systems have high speed and rela-
tively high accuracy, however, in most cases they only
able to detect already known attacks. So the relevance of
the system training set is extremely important for good
detection performance. If the attack is characterized by
a previously unknown set of system parameters, in other
words, does not correspond to any of specified signatures,
then the attack will be missed. Another drawback of mis-
use detection systems — these methods require significant
amounts of memory for storing signature databases.

As primary characteristics of traffic data streams, the
number of packets from different sources, the amount
of incoming traffic, the amount of incoming UDP traf-
fic, the amount of incoming TCP traffic, etc., can be
used. Some works propose to apply the basic statis-
tics, i.e. logical or algebraic functions of initial param-
eters, to form secondary characteristics. Well-known de-
tection methods differ in approaches to the formation of
a space of secondary characteristics that well describe
the flows of telemetric traffic data, as well as measures
of comparison of these characteristics. As a comparison
measure for secondary characteristics, Shannon entropy
variants, collision entropy or Renyi’s quadratic entropy,
Kulback-Leibler discrepancy, generalized entropy or in-
formation distance, Jeffreys divergence, squared Hellinger
distance and Sibson’s information radius are most often
used [4, 27,38,49].
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4.2 Anomaly Detection Systems

Anomaly detection systems try to establish the normal
state of the system or its elements, for example, a specific
user or a service. If a profile of normal network system
functioning is determined, than any system state that is
significantly different from the created profile will be de-
fined as anomalous, and a warning for the administrator
will be generated. The main advantage of anomaly detec-
tion systems is the ability to detect previously unknown
DDoS attacks. There is no need to collect, describe and
store all types attacks: every system behaviour deviating
from common usual will be considered as unwanted and
malicious.

However, in contrast to misuse detection systems
anomaly detection techniques have worse performance:
It shows less accuracy in detection and is memory-
consuming, since there is a need to store statistics on large
volumes of legitimate traffic. There are a set of possible
normal system states if the traffic characteristics are dis-
tributed unequally over week, month or year (for example,
e-shops traffic will be significantly different for periods of
sales and after presentation of new collection than in or-
dinary days) and this information have to be properly
saved and addressed in future. Also a problem may oc-
cur if the protected resource become extremely popular
in a short period of time. Then detection systems by mis-
take can consider situation as potentially dangerous and
block incoming traffic, as consequences legitime users will
partly or totally lost the access to the resource. The effect
is known as flash crowds. It is required to apply subtle
sensitive algorithms to not confuse flash crowds with ma-
licious traffic.

4.3 Algorithms for In-depth Traffic Anal-
ysis

Intelligent systems can be built on the basis of various
methods of data mining and machine learning, both ap-
proaches specified in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 are applied
for them. The range of methods used is quite wide, to
demonstrate the possible directions of intellectual systems
development we name a number of works studied various
techniques applied to the problem.

For traffic anomaly detection based on deviations from
templates of normal system states many techniques have
been applied, including principal component analysis [30],
wavelets [43], histogram-based modelling [26], support
vector machines [7, 48], detection of shifts in spatial-
temporal traffic patterns [51]. For more in-depth analysis
secondary characteristics are used, they are formed as log-
ical [12], entropy [38], correlation [50] and structural [15]
functions of primary traffic characteristics. Various prob-
ability measures and special metrics are used to differen-
tiate DDoS attacks from legitimate traffic (including the
effect of flash crowds) [8, 21].

Signature analysis, implemented for detecting DDoS
attacks, requires to accumulate measurable amount of

data for all diverse attacks types and is similar to analo-
gous virus detection tools [33]. A compact and effective
technique for formation of network protocols fingerprints
was proposed in work [12], preliminary result demon-
strated accurate traffic classification.

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are widely used as
a part of complex DDoS detection and protection sys-
tems. The ability to identify hidden regularities in packets
data and create accurate pattern recognition system make
them attractive for researchers. However, the accuracy of
ANN mainly relies on the relevance of the training set.
Chen et al. [10] reported high accuracy for an algorithm
judging legitime users behaviour from malicious traffic
based on auto Turing test and ANN. In work [16] ANN
were successfully applied for estimation of the attacking
botnet size. Saied et al. [39] presented an ANN algorithm
for TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols attacks detection
based on characteristic traffic patterns. Packets headers
were used for training process including source addresses,
ID and sequence numbers coupled with source destination
port numbers. The algorithm achieved 98% accuracy and
performed well on unknown attacks: it failed to detect
less than 5% of new attacks from the testing set.

Another approach is relying on the group-related
anomalous behavior that botnet exhibits in contrary
to normal random communication of ordinary resource
users. Traffic source IPs [3] and packet IDs [46] devia-
tions could be used for easy to implement and low cost
DDoS detection methods. Chen & Lin [9] proposed a de-
tection system that efficiently identifies anomalous traffic
by patterns in hosts homogenous response and group ac-
tivity. The system applies two-level correlation analysis
to reveal sets of hosts with same communication pattern
over a long duration, and it may detect malicious traf-
fic produced by even small number of infected hosts. In
works [2,13,31,45,47] different clustering techniques were
used to group malicious traffic packets and detect bots.

It is challenging to find works describing algorithms for
the formation of a space of secondary characteristics, cor-
responding to the dynamic nature of the network informa-
tion channel. In the works mentioned above network traf-
fic is considered as a set of static values (e.g., packets per
second) without taking into account the dynamic struc-
ture of network traffic. In fact, any information channels
and their traffic conditions appear to be dynamical sys-
tems [28]. We believe, that for their adequate description
it is necessary to consider the rates of change in pack-
ets flows, and not just the instantaneous values of their
loads. Also algorithms allowing automatic adjustment of
threshold values of secondary characteristics are rare im-
plemented. It leads to the ongoing need of manual setting
of these threshold values and, as a result, to errors in the
identification of attack types. No work has been found
with preset probabilities of type I and type II errors for
identification of attack types.
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Figure 4: Principle scheme for application of intellectual
algorithms in DDoS attack protection systems

4.4 Principle Scheme for Intellectual
Methods Application

The intellectual methods discussed above can be imple-
mented both in hardware and software solutions, and in
the SaaS model security. Intellectual component can be
introduced into the protection mechanism as a separate
module. Most of these solutions are based on a similar
generalized architecture which includes:

1) Network sensors. providing recording of traffic
characteristics and revealing some of their patterns;

2) Components controlling module. providing in-
teractions between all modules of the system, as well
as being an element of interaction between systems
for responding to emerging threats and an interface
for the system operator;

3) Decision-making module. determining whether
a package belongs to legitimate or malicious traffic
based on identified features;

4) Data storage module. containing both signatures
for legitimate and malicious traffic detected earlier;

5) Correlation analysis module. inspecting for sig-
nificance newly detected network features, analysing
data obtained earlier for current set of features from
the decision-making module.

As a basis for decision-making modules and correla-
tion analysis modules researchers use almost the entire
spectrum of intellectual decision-making methods.

All of the intelligent algorithms discussed above can be
used in various combinations within the overall detection
complex. The entire architecture remains the same, but
the decision module can be built both on the basis of
parallel and sequential study of traffic for the presence
of anomalies and their typing. It generally increases the

accuracy of incoming information processing, however it
may possibly affect the processing speed.

5 Conclusions

DDoS attacks are becoming more sophisticated and mas-
sive and cause significant damage to loyal users. The de-
velopment of attacking techniques is very dynamic and
does not keep up with the general pace of development
in information technologies. The work aimed at analyz-
ing recent years development of DDoS attacks in order to
identify trends with most significant adverse effects to the
network infrastructure.

Scientific articles studying DDoS attacks evolution and
protection mechanisms against them may lag to some ex-
tent and do not reflect the current state of affairs. In
addition, this problem is so extensive that research works
has become narrowly focused: many articles are devoted
to solving one specific problem that arises in a certain
situation providing detailed techniques and their appli-
cations. To be up-to-date with the last trends in DDoS
attacks development it is required to monitor research re-
ports by top IT companies publishing recent statistics and
key accidents quarterly or annually as well.

The number of devices connected to the Internet is
growing day by day giving wider opportunities for intrud-
ers to create large botnets and conduct massive DDoS
attacks. The main promising direction for development
of DDoS attacks protection systems is their consistency
and intellectualization. In this regard, it becomes urgent
to develop methods and algorithms for filtering traffic
based on in-depth analysis using intelligent systems al-
lowing such analysis for large traffic volumes (more than
100 Gbit/s). Probably different approaches should be
combined together for development of new-generation in-
tellectual protection systems taking best from already ex-
isting solutions. It could be concluded from the analysis of
research articles that there is a tendency to study network
traffic as dynamical system with parameters changing in
time. Most of the algorithms take in consideration only
primary traffic characteristics, however, the study of sec-
ondary characteristics may assure DDoS attacks detection
using less amount of data or shorter time intervals com-
pared to classical approaches. This hypothesis requires
additional research.
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Abstract

In view of the privacy protection and shadow effect of
wireless body area network (WBAN), we propose a secure
and reliable data transmission scheme. In the first place,
on the basis of the characteristics of WBAN, we propose
a reasonable relay transmission strategy, which uses the
time-varying model to model the channel and select the
relay node based on the principle of load balancing, to
solve the problem of how reasonable and efficient use of
relay nodes, thus improving the energy efficiency of relay
transmission. In addition, in order to solve the problem
of secure transmission of physical data in WBAN, a new
authentication and key agreement protocol is proposed.
Through in-depth analysis, it is verified that the proposed
scheme conforms to the highest security level defined by
IEEE 802.15.6 body area network standard, which can en-
sure the confidentiality and integrity of information while
satisfying the demand of data reliability, and has high ap-
plication value.

Keywords: Load Balancing; Privacy Protection; Reliabil-
ity; Time-Varying Model; Wireless Body Area Network

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of wireless
communications, micro-sensor equipment and artificial in-
telligence, an emerging, human-centered wireless sensor
network-wireless body area network (WBAN) came into
being. WBAN is mainly composed of a variety of sen-
sor nodes attached to the human body that continuously
perceive human physiological data and a coordinator that
collects and processes various perceived data.

Due to the asymmetry between the coordinator and
the sensor nodes, a standard single-hop star topology is
widely used in traditional WBAN. However, in the actual
situation, the human body will cause the wireless link be-
tween the sensor node and the coordinator to be blocked,
resulting in reduced data transmission reliability. In or-
der to reduce the shadow effect of the human body on

the channel, the use of relay transmission mechanism can
greatly reduce the link outage probability.

However, the introduction of a relay transmission
mechanism will bring additional energy overhead, which
will further shorten the lifetime of WBAN. Therefore, how
to use the relay node reasonably and efficiently is great
importance to improve the energy efficiency of relay trans-
mission. In addition, WBAN in the transmission of data,
security is also very important. Since the data trans-
mitted by WBAN are physiological parameters that are
closely related to the human body, the confidentiality and
integrity of the data are indispensable.

In order to ensure the reliability and security of data
transmission in WBAN, we propose a secure and reliable
data transmission scheme for WBAN. The main contri-
butions of the scheme are the following:

1) Using the time-varying model to establish the wire-
less human body channel, according to the time-
varying prediction model to determine whether the
sensor node needs to allocate the relay node, to solve
the problem of relay timing judgment.

2) A relay transmission strategy based on load balanc-
ing is proposed to solve the problem of relay node
selection and improve the energy efficiency.

3) According to the transmission mode of different links,
this paper proposes a new authentication and key
agreement protocol, which solves the problem of data
security transmission.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work. Section 3 describes the sys-
tem model and design goals. Section 4 presents this pro-
posed safety and reliability scheme. Section 5 describes
the safety analysis, and Section 6 describes the simulation
results. Summarized in Section 7.
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2 Related Work

A large number of personal data collected by WBAN are
important information about the security and privacy of
users, and it is of great significance to explore how to
ensure that these data are transmitted securely to the
relevant medical institutions. In the literature [3,19], the
security requirements of WBAN are analyzed, and the
security objectives of WBAN system are mainly to en-
sure the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and fresh-
ness of the data. Because the sensor nodes have strict
low power limits, it is challenging to meet these security
requirements. If the use of complex security encryption
measures, will inevitably lead to excessive energy con-
sumption, and easy to affect the normal communication
of the sensor nodes. IEEE 802.15.6 body area network
standard defines a multi-level security level of communi-
cation, each of which corresponds to a different level of
protection and frame format [15]:

1) Level 0: Unsafe communication, no data is authen-
ticated during communication, and no integrity pro-
tection;

2) Level 1: Only authentication, data transmission in
the security authentication mode, but the data is not
encrypted;

3) Level 2: Authentication and encryption, which is the
highest security level of communication mode. In or-
der to ensure the safe transmission of data, the litera-
ture [28,30] through asymmetric encryption technol-
ogy to encrypt the data, but these schemes have high
computational complexity, not suitable for WABN.
Literature [13, 16] proposed a number of lightweight
security encryption scheme, which can effectively en-
sure the safe transmission of private data, but these
methods require a large storage space and does not
meet the reliability of the data. In addition, in or-
der to resist the presence of attacks in WBAN, the
literature [9,20] proposed to use the time-varying hu-
man physiological signal to establish the symmetric
key, reduces the key management of symmetric en-
cryption algorithm, but this method is limited to the
human body sensor symmetry of the network topol-
ogy.

On the other hand, the traditional WBAN usually uses
the standard star topology to transmit the data, but in
the actual process, because of the shadow effect of the
human body structure, in the signal transmission process
will cause great path loss [2, 23]. In order to optimize
the topology of WBAN, the relay nodes can be intro-
duced into the network to improve the reliability of data.
Gorce et al. [10] conducted a theoretical study on the re-
liability of relay transmission mechanism in WBAN, and
then compared the relay transmission mechanism with
the single-link transmission mechanism and the two-hop
transmission mechanism respectively. It is proved that
WBAN adopts relay transmission mechanism can be more

effective than the other two mechanisms to improve reli-
ability. Errico et al. [6] proposed a performance evalua-
tion method of relay transmission mechanism for WBAN,
and based on the measured data of the wireless human
body channel under the daily activities of the human
body, it is proved that relay transmission mechanism can
greatly reduce the link outage probability. However, the
literature [6, 10] does not give the specific implementa-
tion strategy of relay transmission in WBAN. Abbasi et
al. [1] proposed a relay transmission strategy to improve
the reliability of WBAN. The strategy uses a dynamic
contention-based relay node selection mechanism, that is,
the first relay node that makes feedback on the request
from the source node is selected as the relay node of the
source node. The results show that the strategy can ef-
fectively improve the reliability of transmission while re-
ducing the delay. Hara et al. [12] also proposed a relay
transmission strategy to improve the communication reli-
ability of WBAN. This strategy is based on the principle
of ?low interrupt correlation? to make a more reason-
able choice of relay nodes. The results show that this
kind of relay node selection method can improve the reli-
ability in the weaker dynamic scenario. Although the re-
search [1,12] proposed a specific relay transmission strat-
egy for WBAN, they only verified the reliability of the
strategy and did not examine the energy efficiency of the
strategy. The study [18] evaluated the energy consump-
tion of the proposed relay transmission strategy and found
the high energy consumption problem of the relay node,
but did not give the corresponding solution to the prob-
lem.

By analyzing and summarizing the above research re-
sults, we can see that only symmetric encryption technol-
ogy is suitable for WBAN sensor nodes with low power
consumption and limited storage resources. In addition,
the main reason for the high energy consumption of relay
nodes is that the relay nodes are not allocated reasonably
in the relay transmission process. Therefore, in this pa-
per, we propose a load balancing based relay transmission
strategy to solve the problem of high energy consumption
of relay nodes. At the same time, combined with the pro-
posed authentication and key agreement mechanism, it
provides the security guarantee for data transmission.

3 System Models and Design
Goals

3.1 Network Model

WBAN mainly includes intra-body and extra-body two
parts of the application structure, as shown in Figure 1.
In this paper, we mainly study the safety and reliabil-
ity of intra-body network. The intra-body part is mainly
composed of a coordinator and each sensor node attached
to the human body surface. Each sensor node contin-
uously senses physiological information and periodically
transmits the perceived data to the coordinator. The co-
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Figure 1: Wireless body area network application struc-
ture diagram

ordinator is responsible for collecting the data perceived
by each sensor node and then processing and transmit-
ting the data to the external network. The extra-body
part mainly includes base stations, communication net-
works and remote servers. The coordinator sends the
collected physiological information to the base station in
extra-body, and the base station sends the information to
the remote storage server through the external network.

3.2 Channel Model

In the study, based on the recommendation of the IEEE
802.15.6 Working Group [8], we use the time-varying
model [5] to model the channel. The short-term average
channel gain Ḡ(n) is a random variable that describes the
slow fading characteristics of channel due to the human
shadow effect. Based on the statistical analysis of a large
number of measured channel gains, it is proved that the
short-term average channel gain Ḡ(n) follows the normal
distribution:

Ḡ(n) |dB∼ N(µS, σ
2
S). (1)

Where S is a specific application scenario, µS and σ2
S

are the mean and standard deviation for the specific sce-
nario, respectively. Assume that the link between the
sensor nodes Si and Sj is denoted as Sij and the short-
term average channel gain of the link is represented by
the random variable Ḡij . The random variables Ḡij(mi)
and Ḡij(mi +k) represent the average channel gain of the
link in slot mi and slot mi + k, respectively. According
to Equation (1), the two random variables are Normal
distribution:

Ḡij |dB∼ N(µij , σ
2
ij), Ḡij(mi + k) |dB∼ N(µij , σ

2
ij). (2)

Due to the temporal autocorrelation of the channel,
there is a certain temporal correlation between the two
variables, so their joint probability distributions can be
expressed as follows:

(Ḡij(mi), Ḡij(mi + k)) |dB∼ N(µij , µij , σ
2
ij , σ

2
ij , ρij(k)),

ρij(k) =
E{[Ḡi(mi)− µij ][Ḡi(mi + k)− µij]}

σij2

(3)

We call Equation (3) denote the time-varying model,
where ρij(k) represents the correlation coefficient between
Ḡij(mi) and Ḡij(mi + k). Under the premise of known
Ḡij(mi), the probability distribution of the random vari-
able Ḡi(mi + k) can be obtained by further derivation:

Ḡi(mi + k) |dB∼N((1− ρi(k)) · µi + ρi(k) · Ḡi(mi),

(1− ρi2(k))σ2
i ).

(4)

Equation (4) shows that the outage probability
Pouti(mi + k) in the next transmission slot can be pre-
dicted based on the channel state Ḡi(mi) in the current
time slot:

Pouti(mi + k) = Prob(P̄i(mi + k) < P̄ ∗)

= Prob(Ḡi(mi + k) + Pt < P̄ ∗)

= Prob(Ḡi(mi + k) < Ḡ∗)

=

∫ Ḡ∗

−∞
f(Ḡi(mi + k))dḠi

= φ(
Ḡ∗ − (1− ρi(k)) · µi − ρi(k) · Ḡi(mi)√

(1− ρi2(k)) · σi
)

(5)

We call Equation (5) denote the time-varying predic-
tion model, where P̄i(mi + k) represents the average re-
ceived signal power, P̄ ∗ represents the predefined receive
power threshold, Ḡ∗ is expressed as the link interrupt
threshold, and satisfies Ḡ∗ = P̄ ∗ − Pt, f(Ḡi(mi + k) de-
notes the probability density function of Ḡi(mi + k), and
φ(·) denotes the standard normal distribution function.

3.3 Threat Model

Because of the openness of wireless communication and
the importance of transmitting information, WBAN is
vulnerable to attack. These security threats are mainly
from the following attacks.

Eavesdropping attacks: Since the openness of wireless
channel transmission, so the attacker can eavesdrop
any messages transmitted between nodes and obtains
sensitive or valuable information by analysis.

Tampering attack: An attacker can remove or replace
the eavesdropping message, and then send the tam-
pered message to the original recipient to achieve
some illegal purpose.

Camouflage attack: If the attacker eavesdropped to the
legitimate sensor node or coordinator identity infor-
mation, then he can be disguised as a legal node
through the identity information to deceive.

Replay attack: The attacker to use network monitor-
ing or other ways to steal data packets and resend a
destination host has received packets, to achieve the
purpose of deception system.

Man-in-the-middle attack: The attacker use a variety of
technologies to intercept network data flow, and then
to steal the information and illegal tampering, thus
deceiving both ends of the authorized client.
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Denial of service attack: An attacker sends a large num-
ber of packets to consume the network bandwidth
and resources of the target server so that it can run
out of power and can not continue to work.

3.4 Design Goals

In WBAN, because of the particularity of node structure,
the particularity of function and the particularity of its
application environment, WBAN not only to meet the ba-
sic security objectives of the network, but also to ensure
the reliability of the data. A secure and reliable WBAN
architecture should be able to provide the following ser-
vices.

Data reliability: Due to the particularity of the wire-
less human channel, the human body’s own blocking
effect on the wireless channel will lead to a strong
shadow effect, thus reducing the arrival rate of data
packets, affecting the reliability of data.

Data confidentiality: Patient information in the trans-
mission process should be encrypted, can not directly
to the user’s privacy information leaked to internal
or external users.

Data integrity: If there is no relevant security mecha-
nism to protect the integrity of the data, the attacker
is easy to tamper with or forge the original data seg-
ment to destroy the integrity of the data.

Authentication: Since the coordinator collects the per-
ceptual information from each sensor node in the
body, the coordinator must have the ability to vali-
date the data source.

4 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose a secure and reliable data
transmission scheme for WBAN. First of all, the scheme
uses the time-varying prediction model to judge the relay
timing, and then select the relay node according to the
principle of load balancing to ensure the energy efficiency
of relay transmission on the premise of reliability. At the
same time, according to the different ways of link trans-
mission, respectively, a two-party and three-party authen-
tication and key agreement protocol are proposed to en-
sure the secure communication of data.

4.1 Judgment of Relay Timing

In the time-varying model, the coordinator C determines
whether or not a relay node needs to be assigned to the
sensor node in the next superframe according to the chan-
nel state. We use the typical TDMA superframe structure
to allocate time slots, as shown in Figure 2, each super-
frame is divided into three parts, namely, the transmission
period, the forwarding period and the sleep period. Dur-
ing the transmission period, the sensor node sends the

Figure 2: TDMA superframe structure

perceptual data to the coordinator and the relay node in
the allocated time slot. During the forwarding period,
the relay node will forward the received packets to the
coordinator C within the allocated forwarding time slot.
During sleep, all nodes go to sleep.

It is assumed that the sensor node Si has transmit-
ted the data to the coordinator C in the mi-th time slot
of the current superframe. The coordinator C obtains
the average channel gain value of the link Si − C in the
current transmission slot according to the RSSI (received
signal strength indicator) value of the received packet, de-
noted Ḡi(mi). If the coordinator C assigns the (mi+k)-th
time slots in the next superframe as the next transmis-
sion slot to Si, the outage probability Pouti(mi + k) in
the next transmission slot can be predicted according to
Equation (6):

Pouti(mi + k) =

∫ Ḡ∗

−∞
f(Ḡi(mi + k))dḠi

= φ(
Ḡ∗ − (1− ρi(k)) · µi − ρi(k) · Ḡi(mi)√

(1− ρi2(k)) · σi
)

(6)

Where f(Ḡi(mi + ki)) is the probability density func-
tion of the random variable Ḡi(mi+k). When the coordi-
nator C calculates the outage probability Pouti(mi + k),
it is possible to determine whether Si needs to allocate
the relay node in the next transmission slot according to
Equation (7):{
Pouti(mi + k) > σ, allocate relay nodes

Pouti(mi + k) ≤ σ, do not allocate relay nodes
(7)

Where δ is the predefined threshold for relay allocation.

4.2 Selection of Relay Node

Suppose there are N sensor nodes, denoted as R =
{Si | i = 1, 2, · · · , N}. The coordinator C predicts the
link quality of the next transmission slot of the sensor
node set R according to Equation (7) to obtain the set
R1 = {Si | PoutSi

> δ, Si ∈ R} that needs to allocate the
relay node and the set R2 =

{
Sj | PoutSj < δ, Sj ∈ R

}
that does not need to allocate the relay node. For each
sensor node in the set R1, we use load balancing principle
to allocate the relay nodes to maximize the energy effi-
ciency of the relay nodes. Assume that the coordinator
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Figure 3: Relay transmission model based on load bal-
ancing

C needs to allocate a relay node for the sensor node Si.
First, the node Si needs to broadcast a request so that
the node who received the request will upload the unique
identifier id and the remaining energy ERes to the coor-
dinator C. The coordinator C obtains the node set R3

which makes the request feedback, and then performs the
intersection operation with R2 to get the candidate set of
relay nodes R4:

R4 = R2 ∩R3 (8)

Finally, the coordinator C allocates the lowest cost
node as the optimal relay node to Si according to the
residual energy ERes of the node in the candidate set R4,
thus extending the network lifetime. Figure 3 shows a
simple diagram based on load balancing relay transmis-
sion model in which it is assumed that the residual energy
EResj the relay node Sj is greater than the residual energy
EResk the relay node Sk, so the coordinator C chooses Sj

as the optimal relay node to allocate to Si. When the link
Si − C and the link Si − Sj − C are interrupted at the
same time, the joint link of Si is interrupted. Therefore,
the outage probability Pouti (j) of Si is:

Pouti(j)

= Prob(Ḡi(mi) < Ḡ∗)× Prob(Ḡij(mi) < Ḡ∗)

+ Prob(Ḡi(mi) < Ḡ∗)× Prob(Ḡij(mi) ≥ Ḡ∗)
× Prob(Ḡj(mi + k) < Ḡ∗)

(9)

4.3 Secure Transmission of Messages

After the coordinator C assigns the relay node to the sen-
sor node Si, Si uploads the perceptual data to C. During
data upload, the sensor node Si and the coordinator C
need to perform authentication and key agreement to en-
sure the security of data transmission. The system needs
to be initialized before the key agreement. Therefore, we

divide the data security transmission into system initial-
ization phase, authentication and key agreement phase
and data transmission phase.

4.3.1 System Initialization Phase

In the initialization phase, the system administrator (SA)
needs to deploy some parameters for each sensor node Si

and coordinator C. The specific steps are as follows:

Step 1: SA assigns a unique identifier idi and idc to each
sensor node Si and coordinator C.

Step 2: SA selects a preshared key Kic for each sensor
node Si and coordinator C.

Step 3: SA defines a one-way hash function h(·) and a
keyed message authentication code MACk(·).

Step 4: SA selects a symmetric encryption algorithm
Ek(·) and a pseudo-random function f(·).

Step 5: Finally, SA assigns the parameters {Kic, H(·),
MACk(·), Ek(·), f(·)} to Si and C.

4.3.2 Authentication and Key Agreement Phase

In the single link transmission process, we assume that
the sensor node Si communicates with the coordinator
C. The proposed two-party authentication and key agree-
ment protocol for single link transmission is shown in Fig-
ure 4. In the relay transmission process, it is assumed
that the sensor node Si communicates with the coordina-
tor C through a relay node Sj . The proposed three-party
authentication and key agreement protocol for relay link
transmission is shown in Figure 5, described as follows:

Step 1: Si Generate a random number k, calculate x =
EncKic(idi, k) andH1 = h(idi, k), then send the mes-
sage Mes1 = (idi, x,H1) to Sj .

Step 2: Sj after receiving the message Mes1, calculate
H2 = MACKjc(idi, idj , x,H1) and send messages
Mes2 = (idi, idj , x,H1, H2) to C.

Step 3: C after receiving the message Mes2, calculate
H∗2 = MACKjc(idi, idj , x,H1) and verify that H∗2 =
H2 is equal. If the authentication fails, stop the
session, otherwise C decrypt DecKic

(x) = idi, k,
and then calculate H∗1 = h(idi, k) and verify that
H∗1 = H1 is equal. If the authentication fails, stop
the session, otherwise C will generate a random num-
ber r ∈ Zp, calculate SK = f(k, r, idi, idc,Kic),
y = EncKic

(idi, r), H3 = h(idi, k, r) and H4 =
MACKjc

(idi, idj , idc, y,H3), and finally send the
message Mes3 = (idi, idj , idc, y,H3, H4) to Sj .

Step4: Sj after receiving the message Mes3, calculate
H∗4 = MACKjc

(idi, idj , idc, y,H3) and verify that
H∗4 = H4 is equal. If equal, send the message
Mes4 = (idi, idc, y,H3) to Si.
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Figure 4: Two-party authentication and key agreement protocol for single link transmission

Figure 5: Three-party authentication and key agreement protocol for relay link transmission
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Step 5: Si after receiving the message Mes4, decrypt
DecKic(y) = idi, r and calculate H∗3 = h(idi, k, r),
and then verify that H∗3 = H3 is equal. If
equal, calculate the temporary session key SK =
f(k, r, idi, idc,Kic).

4.3.3 Data Transmission Phase

After the sensor node Si, the relay node Sj and the coordi-
nator C complete authentication and temporary session
key establishment, the sensor node Si uses SK to en-
crypt the perceptual data M to obtain ESK(M,h(M)),
and then through the relay node Sj transmitted to coor-
dinator C. Coordinator C decrypts the data to get M .

5 Security Analysis and Proof

Theorem 1. The proposed scheme can provide mutual
authentication.

Proof. In our scheme, the coordinator C can authenti-
cate the sensor node Si and the relay node Sj by the
preshared key Kic and Kjc, respectively. At the same
time, Si and Sj can also authenticate C through Kic and
Kjc. Therefore, our solutions are able to provide mutual
authentication.

Theorem 2. The proposed scheme can resist denial of
service attacks.

Proof. Denial of service attack is the most common type
of attack on the network. This kind of attack utilizes the
asymmetry of information exchange resources and con-
sumes a large amount of the limited resources of the vic-
tim, thus undermining the network usability. For exam-
ple, an attacker could repeatedly send a forged Mes1 to
C, and in the absence of any protection measures, C will
think that this is the retransmission message Mes1 from
Si. Therefore, C will continue to repeat the calculation
of temporary session key SK, and store all the calculated
SK and the corresponding random number r. But in
our proposed scheme, denial of service attack is invalid.
Since C receives the forged Mes1, it does not generate
and store the random number r and the temporary ses-
sion key SK after verifying H1 failure. Similarly, Si is the
same. Therefore, our scheme can resist denial of service
attacks.

Theorem 3. The proposed scheme can resist man-in-the-
middle attacks.

Proof. Man-in-the-middle attack means that the attacker
can intercept, replace or tamper with the information in
the interaction process. In the proposed scheme, it is
impossible for an attacker to arbitrarily forge and tam-
per with the information, because it can not obtain a
pre-shared key between the sender and the receiver. For
example, suppose an attacker Sk intercepts the interac-
tion between Si and C and replaces the authentication

request (x,Hi) with (y,Hk). However, this man-in-the-
middle attack is still unsuccessful because the attacker
does not have a pre-shared key Kic and can not produce
a correct y = EncKic

(idi, k). Therefore, the proposed
scheme can resist man-in-the-middle attacks.

Theorem 4. The proposed scheme can resist replay at-
tacks.

Proof. Replay attack is the attacker intercepts the mes-
sage before the communication process, and then replays
the intercepted message in the future interactive commu-
nication process. The solution proposed in this paper can
resist the attack because of the addition of random num-
bers k and r to ensure the freshness of the message. If
an attacker replays the previous interactive message, the
interaction will be stopped because the failure of the ran-
dom number verification. In addition, except the sender,
only the receiver can obtain the random number by the
preshared key decryption, and the attacker does not have
a preshared key can not get the random number. There-
fore, the proposed scheme can resist replay attacks.

6 Performance Analysis

In the simulation experiment, we use a commonly WBAN
settings, as shown in Figure 1. The human body wears
five sensor nodes that transmit the perceived data to co-
ordinator C in real time and have a relay forwarding
function. At the same time, the indoor walk as the de-
fault body movement. Correspondingly, reasonable time-
varying model parameters can be determined based on
the measurement results of the wireless body channel
in [5, 10, 21], as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. In ad-
dition, the predetermined reception power threshold P̄ ∗

is set to -85dBm, and the transmission power Pt is set to
-10dBm, which is the recommended transmission power
level of the medical special node. Therefore, the link in-
terrupt threshold Ḡ∗ is -75dB. In the simulation, we use
the superframe structure of the time slot length and su-
perframe length were set to 5ms and 250ms. At the same
time, the same time correlation coefficient ρi is considered
for the link between all sensor nodes and coordinator C,
and Table 1 gives the time correlation coefficient within
500ms. In order to examine the reliability of single link
communication, the outage probability of all direct links
are calculated, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. It can
be seen from Table 1 that the outage probability of link
SRA−C and link SLW −C exceeds 5%, which means that
it is necessary to assign the relay nodes to the two links
to ensure the reliability of communication.

In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed re-
lay transmission strategy, we compare the load balancing
relay transmission strategy with random selection relay
transmission [6], optimal selective relay transmission [7]
and maximum effort relay transmission [12]. At the same
time, we compare the performance of the proposed au-
thentication and key agreement protocol with some typ-
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ical authentication and key agreement protocols. Two-
party authentication and key agreement protocols includ-
ing Guiying protocol [11], Saeed protocol [22], Yi proto-
col [27] and Xie protocol [25], three-party authentication
and key agreement protocols including Lv protocol [17],
Yang protocol [26], He protocol [14] and Chang proto-
col [4].

In the simulation experiment, we use the outage prob-
ability and the lifecycle of relay node to test the proposed
relay transmission strategy, which represent the network
reliability and energy efficiency. The lifecycle of the re-
lay node selects the lifetime of the first relay node as the
lifetime of the network, which reflects the starting time
of network performance deterioration. At the same time,
we use the two metrics of calculation overhead and energy
consumption to evaluate the proposed authentication and
key agreement protocol. The initial energy of each sensor
node is set to 1000mJ/s.

6.1 Outage Probability

Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the relationship between the
outage probability of the link SRA−C and SLW −C using
the relay transmission strategy and the next transmission
time slot. As can be seen from Figure 6 and Figure 7,
the outage probability increases with the increase of the
next transmission time slot. This is because the time cor-
relation coefficient decreases with the transmission time
slot increases. In addition, we can find that the four re-
lay transmission strategies significantly reduce the outage
probability of link SRA−C and link SLW −C, and prove
the efficiency of the relay transmission strategy. It can be
seen from Figure 6 and Figure 7 that the outage proba-
bility of best-effort relay transmission strategy is the low-
est, but the energy consumption of the relay node is the
largest. Figure 7 shows that the outage probability of our
scheme is higher than that of the other three schemes, but
the outage probability of our scheme is no more than 1%,
and the link SLW−C still has high transmission efficiency.

6.2 Relay Node Energy Consumption

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the energy con-
sumption of relay nodes and the lifecycle of four relay
transmission strategies. From the figure we can see that
the lifecycle of best-effort relay transmission strategy is
the shortest, this is because the best-effort relay transmis-
sion strategy assigns all candidate nodes as relay nodes to
the sensor node, thus greatly reducing the service life of
the relay nodes. In addition, it can be seen from the fig-
ure that the lifecycle of load balancing relay transmission
strategy is the longest, which means that the proposed
relay transmission strategy is superior to the other three
strategies in terms of energy efficiency. This is because in
our relay transmission strategy, the coordinator to select
the optimal relay node according to the residual energy of
nodes, thus significantly improving the energy efficiency of

Figure 6: The change curve of the outage probability of
link RA-C with the time slot

Figure 7: The change curve of the outage probability of
link LW-C with the time slot k

relay transmission while ensuring the reliability of trans-
mission.

6.3 Computation Overhead

Before simulating the running time of the protocol, the
running time of the various algorithms used in the pro-
tocol is simulated on the single chip. The simulation en-
vironment is 512KB memory, clocked at 72MHz 32-bit
Cortex-M3 single chip [24]. As shown in Table 3, we run
the simulation time for each operation 100 times to get
the average result.

In this paper, we use AES-128 algorithm for encryption
and decryption, pseudo-random function using HMAC-
SHA256 algorithm to calculate the temporary session key,
hash function using SHA-256 algorithm, message authen-
tication code using HSHA-256 algorithm, random number
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Table 1: Single link parameters for time-varying model in indoor walking scenarios

Link (µi, σi) Prob(Ḡi < −75dB) ρi(5), ρi(10), · · · , ρi(100)
SRA − C (-69.6,6.3) 6.59% 0.95,0.90,0.85,0.80,

0.75,0.70,0.65,0.60,
0.55,0.50,0.45,0.40,
0.35,0.30,0.25,0.20,
0.15,0.10,0.05,0.00.

SRE − C (-68.0,6.2) 4.74%
SLT − C (-66.5,5.5) 2.12%
SLW − C (-63.4,7.9) 5.21%
SRC − C (-57.7,5.2) 0.11%

Table 2: Relay link parameters for time-varying model in indoor walking scenarios

Source node Relay node (µij , σij) Prob(Ḡi < −75dB)

SRA

SRE (-64.4,7.6) 5.28%
SLT (-59.7,7.1) 1.84%
SRC (-71.2,6.2) 8.19%

SLW

SRE (-68.6,7.8) 9.92%
SLT (-65.4,7.1) 4.89%
SRC (-59.7,6.6) 1.23%

Figure 8: The change curve of the energy of relay node
with time t

generation contains three AES-128 encryption and two
XOR operations. When simulating the running time of
the protocol, the intermediate transmission time of the
message is ignored, taking into account only the time at
which it is calculated at both ends. In the process of single
link transmission, we compare the proposed two-party au-
thentication and key agreement protocol with some clas-
sical two-party authentication and key agreement proto-
col. The operation time of each two-party protocol is
shown in Table 4, and the corresponding histogram result
is shown in Figure 9. In the process of relay transmission,
we compare the proposed three-party authentication and
key agreement protocol with some classic three-party au-
thentication and key agreement protocol. The operation
time of each three-party protocol as shown in Table 5, the
corresponding histogram results shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the calculation over-

Figure 9: The computational cost of two-party authenti-
cation and key agreement protocol

head of Guiying protocol, Yi protocol and Xie protocol is
relatively large. We propose that two-party authentica-
tion and key agreement protocol have the shortest running
time in the five protocols, compared to other protocols
is more superior. From Figure 10 we can see that the
proposed three-party authentication and key agreement
protocol is less time-consuming in this comparison of four
protocols. In the other three schemes, the computation
of relay nodes is relatively large, which greatly shortens
the lifetime of nodes, and is not suitable for WBAN.

6.4 Energy Consumption

The energy consumption of encryption operation is used
to evaluate our protocol. For 32-bit Cortex-M3 mi-
crocontroller with 72MHz, the current consumption of
active mode is 36mA [29] at an ambient temperature
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Table 3: Computational time

Notations Operations Computation time (ms)
Tsym Symmetric en/decryption 0.031/0.067
TAsym Asymmetric en/decryption 0.146/1.584
THash One-way hash function 0.032
TRan Random number 0.117
THMAC Keyed message authentication code 0.043
TPse Pseudorandom function 0.156
TExp Modular exponentiation 5.542
TBp Bilinear pairing 14.316
TEcsm Elliptic curve scalar point multiplication 6.697

Figure 10: The computational cost of three-party authen-
tication and key agreement protocol

of 27, and the power consumption of active mode is ap-
proximately 90mW at a voltage of 2.2V. Therefore, ac-
cording to Table 4 and Table 5 running time, we can
calculate the corresponding energy loss. For example,
a sensor node takes 0.031ms to complete the AES-126
encryption operation, the energy consumption is about
0.031ms× 90/1000 = 0.003mJ . The energy consumption
of all schemes is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. From
Figure 10 we can see that the total energy consumption of
the proposed two-party authentication and key agreement
protocol is the smallest, and the calculated energy con-
sumption of the sensor node is also the smallest, and can
meet the limited computing ability of WBAN demand.
From Figure 12 we can see that the proposed three-party
authentication and key agreement protocol of the sensor
nodes, relay nodes and control node are the smallest en-
ergy consumption. In WBAN, the relay node needs to
be used frequently, so the proposed scheme can meet its
needs.

Figure 11: The energy consumption of two-party authen-
tication and key agreement protocol

Figure 12: The energy consumption of three-party au-
thentication and key agreement protocol
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Table 4: Simulation results of two-party authentication and key agreement protocol

Protocols
Computation cost [TRan, TAsym, TSym, TPse, THash, THMAC , TBp, TEcsm]

Sensor node (ms) Controller node (ms) Tatal computation cost (ms) Total energy cost (mJ)
Guiying [21] [1,0,0,0,2,0,1,3] [1,0,0,0,2,0,1,2] 62.413 5.617
Saeed [22] [1,1,0,1,2,1,0,0] [1,1,0,1,2,1,0,0] 2.577 0.232

Yi [23] [1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0] [1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0] 28.93 2.603
Xie [24] [1,0,0,0,2,0,1,2] [1,0,0,0,2,0,1,1] 49.019 4.412

Our [1,0,2,1,2,0,0,0] [1,0,2,1,2,0,0,0] 0.87 0.078

Table 5: Simulation results of three-party authentication and key agreement protocol

Protocols
Computation cost [TRan, TAsym, TSym, TPse, THash, THMAC , TExp, TEcsm]

Sensor node (ms) Relay node (ms) Controller node (ms) Tatal computation
cost (ms)

Total energy cost
(mJ)

Lv [25] [1,0,3,0,1,0,2,0] [2,0,4,0,1,0,2,0] [1,0,3,0,2,0,2,0] 34.338 3.090
Yang [26] [0,0,0,0,3,0,4,0] [0,0,0,0,3,0,4,0] [0,0,0,0,8,0,4,0] 66.952 6.026
He [27] [0,0,2,0,2,0,0,3] [0,0,4,0,1,0,0,1] [0,0,2,0,1,0,0,2] 47.399 4.266

Chang [28] [1,0,0,0,4,0,0,0] [2,0,0,0,11,0,0,0] [1,0,0,0,10,0,0,0] 1.268 0.114
Our [1,0,2,1,2,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,] [1,0,2,1,2,2,0,0] 1.042 0.094

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a new security and reliability scheme is
proposed based on the channel characteristics of WBAN.
Through the use of time slot allocation and load balanc-
ing relay transmission strategy to realize the reliability
transmission of data. Then, in the process of data trans-
mission, a new authentication and key agreement proto-
col is proposed for single-link transmission and relay link
transmission mode respectively, which ensures the secu-
rity transmission of data. Through the security analy-
sis, we prove that the proposed scheme meets the high
security level requirements of communication. The sim-
ulation results show that our transmission strategy can
improve the reliability of data transmission with low com-
putational cost and energy consumption.
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Abstract

Many remote user authentication schemes have been de-
signed and developed to establish secure and authorized
communication between the users and the sever over an
insecure channel. By employing a secure remote user
authentication scheme, the users and the server can au-
thenticate each other and utilize advanced services. In
2012, Hsieh and Leu proposed a remote user authentica-
tion scheme. However, we review and analyze Hsieh and
Leu’s scheme and find that their scheme can’t provide
user anonymity and is vulnerable to slow wrong password
detection, masquerading attack and password guessing
attack. In order to solve these drawbacks, we propose
a security-improved authentication scheme which can re-
sist all attacks above. Finally, security formal analysis
of the proposed scheme using Burrows-Abadi-Needham
logic (BAN-logic) is given, which indicates that the pro-
posed scheme can protect against several possible types
of attacks with only a slightly high computational cost.

Keywords: Authentication; Hash Function; Masquerading
Attack; User Anonymity

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the internet, computer ap-
plications have penetrated into all areas of society, which
provide us a lot of services and bring conveniences to our
life and work. However, it also brings many negative ef-
fects such as the fortified ability of attackers via the inter-
net. At the same time, information security has become
an important issue. In order to protect the security of
information, many scholars have proposed some authen-
tication schemes to establish secure and authorized com-
munication between the users and the server. After Lam-
port [13] first proposed a password-based user authentica-
tion scheme, many researchers proposed password-based
user authentication schemes with key agreement [7,16,20].
However, Lennon et al. [15] and Yen and Liao [25] demon-
strated that Lamport’s scheme was vulnerable to stolen

verifier attacks. Typically, in one-factor authentication
schemes, the server maintains a table containing the veri-
fiers of the users [8]. Therefore, the servers tend to be easy
objects of attack, because if an adversary achieves the ver-
ifier of a user that is stored in the verification table, then
he/she can masquerade as the victim user [2, 6, 11].

In order to overcome these problems, some schemes
based on smart card which also called two-factor authenti-
cation schemes have emerged. In 1991, Chang and Wu [4]
developed the first smart-card-based password authenti-
cation scheme. Then, many improvements were made to
enhance its security and efficiency [12,14,17,24]. In 2004,
Yoon et al. [26] proposed a scheme which enabled users to
change passwords freely and securely without the help of a
remote server, while also providing secure mutual authen-
tication. However, Hsiang and Shih [9] found that it can’t
resist parallel session attack and masquerading attack and
password guessing attack. Therefore, Hsiang and Shih
proposed their own scheme, but He et al. [5] pointed out
that it was still vulnerable to password guessing attack,
masquerading attack. Besides, Hsieh and Leu [10] found
that an insider can carry out an infringed account attack
and a resembling account attack on Hsiang et al.’s solu-
tion. However, Wang et al. [22] showed that, under their
non-tamper- resistance assumption of the smart cards,
Hsieh and Leu’s scheme was still prone to offline dictio-
nary attack, in which an attacker could obtain the victim’s
password when getting temporary access to the victim’s
smart cards. Wang et al. didn’t put forward improved
scheme. In this paper, we find that Hsieh and Leu’s
scheme is still exposed to masquerading attack, password
guessing attack and can’t provide user anonymity, mu-
tual authentication, fast password detection. Therefore,
we propose our improved scheme that can fight against
all aforementioned attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The re-
view and the analysis of Hsieh and Leu’s scheme are pre-
sented in Section 2 and 3. In Section 4, we propose a
scheme that can resist all attacks mentioned in related
researches. Section 5 devotes to making security formal
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analysis based on Burrows-Abadi-Needham logic (BAN-
logic) and comparing the proposed scheme with some ex-
isting ones. The result indicates that our modified scheme
has a slightly high computational cost and can protect
against some possible attacks. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 6.

2 Review of Hsieh and Leu’s
Scheme

Hsieh and Leu’s scheme is a remote user authentication
scheme which uses hash functions. It contains four phases:
registration, login, authentication and password change.

2.1 Registration Phase

In this phase, the initial registration is different from the
re-registration. The process of the initial registration is
depicted as follows.

R1. User U chooses a random number b and computes
h(b⊕ PWu).

R2. U sends the message IDu, h(PWu) and h(b⊕PWu)
to S.

R3. In the account database, the server S creates an en-
try for U and stores n = 0 in this entry.

R4. S performs the following computations: P =
h(EID ⊕ x), EID = h(h(IDu)||n), R = P ⊕ h(b ⊕
PWu), V = h(h(PWu)⊕h(x)) which is stored in the
entry of U .

R5. S gives a smart card to U containing R and h(·).

R6. When receiving the smart card issued by the server
S, U inputs b into his smart card. Finally, the smart
card contains b, R and h(·). After this phase, U does
not need to remember b.

If U misses her/his smart card and wants to re-register to
S, the process of the re-registration is as the follows.

RR1. User U chooses a new random number b′ and com-
putes h(b′ ⊕ PWu).

RR2. U sends the message IDu, h(PWu), h(b′ ⊕ PWu)
to S.

RR3. S computes V ′ = h(h(PWu)⊕h(x)) and compares
V with V ′.

RR4. If V ′ is equal to V , S sets n = n+1 in the existing
entry. Then S performs the following computations:
Pnew = h(EID ⊕ x), EID = h(h(IDu)||n), Rnew =
P ⊕ h(b′ ⊕ PWu).

RR5. Finally, S performs Steps R5 and R6 shown in the
initial registration process.

2.2 Login Phase

When U wants to login to the remote server S, the fol-
lowing operations will be performed.

L1. U inserts his smart card into the smart card reader
and enters his IDu and PWu.

L2. The following computations are performed by U ’s
smart card: C1 = R⊕h(b⊕PWu), C2 = h(C1⊕Tu),
where Tu denotes U ’s current timestamp .

L3. U sends C = {IDu, Tu, C2} to S.

2.3 Authentication Phase

After receiving the login request message C =
{IDu, Tu, C2}, the remote server S and U ’s smart card
perform the following operations.

A1. If either IDu or Tu is invalid or Ts − Tu ≤ 0, S
rejects U ’s login request. Otherwise, S computes
C ′2 = h(h(EID⊕x)⊕Tu) and compares C ′2 with the
received C2. If C ′2 = C2, S accepts U ’s login request
and computes C3 = h(h(EID⊕x)⊕h(Ts)), where Ts

is S’s current timestamp. Otherwise, S rejects U ’s
login request.

A2. S sends Ts and C3 to U .

A3. If either Ts is invalid or Ts = Tu, this session
will be terminated by U . Otherwise, U computes
C ′3 and compares C ′3 with the received C3, C ′3 =
h(C1 ⊕ h(Ts)). If C ′3 is equal to C3, U authenticates
S successfully.

2.4 Password Change Phase

When U wants to change his password, the following pro-
cess will be performed.

P1. U inserts his smart card into the smart card reader
and enters IDu, PWu and new password PWnew.

P2. U sends the message IDu, h(PWu), h(PWu) ⊕
h(PWnew), h(b⊕ PWnew) to S.

P3. S computes V ′ = h(h(PWu) ⊕ h(x)) and compares
V ′ with V in the account database.

P4. If V ′ is equal to V , then S computes h(PWu) ⊕
h(PWnew)⊕h(PWu) to get h(PWnew). Next, S per-
forms the following computations.

P = h(EID ⊕ x)

EID = h(h(IDu)||n)

Rnew = P ⊕ h(b⊕ PWnew)

Vnew = h(h(PWnew)⊕ h(x))

which is stored in U ’s entry.

P5. S sends R to U .

P6. Finally, U ’s smart card replaces R with Rnew.
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3 Cryptanalysis of Hsieh and
Leu’s Scheme

In this section, we analyze the security of Hsieh and Leu’s
scheme on the basis of the following assumptions:

1) An attacker can eavesdrop, intercept, and modify any
message in the channel.

2) An attacker may either (1) obtain a user’s password
or (2) extract the secret information of the smart
card, but can’t achieve both (1) and (2) at the same
time.

3.1 User Anonymity

Whenever a legal user U sends a login request message,
the login request message contains the identity IDu of the
user. Therefore, Hsieh and Leu’s scheme can’t protect the
anonymity of the user.

3.2 Slow Wrong Password Detection

Slow wrong password detection refers to instances in
which the user can’t know of a mistake immediately when
inputs the wrong password, and the user can know when
server S notifies there is a wrong user password. In Hsieh
and Leu’s authentication scheme, the user’s smart card
can’t verify the accuracy of the user password during the
login phase. Only S verifies a legal user by comparing
the similarities between C ′2 and C2 during authentication
phase. Concretely, U inputs IDu and PWu, then if U se-
lects a wrong password PW ∗u , the smart card is unaware
that the password is incorrect. The smart card does not
check the PW ∗u and it computes various values {C∗1 , C∗2}
using PW ∗u for login and authentication. The smart card
then sends {IDu, Tu, C

∗
2}.

S is unable to immediately confirm the wrong pass-
word after receiving the message {IDu, Tu, C

∗
2}. First,

S checks the validity of IDu and Tu, then computes
C ′2 = h(h(EID ⊕ x) ⊕ Tu). Then, because C∗2 is not
the same as C ′2, S eventually confirms that the received
messages are not normal, and maybe U could have input
the wrong password. Finally, S sends the wrong pass-
word notification to U . Hsieh and Leu’s authentication
scheme requires a lengthy phase that includes value com-
putation and message transmission before confirming that
the user input the wrong password. Therefore, a smart
card needs a fast wrong password detection technique dur-
ing login. When U inputs the wrong password during the
login phase, the smart card needs to quickly identify the
incorrect password and should immediately notify U of
the mistake.

3.3 User Masquerading Attack & Replay
Attack

When an attacker steals the smart card and intercepts
the login request message {IDu, Tu, C2} from U , he may

send the replaying message {IDu, Tu, C2} to S in a new
session during authentication phase. Then S will compute
C ′2 and find C ′2 is the same as C2. Then S regards the
attacker as legal user and accepts the login request.

3.4 Password Guessing Attack

Hsieh and Leu pointed out that Hsiang and Shih’s scheme
could not resist offline password attack. However, we find
that Hsieh and Leu’s scheme also fails to solve the prob-
lem. Then the attacker can guess the password in the
following two conditions.

1) An attacker can know the information {R, h(·), b}
stored in a smart card.

2) An attacker can intercept the login request message
{IDu, Tu, C2} over the communication channel.

The specific steps are as follows:

1) An attacker selects a password PW ∗u .

2) Computes C∗1 = R ⊕ h(b⊕ PW ∗u ) and C∗2 = h(C∗1 ⊕
Tu).

3) Verifies the correctness of PW ∗u by checking if the
computed C∗2 is equal to the intercepted C2.

4) Repeats 1) ∼ 3) of this procedure until the correct
value of PWu is found.

Once the smart card is stolen or picked up, the corre-
sponding password factor can be guessed. So Hsieh and
Leu’s scheme is not a two-factor scheme and is insecure.

3.5 Mutual Authentication

Generally, if authentication scheme is secure, it can re-
sist user impersonation attack and server masquerading
attack. However, the authentication scheme can’t resist
user impersonation attack as described in Section 4.3.
Therefore, Hsieh and Leu’s scheme fails to provide mu-
tual authentication.

4 Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose an enhanced scheme based on
Hsieh and Leu’s scheme which can resist all the attacks
mentioned in Section 3. The enhanced scheme contains
four phases: registration, login, authentication, password
change phase.

4.1 Registration Phase

The registration phase of the proposed scheme is shown
in Figure 1.

1) Initial registration.

R1, R2, R3. The same as Hsieh and Leu’s scheme.
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Figure 1: Registration phase

Figure 2: Login phase

R4. S computes fu, P,R, V as follows.

fu = h(IDu ⊕ h(PWu))

P = h(EIDu ⊕ x)

EIDu = h(h(IDu)||n)

R = P ⊕ h(b⊕ PWu)

V = h(h(PWu)⊕ h(x)).

R5. S sends U a smart card containing fu, R, h(·).
Then U stores b in the smart card.

2) Re-registration.
This phase is the same as Hsieh and Leu’s scheme.

4.2 Login Phase

The user U should execute the following steps when he
logins to the remote server S (See Figure 2).

L1. The same as Hsieh and Leu’s scheme.

L2. The smart card computes fu and compares the com-
puted fu with the stored fu.

L3. If they are the same, U generates the current times-
tamp T1 and a random number R. Then U computes
M1, M2, M3, EIDu as follows:

M1 = R⊕ h(b⊕ PWu)

M2 = M1 ⊕Rc

M3 = h(M1||Rc||T1)

EIDu = h(h(IDu)||n).

L4. U sends the login request message {EIDu, M2, M3,
T1} to S.

4.3 Authentication Phase

After receiving the login request message {EIDu, M2,
M3, T1} , the remote server S and U ’s smart card perform
the following operations and in Figure 3.

A1. S checks whether EIDu is the same as the EIDu

stored in the database.

A2. If they are the same, S computes M4 and M5 as
follows.

M4 = h(EIDu ⊕ x)

M5 = M2 ⊕M4.

A3. S compares the M3 with h(M4||M5||T1). If they are
equal, S computes M6 and M7.

M6 = M4 ⊕R5

M7 = h(M4||Rs||T2),

where T2 and Rs respectively denotes S’s current
timestamp and random number. Then S sends
{EIDu, M6, M7, T2} to U .

A4. U computes M8 = M6 ⊕ M1 and verifies whether
M7 = h(M1||M8||T2) or not. If they are the same, U
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Figure 3: Authentication phase

computes M9 and sk as follows.

M9 = h(M1||Rc||M8||T3)

sk = h(M1||Rc||M8||T2||T3)

where T3 is a timestamp.

A5. U sends {M9, T3} to S.

A6. S receives the message and starts to verify whether
the M9 is equal to h(M4||M5||Rs||T3). If they are
equal, S accepts the login request. Then S computes
M10 and sk as follows.

M10 = h(M4||M5||Rs||T4)

sk = h(M4||M5||Rs||T2||T3).

A7. S sends {M10, T4} to U .

A8. U receives the message and starts to verify whether
the M10 is equal to h(M1||Rc||M8||T4). If they are
equal, U regards S as legal server.

A9. Finally, they share a same session key sk =
h(h(EIDu ⊕ x)||Rc||Rs||T2||T3).

4.4 Password Change Phase

For the proposed scheme, the password change phase is
executed when U loses the smart card or wants to update
the password.

P1. U selects and inputs IDu, PWu, PWunew and gener-
ates a new random number b′. Then U submits IDu,
h(PWu), h(b′ ⊕ PWu), h(PWunew

), h(b ⊕ PWunew
)

to S through a secure channel.

P2. After S receives the message, S checks the database
for the IDu and computes V ′ = h(h(PWu) ⊕ h(x))
and compares it with V in the database.

P3. If V ′ is equal to V , then S carries out the computa-
tions as follows:

funew = h(IDu ⊕ h(PWunew))

P = h(EIDu ⊕ x)

EIDu = h(h(IDu)||n)

Rnew = P ⊕ h(b′ ⊕ PWunew)

Vnew = h(h(PWunew)⊕ h(x)).

P4. S sends a new smart card to U that contains funew
,

Rnew, h(·). Then U stores a new b′ in the smart card.

5 Analysis of the Proposed
Scheme

In this section, we first analyze the security of our pro-
posed authentication scheme based on the assumptions
stated in Section 3. Then, we show that the proposed
scheme withstands all attacks mentioned in Hsieh and
Leu’s scheme.

5.1 Security Analysis Using BAN Logic

Burrows [3] proposed BAN logic in 1990. Although there
are some controversial publications about BAN-logic [1,
18, 19, 23], it is the first formal analysis. As a method
of analyzing authentication schemes, its simplicity and
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intuitiveness have attracted the attention of scholars. The
analysis of an authentication scheme using the BAN-logic
tool consists of four steps [21] and the formal analysis
of the security of the proposed scheme is described as
follows.

Step 1. The goals of mutual authentication in the pro-
posed scheme are shown as follows:

G1 : U |= U
sk←−−→ S

G2 : S |= U
sk←−−→ S

G3 : U |= S |= U
sk←−−→ S

G4 : S |= U |= U
sk←−−→ S.

Step 2. The idealization forms of the messages in the
proposed scheme are shown as follows:

Message 1.

U → S : 〈Rc〉h(EIDu⊕x), (Rc, T1)h(EIDu⊕x), T1.

Message 2.

S → U : 〈Rs〉h(EIDu⊕x), (Rs, T2)h(EIDu⊕x), T2.

Message 3.

U → S : (Rc, Rs, T3)h(EIDu⊕x), U
sk←−−→ S, T3.

Message 4.

S → U : (Rc, Rs, T4)h(EIDu⊕x), U
sk←−−→ S, T4.

Step 3. The initial states of the proposed scheme can be
assumed as follows:

P1 : U |= #(T1)

P2 : U |= #(T2)

P3 : U |= #(T3)

P4 : U |= #(T4)

P5 : U |= U
h(EIDu⊕x)←−−−−−−−−−−→ S

P6 : S |= U
h(EIDu⊕x)←−−−−−−−−−−→ S

P7 : U |= S ⇒ U
sk←−−→ S

P8 : S |= U ⇒ U
sk←−−→ S.

Step 4. According to the initial state assumptions and
BAN-logic inference rules, the main analysis of the
proposed scheme is stated as follows:

According to Message 3, we can get A1:

S C {(Rc, Rs, T3)h(EIDu⊕x), T3, U
sk←−−→ S}.

According to the assumption P6 and the message
meaning rule, we can get A2:

S |= U ` {(Rc, Rs, T3)h(EIDu⊕x), T3, U
sk←−−→ S}.

According to P3 and the freshness conjunction rule,
we can get A3:

S |= #{(Rc, Rs, T3)h(EIDu⊕x), T3, U
sk←−−→ S}.

According to A2, A3 and the nonce verification, we
can get A4:

S |= U |= {(Rc, Rs, T3)h(EIDu⊕x), T3, U
sk←−−→ S}.

According to A4, we apply the belief rule, we can
get A5:

G4 : S |= U |= U
sk←−−→ S.

According to P8, A5 and the jurisdiction rule, we
can get A6:

G2 : S |= U
sk←−−→ S.

According to Message 3, we can get A7:

U C {(Rc, Rs, T4)h(EIDu⊕x), T4, U
sk←−−→ S}.

According to the assumption P5 and the message
meaning rule, we can get A8:

U C S ` {(Rc, Rs, T4)h(EIDu⊕x), T4, U
sk←−−→ S}.

According to P4 and the freshness conjunction rule,
we can get A9:

U C #{(Rc, Rs, T4)h(EIDu⊕x), T4, U
sk←−−→ S}.

According to A8, A9 and the nonce verification, we
can get A10:

U |= S |= {(Rc, Rs, T4)h(EIDu⊕x), T4, U
sk←−−→ S}.

According to A10, we apply the belief rule, we can
get A11:

G3 : U |= S |= U
sk←−−→ S.

According to P7, A11 and the jurisdiction rule, we
can get A12:

G1 : U |= U
sk←−−→ S.

5.2 Comparison in Security Properties
and Efficiency

The improved security properties of the proposed scheme,
which is an extension of the Hsieh and Leu’s scheme, are
described as follows.

1) Identity preservation.
The adversary can easily intercept the user’s login
request {IDu, Tu, C2} in Hsieh and Leu’s scheme. In
order to protect the identity of the legal user, we
use the EIDu instead of the IDu, what’s more, the
IDu is encrypted by hash function. The content of
M2, M3, M6, M7 are dynamic and different in each
session by using Rc and Rs. Therefore, the proposed
scheme can provide identity preservation.
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Table 1: Security comparison of the proposed scheme with other related ones

Security features Hsiang and Shih Hsieh and Leu Ours
Provide user anonymity X X O
Mutual authentication X X O
Resist user impersonation attack X X O
Resist server masquerading attack X O O
Resist slow wrong password detection X X O
Resist offline password guessing attack X X O

Table 2: Performance comparison of the proposed scheme with other related ones

Schemes Login phase Verification phase Total
Hsiang and Shih’s scheme 2Th 6Th 8Th

Hsieh and Leu’s scheme 2Th 6Th 8Th

Proposed scheme 5Th 10Th 15Th

2) Resist slow wrong password detection.
The proposed scheme can check the user’s password
during the login request. Therefore, it can quickly
know whether the password is true or not. In the
proposed scheme, when a user wants to login, he in-
puts his own IDu, PWu. On the basis of these, the
smart card computes fu = h(IDu ⊕ h(PWu)) and
compares it with the fu stored in smart card. If the
password is wrong, the computed fu and stored fu
will be different, so the user can’t login. At the same
time, the user can quickly know he needs to input
the correct password.

3) Resist user masquerading attack.
We suppose that an adversary can get the smart
card and intercept the login request. If an adver-
sary wants to masquerade as a legal user, he has
to send the appropriate response to the server’s re-
quest. When the adversary replays the login request
{EIDu,M2,M3, T1} to the sever, the legal server re-
sponses {EIDu,M6,M7, T2} to the adversary, the
adversary accepts it and must response the appro-
priate {M9, T3} to the sever. However, he can’t com-
pute the correct {M9, T3} without knowing IDu, x
and Rs, because the IDu is encrypted by hash func-
tion and the x is only known by legal server and the
Rs in the database.

4) Resist sever masquerading attack.
If an adversary wants to masquerade as a legal server,
he has to send the appropriate response to the user’s
request. When the user sends {M9, T3} to the adver-
sary, he has to compute the appropriate {M10, T4} to
identify he is the legal server. However, he can’t com-
pute the correct {M10, T4} without knowing IDu, x
and Rc, because the IDu is encrypted by hash func-
tion and the x is only known by the legal server and
the Rc in the database.

5) Resist password guessing attack.
If an adversary gets the smart card, he can ex-
tract all information stored in smart card. If he
wants to guess the password, he can guess it by
fu = h(IDu ⊕ h(PWu)). Although the adversary
knows fu, the IDu is encrypted by hash function, so
he can’t get the password.

6) Provide mutual authentication.
The proposed scheme can provide mutual authenti-
cation because it can resist the user masquerading
attack and the server masquerading attack. The se-
curity comparison of the proposed scheme with other
related ones is presented in Table 1. O denotes that
scheme provides the property; X denotes that scheme
fails to provide the property. The result obviously in-
dicates that our scheme is more secure.

The computation costs of the proposed scheme and
other related ones are calculated in Table 2. In Table 2,
Th presents the computation time for hash function and
Ts stands for the computation time for symmetric encryp-
tion operation. The computation time for ⊕ and || can
be ignored because the time is very short.

The results in Table 1 and Table 2 indicate that our
scheme provide all security properties with only a slightly
high computational cost.

6 Conclusion

This article first reviews Hsieh and Leu’s scheme and then
analyses the security of Hsieh and Leu’s scheme. Sec-
ondly, we point the shortcomings of the scheme. Finally,
we propose a new scheme to protect against all attacks.
The results show that the proposed scheme has more se-
cure properties than some other related ones.
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Table 3: Main notations of BAN-logic

Notation Meaning Notation Meaning
P,Q Principals X,Y Message variable
K Shared key 〈X〉Y X combined with the formula Y

P |= X P believes X #(X) X is fresh

P CX P sees X P
K←−−→ Q P and Q may use the shared key K

P ` X P once said X (X,Y ) X or Y is one part of the formula (X,Y )
P ⇒ X P has jurisdiction over X (X)K X hashed under the key K

Transactions on Consumer Electronics, vol. 50, no.
2, pp. 612-614, 2004.

Appendix

In this section, we introduce the content of BAN-logic
with symbols P and Q standing for principals and X and
Y representing statements. The main notations of the
logic are presented in Table 3.

To describe the logic postulates of BAN-logic, we
present the following rules:

1) Message meaning rule.

P |= Q
K←−−→ P, P C {X}K

P |= Q ` X

P believes that Q once said X if P believes that K is
the secret shared key with Q, and P sees X encrypted
by K.

2) Nonce-verification.

P |= #(X), P |= Q ` X

P |= Q ` X

P believes that Q believes X if P believes that X is
fresh and Q has said X.

3) The belief rule.

P |= (X), P |= (Y )

P |= (X,Y )

P believes (X,Y ) if P believes both X and Y .

4) Jurisdiction rule.

P |= Q⇒ X,P |= Q |= X

P |= X

P believes Q on the validity of X if P believes that
Q has jurisdiction over X.

5) Freshness conjunction rule.

P |= #(X)

P |= #(X,Y )

P believes that (X,Y ) is fresh if P believes that X
is fresh.
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Abstract

Wireless Body Area Sensors Networks (BAN) have
emerged as new applied wireless networking technology
with the development of wearable and implanted sensors.
BAN has novel application in healthcare, sports, human
activity monitoring, disability assistance and entertain-
ment. BAN is now using for real time monitoring and as-
sistance of the patients. BAN operations are vulnerable to
various security attacks, including basic and advance at-
tacks. In this paper, we introduce and illustrate the sink-
hole attack in a BAN. Then we propose our sinkhole de-
tection algorithm that utilizes the information from data
aggregation algorithm to detect a sink hole attacker. Fi-
nally, we analyze the performance of the BAN in terms of
throughput, latency and packet breakdown and the per-
formance of our detection algorithm. Simulation results
show that this attack could severely degrade (up to 40%)
the overall performance of the network. The propose de-
tection algorithm has good performance in terms of high
success (85% on average) and low (6% on average) false
alarm rates.

Keywords: Body Area Networking Technology; Perfor-
mance Analysis of BAN; Security & Privacy; Sinkhole
Attack

1 Introduction

Wireless Body Area Sensor Networks (BANs) is an emerg-
ing wireless networking technology. It consist of wearable
sensors with the capability of monitoring physiological pa-
rameters of the body e.g. ECG, temperature, heart rate,
EMG and blood pressure measurements [4,19]. BAN has
its applications in health-care, fitness, sports and enter-
tainment. Beside these major applications some novel ap-
plications areas of BAN has also emerged recently. BAN
consists of wearable or implanted sensors, data aggregator
and a gateway device called sink, where all the sense in-
formation is aggregated for analysis and decision making.
All the data sense by the sensors must be routed to the

gateway device. However, this process of data aggregation
and routing is vulnerable to various attacks. Specifically
in health care applications of BAN where it use to mon-
itor and assists patients health the presence of malicious
node could be life threatening [6, 18].

Security & Privacy is one of the major concerns for
the researchers involve in BAN along with energy effi-
cient operations. Considering the healthcare applications
of BAN, security and privacy of information communi-
cated over the network become highly important. BAN
like other networks is also vulnerable to a range of security
attacks [11] that could seriously degrade the performance
of the network. Sink hole attack is one of them, in this
the attacker gets attach with the network claiming to be
a sink node and causes both security and privacy issues.
Therefore, in this paper we first illustrate the sink hole
attack in BAN and then propose out sink hole detection
algorithm that utilizes the audit data from the data aggre-
gation techniques to detect sinkhole attack. We analyze
the affect of this attack on BAN performance and the
performance of our sink hole detection algorithm using a
simulation based case study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents the overview and classification of security at-
tacks in a BAN. Section 3, we present the illustration
of sinkhole attack. In Section 4, we briefly review the
related work. Then we present our proposed sink hole
detection algorithm in Section 5. In Section 6, we present
the performance analysis of BAN under sinkhole attack
and the performance of its detection algorithm, including
the simulation results. Finally, we summarize our work
and highlight possible future work in Section 7.

2 Security Attacks in BAN

Similar to wireless sensor network (WSN), BAN is also
vulnerable to various attacks. Authors in [2] have de-
fined the threats and their security requirements in BAN.
Table 1 illustrates the threats and the related security
requirements. It mainly discusses the classical basic secu-
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rity requirements including integrity, confidentiality, au-
thentication, availability which exists in almost all data
communication networks.

Table 1: Threats and related security requirements in
BAN [2]

Threats Security Requirements

Data Modification Integrity
Impersonation Authentication
Eavesdropping Confidentiality
Replying Integrity
DoS Availability

We classify security attacks in BAN as either basic
and advance attacks. Basic attacks include all the at-
tacks with traditional security attributes/ requirements.
Whereas advance attack we include the specialized attack
that could be launch in BAN by the attacker to achieve
the certain goal. Figure 1 presents our classification of at-
tacks in BAN. Attacks in basic attack category has been
extensively discussed in the literature therefore, we will
only discuss the advance attacks.

2.1 Data Freshness

Decisions made by physicians or health caregivers are
mainly dependent on the freshness of data. Therefore,
replaying old messages in WBAN could cause serious con-
sequences.

2.2 Reliability

Due to the type of sensors and its energy constraints, op-
erations reliability of nodes and operations in BAN is a
major issue. The BAN applications have several Relia-
bility [9] & Quality of Service [13] problems. Considering
the health care applications of BAN this issue could be
significant. In emergency situations, if the data is not
communicated within the specified time period then it
can incur serious consequences even a loss of life. Devices
implanted inside the human body are prone to absorp-
tion and attenuation because of material composition and
structure of the human body.

2.3 Trust Management

Energy restrictions make the key distribution between the
nodes a major challenge. Public key cryptography, which
is majorly used in Digital signatures for key exchange con-
sumes much more energy than Symmetric cryptography.
Therefore, authors in [15] propose static node deployment
for energy efficient operations. Considering the energy
Moreover, as per the new observation, same physiological
values monitored from different parts of the body within
the same time frame, exhibit similar characteristics, which
can put the Trust management procedure on stake.

2.4 Privacy

Several aspects of the Privacy and social issues exist in
WBANs. Health records can be stolen upon by the emer-
gency technician in case of emergency for monetary gains.
This issue arrives when extra privilege to information is
granted, thus leading to theft of data private to the pa-
tient. This may include name, social security number,
mailing address, medical record history, etc. Also, people
might not want some data to be made public e.g. early
stage pregnancy. Below are the attacks which deal with
privacy.

2.4.1 Monitoring and Eavesdropping

Monitoring and eavesdropping is an attack for privacy.
The attacker can easily gather the data by snooping.

2.4.2 Traffic Analysis

The attacker can read and understand the communication
between two parties by getting traffic patterns and can be
harmful to legitimate users.

2.4.3 Camouflage Adversaries

An attacker can introduce a new node or tries to compro-
mise the other nodes by hiding it in the sensor network.
Sensor nodes pretend themselves as a common network
node in order to capture the packets.

2.4.4 Privacy

Privacy issue also exists on the storage server/site as the
site is aware of the ownership of records i.e., which record
belongs to which patient. Moreover link ability of records
can help stealing vast amount of data linked among one
another. Furthermore, Location privacy breach can ex-
pose the knowledge of patient?s whereabouts and loca-
tion, calculated by exploiting the capability of the sensors
installed. Privacy has a strong association with the secu-
rity aspects of Access control and Authorization [10]. Bi-
ological signals collected from ECG and EEG can reveal
information of psychological status and identity of the
subject, which can reveal emotion assessment and thus
raise privacy concerns [1].

2.4.5 Sinkhole Attack

A sinkhole is a denial of service attack well defined and
extensively research in WSN. In this paper, we first de-
scribe and illustrate this attack in a BAN. We have con-
sidered multi hop scenario of BAN where a malicious node
falsely announces itself as a sink node. The entire sensor
node sends their information to this node which drops all
the information [12]. There are various techniques have
been proposed to detect attacks in wireless sensor net-
work some of them using cryptographic techniques such
as [3,16,20], however, few researchers have focus on inves-
tigating it in body area network. We believe this attack
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Figure 1: Security attacks in BAN

could seriously degrade the performance of the body area
network. This motivates us to analyze the effect of sink-
hole attacks on the performance of BAN in this paper.

3 Illustration of Sinkhole Attack
in BAN

The sinkhole attack is one of the severe attacks that pre-
vents the legible sink or gateway node in receiving com-
plete and correct information, and creates a severe threat
to applications. In a Sinkhole attack [12,14]; A malicious
node tries to capture whole traffic from network, by im-
personating itself as a sink node in the network. As a re-
sult, the attacker gets all traffic that is to be transmitted
to legitimate sink node. In this way it can then introduce
various severe types of attacks, like selective forwarding,
modifying or even dropping the packets coming through.

Wireless body area sensor network plays important role
in health-care applications from basic patient monitoring
to the specific disease monitoring and detection. Third
generation of sensors kits such as ECG and EMG kits are
available to use in various healthcare tasks. We assume
third generation wearable sensors such as temperature,
blood pressure, ECG. The model which we have used is
shown in Figure 2. There are six nodes and their place-
ment is as follows.

Table 2: Placement of nodes on the Human body

Node Placement

0 Right Hip (Sink)
1 Left Arm
2 Right Arm
3 Left Ankle
4 Right Ankle
5 Chest
6 Right Hip

We now consider the network in Figure 2 and illustrate
how an attacker can launch sinkhole attack. This network
consists of five sensors and a sink node. The nodes in the
network operate in a multi hop scenario.

Figure 2: Show the model of BAN

Figure 3 shows the scenario of normal nodes with green
lines connected with each other wirelessly and they oper-
ate normally. The green boxes show the normal packet
flow between the sink node and the other nodes in the
network. Figure 4 shows a scenario where an attacker

Figure 3: Show the scenario with normal operations of
BAN

gets connected with the network. This node which is not
an authorized node can act as a sink hole and affects the
performance of the network. The malicious node after be-
ing the part of network tries to capture network traffic by
announcing himself as a sink to all nodes. This is done
through sending a false message as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Shows the scenario with an attacker connected
to a network

Figure 5: Attacker falsely announcing himself as sink node

When data reaches this malicious sink node, then in-
stead of forwarding the packets to the actual sink it drops
the packets as shown in Figure 6. This behavior of at-
tacker prevents data traffic from reaching the legitimate
sink node. This could seriously degrade the performance
of the network. In this paper we have perform an analysis
of the degree of impact that this attack can have on the
performance of the network and parameters on which the
level of performance degradation depends.

Figure 6: Shows packets dropped by attacker node

4 Related Work

Security and privacy is one of the prime concerns in the
BAN research [12,14]. Several studies have suggested dif-
ferent type of detection algorithms in wireless sensor net-
works with regard to sinkhole attack. The sinkhole attack
normally occurs where; there is symmetric traffic among

the sensor nodes [14]. Sinkhole attack is devastating be-
cause of the weak computation and battery power of the
sensor nodes in these networks.

Karlof [8]propose a trust scheme to the routing pro-
tocol for detection of sinkhole and wormhole attacks in a
sensor network; however activity of nodes in a loose mode
is essential. It has been shown that packet restriction can
disclose the limit of transfer time and each packet?s dis-
tance. It has been suggested that strong authentication
mechanism should be used to avoid such types of attacks
in wireless sensor networks [12,14].

Authors in [4,12,14] first suggest a way to detect sink-
hole attacks in which the BS in the detection process,
causing an increased communication cost for the protocol.
The network is flooded by the BS with a request message
and the IDs of the nodes which are much affected. These
nodes reply to the BS with a message including IDs, next
hop ID and its cost. The sinkhole can be detected on the
basis of that received information. Other protocols agree
to detection methods for sinkhole attacks in sensor net-
works that are use routing protocols usually Ad Hoc On-
demand. Distance Vector Protocol (AODV) and the Dy-
namic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol [6]. As discussed
above, this many-to-one message passing model is sus-
ceptible to sinkhole attacks. In sinkhole attack, an adver-
sary usually gets the traffic of whole network by sending
broadcast about its presence and pretends to a sink node
for all nodes in the network or a node providing shortest
path towards sink node. For example, a malicious node,
with higher computational resources and communication
power as compared to ordinary sensing node, and creates
a better-quality single-hop link to nodes existing there.
In the end, it broadcasts short routing messages regard-
ing that high quality link, spoofing the neighboring nodes
to create a sinkhole (SH). A sinkhole can also be cre-
ated by using a wormhole, which creates a sinkhole with
the attacker being the center; the intruder then forwards
the messages toward the sink using a tunnel [4]. Most
of the research has investigated and proposed mechanism
for sinkhole attack in WSN; in contrast in this paper we
investigate the sinkhole attack in BAN which utilizes the
local information content from the data aggregation algo-
rithm [7].

5 Detection of Sinkhole Attack

In this section, we propose our detection scheme for the
sinkhole attack scenario illustrated in Section 3. We use
the terminologies define in Table 3 to presents out idea.

5.1 Sinkhole Launching Strategy

From the attacker?s perspective the most important task
to launch this attack in a single BAN scenario are as fol-
lows:

• Attacker SNK Hole impersonates the original sink
node SNK.
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Table 3: Terminologies used by the algorithm

SNi Represents sensors nodes where
i is its ID

SNK Represents the original sink node
SNK Hole Represents the sink hole attacker
Req Data A packet sent from SNK

to SNi to request data
TI Time interval
n Periods of data aggregation used

for detection

• SNK Hole sends a Req Data packet to all SNi.

• If impersonation successful then SNK Hole will re-
ceive data from all nodes as a reply to Req Data and
will simply drop them to create the sink hole.

• Legitimate Req Data received from SNK later will be
processed then.

The data aggregation in BAN could be either

1) Periodic,

2) Event driven,

3) Combination of both periodic and event driven.

In periodic the SNK sends the Req Data after a certain
time period periodically for example in a general patient
monitoring scenario where all body parameters needs to
be monitor for maintaining patients history. On the other
hand event driven data aggregation will trigger on the
occurrence of certain event for example critical level of
blood glucose is notice by the sensor. In this case the
sensor node will transmit the data to SNK, from where
it will be transmitted to doctors or to emergency service
providers.

In both type of data aggregation schemes the above
mention sinkhole launching strategy will work in the sce-
nario illustrated in Section 3. Simply because if there is no
means for the SNi nodes to differentiate between autho-
rize and un authorize sink then the SNK Hole will receive
all the data instead of SNK. Having a proper authentica-
tion procedure in place will certainly stop this type of
attack. However, we learn from the literature that the
cost of implementing such mechanism is generally are on
the higher side for BAN application. Therefore, in this
paper we assume there is no authentication service is in
place and instead we propose to use the information from
the data aggregation protocols to distinguish between and
SNK and SNK Hole.

5.2 Model Assumptions

We assume the sink hole attack scenario illustrated in
Section 3. We assume energy efficient multi hop data ag-
gregation technique such as DARE [17] in place. It uses

the concept of relay nodes (a multihop scenario) to effi-
ciently utilize the energy of the nodes in the network. It
is a distance aware protocol means before the transmis-
sion of data it estimates the residual energy and distance
between the sensors, relay and sink node. There are two
possible placement of SNK Hole attacker node:

1) On the body of the patient as illustrated in Figures 5
and 6;

2) Outside the body of the patient. We consider the
later as in earlier case the patient will notice if extra
sensors is attach to the body. We further assume the
stationary sink node i.e. no mobility.

5.3 Core Functionality of Proposed
Method

We now describe the core functionality of our detection
mechanism. It mainly consists of two modules data ag-
gregation and Sinkhole Detection.

5.3.1 Data Aggregation

The sink node sends a Req Data to all the SNi We employ
energy efficient multi hop data aggregation technique in
[15]. It estimates the transmission and reception energy
using the basic radio model proposed in [5] are given below
as Equations (1) and (2).

ETX(k, d) = ETXelec × k + Eamp(n)× k × dn (1)

ERX(k) = ERXelec × k. (2)

Here, ETX in Equation (1) represents the transmission
energy and Equation (2) calculates the receiving energy
represented by ERX . k represents the number of bits
transmitted, d represents the distance. The radio energy
dissipates by the transmitter and receiver is represented
by ETXelec and ERXelec. Eamp is the energy for the trans-
mit amplifier and the d is the distance between sender and
receiver.

We consider the scenario shown in Figure 3 and per-
form the data aggregation in the following steps:

• It first measure the distance between the SNi and
sink SNK.

• It then estimates the transmitted energy of sensor
and received energy of relay node or sink.

• Based on the estimated energy and distance it selects
the multihop path to aggregate data.

• This process continues until sense data from all the
SNi is received.

• It also maintains the residual energy of relay and
SNK node.
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5.3.2 Detection of Sinkhole

We consider the sinkhole launching strategy and data ag-
gregation technique describe earlier. We propose to utilize
the parameters related to energy and distance maintain
during the data aggregation to identify the SNK Hole at-
tacker. We define the data aggregation is done periodi-
cally after each time interval (TI ) for n periods. We use
the concept of anomaly based detection, where we em-
ploy two mechanisms training and testing. In training we
maintain the expected normal profile of the parameters
from data aggregation in EXPECTED matrix. Testing
process in invoked when training profile is build. In test-
ing the algorithm maintain the current values of the pa-
rameters in OBSERVED matrix. During the testing OB-
SERVED matrix parameters are statistically compared
with EXPECTED and in case of significant statistical de-
viation we declare the node as SNK Hole attacker.

Algorithm 1 illustrate the propose sinkhole detection
process in BAN. It requires the maintenance of two ma-
trixes OBSERVED and EXPECTED with three parame-
ters. Where the later represents the expected parameters
values related to distance and energy of sink node and the
earlier matrix represents the current information received
from the node claiming to be sink. Since we consider
the specific placement of sink node on the body, therefore
technically these two matrixes should not be significantly
different. To reduce the possibility of false detection we
calculate the statistical deviation (S.D) based on obser-
vation from n periods. The algorithm is general and the
detection parameters values such as number of parame-
ters in two matrix?s, n and threshold could be modified
to implement the algorithm in different scenarios.

5.3.3 Algorithm

Detection of sinkhole is done in the following steps:

• The detection module maintains the updated infor-
mation regarding the relay and the SNK of data ag-
gregation parameters.

• Repeat after each TI for n periods

– Updated values of ETX , ERX , d, are kept in the
textitSNi as EXPECTED matrix.

EXPECTED={ETX , ERX , d}

– When the SNi receive the Req Data, it will
obtain the parameters from the data aggrega-
tion algorithm term as OBSERVED matrix.
OBSERVED={O.ETX ,O.ERX ,O.d,} SNi is re-
ceived.

– Compare the current values of distance and en-
ergy parameters from the algorithm regarding
the sink node/ relay node with the previous in-
formation store in the table.

• End repeat

• Calculate statistical deviation SD using the Equa-
tion (3):

S.D =

∑n
i=1OBSERV EDi − EXPECTEDi

n
.

(3)

• If (S.D > threshold) then

we confirm the node as SNK HOLE

Else

We conclude the node as genuine SNK Update
EXPECTED matrix using Equation (4)

∀i(EXPECTED
i

n) (4)

= α×OBSERV EDi
n + (1− α)× EXPECTEDi

n.

• End

We use exponentially weighted moving average to up-

date matrices using Equation (4), where EXPECTEDi
n

and OBSERV EDi
n represents the expected and observed

matrix with i parameters and n time interval. Here
α = 2/(n− 1) is the weighting factor.

5.4 Complexity Estimation of Proposed
Method

Now we estimate the running time & complexity of pro-
posed algorithms. We assume a single non-iterative task
takes t seconds to complete. Total number of times the
algorithm module runs is n TIs. Now we consider Algo-
rithm 1 pseudo-code of sink hole detection phase, which
can be split into three tasks for estimation of their time
complexity.

1) Collecting and maintaining updated values of EX-
PECTED and OBSERVED matrices. Running time
of this part can be estimated using further dividing
into three tasks.

a. Estimating and storing data for j parameters of
EXPECTED matrix, so time complexity will be
j * t.

b. Obtaining and storing parameters from data ag-
gregation algorithm for j parameters j*2*t.

c. Comparing j parameters of matrices j*t.

So the running time of task 1) is = jt + j ∗ 2t + jt
= 4jt As this task repeats for n TI = n ∗ (4jt).

2) Calculation of statistical deviation of j parameters of
two matrices.
Running time of this part can be estimated using
further dividing into two tasks.

a. Calculating S.D using equation in Algorithm 1
j ∗ n ∗ t.

b. Comparison S.D computed and threshold values
j ∗ t.
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So running time estimation for task 2) = j(nt+ t).

3) Update EXPECTED matrix.
Updating expected values j ∗ n ∗ t.
So running time estimation is = j ∗ n ∗ t.

Now combining task 1), 2) and 3).
Running Time (complexity) = n(4jt) + j(nt+ t) + jnt.
Which can be simplified to Running Time (complexity)
= (6nj + j)t.
If we remove constant then the expression in big-Oh no-
tation will be O(j(n+ 1)). In general we can say that the
running time complexity of the detection algorithm will
depend on the j (number of parameters in matrices) and n
(the number of data aggregation periods). This could also
give us the estimate of cost of the detection algorithm in
the scenario it is implemented.

6 Performance Evaluation

We now present the performance analysis of BAN under
sink hole attack and the result of our detection algorithm.
We have used Castalia which is based on OMNET ++
platform to simulate the BAN scenario. We consider the
BAN in Figure 2 and create a simulation scenario using
the simulation parameter in Table 4. Each node in our

Table 4: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value
No of nodes 6 nodes, node 0 is sink
Transmit Power -15dB
Simulation Time limit 600 sec
Start up delay 1 sec
Packet rate 30 pkt/sec

scenario sends certain number of packets per seconds for
the simulation time. We run our scenarios first with no
sink hole attack then intentionally created a sinkhole at-
tack to analyze its effect on network performance using
packet received, latency and packet breakdown (errors)
as basic parameters. We run these scenario with GTS
is turn on or off along with either temporal channel (i.e.
path loss exists) and no temporal channel (i.e. no path
loss exists).

All our simulation is performed using the body area
network scenarios shown in Figure 2 with six sensors are
placed at different parts of the body. We use the simula-
tion parameter in Table 4. The graph in Figure 7 shows
the results of the normal scenario (no attack) with packet
received per node (all nodes send their data to node zero
so the term per node is used). The graph shows varia-
tions in the number of packets received by six nodes in
the network with respect to the various GTS options. The
graphs show GTS on with no temporal has slightly bet-
ter performance as compare to other GTS options. In
this scenario we assume there is no attack in the network,

therefore, the graph reflects the normal behavior of nodes
in the network. Figure 8 demonstrates the second case

Figure 7: Packets received per node with no sinkhole

in which we have introduced sinkhole attack. In this case
where an attacker node acts as a sink node; as a result the
GTSon General and GTSoff General curves have fallen
drastically because the node 6 is dropping all the packets
which it receives from the neighboring nodes. This shows
the significant degradation in the network performance.
In this scenario we introduce sink hole attack and the
drastic change of performance in terms of received pack-
ets per node is evident. We have also observe the latency

Figure 8: Packets received per node with sinkhole

in both scenarios (i.e. with and without sink hole attack),
Figure 9 and 10 shows the effects of sinkhole attack on la-
tency. We can see the graph in Figure 9 the latency of
majority of the packets is less than 100ms, it shows those
packets transmitted in the first MAC frame. In this case
no temporal performs better but there is some saturation
in temporal case. However, the graph in Figure 10 shows
the packets received within the first attempt are quite
good in number but later on there are large number of
packets with large delay. There is a huge latency shown
in general case but a considerable increase is shown in
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Figure 9: Latency in general and no temporal (GTSoff)
with no sinkhole

noTemporal case. Analyzing the effect of the presence of

Figure 10: Latency in General and noTemporal (GTSoff)
with no sinkhole

sinkhole attack on packet latency from graphs in Figures 9
and 10 clearly shows the degradation of performance with
sink hole attack in the network.

We have also analyzed the Packet breakdown with both
scenarios (with and without attack). The graphs in Fig-
ure 11 show that the most of the packets failed because
of noAck (a direct result of the deep fades in the channel
and loss of connectivity) and overflow in the case of high
rates. The packet drop rate of busy channel and buffer
overflow is negligible, but 90% of the packets are received
in successfully. There are almost 80% of total packets re-
ceived properly in first try because there is no attacker in
this case. The graphs in Figure 12 show that the most of
the packets failed because of buffer overflow because the
attacker is creating such a condition and going to drop
the packets and this overflow occurs due to high rates.
The packet drop rate of busy channel and buffer overflow
is almost 50%. There is 40% more packet loss in the first
try because of sinkhole attack and this clearly indicates

Figure 11: Packet breakdown in noTemporal (GTSoff)
without sinkhole

Figure 12: Packet breakdown in noTemporal (GTSoff)
with sinkhole

the degradation of performance in the network.

To sum up this simulation performance evaluation in-
dicates that the sinkhole attack could severely degrade
the performance of the network.

In the final set of experiments we implemented our pro-
pose sink hole detection algorithm using the same simu-
lation parameters in Table 4. We simulated the scenario
with data aggregation technique of [7] and radio model
of [5] and introduce the SNK HOLE during the simula-
tion in the network. We perform 10 runs each set of exper-
iments with sink hole attack introduce in the network and
observe the detection rates of success and false alarm. The
graph in Figure 13 shows success and false alarm rate in
the five set of experiments. Success rate here means that
the SNK HOLE attacker was detected successfully dur-
ing the experiments. False alarm rate means the number
of time the normal node or genuine sink node is detected
by the algorithm as attacker. The graph in general shows
the high success and low false alarm rate of our proposed
algorithm. The major issue with anomaly based detec-
tion scheme is high false alarm rates; therefore we have
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declared detection based on the outcome of n periods in-
stead of a single run.

Figure 13: Detection rates of proposed sink hole detection
algorithm

7 Conclusion & Future Work

Wireless body area sensor network is emerging technology
that has applications in major walks of life especially in
healthcare. However, BAN operations are vulnerable to
security attacks. Considering the security requirement of
healthcare application of BAN, in this paper we have an-
alyze the performance of the BAN under sinkhole attack
scenario. We propose the sink hole attack detection algo-
rithm that utilize the distance and energy related infor-
mation from the data aggregation technique to detect the
sink hole attack in BAN. The simulation base study shows
that this attack could severely degrade the performance
of the network in terms of low throughput, higher de-
lay and packet breakdown. Simulation results show good
performance of our detection algorithm in terms of high
detection and low false alarm rates.

In future our focus is on investigating security and pri-
vacy issues in multi BAN scenario applied to hospital
ward. That is to use the multi BAN to remotely moni-
tor all the patients in a ward using the wearable shimmer
sensors. Then study, identify and propose solution for the
privacy and security issues in this scenario.
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Abstract

The separation of users and data in the cloud storage
system brings new security threats. The cloud storage
scheme with single encryption mechanism has been un-
able to meet new demands. Aiming at the above prob-
lems, the PEKS was introduced into the CP-ABE scheme
with multiple authorities to propose a searchable CP-ABE
privacy-preserving scheme which supports the direct re-
vocation of users. The access control of users is achieved
by the central authority, which avoids the security risks
caused by submitting the private keys and access struc-
ture to cloud server. The collusion problems are solved
by using 1-out-of-n Obvious Transfer algorithm and asso-
ciating the private key components with random identity
token of users. The privacy of keywords is guaranteed
though the new improved algorithm. Based on the DBDH
assumption, the security of proposed scheme is proved in
the random oracle model.

Keywords: Attribute-based Encryption; Cloud Storage;
Privacy Preserving; Searchable Encryption

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Cloud storage services as an emerging data management
technology develops rapidly, which achieves data storage,
searching and sharing by providing the dynamic network
resources for users. However, the separation of data owner
and data in the cloud storage system brings new security
threats, and the frequent information leakage has trig-
gered the trust crisis of cloud storage service. The privacy
preserving gradually becomes the core issue in cloud stor-
age research. In order to apply the cloud storage system
to the core data management and realize the secure data
sharing mechanism, the privacy preserving mechanism in
the attribute-based encryption scheme must be more per-

fect and the security of the system needs to be further
improved. The research about attribute-based encryption
cloud storage systems has been relatively mature, but the
cloud storage system with single encryption mechanism is
unable to meet the users’ new demands. The cloud stor-
age system with various encryption mechanisms becomes
the research hotspot [5, 8, 12, 13, 20, 24]. Because of the
complexity of network environment, there still are some
privacy disclosure problems in the cloud storage scheme
with hybrid encryption mechanisms including the leak
of attribute information, identity information disclosure,
and data breaches in the cloud.

1.2 Related Works

Researchers have proposed a number of ciphertext-
policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) cloud stor-
age schemes and some privacy protection measures. For
the problem of content privacy disclosure, the measures
usually adopted are data segmentation and encryption [2].
Besides, the secure revocation mechanism [7] can also en-
sure that data will not be stolen by illegal users. At-
tribute privacy preserving is mainly carried out in two
aspects: access structure and users’ attribute set. By
hiding the access strategy [28] and solving the collusion
problem the attribute privacy can be well protected. With
the deepening of research, the function of cloud storage
scheme with attribute-based encryption (ABE) is more
perfected, but the privacy disclosure problems still ex-
ist in the current ABE cloud storage schemes. The sin-
gle key generator may lead to users’ attribute set leakage
and bring vulnerability to the system. For instance, the
scheme in literature [29] outsources the calculations of
encryption, decryption and key generation to the cloud
server, which greatly reduces the computing and commu-
nication overhead. Feng et al. proposed a decentralized
ciphertext-policy attribute based encryption (CP-ABE)
scheme in literature [4] to avoid the system vulnerabil-
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ity caused by central authority. In literature [19], Li et
al. also proposed a CP-ABE cloud storage scheme with
multiple attribute authorities which outsourcing the bi-
linear pairing operation to the cloud server. Meanwhile
the group keys were introduced into the attribute au-
thority to realize the efficient and fine-grained revocation
mechanism. In addition, the multiple attribute author-
ities (AAs) may recover users’ attribute set though col-
lusion, resulting in the disclosure of users’ attribute in-
formation. Aiming at the collusion problems, Jung et al.
proposed an attribute-based encryption scheme in [15] by
improving the anonymous scheme in [14] and introduced
the 1-out-of-n Oblivious Transfer into the multi-authority
attribute-based encryption scheme preventing the collu-
sion between the attribute authorities. In addition, users
may collude to obtain the private key and decrypt the
data without permission, causing the leakage of content
privacy in practical applications. Guan et al. [6] intro-
duced the attribute management server (AMS) into the
scheme to assign the attribute authority for users accord-
ing to users’ attribute set. Attribute name was used to
interact and the attribute value was hid in the scheme
which still has the privacy disclosure problems caused by
collusion. The above schemes have realized the access
control to the data, but the privacy protection mecha-
nism is not complete. Besides, the cloud system with
single attribute-based encryption mechanism can’t real-
ize the search operation of ciphertext.

Searchable encryption is very suitable for ciphertext
search environment of the cloud storage and its applica-
tion prospect is very broad [9,11,16,18]. Users can search
and update the data files stored in the cloud though cloud
storage system based on searchable encrypted. Wang et
al. proposed a mixed index structure in [23]. In the
scheme, the static index (SI) and dynamic index (DI) were
used in the first-time searches and repeated searches re-
spectively, which reduced the complexity of the search op-
eration. Moreover, the scheme also achieved the function
of ciphertext updating by means of the dynamic index.
The third-party is permitted to obtain the keyword search
trapdoor to perform the ciphertext search operation in
the public-key encryption with keyword search (PEKS)
mechanism. However, in this data sharing mechanism,
there still are the privacy disclosure problems brought by
the keyword guessing attack that can’t be ignored. Xu et
al. [25] presented a public-key encryption with fuzzy key-
word search scheme which can against the keyword guess-
ing attack. The scheme transformed from the anony-
mous identity encryption scheme. And the mechanism
that many keywords sharing one fuzzy search trapdoor
solves the problem of privacy leakage caused by third-
party stealing keywords. Fuzzy search trapdoor was sent
to the untrusted server for ciphertext matching and filter-
ing, and the exact trapdoor was used for local secondary
filtering to get the matched ciphertext. With the method
of authenticating the keywords, Huang et al. prevented
the untrusted server from recovering the keywords by key-
word guessing attack in literature [10]. The literature [25]

and literature [10] have both realized the public-key en-
cryption with keyword search scheme which can resist
keyword guessing attack. The researchers established the
users’ privacy protection mechanism and solved the prob-
lem of users’ privacy disclosure problem caused by key-
words leakage. Researches on cloud storage system based
on searchable encryption have been relatively mature, but
there still are some security risks in the searchable encryp-
tion system as lacking of fine-grained access control.

Secure data sharing in complex network environments
requires not only a complete privacy protection mech-
anism but also efficient and robust system functionali-
ties. In order to achieve both access control and cipher-
text search operations, the searchable encryption tech-
nology is introduced into the current attribute-based en-
cryption cloud storage system. The researchers have pro-
posed the cloud storage sharing mechanism with multiple
encryption technologies. In [26], Yang et al. achieved
fine-grained access control over searchable encryption
schemes through ciphertext-policy attribute-based en-
cryptio. They also achieved the concealment of keywords
and the direct revocation of users. But the single key
generator may lead to the leakage of users’ attribute set.
Once the generator is breached, it will bring the inevitable
damage to the system. In addition, the access structure is
uploaded to the semi-trusted cloud server in the scheme,
which may cause the problems of sensitive attribute in-
formation disclosure. Wang et al. also used the multiple
encryption mechanism in [21] and proposed a multi-user,
fine-grained searchable encryption scheme, which adopted
the hybrid cloud structure. In the structure, public cloud
was used to achieve access control and ciphertext search
operations. The security of cloud storage services was
guaranteed by the re-encryption calculation of private
cloud. But the scheme requires users to submit the private
key to the cloud server for access control, which inevitably
increased the risk of privacy disclosure. The other prob-
lem of the scheme is that the trapdoor generation pro-
cess lacks privacy protection mechanism for keywords.
In [17], Li et al. proposed a searchable ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption scheme, in which fine-grained
attribute revocation was realized via the version number
and the access structure was hid. Meanwhile, the cipher-
text search operation was achieved in the scheme and the
computation of ciphertext updating was decreased by us-
ing homomorphic encryption. But the functions includ-
ing key updating and re-encryption calculating were per-
formed with a single authority, which brought the system
inevitable vulnerability.

1.3 Our Contribution

In order to improve the security and practicability of
the existing cloud storage schemes, this paper proposes
a searchable ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
privacy preserving scheme. The capability of cloud stor-
age system is extended with the PEKS and CP-ABE.
And the privacy disclosure problems in the current hy-
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brid cloud storage systems are solved by optimizing the
algorithm and improving the system structure.

1) This scheme solves the problems that the cipher-
text can’t be searched in attribute-based encryption
schemes by introducing the PEKS into the multi-
authority CP-ABE cloud storage schemes. Moreover,
the scheme adopts the direct revocation to realize the
revocation mechanism of users’ searching rights.

2) The authority in the proposed scheme is composed
of two parts, central authority and attribute author-
ities. The access control of the users’ searching per-
missions is accomplished by the central authority. To
prevent malicious user colluding with each other, the
random identity token (RID) of users is introduced
into the calculation of privacy key. What’s more, the
1-out-of-n Obvious Transfer algorithm is used in the
process of request and distribution so that to avoid
the collusion caused by the attribute authorities.

3) The security of algorithms generating ciphertext of
keywords and trapdoors is improved though the ran-
dom numbers and user key (UK ), which protects the
privacy of keyword in the process of searching. Fi-
nally, we prove the security of proposed scheme based
on the decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumption
in the random oracle model and analysis the perfor-
mance of the cloud storage scheme.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2
are some preliminaries related to the proposed scheme.
The system model and threats model are presented in
Section 3. The specific algorithm of searchable CP-ABE
privacy preserving scheme are all given in Section 4. The
security of proposed scheme is proved in Section 5. The
analysis of privacy preserving and performance are de-
scribed in Sections 6. Finally, conclusion and prospect
are in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce some definitions related to
our schemes.

2.1 Bilinear Map

Definition 1. Let G1 and G2 be two groups of prime
order p and the generator of G1 is g. The finite field
of prime order p is defined as Zp, the set of integers
{0, 1, . . . , , p − 1}. A bilinear mapping e : G1 ×G1 → G2

satisfies the following properties:
• Bilinearity: For any u, v ∈ G1, a, b ∈ Zp, it has
e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.

• Non-degeneracy: there exists u, v ∈ G1 such that
e(g, g) 6= 1.

• Computability: For any u, v ∈ G1, there is an effi-
cient bilinear mapping computation e(u, v).

2.2 Decision Bilinear Diffie–Hellman
(DBDH) Assumption

Definition 2. DBDH problem in group G of prime order
p with generator g is defined as follows: let ga, gb, gc ∈ G
and e(g, g)abc = e(g, g)z, and then decide whether z = abc
or z is a random number where a, b, c, z ∈ Zp.

Definition 3. The DBDH assumption is that no proba-
bilistic polynomial-time algorithm has a non-negligible ad-
vantage in solving the DBDH problem [22].

2.3 CP-ABE and PEKS

Ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE)
is a public-key encryption mechanism proposed by
Bethencourt et al., which implements fine-grained access
control by encrypting data with access structure. In CP-
ABE, the ciphertext is related to the access structure, and
the users’ private keys are associated with their attribute
set. Basic algorithms usually include initialization, en-
cryption, key generation and decryption. Ciphertext-
policy attribute-based encryption cloud storage model is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Request

Ciphertext
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Figure 1: CP-ABE cloud storage mode
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Figure 2: PEKS cloud storage model

Figure 2 shows the cloud storage model based on pub-
lic key encryption with keyword search (PEKS) which is
proposed by Boneh et al. in [1]. The keywords extracted
from shared data are encrypted with the public key by the
data owner, which generates the keyword ciphertext, the
data index. The private key is used to encrypt the search
keyword to generate the trapdoor by users. The cipher-
text search operation is completed by matching the index
and the trapdoor. The basic algorithm of PEKS is com-
posed of key generation, encryption, trapdoor generation
and test.
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3 System Model

In this section, we will describe the basic structure as well
as threats model of the proposed scheme.

3.1 Basic Structure

We propose a searchable CP-ABE privacy preserving
scheme shown in Fig. 3. There are five participating en-
tities in our scheme including data owner, users, cloud
server, N attribute authorities and the central authority.

1) Data owner: In the stage of setup, data owner gener-
ates a key pair including index key and trapdoor key
to encrypt the keyword. Then, data owner extracts
the keywords from the shared data and encrypts the
keywords as data index with the index key. The ac-
cess structure is formulated for encrypting the trap-
door key and shared data. The calculated verification
(VR) and ciphertext of trapdoor key are sent to cen-
tral authority, while the data index and ciphertext
are transmitted to the cloud server.

2) User: Users need to register themselves to get the
user key (UK ) and the random identity token (RID).
By asking attribute authorities for private key, users
can decrypt ciphertext of trapdoor key and calcu-
late verification of user (V R′) submitted to the cen-
tral authority for permissions validation. And then,
users encrypt the search keywords with the trapdoor
key and UK, which generates trapdoor sent to the
cloud server for ciphertext searching. After receiving
the matched ciphertext, users can recover the shared
data.

3) Cloud server: The storage and searching of data ci-
phertext are executed by the cloud server. Taking
the UK, data index, and trapdoor as input, cloud
server matches the data ciphtertext and returns the
result to users. In the revocation phase, it also needs
to achieve the direct revocation of users.

4) Central authority: In the register phase, UK and
RID are generated by central authority (CA) which
sends the trapdoor key ciphertext to users and veri-
fies users’ access permissions. If users pass the vali-
dation, UK and RID will be sent to cloud server for
ciphertext searching.

5) Attribute authorities: Setup and generate the mas-
ter key and public key which is sent to data owner
for encrypting. The attribute authorities (AAs) re-
spond the request of private key and generate the
corresponding private key components after receiv-
ing users’ attribute set.

3.2 Threats Model

In the proposed scheme, only the central authority is fully
trusted. The attribute authorities will honestly generate
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Figure 3: A searchable CP-ABE privacy preserving
scheme

and distribute the private key for users, but they may col-
lude with each other to steal users’ attribute information.
The cloud server is honest but curious. It will abide by the
protocol returning the searched ciphertext to users and re-
voke users’ search permissions. However the semi-trusted
cloud server may steal the shared data and information
of users internally. Users may collude to decrypt the data
that they don’t have permissions.

4 Concrete Algorithm

In this section, we will give the specific algorithm
construction of searchable CP-ABE privacy protection
scheme.

4.1 Setup

1) AAs setup αi → (PK,MK). Any one of attribute
authorities chooses a bilinear group G of prime order
p with generator g. AAi chooses αi ∈ Zp and calcu-
lates Yi = e(g, g)αi sent to the rest of AAs which all
need to calculate Y =

∏
i∈AA Yi = e(g, g)

∑
αi . The

public key of system is PK = {G, g, Y = e(g, g)
∑
αi}.

Each attribute authority randomly chooses N −1 in-
tegers Sij ∈ Zp, (j ∈ {1, 2, . . . N}\{i}) and calculates
gSij sent to all other authorities. After receiving the
N − 1 gSji , AAs all calculate parameter xi follows
which belong to Zp and satisfy

∏
i∈AA xi = 1 mod p.

xi =

 ∏
j∈{1,...,N}\{i}

gSij

/
 ∏
j∈{1,...,N}\{i}

gSji


= g

( ∑
j∈{1,...,N}\{i}

gSij−
∑

j∈{1,...,N}\{i}
gSji

)
(1)

In the initialization phase, the generated master key
is MK = {αi, xi}. Each AAi chooses random num-
ber γi ∈ Zp and calculates xi · gγi using for generat-
ing private key. The xi · gαi · gγi generated by AAi is
shared with the other attribute authorities and any
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one of them calculates Y ′ =
∏
xig

αigγi = g
∑
αi+

∑
γi

sent to data owner.

2) Data owner setup. Choose a bilinear group G1 of
prime order p with generator g1. Let H1 : {0, 1}∗ →
G1 be the hash function. With choosing the random
number η, µ, data owner calculates PK = {g1, gη1}
and SK = η, which called index key (IK) and trap-
door key (TK) respectively in the scheme.

4.2 IndexGen (W, IK)→ IW

Data owner extracts the keyword from shared data and
encrypts the key words with index key and random num-
bers τ, µ. The index of shared data is calculated as fol-
lows:

IW = (I1, I2) = (gµτ1 , e(H1(W )µ, gητ1 )) (2)

4.3 Encrypt (M,TK, Tp, PK) →
CM , CTK , V R

First, the algorithm choose a polynomial qx for each node
x in {Tp}p∈{0,...,r−1}. The degree dx of polynomial qx
should less than the threshold value kx. Starting from
the root node Rp, the algorithm randomly picks S0 ∈ Zp
and sets qRp(0) = S0 and the other coefficients of qRp
are picked randomly. The attribute set in access tree is
defined as ATp . With picking a random element h ∈ Zp,
the ciphertext is created as:

CTK =
〈
{Tp}p∈{0,...,r−1}, E0 = TK · Y S0 , C = ghS0 ,

Ĉ = (Y ′)h
−1

, {Ci = gqi(0), C ′i = H(att(i))qi(0)}
i ∈ ATp , p ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}

〉
(3)

CM = 〈E1 = M · Y S0 , C = ghS0 , Ĉ = (Y ′)h
−1

〉

And the verification used to verify the privilege of users
is computed as V R = {Y S0}p∈{1,...,r−1}.

4.4 Enroll ζi → UK,RID

This algorithm enrolls the users who want to join the sys-
tem and picks the user key (UK ) randomly and generates
a random sequence as the random identity of users (RID).

4.5 TrapdoorGen (W ′, TK,UK, λ)→ TW ′

In this algorithm, the random number λ is picked and the
calculation of trapdoor is

TW ′ = (T1, T2) = (λ · UK,H1(W ′)λ·TK) (4)

4.6 Test (RID, IW , TW ′)→ {CM}
According to the RID submitted by users and the corre-
sponding UK this algorithm performs the matching cal-
culation e(T2, I

UK
1 ) = IT1

2 like follows:

e(H1(W )λ·TK , gµ·τ ·UK1 ) = e(H1(W ′)µ, gη·τ1 )UK·λ (5)

If users’ search keywords are same to those included
in the index, the equation will be established. The cloud
server sets result = {CM} and returns result to users. If
not, the cloud server sets result = ∅ returned to users.

4.7 KeyGen {RID,PK,MK,Au} → SKRID

For any attribute k ∈ Au every AAi picks a random
number βRID,k ∈ Zp and calculates the private key com-
ponents H(att(k))βRID,k , D′k = gβRID,k sent to user with
xi · gγi where Au is the attribute set of user. User calcu-
lates as:

Dk = H(att(k))βRID,k ·
∏

(xi · gγi)

= H(att(k))βRID,k · g
∑
γi (6)

By combining the private key components, users can
get the private key as SKRID = {Dk, D

′
k = gβRID,k}.

4.8 Decrypt (CM , CTK , SK) →
(M,TK, V R′)

By calling this algorithm recursively, the TK and vali-
dation of user (V R′) can be calculated.

1) If the node x is a leaf node and its attribute is i, the
algorithm defined as follows.

If i ∈ Au:

DecryptNode(CT, SK, x)

=
e(Dk, Cx)

e(D′k, C
′
x)

=
e(H(att(i))βRID,k · g

∑
γi , gqx(0))

e(gβRID,k , H(att(i))qx(0))

= e(g, g)(
∑
γi)·qx(0) (7)

If i /∈ Au, the algorithm return ∅.

Fx =
∏

Fz
Mindex(z),S′x (0)

=
∏

(e(g, g)(
∑
ri)·qz(0))

Mindex(z),S′x (0)

=
∏

(e(g, g)(
∑
ri)·qparrent(z)(index(z)))Mindex(z),S′x (0)

=
∏

(e(g, g)(
∑
ri)·qx(index(z)))Mindex(z),S′x (0)

= e(g, g)(
∑
γi)·qx(0) (8)

2) If x is not a leaf node, the nodes z, children nodes of
x, call DecryptNode(CT, SK, z) and write the out-
puts as Fz. Let Sx be an arbitrary kx -sized set of
child nodes z with the index S′x. By using polynomial
interpolation the calculation is as follows.

After getting the ciphertext of trapdoor key, users call
the decryption algorithm recursively starting from the
root node Rp and calculate the verification of user (V R′)
as follows.

DecryptNode(CTK , SK,Rp) = e(g, g)S0
∑
γi (9)
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If users’ attribute set meet the access tree, they can
decrypt the ciphertext of trapdoor key as:

E0

e(C, Ĉ)

e(g, g)S0
∑
γi

=
TK · Y S0

e(ghS0 , (g
∑
αi+

∑
γi)h

−1

)

e(g, g)S0
∑
γi

=
TK · e(g, g)(

∑
αi)·S0

e(g, g)S0
∑
αi

= TK (10)

The shared data can be recovered as

M=E1/
e(C, Ĉ)

V R′
(11)

4.9 Revoke

By generating the list of UK and RID, the direct revoca-
tion to users’ search permission can be achieved. In the
phase of revocation, users submit their RID and then the
cloud server remove the corresponding item of UK and
RID from the list. If cloud server can’t find the corre-
sponding UK in the process of ciphertext matching, the
ciphertext search operation is terminated and then the
cloud server returns the information that authentication
fails.

5 Security Proof

In this section, the security of proposed scheme is proved
in the random oracle model.

Lemma 5.1. Based on DBDH assumption, if the scheme
in [15] is secure against chosen plaintext attacks (CPA)
in the random oracle model, our scheme is secure against
CPA.

Proof. Suppose there exists a probabilistic polynomial
time adversary A can attack our scheme with advantage
ε. We prove that the following DBDH game can be solved
by the challenger B with advantage ε

2 .

Let e : G × G → G0 be a bilinear map where G is a
cyclic group of prime order p with generator g. First, the
challenger B randomly picks a, b, c, z ∈ Zp, θ ∈ {0, 1} and
sets tuple (g,A,B,C, Z) = (g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)abc) if θ=0.
Otherwise if θ=1, the tuple is set to

(
g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)z

)
.

Initialization: The adversary controls part of attribute
authorities where at least two authorities are not con-
trolled by the adversary and remaining authorities
are controlled by challenger B. The adversary A de-
clares the challenged access tree T ′0 of which some
attributes are managed by the simulator’s authori-
ties.

Setup: The challenger sets a =
∑
γi, b =

∑
αi∑
γi
, c = s0

where γi, αi, s0 ∈ Zp are randomly picked and gives
Y and Y ′ to the adversary.

Query Phase 1: The adversary queries for the private
keys according to attribute set and none of the at-
tribute set satisfy the access tree. After receiving the
private key queries from A with RID, the challenger
randomly picks βRID,k ∈ Zp and calculates private
key components for every attribute k ∈ Au as follows:
Dk = H(att(k))βRID,k · g

∑
γi , D′k = gβRID,k .

Query Phase 2: Repeat Phase 1 adaptively.

Guess: The adversary A submits the guess θ′ of θ. When
θ = θ′, the simulator represented challenger B out-
puts

(
g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)abc

)
if θ=0, otherwise it out-

puts a DBDH tuple
(
g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)z

)
composed

by five random elements.

When θ= 1, the adversary A can’t get any useful informa-
tion and the advantage is Pr = 1

2 . And the advantage is
Pr = 1

2 + ε when θ=0. Therefore, the advantage of prob-
abilistic polynomial time adversary in the DBDH game
is Pr(θ′ = θ) − 1

2 = 1
2

(
1
2 + ε

)
+ 1

2 ·
1
2 −

1
2 = ε

2 . To con-
clude, if the adversary has non-negligible advantage in the
constructed game, he can solve the DBDH problem with
the non-negligible advantage ε

2 . Based on the DBDH as-
sumption, there is no adversary has significant advantage
in our security game and our scheme is secure.

Lemma 5.2. If DBDH assumption is tenable and the
scheme in [10] is semantically secure in the random oracle
model, our scheme is semantically secure in the random
oracle model.

Proof. Assume the probabilistic polynomial time (PPT)
adversary A can break our scheme with non-negligible ad-
vantage and then we construct a PPT algorithm B simu-
lating the oracle to solve the DBDH problem. The adver-
sary issues at most qH , qT , qC to the hash oracle, trapdoor
oracle, ciphertext oracle respectively.

Hash Oracle: The adversary queries the hash H1 and
gives a keyword Wi. The simulator B randomly picks
ai ∈ Zp and flip a random coin ci such that Pr[ci =

0] = δ. If ci = 0, the simulator B calculates g
z
µ

1 ·g
ai
1 =

hi, and sets gai1 = hi if ci = 1. Then, B adds tuple
[Wi, hi, ai, ci] to the list LH1

and sets H1(Wi) = hi
as the hash value of the keyword Wi. The hash value
hi is returned to the adversary A.

Trapdoor Oracle: Given a keyword Wi, the simulator
retrieves tuple [Wi, hi, ai, ci] in the list LH1 . if ci = 0,
the simulator B aborts and out puts the guess b′ of
b. If ci = 1, B randomly chooses βi, ρ ∈ Zp and
calculates the true trapdoor as Ti = (T1, T2) = (βi ·
ρ,H1(Wi)

βi·ρ). And then B return the trapdoor to
adversary A.

Ciphertext Oracle: Given a keyword Wi, the simulator
retrieves tuple [Wi, hi, ai, ci] in the list LH1

. If ci =
0, the simulator B aborts and outputs the guess b′

of b. If ci = 1, B randomly chooses η, τ, µ ∈ Zp
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and calculates the true ciphertext Ci = (C1, C2) =
(gµτ1 , e(H1(Wi)

µ, gητ1 )) returned to the adversary A.

Challenge: The adversary chooses the keyword W0W1

that he wants to challenge. B performs the above
algorithm and retrieves the tuples [W0, h0, a0, c0] and
[W1, h1, a1, c1]. If c0 = 1 and c1 = 1, the simulator
B aborts and outputs the guess b′ of b. If c0 = 0 or
c1 = 0, let b̂ be the bit such that cb̂ = 0 and we have

hb̂ = g
z
µ

1 · g
ab̂
1 .

The simulator B calculates C2 = Z · e(gη1 , gτ1 )µab̂ . If
Z = e(g1, g1)ητz, then C2 = e(g1, g1)ητ(µab̂+z) =
e(hµ

b̂′
, gητ ), C1 = gµτ1 . B returns C = (C1, C2) to A. The

adversary continues to query for Wi where the only re-
striction is Wi 6= W0,W1. At last, the adversary submits
a guess b̂′ of b̂. If b̂′ = b̂ , the simulator B outputs b′ = 0.
And it outputs b′ = 1 if b̂′ 6= b̂.

The probability that the simulator B doesn’t aborts
is Pr[B] = (1 − δ)qT+qC (1 − (1 − δ)2). It’s no-negligible
because it approximately equals to 2

(qT+qC)e . If the adver-

sary can break the algorithm of our scheme, the simulator
B can succeed in distinguish that Z is equal to e(g1, g1)ητz

or a random element. The probability that simulator B
succeeds in guessing b′ of b is Pr[b′ = b] = 1

2 + ε ·Pr[B]. If
ε is no-negligible, so is Pr[b′ = b] − 1

2 , the advantages of
solving the DBDH problems by simulator B. based on the
DBDH assumption, there is no adversary can break our
algorithm with no-negligible advantage and our scheme is
safe.

Theorem 5.3. If DBDH assumption is tenable, our
scheme is safe in the random oracle model.

Proof. Directly derived from Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2.

6 Analysis and Comparison

6.1 Privacy Preserving Analysis

6.1.1 Content Privacy

This paper adopts the CP-ABE algorithm, a public-key
encryption mechanism, to encrypt the shared data, which
is safer than the symmetrical encryption. By encrypting
the shared data with access tree, we ensure that the safety
of content privacy of data owner. Besides, the direct revo-
cation mechanism solves the privacy disclosure problems
caused by private key mismanagement. Furthermore, the
random number βRID,k is introduced into the process of
private key generating. The components of private key
are related to RID which is a random sequence, an inter-
active identity of user. Even the different users collude
with each other they can’t get the private key that they
don’t have the permissions. Thus, the illegal user can’t
search and get the shared data though the collusion.

6.1.2 Identity privacy

The central authority is introduced to the multi-authority
CP-ABE scheme, but the central authority in this paper
doesn’t participate in the process related to attributes.
On the one hand, the central authority stores the cipher-
text of trapdoor key so that the data owner doesn’t need
to be always online. On the other hand, CA registers users
and randomly generates the user key (UK ) and the ran-
dom identity (RID) for each user. The random sequence
RID replaces the user’s identity in course of the interac-
tion, which protects the identity privacy of users. There-
fore, this mechanism realizes the bidirectional anonymous
interaction.

6.1.3 Search privacy

The search mechanism of our scheme can against mul-
tiple attacks. By encrypting the hash value of keyword
with random number µ maintained only by data owner
in the process of index generating, the cloud server can’t
make the keyword guessing attack internally by match-
ing the candidate keyword with trapdoor. In the stage of
trapdoor generating, we hide the search keyword with the
random number, which prevents the keyword replay at-
tack executed by malicious attacker after intercepting the
trapdoor. Hence, the semi-trusted cloud server and at-
tacker can’t obtain any useful information of the keyword
and our scheme achieves the privacy preserving for the
keyword without reducing security of previous algorithm.

6.1.4 Attribute privacy

Data owner: The fine-grained access control is achieved
by the central authority. Users’ search privilege is
verified by the central authority though the valida-
tion (VR), which avoiding the risk brought by sub-
mitting access structure to the semi-trusted cloud
server. This mechanism protects the attribute of ac-
cess tree created by the data owner.

Users: Our scheme solves the privacy disclosure prob-
lems caused by the collusion of attribute authori-
ties in the multi-authority schemes. The anonymous
transfer algorithm is adopted in the interactive pro-
cess of private key generating as is shown in Fig
4. We assign the attribute to AAs by category, so
each attribute authority only manages one kind of
attribute. Each user has one value of the attributes
controlled by each attribute authority. After receiv-
ing private key request of each user, all the attribute
authorities compute components of private key for
every attribute value. With the anonymous transfer
algorithm, attribute authority can’t know the com-
ponents that users choose so that the attributes of
users won’t be leaked, which protects users’ attribute
information.
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Table 1: The comparison with the classic schemes

scheme access
control

ciphertext
search

index
security

trapdoor
security

access structure
security

multi-
authority

against AAs’
collusion

against users’
collusion

[19]
√

— — — ×
√

×
√

[15]
√

— — — ×
√ √

×
[10] —

√ √
× — — — —

[26]
√ √

×
√

× × — ×
[21]

√ √
× × × × — ×

our
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Table 2: The comparison of performance

scheme Setup Encrypt IndexGen TrapdoorGen Test KeyGen Decrypt

[26] O(1) O(X) 3E+H+P E +H 2E + P O(1) O(X)
[21] O(1) O(XI) 2E+H+P 2E+P +H P O(K) O(1)
our O(N2 + 1) O(2XI) 3E+H+P E +H 2E + P O(K) O(X)
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Figure 4: Anonymous transfer algorithm

6.1.5 Scheme Comparison

We compared the proposed scheme with some of classic
cloud storage schemes, as is shown in TABLE I. Among
the schemes, the literature [15,19] are the single attribute-
based encryption cloud storage scheme of which the ci-
phertext isn’t searchable. The shared data is encrypted
by symmetric encryption algorithm in [15,21] and the se-
curity is insufficient. The scheme in [10] is based on the
single public key encryption with keyword search, which
lacks of the fine-grained access control. In [21, 26], the
multiple encryption algorithms are adopted to achieve ac-
cess control and ciphertext search function, but the sin-
gle authority increases the potential vulnerability to the
system. Some privacy disclosure problems still exist in
the current cloud storage schemes. It can be seen from
Table 1 that the scheme proposed in this paper not only
realizes the access control and ciphertext search opera-
tion of the cloud storage system, but also establishes the
relatively perfect privacy preserving mechanism for the
hybrid cloud storage system. Our scheme protects the
privacy of the keyword in the search process, and solves
the collusion problem of the multi-authority mechanism.

The mechanism that access control accomplished by the
trapdoor key and CA also ensures the security of attribute
privacy in the access structure.

6.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the pro-
posed scheme. We denote X as the number of nodes in
the access tree and I as the average threshold value. The
size of attribute set of users is denoted by K and the
number of attribute authority is denoted by N. In the
initialization phase of this scheme, the time complexity
of the algorithm performed by each attribute authority
is O(1). The time complexity of the setup computation

is O(N
2
+1). There are X nodes in access tree and the

average threshold value is I, the complexity of the en-
cryption is O(2XI). In the stage of key generating phase

the complexity of N attribute authorities is O(N
2
+N ·K).

Users’ private key is composed by K components and the
complexity is O(K). Because of the 1-out-of-n transfer
algorithm, the communication overhand is increased to
O(K). The algorithm of decryption is recursive, which
executed at all nodes of access tree, so the complexity is
O(X). The computational overhead of search mechanism
in this paper is denoted by exponentiation (E), hash func-
tion (H) and bilinear pairing (P). In the index generation
phase, the overhead is 3E +H + P and the cost of trap-
door calculating is E + H. Finally, the computational
expense of test algorithm is 2E + P . It can be seen from
Table 2 that although we enhance the safety of the system
by improving the system structure and algorithm, but the
complexity of calculation and communication is increased.
In addition, the computing efficiency of search mechanism
isn’t improved despite the improvement of keyword pri-
vacy preserving mechanism in this paper.
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7 Conclusion

With the rapid development of Internet technology, cloud
storage system centered on data management and sharing
has received more and more attention. The cloud storage
schemes based on CP-ABE can be used in many files like
electronic healthcare [3], Internet of Things [27], and so
on. But this model that the data stored by third-party
brings the new security risks. The shared content, iden-
tity, attributes and other privacy information of users may
be disclosed in the use of cloud storage system. Establish-
ing a complete privacy protection mechanism has become
an important factor in the development and promotion of
cloud storage systems.

Aiming at the privacy disclosure problems caused by
submitting the access structure and identities, collusion,
and the attacks about keywords, this paper proposes
a searchable CP-ABE privacy preserving scheme. The
scheme can accomplish the access control and ciphertext
search at once and establish a relatively complete privacy
protection mechanism for the cloud storage system with
hybrid encryption. We introduce the central authority
to achieve the access control of users, which protects the
attributes in access tree. The problems of collusion and
keyword leakage are solved by introducing the anonymous
transfer algorithm and improving the original algorithms.
The scheme is proved based on the DBDH assumption.
Analysis and comparison show that the proposed scheme
is more secure and practical.

By analyzing the efficiency of the system, it can be
found that that however the privacy protection mecha-
nism adopted in this paper improves the security of the
system, but the overhead of computation and communica-
tion is still very large. The complexity of the encryption
and decryption algorithm increases with the increasing
number of attributes and the efficiency of search mecha-
nism needs to be improved. The establishment of safe and
efficient Cloud storage system is the key point of our fur-
ther research. In addition, the revocation in this paper is
coarse-grained and it’s necessary to achieve the attribute-
level user revocation for the hybrid encryption cloud stor-
age scheme in the future.
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Abstract

With the fast evolution of digital data exchange, secu-
rity is the main concern in today’s world. It is important
to secure data from uncertified access, security informa-
tion becomes essential in information and data storage,
and transmission over open networks such as the Internet.
The traditional algorithms face some drawbacks of little
key-space and poor security. This paper proposes a new
way to encrypt data on the basis of the binary form which
is considered the simplest form of data that is consisted of
zero and one. This new system converts the target mes-
sage into zero and one and then swap the bit value from
one to zero and from zero to one by using mathemati-
cal equations built on the truth table in which the secret
key and the target message are the main elements. This
algorithm is characterized by a secret key that has an un-
limited length and a sub-secret key added to the system.
The use of the sub-secret key helps to generate a differ-
ent encrypted message every time even if the same secret
key, the sub-secret key, and the same plain-text are used,
which increases the confidentiality and strength of the
system. This system provides all the demands of secrecy
and strength to confront the intruders with high efficiency
and has high-security analysis such as key space analysis,
statistical analysis. For example, if the secret key is cho-
sen as 1 MB length that means a number of trials equal
to 28388608 to estimate it, which is considered very large
to be adequate to safeguard information and data that is
encrypted by the proposed encryption system against any
attacks. Therefore, the proposed system can be used to
secure any software applications.

Keywords: Encryption; Decryption; Information Secu-
rity; cryptography

1 Introduction

The science of cryptography is the science of coverage
and verification of information. Often referred to as ”the
study of secret” when data exchanged over the Internet,
networks or other media. It’s the technique of protecting
data and information from non-authorized access [7] by
transforming it into a non-readable format, called cipher-
text.

Only those who have the secret key of the encryption
system can decrypt the encrypted message and return it
to a readable format. It includes algorithms, protocols,
and methodologies to secure prevent or delay unapproved
access to sensitive information and to enable verifiabil-
ity of every component in the communication. A crypto-
graphic algorithm, which is also known as a cipher, could
be the mathematical function or equation used for en-
cryption and decryption [3].

Generally, data decryption process is similar to the
data encryption process, but in a reversed way. Encryp-
tion/Decryption protects data and information from be-
ing hacked by the hacker [4]. Encryption/Decryption is a
security system where cipher or encryption algorithms are
executed together with a secret key to encrypt/decrypt
data so that they are unreadable in the event that they
are intercepted [6].

With a dramatic increase in the number of Internet
users around the world, the need to protect data, infor-
mation, and multimedia on the Internet has become a
high priority. Most operations in governments, military
installations, financial institutions, hospitals, and private
companies deal heavily with data that is in the form of
an image or multiple media, most encryption algorithms
today are based on text-only data [19]. Encryption of
Digital Image is a beanch of software encryption and has
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become very important to prevent and thwart any at-
tack on them to obtain information without prior autho-
rization. Min-Shiang Hwang [11] proposed a new secure
cryptographic system built on the Merkle-Hellman pub-
lic key cryptographic system (knapsack public-key). This
method proposes a new Permutation Combination Algo-
rithm.

Gilhorta and Singh [18] proposed the plaintext is con-
verted to a floating number in a range from 0 to 1 and
then this floating number converted to binary code and
by using a secret key it is converted to encrypted binary
code. Animesh Hazra et al. [8] present a brief review of
using DNA as a method of cryptography in real time im-
plementation. Li-Chin Huang and Min-Shiang Hwang [9]
proposed a study of data hiding in medical images.

Mohamed Rasslan et al. [15] presented a public model
to execute any cryptographic algorithm by way of a
parallel- pipelined design. Ali E. Takieldeen et al. [20]
suggested a method of cryptography which uses the im-
age as a public key and random integers as a private key
which is used to permutate the image. Lihua Liu et al.
[13] designed a cryptographic system of private broadcast
encryption to encrypt a plaintext or a message for multi
recipients and hide the recipients identities. Cheng-Chi
Lee and Min-Shiang Hwang [12] designed a new convert-
ible authenticated encryption scheme built on the ElGa-
mal cryptosystem. Said Bouchkaren and Saiida Lazaar
[2] proposed some tests concentrate on the randomness
of tests and on differential cryptanalysis Managed on the
CAES (Cellular automata Encryption System).

In this paper, a modified cryptographic algorithm sys-
tem based on binary codes (0,1) is designed by using
mathematical equations [5]. The main idea of this al-
gorithm is converting 0-bit value to 1-bit value and 1-bit
value to 0-bit value by using a mathematical equation de-
pends on the bit values of secret key and target message
by using logic functions. The target message is divided
into bytes each of which is composed of 8 bits. The secret
key length is modified to be equal to the target message
length. Changing the value of the bits depends on a truth
table in which the secret key and target message act as
main elements. Each person who receives the message
has their own sub-secret key. This key is composed of
two parts; the first part is a value that points to where
the first place of a dummy bit is added to each byte in
the encrypted message, and the second part is also a value
that points to where the second place of a dummy bit is
added to each byte in the encrypted message.

The values of these two dummy bits are generated ran-
domly by the system. Finally, the system generates a
different encrypted message every time even if the same
secret key, the sub-secret key, and the same plaintext are
used several times because of each byte contains two bits
have random values. The decryption procedure is similar
to the encryption procedure in processing but in reverse
order starts by removing the previously generated random
dummy bits and then decrypting the message. The pro-
posed algorithm system can regenerate the original binary

data byte with no loss or lack of data during and after the
encryption or decryption process. By using unlimited se-
cret keys length, and a sub-secret key is owned by each
person who receives the encrypted message, the algorithm
is more secure and it’s hard to guess the key value or be
attacked.

The proposed algorithm has been tested and compared
with other recent algorithm and it was fast, simple and
flexible enough. Validation of the new algorithm security
requirements have been applied and it has been suitable
for using it in many software applications.
The second section demonstrates the proposed algorithm
(CryptoBin), the third section discusses the architecture
of the algorithm system, the proves of the strength, the
performance and security analysis for CryptoBin based
system and its results. Finally, the conclusion will be
introduced.

2 Proposed Work

The cryptographic algorithm system for binary codes
which discussed and published after many tests and trials
to attack it found that it has some drawbacks and weak-
ness in the secret key system, and should be improved.
This article will perform a study of the CryptoBin algo-
rithm (ours) and try to explain its strength and resistance
to attacks. So that a new method for secure communica-
tion of information and multimedia encryption proposed
here. This technique contains advantages of both multi-
media (Audio, Image, and video) cryptography and nor-
mal encryption data. This article is used to achieve and
solve the problem of the weakness and drawbacks of the
former system that mentioned before and it strengthens
the secret key to be difficult to break. This cryptographic
algorithm system is called CryptoBin which deals with
Binary codes (0,1) bits.

The proposed secret key is a binary number which char-
acterized by an unlimited size of bits, the bits can be less,
equal or greater than the target message (plain text). The
algorithm system compares the bit value of the secret key
with the bit value of the target message and generates a
new encrypted message that has an equal length of the
target message. The algorithm system compares the bit
value of the secret key and the target message using log-
ical equations based on a given truth table, resulting in
the encrypted message. For example, if the bit value of
the secret key is equal to ”1”, the bit value of the target
message will change from ”1” to ”0” or ”0” to ”1”, else
if the bit value of the secret key is ”0”, the bit value of
the target message will not change and be as it ”0” is ”0”
and ”1” is ”1”.

2.1 Architecture of The Algorithm Sys-
tem

The CryptoBin algorithm consists of a secret key, plain
message, and a truth table. The secret key and the plain
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message are binary numbers, and the truth table controls
the output bit’s value (an encrypted bit).

Encryption System.
For example:
plain text = ”Hello World”
binary input = ”0100100001100101011011000110110
001101111001000000101011101101111011100100110
110001100100” secret key = ”723” in decimal form
secret key = ”1011010011” in binary form
To obtain a modified secret key to be equal to the
number of bits of the target message it should be
repeated.
Modifiedsecretkey=”101101001110110100111011010
011101101001110110100111011010011101101001110
1101001110110100”
sub-secret key = ”010110”
By using the sub-secret key, the system will generate
random values of two dummy bits and add them
to the encrypted message. The first part of the
sub-secret key points to the position of first dummy
bit will be added to each byte of the encrypted
message, the second part of the sub-secret key points
to the position of the second dummy bit will be
added to each byte of the encrypted message. In this
case, the first dummy bit position will be the third
bit, the second dummy bit position is the seventh
bit with random values.

Truth Table =

Key Msg Enc Msg
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

The common idea of Truth Table that if the key’s bit
value is ”0” then the encrypted bit value will be un-
changed, else if the key’s bit value is ”1” as shown in
Figure 1 then the encrypted bit value will be changed
from ”1” to ”0” or ”0” to ”1”.

Figure 1: One-byte encryption

The Plain Message

The Secret Key

The Encrypted Message

The sub-secret key is ”010110”
Encrypted Message After adding Dummy Bits

EncryptedBinary=”1111110100010010100000110110
110100110000100101011110011001001000101111101
01010010100000011011000100111111111101100100”

Decryption System.
For Decrypting the same example:
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EncryptedBinary=”1111110010001000010101110010
001010111100100101001011101001010100001111001
011111111010000”
secret key = ”723” in decimal form
Secret key = ”1011010011” in binary form
sub-secret key = ”010110”

By using the sub-secret key, the system will search for
the two dummy bits that have already been added to
the encrypted message, then remove them from that
message. The first part of the sub-secret key points
to the position of the first dummy, the second part of
the sub-secret key points to the position of the second
dummy bit that has been added to each byte of the
encrypted message. In this case, the first dummy bit
position will be the third bit, the second dummy bit
position is the seventh bit.

To obtain a modified secret key to be equal to the
number of bits of the target message it should be
repeated.

Modifiedsecretkey=”101101001110110100111011010
011101101001110110100111011010011101101001110
1101001110110100”

By using the same truth table in the decryption
process the bit value of 0 changed to 1 and 1 to 0
according to the rules which added in the truth table
and Figure 2 shows a sample of a ciphered 8-bits
changed to decrypted 8-bits.

Truth Table =

Key Msg Enc Msg
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

Figure 2: One-byte decryption

The Encrypted Message Including Dummy Bits

The sub-secret key is ”010110”
The Encrypted Message After Removing Dummy
Bits

The Secret Key

The Decrypted message

Decryptedbinaryoutput=”0100100001100101011011
000110110001101111001000000101011101101111011
100100110110001100100”
Decrypted text = ”Hello World”
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2.2 CryptoBin Implementation

Now we propose the CryptoBin algorithm encryption by
using a simple coding language such as VB.NET. For sim-
plicity, we use a simple series of binary codes for plaintext
and secret key as shown in Algorithm 1, and 2.

Algorithm 1 CryptoBin Algorithm (Encryption)

1: ’Encryption Process
2: ’plain text = ”Hello World”
3: Diminputstr=”010010000110010101101100011011000

1101111001000000101011101101111011100100110110
001100100”

4: Dim key = ”1011010011” ’723 in decimal form
5: Dim keybit = ””
6: Dim txtbit = ””
7: Dim resbit = ””
8: Dim result = ””
9: Dim keylength

10: For x = 0 To inputstr.Length - 1 Step key.Length
11: keylength = key.Length
12: ’if no. of bits of plaintext length < no. of bits of key

length
13: If (inputstr.Length) - x < key.Length Then keylength

= (inputstr.Length) - x
14: For n = 1 To keylength
15: txtbit = Mid(inputstr, x + n, 1)
16: keybit = Mid(key, n, 1)
17: If keybit = ”0” And txtbit = ”0” Then
18: resbit = ”0”
19: ElseIf keybit = ”0” And txtbit = ”1” Then
20: resbit = ”1”
21: ElseIf keybit = ”1” And txtbit = ”0” Then
22: resbit = ”1”
23: ElseIf keybit = ”1” And txtbit = ”1” Then
24: resbit = ”0”
25: End If
26: result = result + resbit
27: Next n
28: Next x

Encryptedresult=”111111001000100001010111001000
1010111100100101001011101001010100001111001011111
111010000”

Decryptedresult=”010010000110010101101100011011
0001101111001000000101011101101111011100100110110
001100100”
We can use this code for Image Encryption also. For
example; we use an image file named ”m.png” and the
encrypted file named ”m-Encrypt.png”, Figure 3 shows
the image before and after encryption.

Algorithm 2 CryptoBin Algorithm (Decryption)

1: ’Decryption Process
2: ’Encryptedtext=”111111001000100001010111001000

1010111100100101001011101001010100001111001011
111111010000”

3: Diminputstr=”111111001000100001010111001000101
0111100100101001011101001010100001111001011111
111010000”

4: Dim key = ”1011010011” ’723 in decimal form
5: Dim keybit = ””
6: Dim txtbit = ””
7: Dim resbit = ””
8: Dim result = ””
9: Dim keylength

10: For x = 0 To inputstr.Length - 1 Step key.Length
11: keylength = key.Length
12: ’if no. of bits of plaintext length < no. of bits of key

length
13: If (inputstr.Length) - x < key.Length Then
14: keylength = (inputstr.Length) - x
15: For n = 1 To keylength
16: txtbit = Mid(inputstr, x + n, 1)
17: keybit = Mid(key, n, 1)
18: If keybit = ”0” And txtbit = ”0” Then
19: resbit = ”0”
20: ElseIf keybit = ”0” And txtbit = ”1” Then
21: resbit = ”1”
22: ElseIf keybit = ”1” And txtbit = ”0” Then
23: resbit = ”1”
24: ElseIf keybit = ”1” And txtbit = ”1” Then
25: resbit = ”0”
26: End If
27: result = result + resbit
28: Next n
29: Next x

Figure 3: Image before and after encryption

3 Performance and Security Anal-
ysis

For designing a very good encryption system, it should
be resisting all kinds of common attacks such as brute-
force attacks, the man in middle attack, dictionary at-
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tack, side channel attack, cipher-text attack, and vari-
ous attacks. Some of the security analysis techniques can
perform on the CryptoBin encrypting system while the
statistical analysis and key space are included.

The security analysis of the proposed CryptoBin en-
cryption for image encryption will be discussed in this
section, such as Histogram Analysis, Correlation between
plain images and cipher images, Information Entropy,
and Key Space Analysis to prove that the proposed en-
cryption system is effective, safe and more secure against
all common attacks. Experiments are executed by using
the ”Matlab” software. The key parameter for example;
key)Decimal = 723 or key)Binary = 1011010011. This pa-
rameter must be kept secret. The same key is used to
decrypt the cipher-images.

3.1 Statistical Analysis

To demonstrate the strength of the proposed encryption
system, a statistical analysis was performed showing su-
perior confusion characteristics and also diffusion char-
acteristics in the nature of strong resistance against all
kinds of statistical attacks. This is done by the study
of Histogram Analysis, Correlation, Key Space Analysis,
and Information Entropy between the plain images and
ciphered images [17]. Applying the statistical analysis
on the CryptoBin system demonstrated the properties of
diffusion and the superior confusion of the system that
effectively protect from statistical attacks. these results
will be shown by the histogram tests on the plain and the
ciphered images.

3.1.1 Histogram Analysis

Two techniques of confusion and diffusion may be used,
as Shannon pointed out, to defeat any strong attacks de-
pending on the statistical analysis. Histogram test is one
of Shannon methods and it is applied to ciphered images.
We have a grey-scale image (256X256) has different con-
tents, and we calculate its histogram which shows the dis-
tribution of pixel intensities of the image. The attacker
uses frequency analysis to obtain the secret key or the
plain-pixels. This attack type is called a statistical at-
tack. To prevent that statistical attack, the histogram of
the original image and histogram of the encrypted image
shouldn’t have a statistical similarity. Therefore, the his-
togram of the encrypted image should be relatively flat
or with a uniform statistical distribution, indicating the
strength and quality of the encryption system [10].

Figure 4 show histograms of image ’m.png’ before and
after encryption. Histogram of the encrypted image looks
relatively flat and with a uniform statistical distribution
and distinctive from the histogram of the original image.
Based on the experiment results above, the encryption
process turned out to return a noisy image, and also the
histograms of the previously encrypted image are very
similar to the uniform distribution, distinctive from the
original image and no statistical similarity to the original

Figure 4: Histograms of the plain image and ciphered
image

one is contained. The flat histogram in encrypted images
can make an attacker’s task very difficult to infer pixel
values or secret keys using a statistical attack. This cor-
responds to the ideal security set by Shannon, and the
encryption system resists against the known attacks [1].

3.1.2 Correlation between Plain and Cipher Im-
ages

Correlation is some of a wide class of statistical relation-
ships involving dependence, though in keeping usage it
usually identifies how close two variables are to presenting
a linear relationship together. We have analyzed the cor-
relation between horizontally, vertically, and diagonally
adjacent pixels in a wide range of normal images as well as
their encrypted images. The correlation coefficient anal-
ysis indicates the partnership among pixels in the cipher
image [14]. In the newest scheme, the correlation among
adjacent pixels is less than that of the original image.
This low correlation value between the original images
and their encryption indicates less resemblance between
them, which supplies more resistant to attacks. The Sta-
tistical correlation is a measure that states the effective-
ness of the linear relationship between two random vari-
ables. Let ’a’ and ’b’ are two random variables, each con-
sisting of n elements, the correlation coefficient of both
random variables is calculated by the Equations (1,2,3,
and 4):

rab =
cov(a, b)√
D(a)D(b)

(1)

D(a) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

[ai − E(a)]2 (2)
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cov(a, b) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

[ai − E(a)][bi − E(b)] (3)

cov(a, b) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

ai. (4)

Table 1: Correlation between both adjacent pixels in the
plain and ciphered images

Plain image Ciphered image
Diagonal 0.9358 -0.4020

Horizontal 0.9427 0.0082
Vertical 0.9858 -0.0005

From Table 1 results and the correlation charts, we no-
ticed that there is a negligible correlation between both
adjacent pixels in the ciphered image. But both adja-
cent pixels in the original image are extremely correlated.
Correlation in the encrypted images is exceptionally little
or insignificant while the suggested encrypting scheme is
utilized. Therefore, the suggested encryption system has
a great change and substitution properties.

3.1.3 Information Entropy

The information entropy is simply the average (expected)
amount of the information from the event or how much in-
formation there’s in an event. In general, the more uncer-
tain or random the event is, the more information it will
contain. It was founded in 1949 by Claude E. Shannon
[16]. Entropy test is the other one of Shannon methods
and it is applied to ciphered images, the indicator of ran-
domness is the information entropy that can be calculated
from the following Equation (5).

H(x) = −
2N−1∑
i=1

P (xi)log2[P (xi)] (5)

The entropy amounts the random value or average un-
certainty in xi where P(xi) is how much information from
one instance of the random variable xi. If all symbols have
the same probability then the information entropy will be
H(x) = 8, while x = (x0,x1,x2, ..., x28 -1) and P(xi) =
1/28 (i=0, 1, ..., 255), that matches the ideal case. Basi-
cally, the scrambled images information entropies are less
set alongside to the perfect case. The expected entropy of
the scrambled image is close to the perfect case in order to
create a great image encryption scheme. We may consider
the image to be more random somehow if the information
entropy is closer to 8. Table 2 shows the plain image
entropy value and its equivalent ciphered image entropy
value.

3.2 Keyspace Analysis

For the encryption scheme to be so effective, it must be
sensitive to the secret keys. The key space size has to be

Table 2: Entropy values for original and encrypted images

Image Entropy value
Original Image(plain Image) 7.1200

Encrypted Image (Cipher Image) 7.9919

big enough to prevent and stop the brutal attacks [21].
In this case, the size of the key space is unlimited. The
results of the experiments showed that CryptoBin is quite
sensitive to the secret key. Table 3 shows the CryptoBin
is sensitive to the secret keys. As visible once the secret
key is changed a little the correlation coefficients become
absolutely different.

Table 3: Correlation values for the image by using differ-
ent secret keys

Correlation Vertical Horizontal
Original Image 0.9858 0.9427

Encrypted Image (key1) 0.0160 -0.0174
Encrypted Image (key2) 0.0785 0.0711
Encrypted Image (key3) 0.0068 0.0078

4 Conclusion

An advanced approach for a cryptographic system using
binary codes based on (0,1) called CryptoBin is proposed.
This new algorithm depends on converting the target mes-
sage into zero and one and then swap the bit value from
one to zero and from zero to one by using mathematical
equations. This new system has a secret key, this secret
key has an unlimited length and a sub-secret key added
to the system. The sub-secret key is used to generate a
different encrypted message every time even if the same
secret key, the sub-secret key, and the same plaintext are
used several times, that increased the confidentiality and
strength of the system. To prove the effectiveness of the
proposed encryption system Histogram Analysis, Correla-
tion between plain images and cipher images, Information
Entropy, and Key Space Analysis has been tested. The
demands of secrecy and strength to confront the intrud-
ers with high efficiency have been achieved and the new
system introduced high-security analysis. The data was
encrypted by the proposed encryption system against any
attacks. The proposed system can be used to secure any
software applications.
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Abstract

The existing methods of network security situation as-
sessment have high complexity and not effectively in the
big data environment. This paper proposes an assess-
ment model based on SimHash in the big data environ-
ment. First, a large-scale network is divided into multiple
modules. Then get secure data of the internal nodes of
modules. Based on the SimHash algorithm, in turn quan-
tifies the node security situation, module security situa-
tion, network security situation. Finally, the experiment
is designed to verify the model. Results show that the
model can effectively adapt to a large-scale network and
have high accuracy.

Keywords: Big Data; Complex Network; Network Secu-
rity Situation Assessment; Text SimHash Algorithm

1 Introduction

With the continuous development and popularization of
network technology, the amount of data is growing at an
unimaginable speed in recent years. More and more peo-
ple use the term “big data” to describe and define the gen-
eration of massive data during the information explosion
era. Today, both industry and academia have generated a
great deal of interest in the field of big data. The value in-
herent in the big data has become the driving force behind
the storage and processing of big data [19]. Many studies,
including [26] and [17], have made cloud storage widely
used, which provides the basis for big data analysis. [14]
pointed out that because of the concept of data processing
changes in the big data environment, many scholars have
already begun to study the big data analysis technology
deeply. For instance, [24] elaborates on the techniques of
big data analysis and the challenges it faces.

On the other hand, the Internet has become a critical
infrastructure and Internet security has a direct bearing
on the fundamental interests of the public [11]. Today
the scale of the network is getting bigger and bigger, the
topological structure and environment of the network are

more and more complicated, cybersecurity incidents have
risen dramatically, and the issues of cybersecurity have
become increasingly prominent [1]. In order to address
these challenges, Intrusion Detection System, Firewall,
security-audit and other security protection and manage-
ment system have been widely used. However, these prod-
ucts all consider network security from a single aspect.
The lack of a synergistic mechanism between each of these
products can only be used by themselves and form isolated
islands of information.

Network security situation assessment has been pro-
posed by many scholars under such a background.
Strengthening the assessment of the security situation
of information systems is a necessary management mea-
sure to protect the core information infrastructure [8].
Network security situation assessment means that the
security-related elements are perceived and acquired from
the perspective of time and space through technological
means, and the network security status is judged through
the integrated analysis of data information [12,23].

Endsley in [7] put forward and defines the concept of
situation awareness for the first time in 1988. Endsley be-
lieved that situation awareness was the perception of the
elements of the environment within a volume of time and
space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the pro-
jection of their status into the near future. However, this
concept was mainly applied to the aviation field. Bass [2]
first introduced the concept of situational awareness into
the field of network security in 1999 and proposed an eval-
uation framework based on intrusion detection system,
but it did not implement it. Gorodetsky et al. [9] pro-
posed an evaluation method of network security situation
based on asynchronous data flow, which used multi-agent
anomaly detection network data flow to analyze various
security events to get the security situation. But usually,
data flow cannot represent all the basic security infor-
mation in networks. XiuZhen-Chen et al. [4] proposed a
quantitative hierarchical threat evaluation model for net-
work security. The evaluation policy used in the model
is from bottom to top and from local to the whole. The
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threat metrics of services, hosts, and local networks are
calculated by weighting the importance of services and
hosts based on attack frequency, severity and network
bandwidth consumption, and then evaluates the status
of the security threat. [25] proposed a situational aware-
ness model, which analyzes the current situation in the
network environment and generates corresponding mea-
sures. The situation is influenced 00by the measures and
then a new trend is formed. [13] references the mecha-
nism of body temperature change caused by biological
immune system imbalance, analyzes antibody concentra-
tions change caused by the change process of various types
of detectors in computer immune system, and proposes a
quantitative risk evaluation model for network security
based on body temperature. [27] classifies the security
events in the network to identify attackers, then casually
correlates each attack scenario, identifies the correspond-
ing track and phase of an attack, and finally establishes
the situation quantitative criteria, combining the attack
phase and its threat index evaluation of the cybersecurity
situation. However, all of the models mentioned above
are difficult to adapt to the situation of a large quantity
of data and fast generating of data in the big data envi-
ronment. Secure data in [29] includes intrusion detection
log, firewall log, virus log, network scanning, illegal exter-
nal links, and running state of equipment and real-time
alarm. Then combined with the PSR method, the fuzzy
logic model and the entropy weight method in an em-
pirical study for feasible urban public security evaluation
modeling. It gives us a good reference value. However,
it does not give a comprehensive measure of the value of
the situation. [5] used SIEM as input data, and based on
CVSS and attack models, the technologies used including
a set of integrated security metrics to conduct risk assess-
ment. [6] considered the uncertainty of the assessment
data and translates it into an objective weight through
uncertainty measures. Then, using D-S evidence theory
and pignistic (from the Latin pignus, a bet) probability
transformation, a consensus decision about the degree of
network security risk is obtained.

The above methods provide a feasible solution for re-
searching network security situation assessment. In the
meanwhile, there are some common defects. For instance,
the existing methods are hard to adapt to the big data
environment because of the high complexity of evaluation
models and algorithms, which leads to the deviation of
the quantitative results of the network security situation,
and the feedback is not timely enough. To address these
problems, this paper presents a network security situa-
tion evaluation model based on the SimHash algorithm
to adapt to the big data environment. First, the method
of complex networks is used to divide a large-scale net-
work. Fusion of multi-source heterogeneous data on each
node in the local network to obtain the secure data, and
then use SimHash to assess the security situation of nodes
quickly and efficiently. Finally, integrated by the weights
of nodes and modules to quantitative the status of net-
work security.

The limitation of the model in this paper is that in a
large-scale network, the topology is dynamically chang-
ing. However, the division of modules in our model is
completed before the assessment of the network security
situation and does not change in real time following the
change of the topology.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 we introduce the framework of our assessment
model. Section 3 gives the key algorithms and related
theoretical basis. Section 4 presents the experimental re-
sults and discussion. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Network Security Situation As-
sessment Model

A large-scale network usually contains a great number
of hosts, network devices, and various detection systems,
and these detection systems monitor the network from
different perspectives and generate logs and alerts. Tradi-
tional network security situation assessment usually uses
only a single alert or log detected, and the single data
source also directly leads to the deviation of the assess-
ment result from the actual situation. And the method
of evaluation often adopted a relatively complicated al-
gorithm, which directly affected the timeliness of the as-
sessment, and delays the best time for the network ad-
ministrator to take measures. Aiming at these problems,
the network security situation assessment model based on
the SimHash algorithm in the big data environment is put
forward.

Firstly terms used in the assessment model are ex-
plained.

Topology (T ). It’s graph structure which used to repre-
sent the information about nodes and their connec-
tion in a large-scale network environment.

Service (S). It refers to the services provided by the
node to determine the weight of the node.

Log (L). It contains information such as system log,
security log, application log, and alert log gener-
ated during network operation. The information
of every log can be characterized by a sextuple
(idl, timel, type, infol, idst, iddt), where (idl) is the
unique identification of log, timel is the time when
log generates, type is the type of log, infol is the de-
scription of log, idst is the identification of the node
which generates log, and iddt is the identification of
the node which is the target of the security event.

Vulnerability (V ). It refers to the vulnerability of
the node and determines the success probability of
an attack when it occurs. Every vulnerability in-
formation could be characterized by a quadruple
(idv, timev, prov, impactv, infov), where idv is the
unique identification of vulnerability, timev is the
time when vulnerability scans, prov is the probability
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of successful exploitation, and infov is the descrip-
tion of the vulnerability.

Attack (A). It represents the attack on the node. The
information of every attack can be characterized by
a sextuple (ida, timea, st, dt, infoa, idv), where ida is
the unique identification of attack, timea is the time
when attack occurs, st and dt represented the source
and destination of attack respectively, infoa is the
description of attack, and idv is the identification of
vulnerability which used by attack.

Node situation awareness (NSA). It’s the value of
the security situation of the node and consists of
topology, vulnerability and attack and denoted by
NSA = (T, V,A).

Module situation awareness (MSA). It’s the value of
the security situation of the module and consists of
NSA and the weight of the nodes in the module and
denoted by MSA = (NSA,ωnode).

Network situation awareness (SA). It’s the value of the
security situation of a large-scale network and con-
sists of MSA and the weight of the modules and de-
noted by SA = (MSA,ωmodule).

Then the framework of the model is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Network security situation assessment model

The calculation steps is shown in Table 1.

3 Network Security Situation As-
sessment Based on Big Data
Analytics and SimHash

In this section, first, we divide the network into multiple
modules and preprocess the data on the Hadoop platform.
Then we introduce SimHash algorithm and use it to eval-
uate the security of the nodes. Finally, we determine the
weight of the nodes and calculate the security situation
of module and network.

3.1 Data Preprocessing

Due to the data obtained from various data sources such
as logs and network traffic, their format is different, their
generation is fast and the data contains dirty data. All of
these leads to data exchange and sharing cannot be per-
formed with each other efficiently. At the same time, [21]
pointed out today’s sophisticated network-attacks that
occur across multiple dimensions and stages, traditional
platforms will have no chance to defend a network.

To address these problems, the idea of the module is
brought from the complex network into network security
situation assessment.

The complex network generally consists of a mass of
nodes and the connections between nodes are seriously
complex. A complex network is widely used in various
scientific fields to model and analyzes complex systems.
Many networks have a community structure. Community
structure is there are many associations in the network,
and the connection among these associations is relatively
sparse and the connection within the associations is rel-
atively dense. Community discovery is using information
contained in the topological structure from the complex
network to resolve its modular community structure.

Community module index Q [20] is usually used to
characterize the strength of community characteristics.
Defined as in Equation (1):

Q =
1

2m

∑
ij

(
Aij −

kikj
2m

)
δ(Ci, Cj). (1)

Where ki and kj are the degrees of nodes, Aij are the
weight of the edge between node i and node j, Ci is the
community of node i, m is the total number of network
edges. δ(Ci, Cj) = 1 when Ci = Cj , otherwise is 0. The
value of Q is between 0 and 1, generally Q = 0.3 as the
lower bound of the social structure of the network.

In this paper, we use BGLL algorithm [3] to classify a
large-scale network. The algorithm uses the positive or
negative of ∆Q to determine whether the ith node should
join the module the jth node belongs to. ∆Q is defined
in Equation (2):

∆Q =

[∑
in +2ki,in

2m
−
(∑

tot +ki
2m

)2
]
−[∑

in

2m
−
(∑

tot

2m

)2

−
(
ki
2m

)2
]
. (2)

Where
∑

in is the sum of the weights of all the edges inside
the community;

∑
tot is the sum of the weights of all the

edges associated with the nodes inside the community;
ki,in is the sum of weight of all edges connected to the
community C. An example of dividing the network is
shown in Figure 2.

Next, multi-source heterogeneous data, which is gen-
erating by the nodes inside each partitioned module is
integrated. The purpose of data integration is to orga-
nize data in various independent systems into a whole
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Table 1: Assessment steps

Step 1
Modules and its weight are obtained by using algorithms for detecting community structure in a complex
network to divide a large-scale network.

Step 2 Collecting network security situation elements and then upload to the distributed file system to storage.

Step 3
The type of attack and the number of the attack in a period is obtained by preprocessing elements of
network security situation.

Step 4
Inside the module, scan the vulnerabilities of nodes and calculate the success probability for each type of
attack.

Step 5
For each node in the module, an algorithm based on SimHash is used to calculate the severity of the attack
by attack type and a number of attacks.

Step 6
According to the severity of the attacks and the probability of successful attacks, node security situation is
calculated.

Step 7
The weights of the nodes are calculated by using the services provided by the nodes, and then module
security situation is obtained according to the security situation of the nodes.

Step 8 Using the module weight, combined with the security situation of modules, get the network security situation.

(a) predetect (b) detect

Figure 2: An example of dividing

according to certain rules by some technical means, so
that other systems or users can access data effectively.
First, collect multi-source heterogeneous data, and then
upload them to the distributed file system for storage.
Because of the correlation between the data generated by
various detection systems, on the one hand, there is a
large amount of redundant information in these data and
cannot be directly used in the network security situation
evaluation. On the other hand, the detection system also
has omissions and false positives, and the data of multi-
ple detection systems will be merged to complement each
other. On the basis of the distributed file system, it is
possible to unify the format of multi-source heterogeneous
data, excluding a lot of noise data which are not related
to network security situation assessment, and merge du-
plicate attribute data. Finally, these pre-processed data
are stored in the database as the data that can be used
directly by the network security situation assessment.

3.2 Node Security Situation Assessment
Based on Simhash

3.2.1 SimHash

SimHash algorithm [10] is an efficient algorithm uses to
find similar texts. It avoids the complicated way of com-

paring texts with each other, which greatly improves the
efficiency compared with algorithms such as cosine simi-
larity, Euclidean distance, Jaccard similarity coefficient.

SimHash algorithm is a type of dimension reduction
method essentially, which maps high-dimensional vectors
into smaller-sized signatures to represent the features of
the original vectors. The main character is the Hamming
distance between two signatures is positively correlated
with cosine similarity between the corresponding feature
vectors. [18] and [22] improve SimHash algorithm and ap-
ply the improved algorithm to different fields. This brings
great inspiration to this research.

The SimHash algorithm is described in (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 SimHash

Require: Text T , the length of hash b.
Ensure: Array W [. . .].
1: Begin
2: F (t)← feature vector in T
3: W ← array of b zeros
4: for i ∈ F (t) do
5: φi ← TraditionalHash(i)
6: for j = 1 to b do
7: if φij = 1 then
8: W [j]←W [j] + ωi

9: else
10: W [j]←W [j]− ωi

11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: for j = 1 to b do
15: if W [j] ≥ 0 then
16: W [j]← 1
17: else
18: W [j]← 0
19: end if
20: end for
21: return W
22: End
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3.2.2 Text Processing

Before using the SimHash algorithm for node security sit-
uation assessment, we need to construct the text as the
input of the algorithm.

Firstly, a text is randomly generated, and the words
that make up the text are not repeated with each other,
and the number of words that make up the text is related
to the total number of attacks during that time.

Then assign different words for different types of at-
tacks. These words do not overlap with the words in the
text.

Finally, extract the attack information within a pe-
riod of time, and calculate the attack number for different
types of attack. If there are n types of attacks, n copies of
the original text are generated. For each type of attack,
according to the number of attacks, replace some words
in the copy with the assigned words.

According to the above description, if there are several
attacks over a period of time, several texts which modified
will eventually be obtained. Utilizing the SimHash algo-
rithm to get several hash values corresponding to these
texts which modified, and compare the Hamming distance
between these hash values and the hash value generated
by the original text.

Hamming distance is the number of different bits be-
tween the hash values of two b-bits that can be used to
estimate the similarity between two vectors. The greater
the Hamming distance, the less similarity between the
two vectors is. This feature can be used to quantify the
severity of a certain attack on a node over a period of
time.

For the existing vulnerabilities, different types of at-
tacks have different successful probability. If there are
numerous attacks over a period of time, we will get several
Hamming distances. We need to combine these Hamming
distances with the corresponding attack success probabil-
ity, and then reduce the result.

3.2.3 Assessment Algorithm Based on SimHash

Traditionally, SimHash algorithm is used for web page
deduplication and document similarity detection. Due to
the huge amount of data volume is generated by various
security devices in a large-scale network, an efficient net-
work security situation evaluation algorithm is urgently
needed to enable network administrators to quickly un-
derstand the current security status of the network. How-
ever, most existing evaluation algorithms have a disadvan-
tage in the computation time because of its complexity.
So it’s difficult to apply to a large-scale network environ-
ment.

In order to solve the problems, we introduce SimHash
algorithm to the network security situation awareness.
Based on SimHash, we propose our node security situ-
ation assessment algorithm. First, we use text processing
which described above to generate pre-attack text and
post-attack text. And then use these texts to quantify
the severity of the attack and finally quantify the security

situation of the node. The algorithm is shown in (Algo-
rithm 2).

Algorithm 2 Node security situation assessment algo-
rithm
Require: Attack information A, vulnerability informa-

tion V .
Ensure: Node security situation NSA.
1: Begin
2: b← the length of hash
3: d← 0
4: T1 ← randomly generate n words and each word isn’t

repeating
5: F1(t)← feature vector on T1
6: H1 ← SimHash(T1, b)
7: for a ∈ A and i = 0 to n do
8: word← randomly generate a word
9: T2 ← replace(T1, i, word)

10: end for
11: F2(t)← feature vector on T2
12: H2 ← SimHash(T2, b)
13: for i = 1 to b do
14: if H1[i] = H2[i] then
15: d← d+ 1
16: end if
17: end for
18: for a ∈ A do
19: if idv in V then
20: NSA← NSA+ d · impactv · prov
21: else
22: NSA← NSA+ 0
23: end if
24: end for
25: return NSA
26: End

Based on vulnerability information about a node, the
success probability of the attack is obtained and the secu-
rity situation of the node is calculated using Equation (3).

NSA =

n∑
i=1

(svyi × pi). (3)

Where svyi is the severity of the ith attack, a node may
be attacked by many types of attack, pi is the success
probability of the attack based on vulnerability informa-
tion.

3.3 Determine the Weight of Node

The improved entropy method [16] is used to determine
the node weight. In information theory, entropy reflects
the degree of disorders of information and is a measure
of uncertainty. The smaller the entropy of an index, the
smaller the uncertainty and the greater the amount of in-
formation carried, the greater the impact of this index on
the comprehensive evaluation. The main steps of calcu-
lation are as follows:
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Step 1: Depending to the service status of the host node,
constructs a judgment matrix R:

R =


r11 r12 . . . r1n
r21 r22 . . . r2n
...

...
. . .

...
rm1 rm2 . . . rmn

 (4)

Where rij is the quantized value of the j service for
the i nodes, 0 if it contains. n is the total number of
nodes in the network and m is the total number of
services in the network.

Step 2: Using traditional concept of entropy to calculate
the entropy of the jth services(Hj):

Hj = −
( n∑

i=1

fij ln fij

)
/ lnn (5)

fij = rij/

n∑
i=1

rij (6)

Where fij is the proportion of the ith nodes under
the jth service in the service. Obviously, if fij = 0
that ln fij is meaningless, so the calculation of fij is
modified to be:

fij = (1 + rij)/

n∑
i=1

(1 + rij). (7)

Step 3: Calculating the difference coefficient for the jth
service gj :

gj = (1−Hj)/(m− Ec) (8)

Ec =

m∑
j=1

Hj ; 0 ≤ gi ≤ 1,

m∑
j=1

gi = 1 (9)

For the jth service, the smaller the entropy, the
greater the difference coefficient, the greater the im-
pact on the node is.

Step 4: Calculating the objective weight (wi) of each
node in the network:

wi =

m∑
j=1

(gj/

m∑
j=1

gj) · fij (10)

3.4 Calculate the Value of Network Secu-
rity Situation

The previous section calculates the node’s security situa-
tion NSA and the weight of the node. Then use Equa-
tion (11) to quantify network security situation of the
module:

MSA =

m∑
j=0

(NSA× ωnode). (11)

Where ωnode is the weight of the node.

Finally, use Equation (12) to quantify the network se-
curity situation:

SA =

n∑
i=0

(MSA× ωmodule). (12)

Where ωmodule is the weight of the module.

4 Experiment and Analysis

To verify the applicability of the proposed model, we se-
lected the 2000 DARPA assessment dataset [15] provided
by MIT Lincoln Lab datasets as experimental data. This
dataset provides two attack scenarios LLDOS1.0 and LL-
DOS2.0.2 and contains network traffic and host audit
logs, which can be used as a data source for the proposed
model. In this paper, we will conduct an assessment of
network security situation against these attack scenarios.

4.1 Experiment Environment

Due to there are many network nodes involved in the
dataset, it is not clear enough if the complete network
topology is drawn. Therefore, the network topology con-
tains the key nodes only.

(a) predetect (b) detect

Figure 3: Network division

As shown in Figure 3, the figure on the left shows the
network topology that contains the key nodes. We use the
BGLL algorithm to divide the network, and the figure on
the right shows the result. As you can see from the figure
on the right, we divide the network into three modules,
which are consistent with the dataset in which all the
nodes are distributed in three regions: inside, outside,
and in the DMZ. Besides these key nodes, we still need to
consider the weight of those nodes that are not attacked
in the network security situation assessment process.

Based on the information provided in the dataset, vul-
nerability information and the probability of success is
shown in Table 2.

The service information of the key nodes in the network
is shown in Table 3.

4.2 Node Security Situation Assessment
Based on SimHash

Algorithm 2 is used to evaluate the security situation of
the node. First, we write detection rules of the IDS to
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Table 2: Network host vulnerability information

Vulnerability information Mill Locke Pascal Hume Robin af.mil pro impact
ICMP incorrectly configured

√ √ √ √ √
× 1.0 0.1

SunRPC incorrectly configured
√ √ √

× × × 0.8 0.2
Sadmind buffer overflow

√ √ √
× × × 0.8 0.8

RCP incorrectly configured
√ √ √

× × × 1.0 0.2
HINFO query incorrectly configured

√
× × × × × 0.8 0.6

SYN Flood × × × × ×
√

0.7 1.0

Table 3: Network hosting service information

Service information Mill Locke Pascal Hume Robin af.mil
HTTP ×

√ √
×

√ √

FTP
√ √ √

× × ×
TELNET

√ √ √
× × ×

DNS
√

× × × × ×
SMTP × × ×

√
× ×

POP3 × × ×
√

× ×

analyze the network traffic and get the alerts. Then up-
load these alerts and system logs to the distributed file
system (HDFS) to storage. Because of the intrusion de-
tection system alerts, some are found in the logs. Then
we design MapReduce program to analyze the data on
the HDFS to exclude duplicate Data, and finally get the
attack information A, according to Table 2 to construct
vulnerability information V . Taking A and V as the in-
put data of the Algorithm 2, the security situation values
of each node are generated. In order to ensure that the
chart clearly, we only plot the security situation of the
three nodes and shows in Figure 4.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Periods of time

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

NS
A

Mill
Pascal
Mil

Figure 4: Node security situation

It can be seen from Figure 4 that in the periods of 1, 2
and 6, the nodes are scanned and the impact of scanning
on the nodes is minimal, so we also calculated the NSA
to be lower. In the period of 3, Mill and Pascal suffered a
buffer overflow attack, so the value of NSA we calculated
is higher. In the periods of 3 and 10, the attacker controls
Mill and Pascal to initiate a DDoS attack on Mil node.
Therefore, the NSA of the three nodes in both periods
is greater. It can be seen that the algorithm we use to
evaluate the node security situation is accurate, which

can reflect the severity of each node being attacked.

4.3 Module Security Situation Assess-
ment

We use the improved entropy method, according to the
services provided by each node, get the weight of each
node in the module, and the security situation of the mod-
ule is calculated by Equation (11). There are 3 modules
in our experiment: INSIDE, OUTSIDE, and DMZ. The
result of the security situation of INSIDE module is shown
in Figure 5.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Periods of time
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Reference[23]
Our method
Reference[12]

Figure 5: Module security situation assessment

There is no concept of module in [16] and [28]. There-
fore, the results of these two methods are obtained by cal-
culating the sum of the security situation of nodes which
in INSIDE module. As can be seen from Figure 5, the
trends of three methods are consistent. However, in some
key stages, our method gets a higher value of the situa-
tion. For example, in the periods of 5 and 10, the attacker
will have Pascal nodes. The attacker performs a DDoS at-
tack on the Mil node through Pascal and mill node, and
Pascal node is in the INSIDE module. Therefore, we hold
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the view that the value of the INSIDE module is higher
in these two periods, but in [28] it is lower in the period
of 10 than before.

4.4 Network Security Situation Assess-
ment

In the base of MSA, the security situation of the whole
network is calculated using Equation (12), where the
weight of the module is obtained by dividing the whole
network using the BGLL algorithm. The network security
situation obtained is shown in Figure 6, where the larger
the SA is, the more insecure the network is.
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Figure 6: Network security situation assessment

It can be seen from the Figure 6 that our model can
better reflect the security state of the network than [16]
and [28]. As in the periods of 5 and 10, the network was
attacked by a large number of distributed denial-of-service
attacks, so our assessment results were relatively high for
both periods. In the periods of 3 and 8, key nodes are
compromised and the root access is taken by the attacker.
At this point, the subsequent series of attacks are all based
on root access, so both of these evaluations higher. In the
end, network administrators can decide whether to take
action or not based on the network security situation.

4.5 Performance Analysis

On the storage, we only need to store the hash values
corresponding to the initial text and the modified text re-
spectively. This saves a lot of space compared to storing
network traffic and logs directly. And we can store these
hashes in HDFS in the big data environment. Using the
LZO compression algorithm to compress the data, which
can save the disk space occupied by the data further and
speed up the data transmission in the disk and the net-
work, so as to improve the processing speed of the sys-
tem. LZO compression algorithm allows us to split the
compressed algorithm allows us to split the compressed
file processing, file segmentation in the big data process-
ing is very important. It will affect the number of parallel
execution of the job, thus affecting the efficiency of the
implementation of the job. Table 4 shows the comparison
of several compression algorithms.

In the big data environment, the traditional situation
assessment algorithm is more complex. When the data of
the network node increases sharply, network status can-
not be feedback to the network administrator timely and
effectively. To test the efficiency of our algorithm, we
randomly generate two different types of attacks in every
period, and the number of each type also generate ran-
domly. The length of hash value which is calculated by
the SimHash algorithm is 64-bits. The result is shown
in Figure 7. It can be seen that the time complexity of
our algorithm is closed to O(n2). Through the theoreti-
cal analysis of the algorithm, it can be seen that although
there are several loops, only one is a two-layer loop, so the
time complexity is O(n2) is correct. The algorithm cal-
culates the security situation of four million nodes takes
only about 70 seconds. Moreover, this is just a node‘s
computing power, we can dynamically increase the num-
ber of computing nodes if it is needed in the big data
environment.
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Figure 7: Calculating speed

Our model can be applied to a large-scale network, be-
cause using BGLL algorithm divides a large-scale network
into multiple modules, as long as there is a topology, the
topology can be determined when the network is gener-
ated. Alerts, a variety of logs and other network security-
related data can be collected and uploaded to HDFS to
storage and analysis as they are generated, so this process
is generally done in parallel with data generation.

5 Conclusions

This paper analyzes and compares the existing evalua-
tion methods of network security situation. To address
the problem that these methods are difficult to adopt in
a large-scale network environment, this paper proposes
a network security situation assessment model based on
text SimHash algorithm in the big data environment. The
model divides a large-scale network into multiple modules
by using the method of dividing the network structure of
complex networks, and then analyzes the nodes in each
module and quantifies the node security situation, the
module security situation, and the network security situ-
ation gradually. Administrators know the status of net-
work security at any time. And the experimental analysis
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Table 4: Compression algorithm comparison

Compression
algorithm

Initial file
size

Compressed
file size

Compression
speed

Decompression
speed

Separability

LZO 8.0GB 2.0GB 148.95MB/s 234.06MB/s Yes
GZIP 8.0GB 1.3GB 33.99MB/s 113.78MB/s No
BZIP2 8.0GB 1.06GB 6.13MB/s 24.5MB/s Yes

verifies the applicability and characteristics of the evalu-
ation model we proposed.

In the future, we will improve a large-scale network
security situation assessment model and the quantitative
assessment method, and on this basis, make a prediction
of a large-scale network security situation. And designing
a multidimensional visualization system to help admin-
istrators seize the status of network security more accu-
rately.
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Abstract

Data storage in the cloud is a very popular storage
method because of the cost savings resulting from the
user not needing hardware, software or space. However,
data storage in the cloud has unique requirements be-
cause the current technical and environment. On March
2018, Thangavel and Varalakshmi proposed an “Improved
Secure RSA cryptosystem (ISRSAC) for Data Confiden-
tiality in Cloud”. They modified the RSA algorithm into
another one called MRSAC. In this paper, the author will
examine the flaw from that scheme.

Keywords: Flaw; MRSAC; RSA

1 Introduction

Thangavel et al. [4] proposed the ESRKGS scheme in
2005, which stemmed from their RSA modification. The
φ(n) of RSA [2] used two prime numbers, and Thangavel
used four primes to generate its φ(n). Lüy et al. [1] dis-
cussed the vulnerability of Thangavel’s scheme, and also
gave an example. Thangavel and Varalakshmi [3] modi-
fied the ESRKGS algorithm to ISRSAC scheme. Unfor-
tunately, there is a flaw in ISRSAC scheme, we would
describe this situation on next section.

2 ISRASC Algorithm

RSA cryptosystem consists of three phases: Prime key
generation, encryption and decryption. The problem is
that RSA is not secure against a brute force attack. The
security of RSA cryptosystem depends on the large prime

number because it is difficult to break. Hence a modi-
fied version of RSA for secure key generation is used to
generate the public and private keys. The resulting algo-
rithm is known as ISRSAC. To start the algorithm, we
randomly choose two large primes p and q where where
p 6= q, p > 3, q > 3, and find

n = p · q · (p− 1) · (q − 1)

m = p · q.

An integer r is randomly selected where p > 2r > q, which
generates α(n)

α(n) =
(p− 1)(q − 1)(p− 2r)(q − 2r)

2r

The public key e is satisfying 1 < e < α(n) where
gcd(e, α(n)) = 1

e · d ≡ 1 (mod α(n)).

The public key pair is (e, n), and private key pair is (d,m).

Encryption: Suppose the M is plaintext or digitize mes-
sage. We get ciphertext C by

C ≡Me (mod n).

Decryption: We recovery message by

M ≡ Cd (mod m).

3 Our Comment

3.1 The Parameter 2r Problem

As known 2r where

p > 2r < q.
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There are four types as follow:

Type 1: p = 4n+ 1 and q = 4m+ 1 forms.

Type 2: p = 4n+ 3 and q = 4m+ 1 forms.

Type 3: p = 4n+ 1 and q = 4m+ 3 forms.

Type 4: p = 4n+ 3 and q = 4m+ 3 forms.

Proof.

The Type 1. Since

4m+ 1 < 2r < 4n+ 1,

we get

4m+ 1 < 2r ⇒ m <
2r − 1

4

4n+ 1 > 2r ⇒ n >
2r − 1

4

The Type 2. Since

4m+ 1 < 2r < 4n+ 3,

we get

4m+ 1 < 2r ⇒ m <
2r − 1

4

4n+ 3 > 2r ⇒ n >
2r − 3

4

The Type 3. Since

4m+ 3 < 2r < 4n+ 1,

we get

4m+ 3 < 2r ⇒ m <
2r − 3

4

4n+ 1 > 2r ⇒ n >
2r − 1

4

The Type 4. Since

4m+ 3 < 2r < 4n+ 3,

we get

4m+ 3 < 2r ⇒ m <
2r − 3

4

4n+ 3 > 2r ⇒ n >
2r − 3

4

By Type 1 and Type 2, we get

m <
2r − 1

4
(1)

By Type 3 and Type 4, we get

m <
2r − 3

4
(2)

Suppose Equation (1) ∩ Equation (2), we know

m <
2r − 3

4

By Type 1 and Type 3, we get

n >
2r − 1

4
(3)

By Type 2 and Type 4, we get

n >
2r − 3

4
(4)

Suppose Equation (3) ∩ Equation (4), we obtain

n >
2r − 1

4

When n > 2r−1
4 and m < 2r−3

4 where r ∈ Z+, we get

q < 2r < p.

3.2 The Core Algorithm

As known

α(n) =
(p− 1)(q − 1)(p− 2r)(q − 2r)

2r
.

p, q are both primes. If r > 2, r ∈ Z+, α(n) is not an
integer.

Proposition 1. From α(n) above, p, q are both primes.
p or q can be written three forms as follows:

Case 1. p = 4n+ 3 and q = 4n+ 3 forms.

Case 2. p = 4n+ 1 and q = 4n+ 3 forms.

Case 3. p = 4n+ 1 and q = 4n+ 1 forms.

We first consider Case 1.

(p− 1)(q − 1) = (4n+ 2)(4m+ 2)

= 4[4mn+ 2(m+ n) + 1].

(p− 2r)(q − 2r) = pq − 2rp− 2rq + 22r.

α(n) = 4[4mn+ 2(m+ n) + 1](
p · q
2r
− p− q + 2r)

=
pq4[4mn+ 2(m+ n) + 1]

2r−2

−4(p+ q − 2r)[4mn+ 2(m+ n) + 1]

since p, q and [4mn+2(m+n)+1] are odd, therefore
the product of p · q · (4mn+2(m+n)+1) is also odd.
This equation is not divisible by 2r−2 where 2r−2 is
even. And

(p+ q)− 2r(4mn+ 2(m+ n) + 1)

is an integer. Thus, while r greater than 2, r ∈ Z+,
the α(n) is not an integer (a solution).
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We then discuss Case 2, namely p = 4n + 1 and q =
4m+ 3. Since

(p− 1)(q − 1) = 16mn+ 8n = 8n(2m+ 1),

then

(p− 2r)(q − 2r) = pq − 2rp− 2rq + 22r.

We get

α(n) = 8n(2m+ 1)(
pq

2r
− p− q + 2r)

=
pqn(2m+ 1)

2r−3
− 8n(2m+ 1)(p+ q − 2r)

1) If n is odd since p, q, n and (2m + 1) are odd,
the product of p · q · n(2m+ 1) is also odd. We
obtain

8n(2m+ 1)(p+ 1)(p+ q − 2r)

is not divisible by 2r−3 if r > 3. Therefore, α(n)
is not possible an integer.

2) If n is even where n = a · 2i, i ∈ Z+, a is odd.
We get

α(n) =
p · q · a(2m+ 1)

2r−i−3
−8n(2m+1)(p+q−2r).

Since p, q, a and (2m+ 1) are odd, the product
of p ·q ·a ·(2m+1) is also odd and is not divisible
by 2r−i−3 when r > i+ 3, i ∈ Z+.

By above Items 1) and 2), we know the α(n) is not
an integer when r > i+ 3, i ∈ Z+

0 .

We keep discussing Case 3, namely p = 4n + 1 and q =
4m+ 1.

(p− 1)(q − 1) = 16mn

(p− 2r)(q − 2r) = pq − 2rp− 2rq + 22r

α(n) = 16mn(
p · q
2r

)− p− q + 2r

=
p · q ·m · n

2r−4

−16mn(p+ q − 2r).

1) If m,n are odd, and p, q are odd, the product of
m · n · p · q is odd and is not divisible by 2r−4.

2) We start with m · n is even this is true under
following condition m is odd and n is even, or
m is even and n is odd.

Suppose
m · n = b · 2j ,

where b is odd, j ∈ Z+. We get

α(n) =
b · p · q
2r−j−4

− 16mn(p+ q − 2r),

since b, p, q are odd, the product of b · p · q is odd.
Therefore it will not be divisible by 2r−j−4 when r >
4 + j, j ∈ Z+. From above Items 1) and 2), when
r > 4 + j, j ∈ Z+

0 , the α(n) is not an integer.

Summary of Cases 1, 2 and 3.

1) p = 4n + 3, q = 4m + 3, α(n) is not an integer when
r > 2, r ∈ Z+.

2) p = 4n + 1, q = 4m + 3, α(n) is not an integer when
r > 3 + j, j ∈ Z+

0 .

3) p = 4n + 1, q = 4m + 1, α(n) is not an integer when
r > 4 + j, j ∈ Z+

0 .

4 Conclusion

Thangavel and Varalakshmi proposed ISRSAC scheme
by RSA modification algorithm. From our comment,

α(n) = (p−1)(q−1)(p−2r)(q−2r)
2r where p and q are primes,

and r > 3, r ∈ Z+, then the α(n) is not a integer. On
their scheme, it is not possible to generate the public key
e randomly. On other hand, it is also impossible sat-
isfied e · d ≡ 1 (mod α(n)) where 1 < e < α(n) and
gcd(e, α(n)) = 1. Therefore, the ISRSAC algorithm has
a certain theoretical defect.
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